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THE TEXTS

�

Although the translations used in this volume are no longer under copyright and 
now in the public domain, the editors would like to gratefully acknowledge both 
the translators and their publishers for the texts that have served as our sources. 
Th e present work would not have been possible without them. 

All the texts, however, have been slightly altered from the sources: not only 
have the translations each been modifi ed in part, but also the texts have been 
abridged for readability and concision. A word on our method of abridgement: 
we essentially strove to produce a reader-friendly text, one that novices to Hegel 
could ease into without feeling intimidated; in this eff ort, we not only excluded 
what was obviously excludable, such as long digressions or internal repetitions, 
but also excised text if the idea or argument expressed in a certain chapter had 
been articulated in another chapter elsewhere in the book. Th us, with the excep-
tion of the fi nal chapter (from Th e History of Philosophy), Hegel’s recycling of the 
same examples and metaphors has been curtailed herein. Th e fi nal chapter, how-
ever, weaves together so many threads and themes from all the earlier chapters 
that it was thought best to permit Hegel to revive all his previously employed im-
ages and arguments, such that the overall systematic nature of Hegel’s thought 
would be adequately conveyed. For those who seek the complete, unaltered trans-
lations of Hegel’s writings, the editors would advert to the following originals:

Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. J. B. Baillie, New York, Macmillan, 1910.
Hegel’s Science of Logic, trans. W. H. Johnston and L. G. Struthers, vol. 1, 2 vols. 

London, George Allen & Unwin, 1929. 
Philosophy of Right, trans. S. W. Dyde [1896], New York, Dover, 2005. 
Philosophy of History, trans. J. Sibree [1857], New York, Dover, 1956.
Th e Philosophy of Fine Art, trans. F. P. B. Osmaston, vol. 1, 4 vols., London, G. Bell 

and Sons, 1920.
Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion, trans. E. B. Speirs and J. B. Sanderson, vol. 

1, 3 vols., London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1895.
Hegel’s Lectures on the History of Philosophy, trans. E. S. Haldane, vol. 1, 3 vols., 

London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1892.





EDITORS’ INTRODUCTION

�

‘Th e life of the ever present Spirit is a circle of progressive 
embodiments, which looked at in one respect still exist be-
side each other, and only as looked at from another point of 
view appear as past’.
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THE CIRCLE OF KNOWLEDGE

THE CIRCLE OF KNOWLEDGE

Th e present collection consists of a string of diff erent ‘Introductions’ that Hegel 
wrote for each of his major works, beginning with the famous (and infamous) 
Preface to his  Phenomenology of Spirit, which celebrated its second centenary in 
2007 (it fi rst appeared in 1807, when Hegel was 37 years old).

Aft er 200 years of thought profoundly infl uenced by Hegel’s magnum opus, 
we seek through these Introductions to cast a fresh look at the sheer creative in-
sight and philosophical brilliance of one of the rather distantly understood great 
philosophers of modern times. In a crucial sense, his Introductions, seen together 
in this way, off er a panoramic overview of his grand system, of his conception of 
philosophy and of his endeavour to bring out an ingenious re-interpretation of 
many of the classical philosophical ideas. Th is study, at the same time, foreshad-
ows many popular themes that one associates with contemporary accounts, social 
narratives and discourses of history, aesthetics, culture and politics. 

Hegel’s impact on Karl  Marx is already well-known and oft en critically dis-
cussed. Th rough the texts that follow, the reader will become equally aware of 
the enormous infl uence that Hegel had on all subsequent European refl ection, 
from Edmund  Husserl, Martin  Heidegger, Alexandre  Kojève, Jean-Paul Sartre 
and Jacques Lacan to Max Weber, Walter Benjamin, Th eodore Adorno and Jür-
gen  Habermas, and indeed, even well beyond Europe, from Japan’s great Kyoto-
school philosophers like Nishida, America’s nemesis of pragmatism Josiah Royce, 
and an entire neo-Hegelian movement in Britain (R. G. Collingwood is an emi-
nent fi gure) that in its turn infl uenced a generation of thought throughout the 
commonwealth and beyond. 

In order that the reader may become cognizant of the full range of Hegel’s in-
fl uence, we have chosen and abridged a representative selection of Hegel’s works 
treating of a wide variety of disciplines, including philosophy, history, art, and re-
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ligious studies. Our sources include: the  Phenomenology of Spirit, the  Science of 
Logic, the  Philosophy of Right, the  Philosophy of History, the  Philosophy of Fine                             Art, 
the  Philosophy of Religion, and the  History of Philosophy. 

We have specifi cally chosen the Introductions since they are the most acces-
sible of Hegel’s works, and because they lay out the Hegelian project in a concise 
fashion. Th is book, therefore, will allow the reader to comprehend the whole of 
the Hegelian System as it is built up from the parts within it, without having to 
try to locate and gather together his numerous works or the even greater burden 
of struggling to fathom their depths in their entirety. 

Off ering a critical summary of his works, Hegel’s Introductions stand com-
plete in themselves, each capturing a logical facet of Hegel’s overarching notion 
of truth. At the same time, seen all together, they present the inter-linkages in 
Hegel’s thought, the dialectical progression of one work to another, one philo-
sophical moment to another. Before moving on to understand Hegel’s dialectical 
System, let us look briefl y at the man himself to gain insight into some of the mo-
tivations behind his writings.

G. W. F. Hegel was born into a vibrant and rapidly changing Europe at the 
end of the eighteenth century, with news of the American  Revolution igniting 
people’s minds, and the eff ects of the French  Revolution motivating people’s 
deeds. Napoleon would soon spread the ideals of the  Revolution through con-
quest, and indeed, his forces took Hegel’s city of Jena just when Hegel had fi n-
ished writing his  Phenomenology of Spirit. 

In the German areas, the arts and letters were thriving: Beethoven was com-
posing his great Symphonies (his Ninth oft en compared with Hegel’s Phenom-
enology),  Goethe was composing his masterpiece Faust (to which, again, Hegel’s 
Phenomenology is oft en compared), and the eff ects of   Kant’s Critiques were still 
reverberating from Prussia throughout the world. Amidst this inspiring cultural 
milieu, Berlin—where Hegel would ultimately settle—was being developed into 
a veritable Athens on the Spree (the main river in Berlin), where the vision of the 
 Enlightenment would fi nd concrete expression in the classicist architecture and 
sculpture adorning the pompous boulevards that Hegel would perambulate daily. 

Synthetic thoughts seemed to reign supreme among the ‘globalized’ intel-
lectuals of the time, whether in their political manifestation as socialism, their 
aesthetic manifestation as romanticism, their philological manifestation as the 
search for an Ursprache or proto-Indo-European  language ultimately linking all 
great civilizations at a unifi ed cradle or source, or their philosophical manifesta-
tion as a quest for   absolute knowledge with not merely a universally valid force, 
but indeed, a universally comprehensive source. It was in this vein that the Ger-
man Indologists so eagerly explored and promulgated whatever morsels of litera-
ture or philosophy were available to them from India.

Hegel was himself willy-nilly immersed in this syncretist mood, albeit vec-
tored by his peculiar genius. He had the personal ambition to collect from all cor-
ners every worthwhile sundry piece of human knowledge and cultural achieve-
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ment and to synthesize it all into one resource, a compendium of complete 
knowledge, which he would call Th e  Encyclopaedia of Philosophical Sciences. 

At the centre of the word encyclopaedia we observe the term cyclo—circle or 
cycle. Hegel would consciously use the imagery of the circle as symbol of the com-
pleteness of his philosophical System. Having come back round to Hegel’s Sys-
tem, let us now turn to an exposition of Hegel’s works in order to prepare the 
reader for what to expect in the Introductions of Hegel to follow. 

THE CONCRETION OF KNOWLEDGE

Central to Hegel’s thought overall is the idea that truth is never abstract; the He-
gelian  absolute is never a ‘lifeless universal’ as a bare statement of an aim of phil-
osophical work (p. 24).1 In eff ect, Hegel demands that the universal, the general 
and the abstract must be constantly shaped by a living particular, a rich concre-
tion. For this reason, truth for him is mediation; it cannot be untouched pure 
abstraction. To put this in another way, activity is the condition of being. Some-
thing needs to be stirred in action, in thriving reality for it to have meaning and 
being. 

Far from the charges of mechanistic formalism and abstraction, Hegel trans-
forms the notion of a ‘pure’ knowledge to one which is concrete, historically me-
diated, derived, evolved, strived for, experienced, lived, and realized. His disdain 
towards empty schema, skeletal framework of concepts and categories is only in-
dicative of his derision against pure formal abstract universals. Th e  absolute, uni-
versal and objective, then, cannot be seen in isolation of the concrete, the partic-
ular and the subjective. Our minds are mediated by history; the real, therefore, 
for him, is the actual. In contrast to the belief that immediacy and a primal en-
counter with knowledge is superior because it is less distorted in human hands, 
Hegel brings in the idea of mediation, which is necessary for   absolute knowledge. 
Human manipulation in fact brings forth determinate knowledge. It could be 
remarked, therefore, that there is a certain humanizing dimension that Hegel 
injects into philosophy, into ontology and knowledge; and by doing this in its en-
tirety he gives spirit the full potential access to   absolute knowledge. At the end of 
this process, spirit would become fully itself, mediated by its actions in time. 

Th is move in Hegel is, to a large extent, an implication of his phenomenologi-
cal turn. Th at this is so is especially clear from his emphasis that the real is the ac-
tual; essences are mediated through phenomena, never isolated and abstract. He-
gel’s conception of concretion, then, is fundamentally connected with his view 
of phenomenology. A brief examination will make this obvious. Phenomenology 
asserts that the phenomenon can be the ground of   absolute knowledge. Th e ety-
mology of ‘phenomenology’ in fact exposes the intrinsic connection between the 
illumination of self-showing phenomena as such and the idea of uncovering that 
emerges along the root meaning of ‘logos’ as ‘laying out’ or ‘to bare’. In Hegel, an 

        1. Unless otherwise stated in-text references refer to Hegel’s works in this volume.
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exploration is directed at laying bare how consciousness or mind appears to it-
self. Hegel criticizes, for this reason, Immanuel  Kant’s conception of phenome-
non that seems to act as an obstruction between ‘us’ and ‘truth’, between us and 
the   absolute knowledge of things-in-themselves. Instead, for Hegel, truth shines 
forth, out of the appearance of an object. It is through the concrete appearance 
that the real is understood. In fact, we mediate truth; truth or the real is actual-
ized through us. 

Th e Hegelian  absolute is never static and at rest; rather it is a function of a dy-
namic, fi ery process. Fundamental to the nature of spirit is its rich concretion, the 
life of passion, activity, force and will. Th is passionate activity or striving entails 
that the change which ensues is a product of contradiction, strife, struggle and 
negativity. Th is brings to mind his celebrated insight as regards dialectic. Th ough 
this method marks its entry already in Kant in the form of antinomies, Hegel’s 
dialectic brings with it, rather, an overcoming of skepticism, not antinomies. An-
tinomies show that there is a dead-end at the formulation of certain questions. 
Th ey proscribe   absolute knowledge. Instead, the Hegelian dialectic makes   abso-
lute knowledge possible. And what then is   absolute knowledge? It is the self-re-
fl exive subject asserting that it has knowledge of the subject, the object, and the 
relation between them. 

Th e fact that Kant claimed that   absolute knowledge is not accessible to us, 
is a standpoint that itself was never accommodated in his epistemological frame. 
For Kant, the thing-in-itself is not accessible to us. But in making  Kant’s very 
overarching standpoint succumb to history, Hegel desires to go beyond Kant, in 
claiming that this precisely is the evidence that   absolute knowledge is possible! 
If   absolute knowledge is unbounded knowledge of things-in-themselves, it really 
comprises an awareness of the subject, object and the awareness itself. While this 
is something beyond limits; to express this view from nowhere is a peculiar limi-
tation. So, Hegel would argue that in defi ning the limits of knowledge one is al-
ready beyond the limits of knowledge. 

Further, Hegel is convinced that dialectic is progressive. It exposes contra-
dictions, and yet it lays bare a fi eld on which spirit will make the next move. Th e 
seemingly inconceivable balance of apparently contradictory characters, or the 
projected harmony of what appear as incompatible elements is founded on the 
idea of sublation. Hegel’s use of the richly potent term ‘aufh eben’, translated as 
‘sublation’, connotes simultaneously three entirely diff erent, even confl icting, ide-
as: picking up, cancelling, and preserving. It indicates that in any development, 
these three diff erent moments fuel the spirit in its journey. Something is identi-
fi ed—it is grasped at its point of origin; then, something negative strikes, which, 
in turn, leads it to the next step where something of the earlier moment is retained 
still. Strikingly, this is the description of the way all meaningful things evolve.

Now, history is about the spirit realizing its freedom, about the self coming 
to realize that it is self. Th is self-conscious freedom is nothing other than truth 
for the spirit. And in order to discover this, the self needs something other-to-it-
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self. Hegel, therefore, posits further that subjectivity is pure negativity. It is here 
that contradiction fi rst strikes: a contradiction, however, that is central to all de-
velopment. Th e subject turns into an object to be more fully a subject; that is how 
subjectivity develops. For Hegel, subject must be both in-itself (potential) and 
for-itself (actual)—it seeks to objectify, project and comprehend itself as freedom, 
namely, to be self and to be an object, non-self. As an aside, one may ground here 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s thoughts on human freedom and material objects, germane to 
the distinction between things-in-themselves (en-soi) and things-for-themselves 
(pour-soi). In being self-refl exive and in being refl ected upon,   absolute knowledge 
is achieved, and that is at the same time, the justifi cation of how   absolute knowl-
edge is possible. 

Although they deal with distinct themes in themselves, the Introductions 
of Hegel are rather inextricably linked together. Th is is simply a function of He-
gel’s philosophy itself. Hegel’s thought comes across as a system where all par-
ticulars take their respective places along the circle of knowledge or metaphysics. 
Analogously, each step develops an element in this edifi ce. It is the demand of 
his systematic philosophy that the varieties of particulars—aesthetics, metaphys-
ics, ethics, logic, political philosophy and philosophy of religion—fi nd themselves 
united into one organic whole. 

Th e pictorial representation of the ‘system’ in Hegel, though simplifi ed, is 
therefore best captured as a circle. It is a circle in that it presupposes its ends; yet, 
its end signals a beginning, for it would present all that which brings it to con-
cretion. In Hegel, although the circle appears as a kind of closure, this closure is 
rather representative of the infi nite, not fi nality. It is infi nite because fundamen-
tal to this closure is the concrete progression of the curve, that is, the develop-
ment, the movement of the life of the spirit. Th ere is a constant forward and back-
ward movement in it. And, for Hegel that is a product of dialectical movement 
and sublation. 2

Art

ABSOLUTE

SPIRIT
Religion

Philosophy

LOGIC

PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE

Ethical life

OBJECTIVE

SPIRIT

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT

SUBJECTIVE

SPIRIT

Morality

Law

Psychology

Anthropology

Phenomenology

        2. Th is representation is from Walter A. Kaufmann, Hegel: Reinterpretation, Texts and Com-
mentary, New York, Doubleday & Company, 1965, p. 243. 
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THE  PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT

Th e  Phenomenology of Spirit is founded on the principle that we do indeed have 
access to   absolute knowledge. Th e life of the spirit, in fact, refl ects a progressive 
development of truth. Truth is therefore the result of a long travail of history, 
manifested in a number of ways. For the spirit, the core point of this truth is about 
realizing its inherent freedom. Th is development, in turn, is impossible without 
its concrete moments in history. Th e remarkable analogy that is introduced here 
is that of the relation between a seed, a bud, a fl ower and a fruit, indicative of the 
organic unity and the progressive sublation of diff erent moments involved in the 
course of any development. In a sense, the plant cancels the seed, and the fruit 
cancels the fl ower. But this, Hegel would claim, is best seen as the working out of 
an inherent contradiction in the positive development of life. Th ough there is a 
cancelling involved, there is also a picking up and a preserving at each moment. 
Truth is the actual that is, in turn, a product of the Hegelian system—his circle—
with its moments of sublation.

Just as in       Aristotle, ‘becoming’ falls between ‘being’ and ‘nothing’, ‘change’ 
in Hegel is between being and negativity. Th is is functional to any dialectical 
process, any development. Th e action of subjectivity applies its ‘negative’ touch to 
alter the merely given; positivity is mediated by negativity to reach fuller being. 
In other words, subjectivity alters, molds—or, negatively destroys—and forms 
something else out of positive raw givenness. By adding negation to positivity, 
one alters it. 

Further, it is Hegel’s conviction that substance is to become subject which, in 
essence, is nothing but pure freedom in-and-for-itself. Th is brings in the notion 
of estrangement or alienation, the movement of a thing to what is other-to-itself. 
Th e essence of substance is freedom. But substance is fully other to subject. Yet, 
radically, the point of history is that substance becomes subject (or what is whol-
ly other-to-itself) through a long diffi  cult process at the end of which we realize 
the  absolute. 

THE  SCIENCE OF LOGIC

For Hegel, logic cannot be a mere schema of empty rules; these rules necessarily 
need content. Th e idea of a purely formal logic dissociated from truth is absurd 
to him. Logic cannot be posed against metaphysics, since its content is nothing 
but, just, metaphysics. Th is drives Hegel’s famous claim that he presents God’s 
thought before creation. Progressive truth is a logical culmination of that which 
is actual in history. No concept, then, is outside time. Truth viewed in this tem-
poral scaff old is what makes Hegel a historicist, for whom the recognition of the 
contextual value of ideas, events and history would be imperative towards culling 
out a composite notion of truth. A glance at some of the motivations that impel 
this truth will express this more fully.

Spirit needs science to reach truth, because, for Hegel, science is related to the 
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being of things; it is that which grasps the essence of ‘what is’ in a fundamentally 
systematic, consistent, inherently necessary way through which the free, concrete 
spirit acquires   absolute knowledge. And phenomenology is about how the spirit 
realizes itself. It is a labour that the spirit undertakes through tortuous history. 

Given the phenomenology of spirit, ontology must accommodate the tem-
porality of the universal. Th e philosophical method in Hegel would be science. 
Now, reason may be negative when it is dialectic, oscillating between being and 
non-being; and spirit is nothing but reason; so, it is also negativity. When reason 
is positive, it is universal and it allows thought to be speculative, since it is the con-
tribution of reason that particulars are comprehended under a universal. Howev-
er, this does not mean that concrete instances of particulars can be isolated away. 
Reason is spirit because it is reason which understands, and understanding is that 
which reasons. Th e development of spirit in Hegel therefore is human reason.

Since there is   absolute knowledge, as shown in the Phenomenology, what is 
the relation of logic to this? Hegel accepts the  Kantian fundamental structure 
of mind on the whole. But for Hegel, logic is metaphysics. Science of logic is the 
doctrine of being. So, while logic purely exhibits the development of spirit, phe-
nomenology speaks of the spirit; this spirit is one that undergoes historical devel-
opment. Metaphysics is of ‘being’, which is, in turn, identical to logic. Th at the es-
sence of subject is spirit, and spirit is freedom therefore forms the foundation of 
logic when it comes to trace the journey of the spirit. 

Now, for       Aristotle, categories are the means through which one has access to 
beings, or things-in-themselves.  Kant, however, posits that although categories 
may be able to give phenomenal knowledge, they nevertheless block off  access to 
things-in-themselves. Hegel returns to the Greek spirit in claiming that not only 
are logical categories the only access to   absolute knowledge, this logic is identical 
to reason or spirit; in other words, to being. Moreover, this logic is concretely, his-
torically rooted in the development of spirit. Th e content of logic is reason, and 
reason is substance which is nothing but subject or the spirit, which, in turn, is 
nothing but the object. 

In investigating the nature of logic, Hegel would point out that thought has 
an object, and it is its content which has a truth value. However, formal logic de-
mands that any content lies outside the scope of logic. In contrast, thought for 
Hegel relies on an object for truth, and reason is the source of truth. What is   abso-
lute knowledge, if it was not that truth, certainty and validity would cohere in it? 
A syllogism in such a scheme would be one where whatever is valid is also true and 
vice versa, evocative of the Hegelian formulation that the real is the actual and the 
actual is the real. If validity were separated from reality or truth, then that would 
not be logic for Hegel. Th e content of logic, treated substantially, then, would be 
the thing-in-itself. 

If   absolute knowledge is reached then logic must have progressed. Th e essence 
of spirit thereby captures reason as it progresses. If phenomenology is the content 
of the concrete development of how spirit develops, logic is the form, the laws of 
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reason. Th us, Hegel defi nes logic as ‘spirit’s knowledge of its own pure essence’ (p. 
74). Further, logic must have a systematic, organic arrangement of how its various 
parts are to relate. It should be modelled on the self-development of spirit, which 
is found in history, the ground on which spirit’s actuality is brought forth. To re-
alize the spirit’s essence, its freedom, a moment gives determination. Th e imma-
nent development of a concept forms, thus, spirit’s self-consciousness. For this 
reason, the sort of knowing involved here is one which is concrete, engrossed in 
the other’s externality. Philosophy brings forth this exhibition of the forward–
backward movement of spirit. Religion, philosophy and art have therefore the 
same content of truth. It is in their form alone that they diff er. 

Hegel shows the way to go from being-in-itself (metaphysics) through objec-
tive logic to being-for-itself (traditional logic) by subjective logic. Being-in-itself 
is external and immediate. Th is uses the concept of mediation, and it is here that 
dialectic becomes important. While the  Platonic dialectic is external—arbitrary 
in a sense—or merely procedural, the  Kantian dialectic is a step higher. It is criti-
cal, internal to reason but its end is negative, since it results in antinomies. He-
gelian dialectic however is speculative; it is internal to reason, but it is the unity 
of the positive and the negative. Phenomenology of spirit is as much affi  rmation, 
as negation and sublation. It does not end with nullity, but rather with   absolute 
knowledge.

Logic comes aft er phenomenology in the Hegelian circle. Logic must, accord-
ing to Hegel, also go through a progression, an evolution. Th is organic logic is the 
essence of spirit. Essence comes through only with appearance that shines forth; 
it is meaningful when mediated by appearance. To appear is to appear as quali-
fi ed, quantifi ed, measured, etc. to someone. Th is is the reason why the table of 
categories include Being, Becoming, Nothing, Quality, Quantity, and so on. Ap-
pearances are mediated by these categories; and in this manner, logic is integral 
to phenomenology. Absolute knowledge, then, is precisely this identity of essenc-
es and appearances that shows forth in logic. And once more, it is a logic whose 
‘dead bones’ must be ‘re-vivifi ed’ by spirit (p. 75).

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT

Hegel’s  Philosophy of Right is at the same time a phenomenology of right, which, 
according to Hegel’s view of man and the state, turns out to be—just as in his 
philosophy of history (about which more will follow)—a phenomenology of free-
dom. Th e idea of right is freedom, Hegel argues, and not abstract, theoretical free-
dom, but concrete ethico-political freedom.

In articulating the nature of concrete freedom, Hegel also delves into its con-
trary, which he calls the mere freedom of the understanding, or negative freedom. 
Th is type of freedom is characterized by an absorption of the would-be citizen 
(who should be the true locus of real freedom) into some other, such as God (i.e., 
substance), or else some ‘political’ ideal or universal. Th is is what leads to fanati-
cism in political and religious life.
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When speaking of the political and of right, it is essential to delve into the 
nature of the will. Th e interrelation of the will and freedom are to be expected in 
any account of the will; what is unique and fascinating in Hegel’s account is the 
interrelation—at times bordering on equation—of the will and thought or rea-
son. It is the emphasis on rational willing, or willful reason, that serves to funda-
mentally distinguish Hegel’s account of the political from other enlightenment 
theorists such as  Rousseau or  Locke. 

In addition to an exhaustive account of the will, a necessary propaedeutic 
to any philosophy of right, of the state, and above all of the citizen, Hegel enters 
into a fascinating and indeed characteristic discussion of the true scope, sense and 
meaning—in fact, ambiguity—of the terms subjective and objective. He intends to 
refl ect on the structure of subjectivity in order to defl ect traditional dichotomies 
between subject and object, creating the necessary space for his own reinterpreta-
tion of the form and content of ethical and political freedom vis-à-vis (objective) 
laws, both moral and civil.

By rethinking the nature of willing, the subject-object dualism, and also by 
treating the entire content of the political dialectically (which is to say as inher-
ently logical, rather than as the mere external ordering by some subjective agency), 
Hegel creates a philosophy of right, of law, of the state, that off ers us the gloriously 
optimistic notion that there has been and continues to be a rational development, 
an inherent progress, in the political domain, and that concrete, actual freedom 
for all is to be its inevitable result.

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

If in Phenomenology Hegel shows that   absolute knowledge is possible, and that 
the spirit is the embodiment of that knowledge, then how in fact spirit realiz-
es itself is the account of a philosophy of history. In his outlining of history, we 
therefore see a characterization of the ‘development of Spirit in Time’ (p. 149). If 
phenomenology is about the spirit appearing to itself, it does this in tracing the 
movement from ignorance to  absolute knowing—to understand the real through 
the actual. In fact, reason is the essence of the real and it reveals itself in the world 
in history. History for Hegel, therefore, is a rational process and is a development 
of a kernel that was there already present. 

Clearly, the emphasis on the rationality of history is a much contended idea 
owing both to the determinism and the tacit epistemic/moral justifi cation that 
it entails. Hegel seems to view history as a product of dialectics, where the re-
sultant moment is somehow superior to the original. However, he certainly does 
not appear to be blind to the deep unease associated with the claim that there is 
reason in history. Th e fact that he maintains the notion of the rational (and, ul-
timately, progressive development) despite the apparent incoherence and contin-
gency of human history is, if anything, consistent with his encyclopedic system 
as a whole.

In recounting the tale of history, Hegel pictures it as an array of events and ac-
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tions—strange, inspiring, loathsome, glorious, banal—of a ‘vast picture of chang-
es and transactions’ (p. 149), of a ‘motliest throng of events drawing us within the 
circle of its interest’ (p. 150), of the ‘ruins of some ancient sovereignty’ (p. 150), caus-
ing ‘sorrow at the decay of a splendid and highly cultured national life’ (p. 150), 
among others. In putting these together, Hegel seems to bring out, once again, his 
underlying principled intuition about the way life typically evolves itself. 

Th at ‘dissolution, involves at the same time the rise of new life—that while 
death is the issue of life, life is also the issue of death’ (p. 150) merely recasts He-
gel’s passionate insight that the evolution of the spirit is dialectical and progres-
sive. Th e spirit ‘makes war upon itself ’ (p. 150) to create new material out of it-
self for successive endeavours. If there is a rational necessity about the dialectical 
life of the spirit, then history by default must express this reason, since history is 
nothing but development of spirit in time. For this reason, each moment is as in-
tegral as another to the development of the spirit. 

History is eternally present, and yet it is true only because it is actualized 
through every determinate moment. Th is however does not determine us, because 
the realization of truth was something that was latent; and it is what the spirit 
sought to realize anyway. Th e nature of spirit is such that its essence is freedom, a 
centre that is within itself. A depiction of spirit in terms of its freedom then only 
reinforces the idea that it actualizes itself in history to arrive at the ‘real’. And, 
this real is mediated; since the ‘very essence of Spirit is activity’ (p. 150). Hegel’s 
idea that reason guides history therefore is coupled with the view that passion is 
the fuel of history. If this is so, then logically speaking, there is no end of history. 
Instead, a raging theatre of phenomena confronts us where spirit is working itself 
out in a constant restless fashion. In Hegel, we see that history is constantly cycled 
and recycled. Once more, therefore, we return to the circle. 

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF FINE                             ART

Hegel turns to spirit’s engagement with art in a characteristic phenomenological 
intervention. While the aesthetics involves perception, the word ‘kalos’ means 
the fi ne, noble and the excellent, as well as skill and moral virtue. Th e word used 
in German is ‘schöne’. Excellence is, then, both beautiful and virtuous. Percep-
tion, on the other hand, is to do with surface and appearance. Th is comes from 
the word ‘schein’ or what merely seems. Now, of course, the point of art is about 
schöne (the beautiful) coming out of schein (what seems), and this is something 
that needs to be justifi ed. Th e justifi cation is a demand that almost the whole of 
the rationalist tradition since Plato, in particular, places. For Plato, art is unreal 
appearance, because it lies in the realm of perception—changing, disintegrating 
in the world, like illusions. His claim is, of course, based on a framework of real-
ity; a reality that is, ultimately invariant, immutable, eternal, spaceless, timeless, 
and consisting of  absolute essences. Th e unreality of art comes from the fact of its 
change, and further, from Plato’s view that what is merely seen is ultimately un-
real.                             Art for him lies in the realm of the sensible, i.e., in the world of change. In 
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contrast,  mathematical truths are ever real because they are unperceived, pure and 
sublime. Plato’s idea comes across, then, as the drive to separate the invisible/in-
telligible from the visible/sensible, to separate the world of abstract form of Beau-
ty from particular objects that may be beautiful, to separate the original from the 
copy, and so on. 

In some sense, this is perhaps the total antithesis of the Hegelian view. Th e 
only way that one can hold on to the view that                                 beauty can come through art, or 
that schöne can come out of schein, is by arguing that schein itself is. Th at is, ap-
pearance itself is the ground of the real. Th is dramatic move comes forth explicitly 
in the phenomenology of Edmund  Husserl, more radically in Martin  Heidegger; 
but originally in Hegel. 

Truth is truth because it shows itself, not because it is hidden. As  Heidegger 
points out in Being and Time, phenomenology uncovers that which is in fact 
shining. Th e original Greek meaning of phenomena is rephrased as: ‘that which 
shows itself is the Being of entities, its meaning’3 as opposed to Kant who nur-
tures the distinction between phenomena (appearance) and noumena (the realm 
of things-in-themselves). Because, in general, phenomenon is covered, undiscov-
ered, buried or hidden, phenomenology is needed. But in actuality, phenomenon 
shines, shows itself as itself. Th at which phenomenology ‘lets us see’ is ‘something 
that lies hidden’.4 For  Heidegger, like Hegel, the phenomenon is not a mere ‘sem-
blance’, ‘seeming’ or ‘appearance’, as it is for Kant.  Heidegger reaffi  rms this by 
highlighting that truth or aletheia is nothing but that which is ‘uncovered’ by 
phenomenology. It is in fact, that which shows itself as it is in itself. Th e phenom-
enon, then, can be the thing-in-itself. Indeed, we even have direct access to it since 
it simply shines forth. Th is idea pervades the Hegelian spirit and is reinforced in 
the insight that there ‘could be no such thing as truth if it did not appear, or, rath-
er, let itself appear’ (p. 161).

In Hegel, there is a move, in fact, towards a reinterpretation of art, deriving 
out of this typically phenomenological stance. He overturns Plato’s idea of a bad 
transitory world—where art is deception, where it fi gures lowest in the ‘divided 
line’, having the lowest degree of reality—to something else altogether. For He-
gel, rather, the mere physical world is lower than art. In fact, art lift s the spirit 
away from this bad physical world. Truth is truth only when it appears; and art 
liberates the true from what is merely physical. Again, to draw a comparison, this 
too appears at the core of  Heidegger’s thought, as evident from ‘Th e Origin of 
the Work of                             Art’ (1950),5 which posits that art lights up mere ‘earth’ to disclose a 
‘world’ of truth. For Hegel, the essence of art is that it is the vehicle of the spirit. 
In contrast to the ‘divided line’ in Plato, Hegel construes art instead as a kind of 

        3. Martin  Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson, San 
Francisco, Harper, 1962, p. 60.
        4.  Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 59.
        5. Martin  Heidegger, ‘Th e Origin of the Work of                             Art’, in Off  the Beaten Track, trans. Julian 
Young and Kenneth Haynes, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002, pp. 1-56.
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bridge for the spirit to move from the physical to the rational; in other words, to 
freedom. 

Th ere is a constant tension in attempting to answer as to whether Hegel is 
an absolutist or a relativist when it comes to art. While, the particularity of civ-
ilization and time certainly dominates the art of a nation—the specifi c form 
is a foreignness that art displays—yet somehow all these varied forms have the 
same universal content, and that is what is essential to them.6 What is universal 
about art—its content, namely the Idea—can be found by overcoming its for-
eignness which is only the aspect of its form, namely ‘the confi guration of sensu-
ous material’.7 On the one hand, there is the sensuous which deals with percep-
tion or ‘aesthesis’, and on the other, there is the spirit which indulges in cognition, 
knowledge and is guided by reason, idea or the concept. Th ere is a kind of confl ict 
here.                            Art  points to the spirit, and yet it has to do with passion, senses, interests, 
deception, imitation and the sensuous. Existent works have the requirement that 
they are sensed. Th is derives out of the constant demand for the concrete in He-
gel. Th e  Platonic abstraction is, by defi nition, outside concretion, so it is insuffi  -
cient.8 For Hegel, everything, including art, must be organically tied to spirit. It 
has to have internal logic. Th e ideal of                                 beauty must be fi lled in with the concrete, 
which is again a product of dialectic, and that is the basis of scientifi c treatment. 
Th ough paradoxical, in a way therefore both universality and relativity are found 
together in Hegel. 

Why do we have art in the fi rst place? Hegel claims that the ‘universal de-
mand for artistic expression is based on the rational impulse in man’s nature to 
exalt both the world of his soul experience and that of Nature for himself into 
the conscious embrace of mind as an object in which he rediscovers himself ’ (pp. 
171-2). One can be in-itself and for-itself. In art, one rediscovers oneself, in see-
ing both the modes of one’s being. Moreover, in art, one represents or duplicates. 
Since man is a free subject, and that is something universal about art, it can be said 
that art adds the stamp of the human in the act of ‘re-presentation’. One sees art as 
duplicate when one contemplates on it, and it is art itself that allows one to con-
template that way. In the Phenomenology, it is shown that nature is the anti-the-
sis of spirit. Man is free by wrestling with nature, by shaping, molding, carving, 
creating, and refi ning natural things to bring the spirit to manifest. By this, one 
also removes their foreignness. A similar situation emerges in art. What is merely 
sensuous is there as a key to reveal in/for-itself. It turns our attention to how the 
sensuous is there for man (p. 173-4). We can let a work of art be in freedom, even 
in its sensuousness. It is therefore entirely diff erent from other material objects 
which are not in freedom. 

In  Kant’s Critique of Judgment, natural                                 beauty is seen as art. Further, what is 

        6. See G. W. F. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine                             Art, trans. T. M. Knox, vol. 1, 2 vols., Oxford, 
Clarendon Press, 1975, p. 20.
        7. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine                             Art, p. 70.
        8. Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine                             Art, p. 22.
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the ineff able or the sublime is also beautiful. Hegel rejects both. Fine art is created 
out of a destruction of nature, it is not nature itself. For Hegel, it is absurd to con-
ceive that the aim of art is imitation. Nature is just too vivid and dynamic in its 
raw materiality than art, and it is therefore pointless to attempt to imitate it. 

Also, for Hegel, art is not ineff able, mystical, and indescribable. Th e nature 
of everything according to the phenomenologicasl approach is that it is already 
all laid out, so ineff ability can only be a product of lack of experience and knowl-
edge. Philosophy of Art                             thus does not quite permit something wholly mysterious. 
If one knows enough, one knows why art moves us so much. If we understood the 
history, culture, religion, spirit of a civilization, then we would understand art 
completely.

To return to the confl ict, the problem of art is that it is sensuous. Hegel how-
ever reverses the dogma. And this is picked up by  Husserl and  Heidegger in their 
phenomenology. To the question of why art is rational, Hegel would answer that 
it is so because it creates the stamp of the human over nature. Th e dialectic in 
art consists in its destruction of the natural in order to lift  it to the spiritual. Th e 
question of relativity versus universality in Hegel appears in a kind of dialectic 
again and this universality is achieved in overcoming the foreignness of form (ow-
ing to space and time). 

Contrary to common opinion, the aim of art also cannot merely be the ex-
pression of subjective passions. Th at is too romantic a notion for Hegel; there is 
too much turbulence in it. Art                             can be viewed as analogous to a state which is a 
product of order and law (p. 179 ff .). Art                             is liberation because of its representative 
character. It frees the spirit from the sensuous by means of the sensuous alone. 
And that is concretion at play once more. 

Again, Hegel dismisses the idea that the aim of art is purifi cation/catharsis or 
moral. We delight in art, and this needs to be recognized. Yet this shows that art 
needs a higher purpose—that is dialectic. If we say art is for a moral purpose, it 
amounts to claiming that art has an external reason. However, for Hegel, the aim 
of art must be internal to it, with an inner dialectic that will ultimately lift  spirit 
to freedom—from the sensuous with the sensuous. Th is dialectic dissolves diff er-
ences which are now preserved in objectivity, and not in the subject, as for Kant 
where subjectivity had no access to   absolute knowledge. In the Hegelian concep-
tion, instead, there appears a unity of the particular and the universal, of necessity 
and freedom, of sense and reason. In looking at art, thus, Hegel posits that feeling 
is in reason, idea is in the sensuous. 

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

In conceiving of a philosophy of religion Hegel seeks to accentuate its import 
for the spirit. An overview of his work suggests: fi rst, that the familiar triadic 
structure manifests here as well—the universal/objective, the particular/subjec-
tive, and the  absolute. But given that this dialectic already appears with Kant, 
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the real originality of Hegel consists in the fact that he is able to put these mo-
ments together in an order: conceptual and historical. In its universal aspect, re-
ligion as such is the object of study; in its particular aspect, a comparative study 
of various world religions is undertaken. Finally, the  absolute is one that Hegel 
proposes to be most satisfying—it is that which incorporates all that is good in 
a religion, and which dialectically supersedes all other religions. It is argued that 
the movement from the one to the other is inherently necessary, and that they are 
all placed within an integrated philosophical system where each form has its own 
signifi cance. 

Religion, like other things, is a growing organic phenomenon. A particular 
religion is present somewhere, which is the complex of a specifi c historical cir-
cumstance. And yet particularities are only portions, they are unequal to the 
whole. Th e revealed religion is always present, already contained in the particular 
religions. Religion, therefore, is a product of a philosophy of history, however, its 
real content—the  absolute—is something that was already there, but needed to 
be manifested through historical time. 

If God is truth, Hegel must show that in order that   absolute knowledge is 
possible (that it is, in fact, necessary), God’s truth must be conceivable, rationally 
comprehensible. Hegel rejects the idea that God is something wholly other. God 
is the spirit, the idea, the reason. Hegel therefore rejects the romanticist’s view 
that truth is in feeling. Th is would be for him an unscientifi c way to approach 
an issue. Again, Hegel rejects the ideas both (a) that there is a particular relation, 
namely god is the ‘other’; and (b) that god is ineff able and completely mysterious, 
in which case this relation is not determinate. Just as in art, in his philosophy of 
religion, too, Hegel attempts to seek the spirit.

Th e argument relating the ordinary conception of religion—that it is feel-
ing—is a problem for Hegel. If it is feeling, it should be wholly individual. How-
ever, we see that the existence of religion is over an entire community, a culture 
in a given context. In that case, however, the confl icting faiths would confront, 
and they will have expression in the confl ict of states and nations. Th e expression 
of the  absolute in religion is precisely to overcome individual diff erences. Th is, 
of course, raises the question as to whether for Hegel the whole point of particu-
larities are their syntheses. In response, we may point out that, even so, the fact 
remains that in Hegel’s conception of religion, subjectivity is sought to be fully 
articulated, and ultimately, God is achieved in reason, not in subjective passion, 
which is certainly a necessary moment, but not the fi nal one. 

Th e other way of looking at religion is through the mode of worship. In wor-
ship, one attempts to make contact with God or  absolute spirit. Th at is,  absolute 
spirit is realized through subjective spirit. But this  absolute spirit can never be 
wholly other. In fact, objective spirit is not diff erent from subjective spirit, and 
hence, in the act of worship there is a return of the spirit to itself—that which 
was divided, isolated from itself now returns to itself. Worship, however, is only 
the operation of refl ection; Philosophy, on the other hand, reconciles this chasm 
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by thinking knowledge, for the spirit seeks Being into itself. Th is being-at-home-
with-self, or coming-to-self, is for Hegel, its complete and highest end. Religion 
is that in which spirit realizes what God is, or  absolute spirit; in phenomenology, 
logic, and history, too, as we have already seen, it is, once more, the  absolute spirit 
that realizes itself.

THE  HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

For Hegel, philosophy is the history of philosophy.9 Th e progressive development 
of history shows that there is a reason underlying every step, every link. It is Dav-
id Hume’s skepticism, for instance, that makes Kant possible in the way we know 
him; the former is a necessary step for the latter to appear. In fact, each step acts 
as a catalyst for the spirit to move forward to the next one. History of spirit seeks 
its liberation, which basically consists in   absolute knowledge. And yet in so far as 
skepticism is necessary to this liberation, the history of the movement from skep-
ticism to   absolute knowledge tells us something essential about the spirit. It is 
through the history of philosophy that the spirit works itself out. 

Spirit has potentiality. It is in-itself, and it has the power to become for-itself, 
by becoming concrete. It has the power to create freedom for-itself. In the begin-
ning, a spirit may be in-itself, in animality; and in the end it could be for-itself, in 
freedom. Being ‘at-home-with-self ’ is the highest end (p. 227), and this is precisely 
concrete freedom, in essence. 

If spirit is alienated and divided, through the history of philosophy it would 
work toward uniting itself to itself. Th is freedom is the aim of spirit. Anything 
that stands against us, or any object, is recognized because of the value we give to 
it. Th at is why, for Hegel, history is to be understood in terms of spirit’s freedom, 
which is essentially manifested as political freedom. 

In the Phenomenology, we see that spirit’s nature is negativity; in contrast, na-
ture is characterized as positivity. Th ough nature is positive—a full solid substanti-
ality—it is ultimately divided because its centre, that is gravity, is outside it. Spirit, 
though presently described as negativity, is ultimately undivided because its centre 
of freedom is within itself. In other words, spirit can be free, nature cannot be.

Furthermore, spirit is a function of dialectics. And the process of mediation 
in the case of spirit is history. Philosophy is, then, the mediating link between the 
subjective spirit and the  absolute. Th is return to itself is something that the dia-
lectical process facilitates. For Hegel, there is a certain necessity about events in 
the world, since everything is inherently connected. Moreover, the end is always a 
result of a process of striving. It is a thriving fi eld of labour. 

CLOSING THE CIRCLE

Th e preoccupation with truth, to conclude, then, is the  absolute object of spirit. 

        9. G. W. F. Hegel, Hegel’s Lectures on the  History of Philosophy, trans. E. S. Haldane, vol. 1, 3 
vols., London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1892, p. 30.
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Th ere is a triadic structure that Hegel has across all of his many works: subjective, 
objective and  absolute. Th is structure allows him to bring in dialectics, sublation, 
and mediation. We see in Hegel a certain circle of a system, which presupposes its 
end by this dialectical progress. Th e concretion has within it both the execution 
and the end or the aim. It is the peculiar inner necessity of the Hegelian system 
that there is movement from one step to another. What follows illustrates the di-
rection that the spirit takes:

Logic is in-itself but not for-itself. 
It is truth refl ecting God’s thought before creation.
  ↓

Nature is fi nite. It is creation without the presence of man.
  ↓

Subjective spirit has man in an image. 
It is the subject of the Phenomenology.
  ↓

Objective spirit has man in community. 
Th e  Philosophy of History and the  Philosophy of Right study this.
  ↓

Absolute spirit is captured in art, religion and philosophy. 
In the moment of religion, it refl ects the unity between
God and the individual, refl ecting pure freedom. 
Th is liberation is based on the idea, however, that the 
identity was something already there in the fi rst place.

In their content, therefore, art, religion, and philosophy stand on the same foot-
ing, insofar as they all seek truth. For Hegel, though, art is subordinate to reli-
gion, and religion subordinate to philosophy. In art, the sensuous material grasps 
the concept or idea, namely, its content. Th e defect of art lies in that it yields a sen-
suous manipulation of the idea. Although it breathes spirit into matter, the idea 
or concept itself is not sensuous. Th e problem with religion, again, is the anchor 
in pictorial thinking. Like art, it is not entirely free from form, since religious 
consciousness views God as incarnate or in some representative form. In the act 
of worship, in fact, spirit is back to its subjective character since feeling is indis-
pensable in it. 

If religion is higher than art because of the fact that in art concept is not quite 
suitable to sensuous material, then religion is defective too because man is still 
the subjective form in this act. Art                             breathes out spirit, making it external; religion 
breathes in spirit, making it internal. In art, spirit has taken itself as objective. In 
religion, spirit has returned to self, but it turns out that it is not without feeling. 
So, the limitation of religion emanates out of pictorial thinking and associated 
feeling. Religion begins as being external and objective and then becomes com-
pletely internal. Th is inwardness is not the highest form of truth for Hegel. It is 
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not fully adequate for the spirit. Philosophy therefore emerges as the fi eld of un-
mingled thinking, not mixed with subjective feeling, not mingled with pictorial 
thinking. Th at is, it displays free thinking; it is pure, perfect, and  absolute.

Freedom consists in the fact that what confronts a subject is not alien to it; 
the subject fi nds oneself in it, and at home. Th us, when foreignness is overcome, 
freedom is realized. Art                             and religion for that reason unite in philosophy, preserv-
ing the content of truth while sublating the form, placing it in the realm of the 
 absolute. Since true thought is the most universal, Hegel is able to seek the spirit’s 
abode in the unity of its form (or Idea) and content (or truth) in a fi ery existential 
reality called life. 
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 PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT

�

‘Appearance is the process of arising into being and pass-
ing away again, a process that itself does not arise and does 
not pass away, but is per se, and constitutes reality and the 
life-movement of truth. Th e truth is thus the bacchanalian 
revel, where not a member is sober; and because every mem-
ber no sooner becomes detached than it eo ipso collapses 
straightway, the revel is just as much a state of transparent 
unbroken calm’.
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 PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT

PREFACE: ON SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

In the case of a philosophical work it seems not only superfl uous, but, in view of 
the nature of philosophy, even inappropriate and misleading to begin, as writers 
usually do in a preface, by explaining the end the author had in mind, the circum-
stances which gave rise to the work, and the relation in which the writer takes it 
to stand to other treatises on the same subject, written by his predecessors or his 
contemporaries. For whatever it might be suitable to state about philosophy in 
a preface—say, an historical sketch of the main drift  and point of view, the gen-
eral content and results, a string of desultory assertions and assurances about the 
truth—this cannot be accepted as the form and manner in which to expound 
philosophical truth.

Moreover, because philosophy has its being essentially in the element of that 
universality which encloses the particular within it, the end or fi nal result seems, 
in the case of philosophy more than in that of other sciences, to have absolutely 
expressed the complete fact itself in its very nature; contrasted with that the mere 
process of bringing it to light would seem, properly speaking, to have no essential 
signifi cance. On the other hand, in the general idea of, e.g., anatomy—the knowl-
edge of the parts of the body regarded as lifeless—we are quite sure we do not pos-
sess the objective concrete fact, the actual content of the science, but must, over 
and above, be concerned with particulars. Further, in the case of such a collection 
of items of knowledge, which has no real right to the name of science, any talk 
about purpose and suchlike generalities is not commonly very diff erent from the 
descriptive and superfi cial way in which the contents of the science these nerves 
and muscles, etc. are themselves spoken of. In philosophy, on the other hand, it 
would at once be felt incongruous were such a method made use of and yet shown 
by philosophy itself to be incapable of grasping the truth.

In the same way too, by determining the relation which a philosophical work 
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professes to have to other treatises on the same subject, an extraneous interest is 
introduced, and obscurity is thrown over the point at issue in the knowledge of 
the truth. Th e more the ordinary mind takes the opposition between true and 
false to be fi xed, the more is it accustomed to expect either agreement or contra-
diction with a given philosophical system, and only to see reason for the one or 
the other in any explanatory statement concerning such a system. It does not con-
ceive the diversity of philosophical systems as the progressive evolution of truth; 
rather, it sees only contradiction in that variety. Th e bud disappears when the 
blossom breaks through, and we might say that the former is refuted by the latter; 
in the same way when the fruit comes, the blossom may be explained to be a false 
form of the plant’s existence, for the fruit appears as its true nature in place of the 
blossom. Th ese stages are not merely diff erentiated; they supplant one another as 
being incompatible with one another. But the ceaseless activity of their own in-
herent nature makes them at the same time moments of an organic unity, where 
they not merely do not contradict one another, but where one is as necessary as 
the other; and this equal necessity of all moments constitutes alone and thereby 
the life of the whole. But contradiction as between philosophical systems is not 
wont to be conceived in this way; on the other hand, the mind perceiving the con-
tradiction does not commonly know how to relieve it or keep it free from its one-
sidedness, and to recognize in what seems confl icting and inherently antagonistic 
the presence of mutually necessary moments.

Th e demand for such explanations as also the attempts to satisfy this demand, 
very easily, pass for the essential business philosophy has to undertake. Where 
could the inmost truth of a philosophical work be found better expressed than 
in its purposes and results? If, however, such procedure is to pass for more than 
the beginning of knowledge, if it is to pass for actually knowing, then we must, 
in point of fact, look on it as a device for avoiding the real business at issue, an at-
tempt to combine the appearance of being in earnest and taking trouble about the 
subject with an actual neglect of the subject altogether. For the real subject-matter 
is not exhausted in its purpose, but in working the matter out; nor is the mere re-
sult attained the concrete whole itself, but the result along with the process of ar-
riving at it. Th e purpose of itself is a lifeless universal, just as the general drift  is a 
mere activity in a certain direction, which is still without its concrete realization; 
and the naked result is the corpse of the system which has left  its guiding tendency 
behind it. Similarly, the distinctive diff erence of anything is rather the boundary, 
the limit, of the subject; it is found at that point where the subject-matter stops, 
or it is what this subject-matter is not. To trouble oneself in this fashion with the 
purpose and results, and again with the diff erences, the positions taken up and 
judgments passed by one thinker and another, is therefore an easier task than per-
haps it seems. For instead of laying hold of the matter in hand, a procedure of that 
kind is all the while away from the subject altogether. Instead of dwelling within 
it and becoming absorbed by it, knowledge of that sort is always grasping at some-
thing else; such knowledge, instead keeping to the subject-matter and giving itself 
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up to it, never gets away from itself. Th e easiest thing of all is to pass judgments on 
what has a solid substantial content; it is more diffi  cult to grasp it, and most of all 
diffi  cult to do both together and produce the systematic exposition of it.

Th e beginning of culture and of the struggle to pass out of the unbroken im-
mediacy of naive Psychical life has always to be made by acquiring knowledge of 
universal principles and points of view, by striving, in the fi rst instance, to work 
up simply to the thought of the subject-matter in general, not forgetting at the 
same time to give reasons for supporting it or refuting it, to apprehend the con-
crete riches and fullness contained in its various determinate qualities, and to 
know how to furnish a coherent, orderly account of it and a responsible judgment 
upon it. Th is beginning of mental cultivation will, however, very soon make way 
for the earnestness of actual life in all its fullness, which leads to a living experi-
ence of the subject-matter itself; and when, in addition, conceptual thought stren-
uously penetrates to the very depths of its meaning, such knowledge and style of 
judgment will keep their due place in everyday thought and conversation.

THE ELEMENT OF TRUTH IS THE CONCEPT/NOTION 
(BEGRIFF), AND ITS TRUE FORM, THE SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM

Th e systematic development of truth in scientifi c form can alone be the true 
shape in which truth exists. To help to bring philosophy nearer to the form of sci-
ence—that goal where it can lay aside the name of love of knowledge and be actual 
knowledge—that is what I have set before me. Th e inner necessity that knowledge 
should be science lies in its very nature; and the adequate and suffi  cient explana-
tion for this lies simply and solely in the systematic exposition of philosophy it-
self. Th e external necessity, however, so far as this is apprehended in a universal 
way, and apart from the accident of the personal element and the particular oc-
casioning infl uences aff ecting the individual, is the same as the internal: it lies in 
the form and shape in which the process of time presents the existence of its mo-
ments. To show that the time process does raise philosophy to the level of scien-
tifi c system would, therefore, be the only true justifi cation of the attempts which 
aim at proving that philosophy must assume this character; because the temporal 
process would thus bring out and lay bare the necessity of it, nay, more, would at 
the same time be carrying out that very aim itself.

When we state the true form of truth to be its scientifi c character—or, what 
is the same thing, when it is maintained that truth fi nds the medium of its ex-
istence in notions or conceptions alone—I know that this seems to contradict 
an idea with all its consequences which makes great pretensions and has gained 
widespread acceptance and conviction at the present time. A word of explanation 
concerning this contradiction seems, therefore, not out of place, even though at 
this stage it can amount to no more than a dogmatic assurance exactly like the 
view we are opposing. If, that is to say, truth exists merely in what, or rather exists 
merely as what, is called at one time intuition, at another immediate knowledge of 
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the Absolute, Religion, Being—not being in the centre of divine love, but the very 
Being of this centre, of the Absolute itself—from that point of view it is rather the 
opposite of the notional or conceptual form which would be required for system-
atic philosophical exposition. Th e Absolute on this view is not to be grasped in 
conceptual form, but felt, intuited; it is not its conception, but the feeling of it and 
intuition of it that are to have the say and fi nd expression.

PRESENT POSITION OF THE SPIRIT

If we consider the appearance of a claim like this in its more general setting, and 
look at the level which the self-conscious spirit at present occupies, we shall fi nd 
that self-consciousness has got beyond the substantial fullness of life, which it 
used to carry on in the element of thought—beyond the state of immediacy of 
belief, beyond the satisfaction and security arising from the assurance which con-
sciousness possessed of being reconciled with ultimate reality and with its all per-
vading presence, within as well as without. Self-conscious spirit has not merely 
passed beyond that to the opposite extreme of insubstantial refl ection of self into 
self, but beyond this too. It has not merely lost its essential and concrete life, it is 
also conscious of this loss and of the transitory fi nitude characteristic of its con-
tent. Turning away from the husks it has to feed on, and confessing that it lies in 
wickedness and sin, it reviles itself for so doing, and now desires from philoso-
phy not so much to bring it to a knowledge of what it is, as to obtain once again 
through philosophy the restoration of that sense of solidity and substantiality of 
existence it has lost. Philosophy is thus expected not so much to meet this want 
by opening up the compact solidity of substantial existence, and bringing this 
to the light and level of self-consciousness—is not so much to bring chaotic con-
scious life back to the orderly ways of thought, and the simplicity of the notion, 
as to run together what thought has divided asunder, suppress the notion with its 
distinctions, and restore the feeling of existence. What it wants from philosophy 
is not so much insight as edifi cation. Th e beautiful, the holy, the eternal, religion, 
love—these are the bait required to awaken the desire to bite: not the notion, but 
ecstasy, not the march of cold necessity in the subject-matter, but ferment and en-
thusiasm—these are to be the ways by which the wealth of the concrete substance 
is to be stored and increasingly extended.

With this demand there goes the strenuous eff ort, almost perfervidly zealous 
in its activity, to rescue mankind from being sunken in what is sensuous, vulgar, 
and of fl eeting importance, and to raise men’s eyes to the stars; as if men had quite 
forgotten the divine, and were on the verge of fi nding satisfaction, like worms, 
in mud and water. Time was when man had a heaven, decked and fi tted out with 
endless wealth of thoughts and pictures. Th e signifi cance of all that is, lay in the 
thread of light by which it was attached to heaven; instead of dwelling in the 
present as it is here and now, the eye glanced away over the present to the Divine, 
away, so to say, to a present that lies beyond. Spirit’s gaze had to be directed under 
compulsion to what is earthly, and kept fi xed there; and it has needed a long time 
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to introduce that clearness, which only celestial realities had, into the crassness 
and confusion shrouding the sense of things, earthly, and to make attention to 
the immediate present as such, which was called Experience, of interest and of val-
ue. Now we have apparently the need for the opposite of all this; man’s mind and 
interest are so deeply rooted in the earthly that we require a like power to have 
them raised above that level. His spirit shows such poverty of nature that it seems 
to long for the mere pitiful feeling of the divine in the abstract, and to get refresh-
ment from that, like a wanderer in the desert craving for the merest mouthful of 
water. By the little which can thus satisfy the needs of the human spirit we can 
measure the extent of its loss.

Th is easy contentment in receiving, or stinginess in giving, does not suit the 
character of science. Th e man who only seeks edifi cation, who wants to envelop 
in mist the manifold diversity of his earthly existence and thought, and craves af-
ter the vague enjoyment of this vague and indeterminate Divinity—he may look 
where he likes to fi nd this: he will easily fi nd for himself the means to procure 
something he can rave over and puff  himself up with. But philosophy must be-
ware of wishing to be edifying.

Still less must this kind of contentment, which holds science in contempt, 
take upon itself to claim that raving obscurantism of this sort is something high-
er than science. Moreover, when this unrefl ective emotional knowledge makes a 
pretence of having immersed its own very self in the depths of the  absolute Being, 
and of philosophizing in all holiness and truth, it hides from itself the fact that in-
stead of devotion to God, it rather, by this contempt for all measurable precision 
and defi niteness, simply attests in its own case the fortuitous character of its con-
tent, and in the other endows God with its own caprice. When such minds com-
mit themselves to the unrestrained ferment of sheer emotion, they think that, by 
putting a veil over self-consciousness, and surrendering all understanding, they 
are thus God’s beloved ones to whom He gives His wisdom in sleep. Th is is the 
reason, too, that in point of fact, what they do conceive and bring forth in sleep 
is dreams.

For the rest it is not diffi  cult to see that our epoch is a birth-time, and a period 
of transition. Th e spirit of man has broken with the old order of things hitherto 
prevailing, and with the old ways of thinking, and is in the mind to let them all 
sink into the depths of the past and to set about its own transformation. It is in-
deed never at rest, but carried along the stream of progress ever onward. But it is 
here as in the case of the birth of a child; aft er a long period of nutrition in silence, 
the continuity of the gradual growth in size, of quantitative change, is suddenly 
cut short by the fi rst breath drawn—there is a break in the process, a qualitative 
change and the child is born. In like manner, the spirit of the time, growing slowly 
and quietly ripe for the new form it is to assume, disintegrates one fragment af-
ter another of the structure of its previous world. Th at it is tottering to its fall is 
indicated only by symptoms here and there. Frivolity and again ennui, which are 
spreading in the established order of things, the undefi ned foreboding of some-
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thing unknown—all these betoken that there is something else approaching. Th is 
gradual crumbling to pieces, which did not alter the general look and aspect of the 
whole, is interrupted by the sunrise, which, in a fl ash and at a single stroke, brings 
to view the form and structure of the new world.

But this new world is perfectly realized just as little as the new-born child; and 
it is essential to bear this in mind. It comes on the stage to begin with in its imme-
diacy, in its bare generality. A building is not fi nished when its foundation is laid; 
and just as little, is the attainment of a general notion of a whole the whole itself. 
When we want to see an oak with all its vigour of trunk, its spreading branches, 
and mass of foliage, we are not satisfi ed to be shown an acorn instead. In the same 
way science, the crowning glory of a spiritual world, is not found complete in its 
initial stages. Th e beginning of the new spirit is the outcome of a widespread revo-
lution in manifold forms of spiritual culture; it is the reward which comes aft er a 
chequered and devious course of development, and aft er much struggle and eff ort. 
It is a whole which, aft er running its course and laying bare all its content, returns 
again to itself; it is the resultant abstract notion of the whole. But the actual reali-
zation of this abstract whole is only found when those previous shapes and forms, 
which are now reduced to ideal moments of the whole, are developed anew again, 
but developed and shaped within this new medium, and with the meaning they 
have thereby acquired.

THE PRINCIPLE IS NOT THE COMPLETION; AGAINST 
FORMALISM

While the new world makes its fi rst appearance merely in general outline, mere-
ly as a whole lying concealed and hidden within a bare abstraction, the wealth 
of the bygone life, on the other hand, is still consciously present in recollection. 
Consciousness misses in the new form the detailed expanse of content; but still 
more the developed expression of form by which distinctions are defi nitely deter-
mined and arranged in their precise relations. Only what is perfectly determinate 
in form is at the same time exoteric, comprehensible, and capable of being learned 
and possessed by everybody. Intelligibility is the form in which science is off ered 
to everyone, and is the open road to it made plain for all. To reach rational knowl-
edge by our intelligence is the just demand of the mind which comes to science. 
For intelligence, understanding (Verstand), is thinking, pure activity of the self in 
general; and what is intelligible (Verständige) is something from the fi rst familiar 
and common to the scientifi c and unscientifi c mind alike, enabling the unscien-
tifi c mind to enter the domain of science.

Hence everything appears brought within the compass of the Absolute Idea, 
which seems thus to be recognized in everything, and to have succeeded in be-
coming a system in extenso of scientifi c knowledge. But if we look more closely at 
this expanded system we fi nd that it has not been reached by one and the same 
principle taking shape in diverse ways; it is the shapeless repetition of one and the 
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same idea, which is applied in an external fashion to diff erent material, the wea-
risome reiteration of it keeping up the semblance of diversity. Th e Idea, which by 
itself is no doubt the truth, really never gets any farther than just where it began, 
as long as the development of it consists in nothing else than such a repetition of 
the same formula. If the knowing subject carries round everywhere the one in-
ert abstract form, taking up in external fashion whatever material comes his way, 
and dipping it into this element, then this comes about as near to fulfi lling what 
is wanted—viz. a self-origination of the wealth of detail, and a self-determining 
distinction of shapes and forms-as any chance fancies about the content in ques-
tion. It is rather a monochrome formalism, which only arrives at distinction in 
the matter it has to deal with, because this is already prepared and well known.

Th is monotonousness and abstract universality are maintained to be the Ab-
solute. Th is formalism insists that to be dissatisfi ed therewith argues an incapac-
ity to grasp the standpoint of the Absolute, and keep a fi rm hold on it. If it was 
once the case that the bare possibility of thinking of something in some other 
fashion was suffi  cient to refute a given idea, and the naked possibility, the bare 
general thought, possessed and passed for the entire substantive value of actual 
knowledge; similarly we fi nd here all the value ascribed to the general idea in this 
bare form without concrete realization; and we see here, too, the style and meth-
od of speculative contemplation identifi ed with dissipating and resolving what is 
determinate and distinct, or rather with hurling it down, without more ado and 
without any justifi cation, into the abyss of vacuity. To consider any specifi c fact 
as it is in the Absolute, consists here in nothing else than saying about it that, 
while it is now doubtless spoken of as something specifi c, yet in the Absolute, in 
the abstract identity A = A, there is no such thing at all, for everything is there 
all one. To pit this single assertion, that ‘in the Absolute all is one’, against the or-
ganized whole of determinate and complete knowledge, or of knowledge which 
at least aims at and demands complete development—to give out its Absolute as 
the night in which, as we say, all cows are black—that is the very naïveté of emp-
tiness of knowledge.

Th e formalism which has been deprecated and despised by recent philosophy, 
and which has arisen once more in philosophy itself, will not disappear from sci-
ence, even though its inadequacy is known and felt, till the knowledge of  absolute 
reality has become quite clear as to what its own true nature consists in. Having in 
mind that the general idea of what is to be done, if it precedes the attempt to carry 
it out, facilitates the comprehension of this process, it is worthwhile to indicate 
here some rough idea of it, with the hope at the same time that this will give us 
the opportunity to set aside certain forms whose habitual presence is a hindrance 
in the way of speculative knowledge.

THE ABSOLUTE IS SUBJECT, AND WHAT THIS IS

In my view—a view which the developed exposition of the system itself can alone 
justify—everything depends on grasping and expressing the ultimate truth not as 
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Substance but as Subject as well. At the same time we must note that concrete sub-
stantiality implicates and involves the universal or the immediacy of knowledge it-
self, as well as that immediacy which is being, or immediacy qua object for knowl-
edge. If the generation which heard God spoken of as the One Substance was 
shocked and revolted by such a characterization of his nature, the reason lay part-
ly in the instinctive feeling that in such a conception self-consciousness was sim-
ply submerged, and not preserved. But partly, again, the opposite position, which 
maintains thinking to be merely subjective thinking, abstract universality as such, 
is exactly the same bare uniformity, is undiff erentiated, unmoved substantiality. 
And even if, in the third place, thought combines with itself the being of sub-
stance, and conceives immediacy or intuition (Anschauung) as thinking, it is still 
a question whether this intellectual intuition does not fall back into that inert, ab-
stract simplicity, and exhibit and expound reality itself in an unreal manner.

Th e living substance, further, is that being which is truly subject, or, what is 
the same thing, is truly realized and actual (wirklich) solely in the process of pos-
iting itself, or in mediating with its own self its transitions from one state or po-
sition to the opposite. As subject it is pure and simple negativity, and just on that 
account a process of splitting up what is simple and undiff erentiated, a process of 
duplicating and setting factors in opposition, which [process] in turn is the nega-
tion of this indiff erent diversity and of the opposition of factors it entails. True 
reality is merely this process of reinstating self-identity, of refl ecting into its own 
self in and from its other, and is not an original and primal unity as such, not an 
immediate unity as such. It is the process of its own becoming, the circle which 
presupposes its end as its purpose, and has its end for its beginning; it becomes 
concrete and actual only by being carried out, and by the end it involves.

Th e life of God and divine intelligence, then, can, if we like, be spoken of as 
love disporting with itself; but this idea falls into edifi cation, and even sinks into 
insipidity, if it lacks the seriousness, the suff ering, the patience, and the labour of 
the negative. Per se the divine life is no doubt undisturbed identity and oneness 
with itself, which fi nds no serious obstacle in otherness and estrangement, and 
none in the surmounting of this estrangement. But this ‘per se’ is abstract gener-
ality, where we abstract from its real nature, which consists in its being objective 
to itself, conscious of itself on its own account ( für sich zu sein); and where con-
sequently we neglect altogether the self-movement which is the formal charac-
ter of its activity. If the form is declared to correspond to the essence, it is just for 
that reason a misunderstanding to suppose that knowledge can be content with 
the ‘per se’, the essence, but can do without the form, that the  absolute principle, 
or  absolute intuition, makes the carrying out of the former, or the development 
of the latter, needless. Precisely because the form is as necessary to the essence as 
the essence to itself,  absolute reality must not be conceived of and expressed as es-
sence alone, i.e., as immediate substance, or as pure self-intuition of the Divine, 
but as form also, and with the entire wealth of the developed form. Only then is it 
grasped and expressed as really actual.
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Th e truth is the whole. Th e whole, however, is merely the essential nature 
reaching its completeness through the process of its own development. Of the Ab-
solute it must be said that it is essentially a result, that only at the end is it what it 
is in very truth; and just in that consists its nature, which is to be actual, subject, 
or self-becoming, self-development. Should it appear contradictory to say that the 
Absolute has to be conceived essentially as a result, a little consideration will set 
this appearance of contradiction in its true light. Th e beginning, the principle, or 
the Absolute, as at fi rst or immediately expressed, is merely the universal. If we 
say ‘all animals’, that does not pass for zoology; for the same reason we see at once 
that the words  absolute, divine, eternal, and so on do not express what is implied 
in them; and only mere words like these, in point of fact, express intuition as the 
immediate. Whatever is more than a word like that, even the mere transition to a 
proposition, is a form of mediation, contains a process towards another state from 
which we must return once more. It is this process of mediation however that is 
rejected with horror, as if   absolute knowledge were being surrendered when more 
is made of mediation than merely the assertion that it is nothing  absolute, and 
does not exist in the Absolute.

Th is horrifi ed rejection of mediation, however, arises as a fact from want 
of acquaintance with its nature, and with the nature of   absolute knowledge it-
self. For mediating is nothing but self-identity working itself out through an ac-
tive self-directed process; or, in other words, it is refl ection into self, the aspect in 
which the ego is for itself, objective to itself. It is pure negativity, or, reduced to 
its utmost abstraction, the process of bare and simple becoming. Th e ego, or be-
coming in general, this process of mediating, is, because of its being simple, just 
immediacy coming to be, and is immediacy itself. We misconceive therefore the 
nature of reason if we exclude refl ection or mediation from ultimate truth, and 
do not take it to be a positive moment of the Absolute. It is refl ection which con-
stitutes truth the fi nal result, and yet at the same time does away with the contrast 
between result and the process of arriving at it. For this process is likewise sim-
ple, and therefore not distinct from the form of truth, which consists in appear-
ing as simple in the result; it is indeed just this restoration and return to simplic-
ity. While the embryo is certainly, in itself, implicitly a human being, it is not so 
explicitly, it is not by itself a human being ( für sich); man is explicitly man only in 
the form of developed and cultivated reason, which has made itself to be what it 
is implicitly. Its actual reality is fi rst found here. But this result arrived at is itself 
simple immediacy; for it is self conscious freedom, which is at one with itself, and 
has not set aside the opposition it involves and left  it there, but has made its ac-
count with it and become reconciled to it.

What has been said may also be expressed by saying that reason is purpo-
sive activity. Th e exaltation of so-called nature at the expense of thought miscon-
ceived, and more especially the rejection of external purposiveness, have brought 
the idea of purpose in general into disrepute. All the same, in the sense in which 
      Aristotle, too, characterizes nature as purposive activity, purpose is the immedi-
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ate, the undisturbed, the unmoved which is self-moving; as such it is subject. Its 
power of moving, taken abstractly, is its existence for itself, or pure negativity. Th e 
result is the same as the beginning solely because the beginning is purpose. Stat-
ed otherwise, what is actual and concrete is the same as its inner principle or no-
tion simply because the immediate qua purpose contains within it the self or pure 
actuality. Th e realized purpose, or concrete actuality, is movement and develop-
ment unfolded. But this very unrest is the self; and it is one and the same with 
that immediacy and simplicity characteristic of the beginning just for the reason 
that it is the result, and has returned upon itself—while this latter again is just the 
self, and the self is self-referring and self-relating identity and simplicity.

Th e need to think of the Absolute as subject, has led men to make use of 
statements like ‘God is the eternal’, the ‘moral order of the world’, or ‘love’, etc. 
In such propositions the truth is just barely stated to be Subject, but not set forth 
as the process of refl ectively mediating itself with itself. In a proposition of that 
kind we begin with the word ‘God’. By itself this is a meaningless sound, a mere 
name; the predicate says aft erwards what it is, gives it content and meaning: the 
empty beginning becomes real knowledge only when we thus get to the end of the 
statement. So far as that goes, why not speak alone of the eternal, of the moral or-
der of the world, etc., or, like the ancients, of pure conceptions such as being, the 
one, etc., i.e., of what gives the meaning without adding the meaningless sound 
at all? But this word just indicates that it is not a being or essence or universal in 
general that is put forward, but something refl ected into self, a subject. Yet at the 
same time this acceptance of the Absolute as Subject is merely anticipated, not 
really affi  rmed. Th e subject is taken to be a fi xed point, and to it as their support 
the predicates are attached, by a process falling within the individual knowing 
about it, but not looked upon as belonging to the point of attachment itself; only 
by such a process, however, could the content be presented as subject. Constituted 
as it is, this process cannot belong to the subject; but when that point of support 
is fi xed to start with, this process cannot be otherwise constituted, it can only 
be external. Th e anticipation that the Absolute is subject is therefore not merely 
not the realization of this conception; it even makes realization impossible. For it 
makes out the notion to be a static point, while its actual reality is self-movement, 
self-activity.

Among the many consequences that follow from what has been said, it is of 
importance to emphasize this, that knowledge is only real and can only be set 
forth fully in the form of science, in the form of system; and further, that a so-
called fundamental proposition or fi rst principle of philosophy, even if it is true, is 
yet nonetheless false just because and in so far as it is merely a fundamental propo-
sition, merely a fi rst principle. Th e refutation consists in bringing out its defective 
character, and it is defective because it is merely the universal, merely a principle, 
the beginning.  

Th at the truth is only realized in the form of system, that substance is es-
sentially subject, is expressed in the idea which represents the Absolute as Spirit 
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(Geist)—the grandest conception of all, and one which is due to modern times 
and its religion. Spirit is alone Reality. It is the inner being of the world, that 
which essentially is, and is per se; it assumes objective, determinate form, and en-
ters into relations with itself—it is externality (otherness), and exists for self; yet, 
in this determination, and in its otherness, it is still one with itself—it is self-con-
tained and self-complete, in itself and for itself at once. Th is self-containedness, 
however, is fi rst something known by us, it is implicit in its nature (an sich); it is 
Substance spiritual. It has to become self-contained for itself, on its own account; 
it must be knowledge of spirit, and must be consciousness of itself as spirit. Th is 
means, it must be presented to itself as an object, but at the same time straight-
way annul and transcend this objective form; it must be its own object in which 
it fi nds itself refl ected. In so far as spirit knows itself to be for itself, then this self-
production, the pure notion, is the sphere and element in which its objectifi cation 
takes eff ect, and where it gets its existential form. In this way it is in its existence 
aware of itself as an object in which its own self is refl ected. Spirit, which, when 
thus developed, knows itself to be spirit, is science. Science is its realization, and 
the kingdom it sets up for itself in its own native element.

THE ELEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE

A self having knowledge purely of itself in the  absolute antithesis of itself, this 
pure ether as such, is the very soil where science fl ourishes, is knowledge in univer-
sal form. Th e beginning of philosophy presupposes or demands from conscious-
ness that it should feel at home in this element. But this element only attains its 
perfect meaning and acquires transparency through the process of gradually de-
veloping it. It is pure spirituality as the universal which assumes the shape of sim-
ple immediacy; and this simple element, existing as such, is the fi eld of science, is 
thinking, which can be only in spirit. Because this medium, this immediacy of 
spirit, is the spirit’s substantial nature in general, it is the transfi gured essence, re-
fl ection which itself is simple, which is aware of itself as immediacy; it is being, 
which is refl ection into itself. Science on its side requires the individual self-con-
sciousness to have risen into this high ether, in order to be able to live with sci-
ence, and in science, and really to feel alive there. Conversely the individual has 
the right to demand that science shall hold the ladder to help him to get at least 
as far as this position, shall show him that he has in himself this ground to stand 
on. His right rests on his  absolute independence, which he knows he possesses in 
every type and phase of knowledge; for in every phase, whether recognized by sci-
ence or not, and whatever be the content, his right as an individual is the  absolute 
and fi nal form, i.e., he is the immediate certainty of self, and thereby is uncon-
ditioned being, were this expression preferred. Let science be per se what it likes, 
in its relation to naïve immediate self-conscious life it presents the appearance of 
being a reversal of the latter; or, again, because naïve self-consciousness fi nds the 
principle of its reality in the certainty of itself, science bears the character of unre-
ality, since consciousness ‘for itself ’ is a state quite outside of science. Science has 
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for that reason to combine that other element of self-certainty with its own, or 
rather to show that the other element belongs to itself, and how it does so. When 
devoid of that sort of reality, science is merely the content of spirit qua something 
implicit or potential (an sich); purpose, which at the start is no more than some-
thing internal; not spirit, but at fi rst merely spiritual substance. Th is implicit mo-
ment (Ansich) has to fi nd external expression, and become objective on its own 
account. Th is means nothing else than that this moment has to establish self-con-
sciousness as one with itself.

THE ASCENT INTO THIS IS THE  PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT

It is this process by which science in general comes about, this gradual develop-
ment of knowing, that is set forth here in the  Phenomenology of Spirit. Knowing, 
as it is found at the start, spirit in its immediate and primitive stage, is without 
the essential nature of spirit, is sense-consciousness. To reach the stage of genuine 
knowledge, or produce the element where science is found—the pure conception 
of science itself—a long and laborious journey must be undertaken. Th is process 
towards science, as regards the content it will bring to light and the forms it will 
assume in the course of its progress, will not be what is primarily imagined by 
leading the unscientifi c consciousness up to the level of science: it will be some-
thing diff erent, too, from establishing and laying the foundations of science; and 
anyway something else than the sort of ecstatic enthusiasm which starts straight 
off  with   absolute knowledge, as if shot out of a pistol, and makes short work of 
other points of view simply by explaining that it is to take no notice of them.

Th e task of conducting the individual spirit from its unscientifi c standpoint 
to that of science had to be taken in its general sense; we had to contemplate the 
formative development (Bildung) of the universal [or general] individual, of self-
conscious spirit. As to the relation between these two [the particular and gener-
al individual], every moment, as it gains concrete form and its own proper shape 
and appearance, fi nds a place in the life of the universal individual. Th e particu-
lar individual is incomplete spirit, a concrete shape in whose existence, taken as a 
whole, one determinate characteristic predominates, while the others are found 
only in blurred outline. In that spirit which stands higher than another the lower 
concrete form of existence has sunk into an obscure moment; what was formerly 
an objective fact (die Sache selbst) is now only a single trace: its defi nite shape has 
been veiled, and become simply a piece of shading. Th e individual, whose sub-
stance is spirit at the higher level, passes through these past forms, much in the 
way that one who takes up a higher science goes through those preparatory forms 
of knowledge, which he has long made his own, in order to call up their content 
before him; he brings back the recollection of them without stopping to fi x his 
interest upon them. Th e particular individual, so far as content is concerned, has 
also to go through the stages through which the general spirit has passed, but as 
shapes once assumed by spirit and now laid aside, as stages of a road which has 
been worked over and levelled out. In this respect culture or development of spirit 
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(Bildung), regarded from the side of the individual, consists in his acquiring what 
lies at his hand ready for him, in making its inorganic nature organic to himself, 
and taking possession of it for himself. Looked at, however, from the side of uni-
versal spirit qua general spiritual substance, culture means nothing else than that 
this substance gives itself its own self-consciousness, brings about its own inher-
ent process and its own refl ection into self.

Science lays before us the morphogenetic process of this cultural development 
in all its detailed fullness and necessity, and at the same time shows it to be some-
thing that has already sunk into the spirit as a moment of its being and become a 
possession of spirit. Th e goal to be reached is spirit’s insight into what knowing is. 
Th e length of the journey has to be borne with, for every moment is necessary; and 
again we must halt at every stage, for each is itself a complete individual form, and 
is fully and fi nally considered only so far as its determinate character is taken and 
dealt with as a rounded and concrete whole, or only so far as the whole is looked at 
in the light of the special and peculiar character which this determination gives it. 
Because the substance of individual spirit, nay, more, because the universal spirit 
at work in the world (Weltgeist), has had the patience to go through these forms 
in the long stretch of time’s extent, and to take upon itself the prodigious labour 
of the world’s history, where it bodied forth in each form the entire content of 
itself, as each is capable of presenting it; and because by nothing less could that 
all-pervading spirit ever manage to become conscious of what itself is—for that 
reason, the individual spirit, in the nature of the case, cannot expect by less toil 
to grasp what its own substance contains. All the same, its task has meanwhile 
been made much lighter, because this has historically been implicitly (an sich) ac-
complished, the content is one where reality is already cancelled for spiritual pos-
sibilities, where immediacy has been overcome and brought under the control of 
refl ection, the various forms and shapes have been already reduced to their intel-
lectual abbreviations, to determinations of thought (Gedankenbestimmung) pure 
and simple. Being now a thought, the content is the property of the substance of 
spirit; existence has no more to be changed into the form of what is inherent and 
implicit (Ansichseins), but only the implicit—no longer merely something primi-
tive, nor lying hidden within existence, but already present as a recollection—into 
the form of what is explicit, of what is objective to self (Fürsichseins).

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE FAMILIAR INTO THOUGHT

We have to state more exactly the way this is done. At the point at which we here 
take up this movement, we are spared, in connection with the whole, the proc-
ess of cancelling and transcending the stage of mere existence. Th is process has 
already taken place. What is still to be done and needs a higher kind of transfor-
mation, is to transcend the forms as ideally presented and made familiar to our 
minds. By that previous negative process, existence, having been withdrawn into 
spirit’s substance, is, in the fi rst instance, transferred to the life of self only in an 
immediate way. Th e property the self has thereby acquired has still the same char-
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acter of uncomprehended immediacy, of passive indiff erence, which existence it-
self had; existence has in this way merely passed into the form of an ideal presen-
tation. At the same time, by so doing, it is something familiar to us, something 
‘well-known’, something which the existent spirit has fi nished and done with, and 
hence takes no more to do with and no further interest in. While the activity that 
is done with the existent is itself merely the process of the particular spirit, of 
spirit which is not comprehending itself, on the other hand, knowledge is directed 
against this ideal presentation which has hereby arisen, against this ‘being-famil-
iar’ and ‘well-known;’ it is an action of universal self, the concern of thought.

What is ‘familiarly known’ is not properly known, just for the reason that it is 
‘familiar’. When engaged in the process of knowing, it is the commonest form of 
self-deception, and a deception of other people as well, to assume something to be 
familiar, and give assent to it on that very account. Knowledge of that sort, with 
all its talk, never gets from the spot, but has no idea that this is the case. Subject 
and object, and so on, God, nature, understanding, sensibility, etc., are uncriti-
cally presupposed as familiar and something valid, and become fi xed points from 
which to start and to which to return. Th e process of knowing fl its between these 
secure points, and in consequence goes on merely along the surface. 

Analysis of an idea, as it used to be carried out, did in fact consist in nothing 
else than doing away with its character of familiarity. To break up an idea into 
its ultimate elements means returning upon its moments, which at least do not 
have the form of the given idea when found, but are the immediate property of 
the self. Doubtless, this analysis only arrives at thoughts which are themselves fa-
miliar elements, fi xed inert determinations. But what is thus separated, and in a 
sense is unreal, is itself an essential moment; for just because the concrete fact is 
self-divided, and turns into unreality, it is something self-moving, self-active. Th e 
action of separating the elements is the exercise of the force of Understanding, 
the most astonishing and greatest of all powers, or rather the  absolute power. Th e 
circle, which is self-enclosed and at rest, and, qua substance, holds its own mo-
ments, is an immediate relation, the immediate, continuous relation of elements 
with their unity, and hence arouses no sense of wonderment. But that an accident 
as such, when out loose from its containing circumference,—that what is bound 
and held by something else and actual only by being connected with it,—should 
obtain an existence all its own, gain freedom and independence on its own ac-
count—this is the portentous power of the negative; it is the energy of thought, 
of pure ego. Death, as we may call that unreality, is the most terrible thing, and 
to keep and hold fast what is dead demands the greatest force of all. Beauty, pow-
erless and helpless, hates understanding, because the latter exacts from it what it 
cannot perform. But the life of spirit is not one that shuns death, and keeps clear 
of destruction; it endures death and in death maintains its being. It only wins to 
its truth when it fi nds itself utterly torn asunder. It is this mighty power, not by 
being a positive which turns away from the negative, as when we say of anything 
it is nothing or it is false, and, being then done with it, pass off  to something else: 
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on the contrary, spirit is this power only by looking the negative in the face, and 
dwelling with it. Th is dwelling beside it is the magic power that converts the neg-
ative into being. Th at power is just what we spoke of above as subject, which by 
giving determinateness a place in its substance, cancels abstract immediacy, i.e., 
immediacy which merely is, and, by so doing, becomes the true substance, be-
comes being or immediacy that does not have mediation outside it, but is this 
mediation itself.

TRANSFORMATION INTO THE CONCEPT

Th is process of making what is objectively presented a possession of pure self-
consciousness, of raising it to the level of universality in general, is merely one as-
pect of mental development; spiritual evolution is not yet completed. Th e man-
ner of study in ancient times is distinct from that of the modern world, in that 
the former consisted in the cultivation and perfecting of the natural mind. Test-
ing life carefully at all points, philosophizing about everything it came across, 
the former created an experience permeated through and through by universals. 
In modern times, however, an individual fi nds the abstract form ready made. In 
straining to grasp it and make it his own, he rather strives to bring forward the 
inner meaning alone, without any process of mediation; the production of the 
universal is abridged, instead of the universal arising out of the manifold detail 
of concrete existence. Hence nowadays the task before us consists not so much in 
getting the individual clear of the stage of sensuous immediacy, and making him 
a substance that thinks and is grasped in terms of thought, but rather the very op-
posite: it consists in actualizing the universal, and giving it spiritual vitality, by 
the process of breaking down and superseding fi xed and determinate thoughts. 
But it is much more diffi  cult to make fi xed and defi nite thoughts fuse with one 
another and form a continuous whole than to bring sensuous existence into this 
state. Th e reason lies in what was said before. Th ought determinations get their 
substance and the element of their existence from the ego, the power of the nega-
tive, or pure reality; while determinations of sense fi nd this in impotent abstract 
immediacy, in mere being as such. Th oughts become fl uent and inter-fuse, when 
thinking pure and simple, this inner immediacy, knows itself as a moment, when 
pure certainty of self abstracts from itself. It does not ‘abstract’ in the sense of get-
ting away from itself and setting itself on one side, but of surrendering the fi xed 
quality of its self-affi  rmation, and giving up both the fi xity of the purely con-
crete—which is the ego as contrasted with the variety of its content—and the fi x-
ity of all those distinctions [the various thought-functions, principles, etc.] which 
are present in the element of pure thought and share that absoluteness of the ego. 
In virtue of this process pure thoughts become notions, concepts, and are then 
what they are in truth, self-moving functions, circles, are what their substance 
consists in, are spiritual entities.

Th is movement of the spiritual entities constitutes the nature of scientifi c 
procedure in general. Looked at as the concatenation of their content, this move-
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ment is the necessitated development and expansion of that content into an or-
ganic systematic whole. By this movement, too, the road, which leads to the no-
tion of knowledge, becomes itself likewise a necessary and complete evolving 
process (Werden). Th is preparatory stage thus ceases to consist of casual philo-
sophical refl ections, referring to objects here and there, to processes and thoughts 
of the undeveloped mind as chance may direct; and it does not try to establish 
the truth by miscellaneous ratiocinations, inferences, and consequences drawn 
from circumscribed thoughts. Th e road to science, by the very movement of the 
notion itself, will compass the entire objective world of conscious life in its ra-
tional necessity.

Further, a systematic exposition like this constitutes the fi rst part of science, 
because the positive existence of spirit, qua primary and ultimate, is nothing but 
the immediate aspect of spirit, the beginning; the beginning, but not yet its re-
turn to itself. Th e characteristic feature distinguishing this part of science [Phe-
nomenology] from the others is the element of positive immediate existence.

Spirit’s immediate existence, conscious life, has two aspects—cognition and 
objectivity which is opposed to or negative of the subjective function of know-
ing. Since it is in the medium of consciousness that spirit is developed and brings 
out its various moments, this opposition between the factors of conscious life is 
found at each stage in the evolution of spirit, and all the various moments ap-
pear as modes or forms (Gestalten) of consciousness. Th e scientifi c statement of 
the course of this development is a science of the experience through which con-
sciousness passes; the substance and its process are considered as the object of con-
sciousness. Consciousness knows and comprehends nothing but what falls with-
in its experience; for what is found in experience is merely spiritual substance, 
and, moreover, object of its self. Spirit, however, becomes object, for it consists in 
the process of becoming an other to itself, i.e., an object for its own self, and in 
transcending this otherness. And experience is called this very process by which 
the element that is immediate, unexperienced, i.e., abstract—whether it be in the 
form of sense or of a bare thought—externalizes itself, and then comes back to 
itself from this state of estrangement, and by so doing is at length set forth in its 
concrete nature and real truth, and becomes too a possession of consciousness.

Th e dissimilarity which obtains in consciousness between the ego and the 
substance constituting its object, is their inner distinction, the factor of negativ-
ity in general. We may regard it as the defect of both opposites, but it is their very 
soul, their moving spirit. It was on this account that certain thinkers long ago 
took the void to be the principle of movement, when they conceived the moving 
principle to be the negative element, though they had not as yet thought of it as 
self. While this negative factor appears in the fi rst instance as a dissimilarity, as 
an inequality, between ego and object, it is just as much the inequality of the sub-
stance with itself. What seems to take place outside it, to be an activity directed 
against it, is its own doing, its own activity; and substance shows that it is in re-
ality subject. When it has brought out this completely, spirit has made its exist-
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ence adequate to and one with its essential nature. Spirit is object to itself just as 
it is, and the abstract element of immediacy, of the separation between know-
ing and the truth, is overcome. Being is entirely mediated; it is a substantial con-
tent, that is likewise directly in the possession of the ego, has the character of self, 
is notion. With the attainment of this the  Phenomenology of Spirit concludes. 
What spirit prepares for itself in the course of its phenomenology is the element 
of true knowledge. In this element the moments of spirit are now set out in the 
form of thought pure and simple, which knows its object to be itself. Th ey no 
longer involve the opposition between being and knowing; they remain within 
the undivided simplicity of the knowing function; they are the truth in the form 
of truth, and their diversity is merely diversity of the content of truth. Th e proc-
ess by which they are developed into an organically connected whole is Logic or 
Speculative Philosophy.

IN WHAT WAY THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE SPIRIT IS 
NEGATIVE

Now, because the systematic statement of spirit’s experience embraces merely its 
ways of appearing, it may well seem that the advance from that to the science of 
ultimate truth in the form of truth is merely negative; and we might readily be 
content to dispense with the negative process as something altogether false, and 
might ask to be taken straight to the truth at once: why meddle with what is false 
at all? Th e point formerly raised, that we should have begun with science at once, 
may be answered here by considering the character of negativity in general regard-
ed as something false. Th e usual ideas on this subject particularly obstruct the ap-
proach to the truth. Th e consideration of this point will give us an opportunity to 
speak about  mathematical knowledge, which non-philosophical knowledge looks 
upon as the ideal which philosophy ought to try to attain, but has so far striven 
in vain to reach.

Truth and falsehood as commonly understood belong to those sharply de-
fi ned ideas which claim a completely fi xed nature of their own, one standing in 
solid isolation on this side, the other on that, without any community between 
them. Against that view it must be pointed out, that truth is not like stamped coin 
that is issued ready from the mint and so can be taken up and used. Nor, again, is 
there something false, any more than there is something evil. Evil and falsehood 
are indeed not so bad as the devil, for in the form of the devil they get the length 
of being particular subjects; qua false and evil they are merely universals, though 
they have a nature of their own with reference to one another. Falsity (that is what 
we are dealing with here) would be otherness, the negative aspect of the substance, 
which [substance], qua content of knowledge, is truth. But the substance is itself 
essentially the negative element, partly as involving distinction and determina-
tion of content, partly as being a process of distinguishing pure and simple, i.e., as 
being self and knowledge in general. Doubtless we can know in a way that is false. 
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To know something falsely means that knowledge is not adequate to, is not on 
equal terms with, its substance. Yet this very dissimilarity is the process of distinc-
tion in general, the essential moment in knowing. It is, in fact, out of this active 
distinction that its harmonious unity arises, and this identity, when arrived at, is 
truth. But it is not truth in a sense which would involve the rejection of the dis-
cordance, the diversity, like dross from pure metal; nor, again, does truth remain 
detached from diversity, like a fi nished article from the instrument that shapes it. 
Diff erence itself continues to be an immediate element within truth as such, in 
the form of the principle of negation, in the form of the activity of Self. All the 
same, we cannot for that reason say that falsehood is a moment or forms even a 
constituent part of truth. Th at ‘in every case of falsity there is something true’ is 
an expression in which they are taken to be like oil and water, which do not mix 
and are merely united externally. Just in the interest of their real meaning, pre-
cisely because we want to designate the aspect or moment of complete otherness, 
the terms true and false must no longer be used where their otherness has been 
cancelled and superseded. Just as the expressions ‘unity of subject and object’, of 
‘fi nite and infi nite’, of ‘being and thought’, etc., are clumsy when subject and ob-
ject, etc., are taken to mean what they are outside their unity, and are thus in that 
unity not meant to be what its very expression conveys; in the same way falsehood 
is not, qua false, any longer a moment of truth.

Dogmatism as a way of thinking, whether in ordinary knowledge or in the 
study of philosophy, is nothing else but the view that truth consists in a prop-
osition, which is a fi xed and fi nal result, or again which is directly known. To 
questions like, ‘When was Caesar born’, ‘How many feet make a furlongs’, etc., a 
straight answer ought to be given; just as it is absolutely true that the square of the 
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides of a right-an-
gled triangle. But the nature of a so-called truth of that sort is diff erent from the 
nature of philosophical truth.

HISTORICAL AND MATHEMATICAL TRUTH

As regards truth in matters of historical fact—to deal briefl y with this subject—
so far as we consider the purely historical element, it will be readily granted that 
they have to do with the sphere of particular existence, with a content in its con-
tingent and arbitrary aspects, features that have no necessity. But even bare truths 
of the kind, say, like those mentioned, are impossible without the activity of self-
consciousness. 

All the same, while proof is essential in the case of  mathematical knowledge, 
it still does not have the signifi cance and nature of being a moment in the result 
itself; the proof is over when we get the result, and has disappeared. Qua result the 
theorem is, no doubt, one that is seen to be true. But this eventuality has nothing 
to do with its content, but only with its relation to the knowing subject. Th e proc-
ess of  mathematical proof does not belong to the object; it is a function that takes 
place outside the matter in hand. Th us, the nature of a right-angled triangle does 
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not break itself up into factors in the manner set forth in the  mathematical con-
struction which is required to prove the proposition expressing the relation of its 
parts. Th e entire process of producing the result is an aff air of knowledge which 
takes its own way of going about it. In philosophical knowledge, too, the way ex-
istence, qua existence, comes about (Werden) is diff erent from that whereby the 
essence or inner nature of the fact comes into being. But philosophical knowledge, 
for one thing, contains both, while  mathematical knowledge sets forth merely the 
way an existence comes about, i.e., the way the nature of the fact gets to be in the 
sphere of knowledge as such. For another thing, too, philosophical knowledge 
unites both these particular movements.

In  mathematical knowledge the insight required is an external function so 
far as the subject-matter dealt with is concerned. It follows that the actual fact is 
thereby altered. Th e means taken, construction and proof, contain, no doubt, true 
propositions; but all the same we are bound to say that the content is false. 

Th e real defect of this kind of knowledge, however, aff ects its process of 
knowing as much as its material. As to that process, in the fi rst place we do not 
see any necessity in the construction. Th e necessity does not arise from the na-
ture of the theorem: it is imposed; and the injunction to draw just these lines, an 
infi nite number of others being equally possible, is blindly acquiesced in, with-
out our knowing anything further, except that, as we fondly believe, this will 
serve our purpose in producing the proof. Later on this design then comes out 
too, and is therefore merely external in character, just because it is only aft er the 
proof is found that it comes to be known. In the same way, again, the proof takes 
a direction that begins anywhere we like, without our knowing as yet what rela-
tion this beginning has to the result to be brought out. In its course, it takes up 
certain specifi c elements and relations and lets others alone, without its being di-
rectly obvious what necessity there is in the matter. An external purpose controls 
this process.

Its purpose or principle is quantity. Th is is precisely the relationship that 
is non-essential, alien to the character of the notion. Th e process of knowledge 
goes on, therefore, on the surface, does not aff ect the concrete fact itself, does 
not touch its inner nature or notion, and is hence not a conceptual way of com-
prehending. Th e material which provides mathematics with these welcome treas-
ures of truth consists of space and numerical units (das Eins). Space is that kind 
of existence wherein the concrete notion inscribes the diversity it contains, as in 
an empty, lifeless element in which its diff erences likewise subsist in passive, life-
less form. What is concretely actual is not something spatial, such as is treated of 
in mathematics. 

As to time, which, it is to be presumed, would, by way of the counterpart to 
space, constitute the object-matter of the other division of pure mathematics, this 
is the notion itself in the form of existence. Th e principle of quantity, of diff erence 
which is not determined by the notion, and the principle of equality, of abstract, 
lifeless unity, are incapable of dealing with that sheer restlessness of life and its  ab-
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solute and inherent process of diff erentiation. It is therefore only in an arrested, 
paralysed form, only in the form of the quantitative unit, that this essentially neg-
ative activity becomes the second object-matter of this way of knowing, which, it-
self an external operation, degrades what is self-moving to the level of mere mat-
ter, in order thus to get an indiff erent, external, lifeless content.

THE NATURE OF PHILOSOPHICAL TRUTH AND ITS METHOD

Philosophy, on the contrary, does not deal with a determination that is non-es-
sential, but with a determination so far as it is an essential factor. Th e abstract or 
unreal is not its element and content, but the real, what is self-establishing, has life 
within itself, existence in its very notion. It is the process that creates its own mo-
ments in its course, and goes through them all; and the whole of this movement 
constitutes its positive content and its truth. Th is movement includes, therefore, 
within it the negative factor as well, the element which would be named falsity if 
it could be considered one from which we had to abstract. Th e element that disap-
pears has rather to be looked at as itself essential, not in the sense of being some-
thing fi xed, that has to be cut off  from truth and allowed to lie outside it, heaven 
knows where; just as similarly the truth is not to be held to stand on the other 
side as an immovable lifeless positive element. Appearance is the process of aris-
ing into being and passing away again, a process that itself does not arise and does 
not pass away, but is per se, and constitutes reality and the life-movement of truth. 
Th e truth is thus the bacchanalian revel, where not a member is sober; and be-
cause every member no sooner becomes detached than it eo ipso collapses straight-
way, the revel is just as much a state of transparent unbroken calm. Judged by that 
movement, the particular shapes which spirit assumes do not indeed subsist any 
more than do determinate thoughts or ideas; but they are, all the same, as much 
positive and necessary moments, as negative and transitory. In the entirety of the 
movement, taken as an unbroken quiescent whole, that which obtains distinct-
ness in the course of its process and secures specifi c existence, is preserved in the 
form of a self-recollection, in which existence is self-knowledge, and self-knowl-
edge, again, is immediate existence.

It might well seem necessary to state at the outset the chief points in connec-
tion with the method of this process, the way in which science operates. Its na-
ture, however, is to be found in what has already been said, while the proper sys-
tematic exposition of it is the special business of Logic, or rather is Logic itself. For 
the method is nothing else than the structure of the whole in its pure and essen-
tial form. But it is not diffi  cult to see that the method of propounding a proposi-
tion, producing reasons for it and then refuting its opposite by reasons too, is not 
the form in which truth can appear. Truth moves itself by its very nature; but the 
method just mentioned is a form of knowledge external to its material. Hence it is 
peculiar to mathematics and must be left  to mathematics, which, as already indi-
cated, takes for its principle the relation of quantity, a relation alien to the notion, 
and gets its material from lifeless space, and the equally lifeless numerical unit. 
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AGAINST SCHEMATIZING FORMALISM

Now that the triplicity, adopted in the system of Kant—a method rediscovered, 
to begin with, by instinctive insight, but left  lifeless and uncomprehended—has 
been raised to its signifi cance as an  absolute method, true form is thereby set up in 
its true content, and the conception of science has come to light. But the use this 
form has been put to in certain quarters has no right to the name of science. For 
we see it there reduced to a lifeless schema, to nothing better than a mere shadow, 
and scientifi c organization to a synoptic table. Th is formalism—about which we 
spoke before in general terms, and whose procedure we wish here to state more 
fully—thinks it has comprehended and expressed the nature and life of a given 
form when it proclaims a determination of the schema to be its predicate. Th e 
predicate may be subjectivity or objectivity, or again magnetism, electricity, and 
so on, contraction or expansion, East or West, and such like—a form of predica-
tion that can be multiplied indefi nitely, because according to this way of working 
each determination, each mode, can be applied as a form or schematic element 
in the case of every other, and each will thankfully perform the same service for 
any other. 

Instead of the inner activity and self-movement of its own actual life, such 
a simple determination of direct intuition (Anschauung)—which means here 
sense-knowledge—is predicated in accordance with a superfi cial analogy, and 
this external and empty application of the formula is called ‘construction’. Th e 
same thing happens here, however, as in the case of every kind of formalism. For-
malism in the case of speculative Philosophy of Nature (Naturphilosophie) takes 
the shape of teaching that understanding is electricity, animals are nitrogen, or 
equivalent to South or North and so on. When it does this, whether as badly as it 
is here expressed or even concocted with more terminology, such forceful proce-
dure brings and holds together elements to all appearance far removed from one 
another; the violence done to stable inert sense-elements by connecting them in 
this way, confers on them merely the semblance of a conceptual unity, and spares 
itself the trouble of doing what is aft er all the important thing—expressing the 
notion itself, the meaning that underlies sense-ideas. Th e instrument for produc-
ing this monotonous formalism is no more diffi  cult to handle than the palette of 
a painter, on which lie only two colours, say red and green, the former for colour-
ing the surface when we want a historical piece, the latter when we want a bit of 
landscape. It would be diffi  cult to settle which is greater in all this, the agreeable 
ease with which everything in heaven and earth and under the earth is plastered 
with that botch of colour. What results from the use of this method of sticking 
on to everything in heaven and earth, to every kind of shape and form, natural 
and spiritual, the pair of determinations from the general schema, and fi ling eve-
rything in this manner, is no less than an ‘account as clear as noonday’ of the or-
ganized whole of the universe. It is, that is to say, a synoptic index, like a skeleton 
with tickets stuck all over it, or like the rows of boxes kept shut and labelled in a 
grocer’s stall; and is as intelligible as either the one or the other. It has lost hold 
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of the living nature of concrete fact; just as in the former case we have merely dry 
bones with fl esh and blood all gone, and in the latter, there is shut away in those 
boxes something equally lifeless too. We have already remarked that the fi nal out-
come of this style of thinking is, at the same time, to paint entirely in one kind of 
colour; for it turns with contempt from the distinctions in the schematic table, 
looks on them as belonging to the activity of mere refl ection, and lets them drop 
out of sight in the void of the Absolute, and there reinstates pure identity, pure 
formless whiteness. Such uniformity of colouring in the schema with its lifeless 
determinations, this  absolute identity, and the transition from one to the other—
these are the one as well as the other, the expression of inert lifeless understand-
ing, and equally an external process of knowledge.

Not only can what is excellent not escape the fate of being thus devitalized 
and despiritualized and excoriated of seeing its skin paraded about by lifeless 
knowledge and the conceit such knowledge engenders; but rather, such a fate lets 
us realize the power the ‘excellent’ exercises over the heart (Gemüth), if not over 
the spirit (Geist). Moreover, we recognize thereby, too, the constructive unfolding 
into universality and determinateness of form which marks the complete attain-
ment of excellence, and which alone makes it possible that this universality can 
be turned to superfi cial uses.

Science can become an organic system only by the inherent life of the notion. 
In science the determinateness, which was taken from the schema and stuck on 
to existing facts in external fashion, is the self directing inner soul of the concrete 
content. Th e movement of what is partly consists in becoming another to itself, 
and thus developing explicitly into its own immanent content; partly, again, it 
takes this evolved content, this existence it assumes, back into itself, i.e., makes it-
self into a moment, and reduces itself to simple determinateness. In the fi rst stage 
of the process negativity lies in the function of distinguishing and establishing ex-
istence; in this latter return into self, negativity consists in the bringing about of 
determinate simplicity. It is in this way that the content shows its specifi c charac-
teristic not to be received from something else, and stuck on externally; the con-
tent gives itself this determinate characteristic, appoints itself of its own initiative 
to the rank of a moment and to a place in the whole. Th e pigeon-holing process of 
understanding retains for itself the necessity and the notion controlling the con-
tent, that which constitutes the concrete element, the actuality and living process 
of the subject-matter which it labels: or rather, understanding does not retain this 
for itself, on the contrary, understanding fails to know it. For if it had as much in-
sight as that, it would surely show that it had. It is not even aware of the need for 
such insight; if it were, it would drop its schematizing process, or at least would no 
longer be satisfi ed to know by way of a mere table of contents. A table of contents 
is all that understanding gives, the content itself it does not furnish at all.

Instead of making its way into the inherent content of the matter in hand, 
understanding always takes a survey of the whole, assumes a position above the 
particular existence about which it is speaking, i.e., it does not see it at all. True 
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scientifi c knowledge, on the contrary, demands abandonment to the very life of 
the object, or, which means the same thing, claims to have before it the inner ne-
cessity controlling the object, and to express this only. Steeping itself in its object, 
it forgets to take that general survey, which is merely a turning of knowledge away 
from the content back into itself. But being sunk into the material in hand, and 
following the course that such material takes, true knowledge returns back into 
itself, yet not before the content in its fullness is taken into itself, is reduced to the 
simplicity of being a determinate characteristic, drops to the level of being one as-
pect of an existing entity, and passes over into its higher truth. By this process the 
whole as such, surveying its entire content, itself emerges out of the wealth where-
in its process of refl ection seemed to be lost.

In general, in virtue of the principle that, as we expressed it before, substance 
is implicitly and in itself subject, all content makes its refl ection into itself in its 
own special way. Th e subsistence or substance of anything that exists is its self-
identity; for its want of identity, or oneness with itself, would be its dissolution. 
But self-identity is pure abstraction; and this is just thinking. When I say Qual-
ity, I state simple determinateness; by means of its quality one existence is distin-
guished from another or is an ‘existence;’ it is for itself, something on its own ac-
count, or subsists with itself because of this simple characteristic. But by doing so 
it is essentially Th ought.

Here we fi nd contained the principle that Being is Th ought: here is exercised 
that insight which usually tends to deviate from the ordinary non-conceptual way 
of speaking of the identity of thought and being. In virtue, further, of the fact 
that subsistence on the part of what exists is self-identity or pure abstraction, it is 
the abstraction of itself from itself, in other words, is itself its own want of identity 
with itself and dissolution—its own proper inwardness and retraction into self—
its process of becoming.

Owing, to the nature which being thus has, and so far as what is has this na-
ture from the point of view of knowledge, this thinking is not an activity which 
treats the content as something alien and external; it is not refl ection into self 
away from the content. Rather, since knowledge sees the content go back into its 
own proper inner nature, the activity of knowledge is absorbed in that content—
for it (the activity) is the immanent self of the content—and is also at the same 
time returned into itself, for this activity is pure self-identity in otherness. In this 
way the knowing activity is the artful device which, while seeming to refrain from 
activity, looks on and watches how specifi c determinateness with its concrete life, 
just where it believes it is working out its own self-preservation and its own private 
interest, is, in point of fact, doing the very opposite, is doing what brings about its 
own dissolution and makes itself a moment in the whole.

While, in the foregoing, the signifi cance of Understanding was stated from 
the point of view of the self-consciousness of substance; by what has been here 
stated we can see clearly its signifi cance from the point of view of substance qua 
being. Existence is Quality, self-identical determinateness, or determinate sim-
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plicity, determinate thought: this is existence from the point of view of Under-
standing. On this account it is nous, as Anaxagoras fi rst thought reality to be. 
Th ose who succeeded him grasped the nature of existence in a more determinate 
way, i.e., as determinate or specifi c universality, kind or species. Th e term spe-
cies or kind seems indeed too ordinary and inadequate for Ideas, for                                 beauty, holi-
ness, eternal, which are the vogue in these days. As a matter of fact, however, idea 
means neither more nor less than kind, species. 

Precisely for the reason that existence is designated a species or kind, it is na-
ked simple thought: Nous, simplicity, is substance. It is on account of its simplic-
ity, its self-identity, that it appears steady, fi xed, and permanent. But this self-iden-
tity is likewise negativity; hence that fi xed and stable existence carries the process 
of its own dissolution within itself. Th e determinateness appears at fi rst to be so 
solely through its relation to something else; and its process seems imposed and 
forced upon it externally. But its having its own otherness within itself, and the 
fact of its being a self-initiated process—these are implied in the very simplicity 
of thought itself. For this is self-moving thought, thought that distinguishes, is 
inherent inwardness, the pure notion. Th us, then, it is the very nature of under-
standing to be a process; and being a process it is Rationality.

In the nature of existence as thus described—to be its own notion and be-
ing in one—consists logical necessity in general. Th is alone is what is rational, the 
rhythm of the organic whole: it is as much knowledge of content as that content is 
notion and essential nature. In other words, this alone is the sphere and element 
of speculative thought. Th e concrete shape of the content is resolved by its own 
inherent process into a simple determinate quality. Th ereby it is raised to logical 
form, and its being and essence coincide; its concrete existence is merely this proc-
ess that takes place, and is eo ipso logical existence. It is therefore needless to ap-
ply a formal scheme to the concrete content in an external fashion; the content 
is in its very nature a transition into a formal shape, which, however, ceases to be 
formalism of an external kind, because the form is the indwelling process of the 
concrete content itself.

Th is nature of scientifi c method, which consists partly in being inseparable 
from the content, and partly in determining the rhythm of its movement by its 
own agency, fi nds, as we mentioned before, its peculiar systematic expression in 
speculative philosophy.

THE DEMANDS OF THE STUDY OF PHILOSOPHY

Hence the important thing for the student of science is to make himself un-
dergo the strenuous toil of conceptual refl ection, of thinking in the form of the 
notion. Th is demands concentrated attention on the notion as such, on simple 
and ultimate determinations like being-in-itself, being-for-itself, self-identity, and 
so on; for these are elemental, pure, self-determined functions of a kind we might 
call souls, were it not that their conceptual nature denotes something higher than 
that term contains. Th e interruption by conceptual thought of the habit of always 
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thinking in fi gurative ideas (Vorstellungen) is as annoying and troublesome to this 
way of thinking as to that process of formal intelligence which in its reasoning 
rambles about with no real thoughts to reason with. Th e former, the habit, may 
be called materialized thinking, a fortuitous mental state, one that is absorbed 
in what is material, and hence fi nds it very distasteful at once to lift  its self clear 
of this matter and be with itself alone. Th e latter, the process of raisonnement, is, 
on the other hand, detachment from all content, and conceited superiority to it. 
What is wanted here is the eff ort and struggle to give up this kind of freedom, and 
instead of being a merely arbitrary principle directing the content anyhow, this 
freedom should sink into and pervade the content, should let it be directed and 
controlled by its own proper nature, i.e., by the self as its own self and should ob-
serve this process taking place. We must abstain from interrupting the immanent 
rhythm of the movement of conceptual thought; we must refrain from arbitrarily 
interfering with it, and introducing ideas and refl ections that have been obtained 
elsewhere. Restraint of this sort is itself an essential condition of attending to and 
getting at the real nature of the notion.

ARGUMENTATIVE THINKING IN ITS NEGATIVE ATTITUDE

Th ere are two aspects in the case of that ratiocinative procedure which mark its 
contrast from conceptual thinking and call for further notice. Raisonnement, 
in the fi rst place, adopts a negative attitude towards the content apprehended; 
knows how to refute it and reduce it to nothingness. To see what the content is not 
is merely a negative process; it is a dead halt, which does not of itself go beyond it-
self, and proceed to a new content; it has to get hold of something else from some-
where or other in order to have once more a content. In that this refl ection does 
not even have its own negativity as its content, it is not inside actual fact at all, but 
for ever away outside it. On the other hand, in the case of conceptual thinking, as 
was above indicated, the negative aspect falls within the content itself, and is the 
positive substance of that content, as well as being its inherent character and mov-
ing principle as by being the entirety of what these are. Looked at as a result, it is 
determinate specifi c negation, the negative which is the outcome of this process, 
and consequently is a positive content as well.

IN ITS POSITIVE ATTITUDE; ITS SUBJECT

In view of the fact that ratiocinative thinking has a content, whether of images 
or thoughts or a mixture of both, there is another side to its process which makes 
conceptual comprehension diffi  cult for it. For just as ratiocinative thinking in 
its negative reference, which we have been describing, is nothing but the self into 
which the content returns; in the same way, on the other hand, in its positive cog-
nitive process the self is an ideally presented subject to which the content is relat-
ed as an accident and predicate. Conceptual thinking goes on in quite a diff erent 
way. Since the concept or notion is the very self of the object, manifesting itself 
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as the development of the object, it is not a quiescent subject, passively support-
ing accidents: it is a self-determining active concept which takes up its determi-
nations and makes them its own. In the course of this process that inert passive 
subject really disappears; it enters into the diff erent constituents and pervades the 
content; instead of remaining in inert antithesis to determinateness of content, 
it constitutes, in fact, that very specifi city, i.e., the content as diff erentiated along 
with the process of bringing this about. Th us the solid basis, which ratiocination 
found in an inert subject, is shaken to its foundations, and the only object is this 
very movement of the subject. Th e subject supplying the concrete fi lling to its own 
content ceases to be something transcending this content, and cannot have fur-
ther predicates or accidents. Conversely, again, the scattered diversity of the con-
tent is brought under the control of the self, and so bound together; the content 
is not a universal that can be detached from the subject, and adapted to several 
indiff erently. Consequently the content is in truth no longer predicate of the sub-
ject; it is the very substance, is the inmost reality, and the very principle of what 
is being considered. Ideational thinking (vorstellen), since its nature consists in 
dealing with accidents or predicates, and in exercising the right to transcend them 
because they are nothing more than predicates and accidents—this way of think-
ing is checked in its course, since that which has in the proposition the form of a 
predicate is itself the substance of the statement. It is met by a counter-thrust, as 
we may say. Starting from the subject, as if this were a permanent base on which to 
proceed, it discovers, by the predicate being in reality the substance, that the sub-
ject has passed into the predicate, and has thereby ceased to be subject: and since 
in this way what seems to be predicate has become the entire mass of the content, 
whole and complete, thinking cannot wander and ramble about at will, but is re-
strained and controlled by this weight of content.

Usually the subject is fi rst set down as the fi xed and objective self; from this 
fi xed position the necessary process passes on to the multiplicity of determina-
tions or predicates. Here the knowing ego takes the place of that subject and is 
the function of knitting or combining the predicates one with another, and is 
the subject holding them fast. But since the former subject enters into the deter-
minate constituents themselves, and is their very life, the subject in the second 
case—viz. the knowing subject—fi nds that the former, which it is supposed to be 
done with and which it wants to transcend, in order to return into itself,—is still 
there in the predicate: and instead of being able to be the determining agency in 
the process of resolving the predicate—refl ectively deciding whether this or that 
predicate should be attached to the former subject—it has really to deal with the 
self of the content, is not allowed to be something on its own account ( für sich), 
but has to exist along with this content.

What has been said can be expressed in a formal manner by saying that the 
nature of judgment or the proposition in general, which involves the distinction 
of subject and predicate, is subverted and destroyed by the speculative judgment; 
and the identical proposition, which the former becomes [by uniting subject and 
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predicate], implies the rejection and repudiation of the above relation between 
subject and predicate. Th is confl ict between the form of a proposition in general 
and the unity of the notion which destroys that form, is similar to what we fi nd 
between meter and accent in the case of rhythm. Rhythm is the result of what 
hovers between and unites both. So in the case of the speculative or philosophi-
cal judgment; the identity of subject and predicate is not intended to destroy their 
distinction, as expressed in propositional form; their unity is to arise as a harmo-
ny of the elements. Th e form of the judgment is the way the specifi c sense appears, 
or is made manifest, the accent which diff erentiates the meaning it contains: that 
the predicate expresses the substance, and the subject itself falls within the uni-
versal, is however the unity wherein that accent dies away.

To explain what has been said by examples let us take the proposition God 
is Being. Th e predicate is ‘being’: it has substantive signifi cance, and thus absorbs 
the meaning of the subject within it. Being is meant to be here not predicate but 
the essential nature. Th ereby, God seems to cease to be what he was when the 
proposition was put forward, viz. a fi xed subject. Th inking [i.e., ordinary refl ec-
tion], instead of getting any farther with the transition from subject to predicate, 
in reality fi nds its activity checked through the loss of the subject, and it is thrown 
back on the thought of the subject because it misses this subject. Or again, since 
the predicate has itself been pronounced to be a subject, to be the being, to be the 
essential reality, which exhausts the nature of the subject, thinking fi nds the sub-
ject directly present in the predicate too: and now, instead of having, in the predi-
cate, gone into itself, and preserved the freedom characteristic of ratiocination, it 
is absorbed in the content all the while, or, at any rate is required to be so.

Similarly when it is said: ‘the real is the universal’, the real, qua subject, pass-
es away in its predicate. Th e universal is not only meant to have the signifi cance 
of a predicate, as if the proposition stated that the real is universal: the universal 
is meant to express the essential nature of the real. Th inking therefore loses that 
fi xed objective basis which it had in the subject, just as much as in the predicate it 
is thrown back on the subject, and therein returns not into itself but into the sub-
ject underlying the content.

Th ere is a diffi  culty which might well be avoided. It consists in mixing up 
the methods of procedure followed by speculation and ratiocination, when what 
is said of the subject has at one time the signifi cance of its conceptual principle, 
and at another time the meaning of its predicate or accidental quality. Th e one 
mode of thinking invalidates the other; and only that philosophical exposition 
can manage to become plastic in character which resolutely sets aside and has 
nothing to do with the ordinary way of relating the parts of a proposition.

As a matter of fact, non-speculative thinking has its rights too, which are jus-
tifi able, but are disregarded in the speculative way of stating a proposition. Abol-
ishing the form of the proposition must not take place only in an immediate man-
ner, through the mere content of the proposition. On the contrary, we must give 
explicit expression to this cancelling process; it must be not only that internal re-
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straining and confi ning of thought within its own substance; this turning of the 
conception back into itself has to be expressly brought out and stated. Th is proc-
ess, which constitutes what formerly had to be accomplished by proof, is the inter-
nal dialectical movement of the proposition itself. Th is alone is the concrete spec-
ulative element, and only the explicit expression of this is a speculative systematic 
exposition. Qua proposition, the speculative aspect is merely the internal restric-
tion of thought within its own substance where the return of the essential prin-
ciple into itself is not yet brought out. Hence we oft en fi nd philosophical exposi-
tions referring us to the inner intuition, and thus dispensing with the systematic 
statement of the dialectical movement of the proposition, which is what we want-
ed all the while. Th e proposition ought to express what the truth is: in its essen-
tial nature the truth is subject: being so, it is merely the dialectical movement, this 
self-producing course of activity, maintaining, its advance by returning back into 
itself. In the case of knowledge in other spheres this aspect of expressly stating the 
internal nature of the content is constituted by proof. When dialectic, however, 
has been separated from proof, the idea of philosophical demonstration as a mat-
ter of fact has vanished altogether.

On this point it may be mentioned that the dialectical process likewise con-
sists of parts or elements which are propositions. Th e diffi  culty indicated seems 
therefore to recur continually, and seems to be a diffi  culty inherent in the nature 
of the case. Th is is like what happens in the ordinary process of proving anything; 
the grounds it makes use of need themselves to be based on other grounds again, 
and so on, ad infi nitum. Th is manner of furnishing grounds and conditions, how-
ever, concerns that type of proof from which the dialectical movement is distinct 
and hence belongs to the process of external knowledge. As to what this move-
ment is, its element is the bare concept; this furnishes a content which is through 
and through subject impliciter and per se. Th ere is to be found, therefore, no sort 
of content standing in a relation, as it were, to an underlying subject, and getting 
its signifi cance by being attached to this as a predicate. Th e proposition as it ap-
pears is a mere empty form.

Apart from the sensuously apprehended or ideally presented (vorgestellten) 
self, it is in the main the mere name qua name which denotes the subject pure 
and simple, the empty unit without any conceptual character. For this reason it 
would, e.g., be expedient to avoid the name ‘God’, because this word is not in 
its primary use a conception as well, but the special name of an underlying sub-
ject, its fi xed resting-place; while, on the other hand, being or the one, singleness, 
subject, etc., themselves directly indicate conceptions. Furthermore, if specula-
tive truths are stated about that subject [God], even then their content is devoid 
of the immanent notion, because that content is merely present in the form of a 
passive subject, and owing to this the speculative truths easily take on the char-
acter of mere edifi cation. From this side, too, the obstacle, arising from the habit 
of putting the speculative predicate in the form of a proposition, instead of tak-
ing it as an inherent essential conception, is capable of being made greater or less 
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by the mere way philosophical truths are put forward. Philosophical exposition, 
faithfully following its insight into the nature of speculative truth, must retain 
the dialectical form, and exclude everything which is not grasped conceptually 
and is conception.
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‘If Logic has undergone no change since       Aristotle—and in 
fact when one looks at modern compendiums of Logic the 
changes consist to a large extent merely in omissions—what 
is rather to be inferred from this is, that Logic is all the more 
in need of a thorough overhaul; for when Spirit has worked 
on for two thousand years, it must have reached a better re-
fl ective consciousness of its own thought and its own un-
adulterated essence’.
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 SCIENCE OF LOGIC

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Th e complete transformation which philosophical thought has undergone in 
Germany during the last twenty-fi ve years and the loft ier outlook upon thought 
which self-conscious spirit has attained in this period, have hitherto had but little 
infl uence on the structure of Logic.

Th at which before this period was called Metaphysics, has been, so to speak, 
extirpated root and branch, and has disappeared from the ranks of the Sciences. 
Where could one now catch an echo—where would any echo venture to linger—
of the Ontology, the Rational Psychology, the Cosmology, or even the Natural 
Th eology, of former times? Where, for instance, would investigations concerning 
the Immateriality of the Soul, or Effi  cient and Final Causes—where would these 
now arouse any interest? And the other proofs of the existence of God are now 
brought forward only from an historical standpoint, or with a view to edifi cation 
and spiritual uplift ing. It is the fact that men have lost interest partly in the con-
tent of the old Metaphysics, partly in its form—and partly in both content and 
form. If it is a remarkable thing when a nation fi nds that its Constitutional Th e-
ory, its customary ways of thinking and feeling, its ethical habits and traditional 
virtues, have become inapplicable, it is certainly not less remarkable when a na-
tion loses its Metaphysics, when the intellect occupying itself with its own pure 
essence, has no longer any real existence in the thought of the nation.

Th e exoteric doctrine of  Kantian Philosophy that Understanding cannot 
go beyond Experience, because if so the faculty of cognition would be a merely 
theoretical intelligence which could by itself produce nothing but idle fancies of 
the brain—this doctrine has given a scientifi c justifi cation to the renunciation of 
Speculative Th ought. Th is popular doctrine was supported by the cry of modern 
educationalists, voicing the needs of the hard times, which draw men’s attention 
to immediate requirements; it was clamoured that as for knowledge experience is 
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the starting point, so for ability in public and in private life, theoretical insight 
is actually injurious, while it is practice and technical education which are above 
all essential, and alone lead to better things. Philosophy and crude Common Sense 
playing thus into each other’s hands for the downfall of Metaphysics, there was 
presented the strange spectacle of a cultured people having no Metaphysics—as 
it were a temple, in all other respects richly ornamented, but lacking its Holy of 
Holies.—Th eology, which in earlier times had been the guardian of speculative 
mysteries, and of a Metaphysics subordinate to itself, had given up this science in 
exchange for emotions, for popular practicality, and learned historicity. On the 
other hand, in correspondence with this change, those lonely souls who were sac-
rifi ced by their fellows, and isolated from the world, to the end that contempla-
tion of the eternal and a life dedicated thereto should be maintained—the life and 
the contemplation being for the sake of an ideal and not of a practical Good—
these devotees passed out of existence;—and their passing away may, from anoth-
er point of view, be regarded as essentially one with the phenomenon of which we 
have already spoken. And so, when such metaphysical shadows, and such colour-
less self-concentration of the introspective spirit, had been brushed aside, exist-
ence seemed to be transformed into the sunny land of fl owers—and, as we know, 
no fl owers are black. 

It did not fare quite so ill with Logic as with Metaphysics. Th e view that by 
Logic one would learn how to think (the usefulness and hence the purpose of Log-
ic being supposed to consist in this)—which was just as though one were to expect 
to learn how to digest and how to move, by the study of anatomy and physiolo-
gy—this prejudice has long ago been exploded, and the spirit of practicality prob-
ably intended for Logic a fate no better than that which had fallen to the lot of the 
sister Science. In spite of this, however, and probably on account of some formal 
utility, a place among the Sciences was left  to Logic, and it was even retained as a 
subject of public instruction. But this better fate concerned only externals, for the 
form and content of Logic had remained the same that it had inherited by long 
tradition—a tradition which in being handed down had become ever more meag-
er and attenuated; there are no traces in Logic of the new spirit which has arisen 
both in Learning and in Life. It is, however (let us say it once for all), quite vain 
to try to retain the forms of an earlier stage of development when the inner struc-
ture of spirit has become transformed; these earlier forms are like withered leaves 
which are pushed off  by the new buds already being generated at the roots.

But even in the scientifi c sphere this ignoring of the universal change is be-
ginning to fail. Imperceptibly the new ideas became familiar even to their op-
posers, who appropriated them and—though persistently slighting and gainsay-
ing the sources and principles of these ideas—yet had to accept their results, and 
were unable to evade their infl uence. Th e only way in which opposers could give 
content and positive value to their negative attitude (which was getting to be of 
ever less and less importance) was by giving in their adherence to the new ways 
of thinking. 
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On the other hand, the period of fermentation with which a new creation be-
gins seems to be past. At its fi rst appearance such a period generally wears an as-
pect of fanatical hostility towards the prevalent systematization of the older prin-
ciple; it is also, partly, fearful of losing itself in the wilderness of particulars while 
it shuns the labour required for scientifi c development, and in its need of such a 
development grasps, at fi rst, at an empty formalism. Th e demand for the digestion 
and development of the material now becomes so much the more pressing. Th is 
is a period in the development of an age, as in the development of an individual, 
when the chief business is to acquire and maintain the principle in its undevel-
oped intensity. But the higher requirement is that the principle should be elabo-
rated into systematized knowledge.

Still, whatever may have been already done for the cause and for the form of 
philosophy in other respects, the logical science which is the true content of gen-
uine Metaphysics or pure speculative philosophy has heretofore been very much 
neglected. What I more exactly understand by this Logic and its standpoint I 
have set forth provisionally in the Introduction. Th e necessity of once more be-
ginning this science from the very beginning, the nature of the subject itself, and 
the absence of previous work which could be used in the projected transforma-
tion, should all be taken into account by fair and reasonable judges—even though 
the labour of many ears has not been able to secure for this attempt a nearer ap-
proach to perfection. Th e essential point of view is, that we have to do, altogether, 
with a new concept of philosophical method. As I have elsewhere recalled, Phi-
losophy, since it is to be Ordered Knowledge, cannot borrow its Method from a 
subordinate science, such as Mathematics, any more than it can rest satisfi ed with 
categorical assertions of pure intuition, or use reasonings based on external re-
fl ection. But it is the nature of the content and that alone which lives and stirs in 
philosophic cognition, while it is this very refl ection of the content which itself 
originates and determines the nature of philosophy.

Understanding makes determinations and maintains them. Reason is nega-
tive and dialectical because it dissolves into nothing the determinations of Under-
standing; Reason is positive because it is the source of the Universal in which the 
Particular is comprehended. Just as Understanding is commonly held to be some-
thing separate from Reason regarded generally, so dialectical Reason is held to be 
something separate from positive Reason. But in its real truth Reason is Spirit—
Spirit which is higher than either Reason which understands, or Understanding 
which reasons. Spirit is the negative, it is that which constitutes the quality alike 
of dialectical Reason and of Understanding; it negates the simple and thus posits 
that determinate distinction which is the work of Understanding, and just as tru-
ly it resolves this distinction, and is thus dialectical. Yet it does not abide in the ne-
gation which thus results, but is therein just as much positive,—thus it has there-
by established the fi rst Simple, but so that the Simple is also a Universal which is 
in itself concrete; under this universal a given Particular is not subsumed; but, in 
that determination, and in the solution thereof, the Particular has already been 
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coincidently determined. Th is movement of Spirit, which in its simplicity gives it-
self its determinateness and hence self-equality, and which thus is the immanent 
development of the Notion—this movement is the Absolute Method of knowl-
edge, and at the same time the immanent soul of the Content of knowledge.—
It is, I maintain, along this path of self-construction alone that Philosophy can 
become objective and demonstrated science.—It is aft er this fashion that I have 
tried to present consciousness in the  Phenomenology of Spirit. Consciousness is 
Spirit as knowing which is concrete and engrossed in externality; but the schema 
of movement of this concrete knowing (like the development of all physical and 
intellectual life) depends entirely on the nature of the pure essentialities which 
make up the content of Logic. Consciousness, as manifested Spirit which as it 
develops frees itself from its immediacy and external concretions, becomes Pure 
Knowing, which takes as object of its knowing those pure essentialities as they 
are in and for themselves. Th ey are pure thought, Spirit thinking its own essence. 
Th eir spontaneous movement is their spiritual life: by this movement philosophy 
constitutes itself; and philosophy is just the exhibition of this movement.

I have thus indicated the relation to Logic of the science which I call  Phe-
nomenology of Spirit. With regard to the external arrangement, it was intended 
that the fi rst part of the System of Knowledge which contains the Phenomenol-
ogy, should be followed by a second part which should contain Logic and the two 
concrete Philosophical Sciences, the Philosophy of Nature and the Philosophy of 
Spirit, thus completing the System of Knowledge. But the extensive elaboration 
demanded by Logic has caused me to allow this portion to be published separate-
ly; thus, in an enlarged scheme, Logic constitutes the fi rst sequel to the  Phenom-
enology of Spirit. I shall work out later the two concrete Philosophical Sciences al-
ready spoken of.—Th e First Book of this fi rst volume of the Logic is Th e Doctrine 
of Being; the Second Book contains Th e Doctrine of Essence, which is the second 
division of the fi rst volume, the second volume will contain Subjective Logic, or 
Th e Doctrine of the Notion.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

I have embarked upon the new elaboration of the  Science of Logic of which this is 
the fi rst volume, with full consciousness both of the diffi  culties of the subject in 
itself and of its exposition, and also of the imperfection of the elaboration con-
tained in the fi rst edition; earnestly as I have striven, aft er many years’ further oc-
cupation with the subject, to remedy this imperfection, I still feel that I have good 
reason to bespeak the indulgence of my readers. Th e title to such a claim for in-
dulgence may well be based in the fi rst instance upon the circumstance that for 
the content of the science hardly anything but merely external material was to be 
found in the earlier Metaphysics and Logic. Th ough both of these subjects have 
been universally and assiduously cultivated, the latter even up to our own day, the 
speculative aspect has met with but slight attention; on the contrary, we have, for 
the most part, the same things repeated again and again—sometimes thinned 
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down to shallow triviality, while sometimes the old ballast is unloaded afresh and 
dragged about in ever greater bulk aft er such a fashion that the eff orts expend-
ed—to a large extent merely mechanical—could bring no gain to the philosoph-
ic content. Hence it had come to pass that to present the realm of thought in its 
philosophical aspect—that is, in its own immanent activity, or (which comes to 
the same thing) in its necessary development—this had to be a new undertaking, 
and to be begun from the very beginning; but the traditional material—the well-
known forms of thought—must be regarded as a highly important pattern—in 
fact a necessary condition, a presupposition to be thankfully acknowledged, even 
if only providing here and there a barren clue or, as it were, the lifeless bones of a 
skeleton, sometimes even fl ung together in disorder.

It is in human Language that the Forms of Th ought are manifested and laid 
down in the fi rst instance. In our day it cannot be too oft en recalled, that what 
distinguishes man from the beasts is the faculty of Th ought. Language has pen-
etrated into whatever becomes for man something inner—becomes, that is, an 
idea, something which he makes his very own;—and what man transforms to 
Language contains—concealed, or mixed up with other things, or worked out 
to clearness—a Category; so natural to man is Logic—indeed, Logic itself is just 
man’s peculiar nature. But if Nature in general is opposed, as physical, to what is 
mental, then it must be said that Logic is rather that something Super-natural 
which enters into all the natural behaviour of man—Feeling, Intuition, Desire, 
Need, Impulse—and thereby alone transforms it all to something human—to 
ideas and purposes—though, perhaps, only formally human. It is a great advan-
tage to a  language when it has a wealth of logical expressions—that is, expressions 
characteristic and set apart—for the determinations of thought; of prepositions 
and articles many belong to those relationships which depend upon thinking; 
the Chinese  language is said not to have developed so far, or only in a very small 
degree; these particles in fact perform an entirely subordinate offi  ce, the same as 
prefi xes and suffi  xes, and in an only slightly more independent form. It is much 
more important that in a  language the determinations of thought should be man-
ifested in Substantives and Verbs and thus receive the stamp of objective form; 
the German  language has here many advantages over other modern languages; 
indeed, many of its words have the further peculiarity that they have not only 
various, but even opposed, meanings, so that we must recognize here a speculative 
spirit in the  language; it is a joy to thought to stumble upon such words, and to 
meet with the union of opposites (a result of Speculative Th ought which to Hu-
man Understanding seems senseless) in the naïve shape of one word with oppo-
site meanings registered in a dictionary. For this reason, in German, Philosophy 
for the most part requires no peculiar terminology. Of course some words from 
foreign languages (which indeed have already acquired by prescription the right 
of citizenship in the philosophic realm) have to be adopted in German, and an af-
fected purism would be least in place where it is the thing and not the word that is 
of capital importance. Th e progress of culture generally, and of the sciences in par-
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ticular, gradually brings to light higher relations of thought, or at any rate raises 
these relations to greater generality, and thereby attracts to them more attentive 
consideration. Th is is true even of those sciences which relate to what is empirical 
and sensuous, since they use in general the most familiar categories (for example, 
Whole and Parts, a Th ing and its Properties, and the like). For instance, though 
in Physics the idea of Force had become supreme, in more modern times the most 
important part here has been played by the Category of Polarity—which indeed 
has been too much dragged in everywhere at random, and even into the theory of 
Light. In this determination of thought a distinction is drawn, while the things 
distinguished are inseparably bound up together. It is of infi nite importance that 
in this way the abstract form (Identity) by which a thought-determinateness is en-
dowed with independence (as, for example, Force) has been abandoned, and the 
form of the determination, of a distinction which remains all the while in iden-
tity because it is inseparable, is emphasized and becomes a current idea. Owing 
to the reality which appertains to natural objects, the observation of nature com-
pels us to establish those natural Categories which we cannot ignore even when 
they may be thoroughly incoherent with others to which also validity is allowed, 
and does not permit here that passage from opposites to abstracts and universals, 
which more easily takes place in the case of ideational objects.

But whilst logical objects and the expression of them are thus something that 
is everywhere familiar in cultivated thought, still, as I have elsewhere observed, 
what is familiar is not on that account necessarily understood. It even rouses one’s 
impatience to have to go on merely busying oneself about what is thus familiar—
and what is more familiar than just those determinations of thought of which 
we make use at every turn, which proceed out of our mouths with every sentence 
that we speak? Th is foreword is intended to give the fundamental points in that 
course of the progress of Cognition which starts from what is thus known and 
familiar, and in the relation of Scientifi c thinking to Natural thinking; this, to-
gether with what is contained in the earlier Introduction, will suffi  ce to furnish 
that general notion of the meaning of logical Cognition which one is accustomed 
to demand in the case of any Science, as a preliminary to the presentation of the 
Science itself.

In the fi rst place, it is to be regarded as an immense advance that the Forms 
of Th ought should be disengaged from the Matter of Th ought in which they are 
imbedded in self-conscious Intuition and Ideation as well as in Desire and Will—
or rather (since there is no human Desire nor Will without Ideas) in ideating De-
sire and Will; it is an immense advance that these Universals should be drawn 
forth and set up as objects of contemplation on their own account, as was done 
by Plato and then more especially by       Aristotle; we have in this the beginning of 
knowledge. ‘It was only’, says       Aristotle, ‘aft er nearly everything that was neces-
sary, and that pertained to the convenience and intercourse of life, had been ob-
tained, that people began to trouble themselves about philosophic knowledge’. ‘In 
Egypt’, he had previously remarked, ‘the  mathematical sciences were early devel-
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oped, because there the priestly caste at an early period was in such a position as 
to make leisure possible’. 

In truth the need to busy oneself with pure thought presupposes a long stretch 
of road already traversed by the human spirit. It is, one may say, the need of a need 
already satisfi ed as regards necessaries, the need of an attained absence of need, 
of abstraction from the matter of intuition, imagination, and so forth—from the 
concrete interests of Desire, Impulse, and Will, in which the determinations of 
thought are wrapped up and concealed. In the still spaces of Th ought which has 
come to itself and is purely self-existent, those interests are hushed which move 
the lives of peoples and of individuals. ‘In so many directions’, says       Aristotle in the 
same connection, ‘the nature of man is dependent; but this science, which is not 
sought for the sake of utility, this alone, in itself and for itself, is free, and seems 
therefore to be a possession not wholly human’. Philosophy generally still has in 
its thinking to deal with concrete objects—God, Nature, Spirit—but Logic is 
concerned with such thought wholly and solely on account of the thought itself, 
in complete abstraction from its objects. It is customary to assign to Logic a place 
among the studies of youth, because the young have not yet entered upon the in-
terests of concrete life. Youth lives at leisure in respect of these interests; its busi-
ness is to acquire the means and power of entering actively upon the objects of 
these interests, and even these objects are considered in a merely theoretic man-
ner. In opposition to the view of       Aristotle already quoted, logical science is reck-
oned as part of this equipment; occupation with Logic is a preliminary business, 
its place is said to be the school, which ought to precede the seriousness of life and 
action for solid ends. In Life, categories are used—they are degraded from the 
honour of being contemplated on their own account to serve in intellectual exer-
cise upon living content by production and interchange of the ideas appropriate 
thereto. Th ey serve, fi rst, as abbreviations, in virtue of their generality; for what 
an endless multitude of particulars of external existence and of action do ideas 
comprise, for example, Battle, War, Nation, or Sea, Animal, and so forth;—how 
in the Idea of God, or of Love, and so on, in the simplicity of such ideating, we 
have an endless multitude of ideas, activities, conditions, and so on, epitomized! 
Secondly, Categories serve for the closer determination and discovery of objective 
relations, in which, however, content and purpose, the validity and truth of the 
thought which enters into this process, are made entirely dependent on the mate-
rial presented, and no effi  cacy in determining the content is ascribed to the deter-
minations of thought in themselves. Such use of the Categories, which has above 
been called Natural Logic, is unconscious, and when in scientifi c contemplation 
the mind assigns to the Categories the function of serving as means, then Th ink-
ing in general is turned into something subordinate to other mental functions. 
We do not say of our Feelings, Impulses and Interests that they serve us—rather, 
they are regarded as independent faculties and powers, the fact being that so to 
feel, thus to desire and will, to take interest in this or that—all this is just what 
we are. On the other hand again, we are likely to become conscious that we are 
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at the disposal of our Feelings, Impulses, Passions, and Interests, let alone Hab-
its, rather than that we are the owners of these or (still less) that they serve us as 
means, seeing how intimately they are incorporated in us. Such determinations of 
disposition and intellect soon show themselves as Particulars in contradistinction 
to that Universality of which we are conscious in ourselves and in which we fi nd 
our Freedom; and indeed we think that we are entangled in these Particularities, 
and that they tyrannize over us. Consequently we are much less able to hold that 
the Forms of Th ought serve us than that we serve them—that we are their masters 
and not much rather that they are our masters—those Forms of Th ought which 
permeate all our ideas, whether those ideas are just theories or have a content of 
Sensation, of Impulse, or of Will. What surplus have we as against them, how 
shall we—how shall I—set myself up as more universal than they—they who are 
the Universal itself? When we give ourselves up to a sensation, a purpose, an inter-
est, and then feel ourselves to be limited and unfree, the place into which we can 
withdraw therefrom and get back into freedom is the place where we are certain 
of ourselves, the region of pure abstraction, the region of Th ought. So, when we 
mean to speak of things, we call the Nature or Essence of them their Concept—
and this exists only for thought: but of the concepts of things we cannot say that 
we govern them, or that the thought-determinations of which they are the com-
plexes serve us; on the contrary, our thought has to limit itself in accordance with 
them, and our arbitrary choice or Freedom ought not to try to frame them aft er 
its own fancy. In so far, then, as subjective Th inking is our own-est and inner most 
act, and the objective concept of things constitutes their own reality, we cannot 
get beyond that own act of ours, we cannot stand above it, and just as little can we 
get beyond the nature of things. We can, however, disregard the latter determina-
tion; it coincides in so far with the former, since it would furnish a relation of our 
thoughts to the thing, giving, however, only an empty result, the real thing being 
set up as a standard for our concepts, while that thing can for us be nothing else 
than our concepts of it. When the Critical Philosophy understands the relation 
of these three Terms so as to make Th oughts intermediary between Us and Th ings 
in such a sense that this intermediary rather excludes us from things than con-
nects us with them, this view may be met by the simple observation that these very 
things which are supposed to stand beyond ourselves, and beyond the thoughts 
referring to them, at the opposite extreme, are themselves things of thought, and, 
as being quite undetermined, are just one such thing (the so-called Th ing-in-it-
self), the product of empty abstraction.

Enough said, however, of that point of view at which the relation vanish-
es away, according to which determinations of thought are regarded merely as 
means and instrument; more important is the further point connected there-
with, according to which it is customary to regard these determinations as ex-
ternal Forms.—Th at activity of Th inking which works in all our ideas, purposes, 
interests, and deeds is, as has been already remarked, un-self-consciously active 
(Natural Logic); what is present to consciousness is the content, the objects of our 
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ideas, that in which we are interested; in this connection the determinations of 
Th ought are regarded as Forms, which are not the content itself but only attached 
to the content. But if it is true, as was asserted above and is generally admitted, that 
in an object the nature, the peculiar essence, the truly permanent and substantial 
among the multiplicity and contingency of its appearance and fl eeting manifes-
tation, consists in the concept of the thing, in the Universal immanent in it; as 
every human individual, though infi nitely unique, is so only because it belongs to 
the class of man, every animal only because it belongs to the class of animal: if this 
be true, what remains of such an individual if this basis (i.e. the universal) be re-
moved, however many other predicates it have, and although the universal be only 
one among them? Th e indispensable basis, the Concept, the Universal, which is 
Th ought itself—in so far, that is, as in using the word Th ought one can abstract 
from the idea—this cannot be regarded as a merely indiff erent form which is at-
tached to some content. But these thoughts of all natural and spiritual things, 
even the substantial content, are yet such as to possess manifold determinations 
and to contain the distinction between Soul and Body, between a concept and its 
respective reality; the deeper basis is the soul in itself, the pure concept, which is 
the very core of objects, their very life-pulse, as it is the core and pulse of subjec-
tive thinking itself. To bring into clear consciousness this logical character which 
gives soul to mind and stirs and works in it, this is our problem. Instinctive action 
is distinguished from intelligent and free action broadly by this, that the latter 
is accompanied by clear consciousness; when the content of that which stirs the 
spirit is drawn out of its immediate unity with the Subject, and made an Object 
for it, then there begins Freedom for the spirt, which while caught in the work-
ings of instinctive mental activity is broken up within the meshes of its Categories 
into an infi nitely various material. In this web strong knots are formed now and 
then, which are foci of arrest and direction in mental life and consciousness: they 
owe their fi rmness and strength to the fact that, brought before consciousness, 
they are found to be independent concepts of the latter’s essentiality. Th e most 
important point for the nature of spirit is not merely the relation of that which 
it is in itself, but furthermore of that as which it knows itself, to that which it is in 
actuality; this self-knowledge, because it is essentially consciousness, is the fun-
damental determination of spirit’s actuality. Th ese Categories function only in-
stinctively and as impulses—they are at fi rst introduced into consciousness piece-
meal, and therefore are mutable and mutually confusing, and thus yield to mind 
only a piecemeal and insecure actuality. To purify these Categories and to raise 
the mind through them to Freedom and Truth, this it is which is the loft ier task 
of Logic.

What we have laid down as the fi rst step in Philosophy (a step the high value 
of which both on its own account and also as a condition of genuine cognition 
we have already recognized)—namely, that concepts in general and the moments 
of concepts (that is, the determinations of thought) should be treated at fi rst as 
Forms which are distinct from Matter, and merely attached to it,—this proce-
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dure advertises itself at once as inadequate for the attainment of truth—truth, 
which is announced as the subject-matter and goal of Logic. For, taken thus as 
bare forms, as distinct from the content, they are taken to be standing in a de-
termination which stamps them as fi nite, and makes them incapable of compre-
hending the truth, which is in itself infi nite. If the true can, in whatever reference, 
be elsewhere associated with limitation and fi nitude, this is its aspect of negation, 
of untruth and unreality—in fact of its end—not its aspect of affi  rmation, which 
it is by virtue of being truth. Against the baldness of the merely formal categories, 
the instinct of common sense has at last felt itself so confi rmed as contemptuous-
ly to abandon the knowledge of them to the domain of School Logic and School 
Metaphysics, with a want of appreciation of the intrinsic value that this clue pos-
sesses, and completely unaware that it (that is, common sense) is itself held captive 
when it adopts the instinctive activities of Natural Logic, and still more when it 
deliberately rejects both cognition and recognition of thought-determinations,—
captive by a mode of thinking that is unpurged and therefore unfree. Th e simple 
basic or common determination of all these forms is Identity, which as the Law of 
Identity as A = A, and as the maxim of contradiction, is maintained in the Log-
ic of this collection of forms. Common sense has so thoroughly lost its reverence 
for the school which is in possession of these laws of truth and still fosters them, 
that is derides the school on account of the laws, and would regard anyone as in-
suff erable who, in accordance with these laws, made true statements such as, ‘Th e 
plant is—a plant’, ‘Science is—Science’, and so ad infi nitum. And as to the formu-
las which constitute the rules of syllogizing (which, in fact, is one of the principal 
employments of Understanding)—mistaken as it would be not to recognize their 
place and validity in cognition and the fact that they are essential material for ra-
tional thought, yet the equally just view has been established that these laws are, 
quite as much, impartial instruments of error and sophistry, and—however Truth 
may be determined—that they are unserviceable for higher Truth—for instance, 
for religious Truth;—that, broadly, they are merely a matter of epistemological 
correctness and not of Truth itself. 

Th e inadequacy of this way of regarding thought, which leaves Truth on one 
side, can only be supplemented when in the contemplation of Th ought, Content 
is included as well as that which is habitually reckoned as belonging to external 
form. It very soon appears that what at fi rst is to ordinary refl ection, as Con-
tent, separated from Form, cannot in fact be formless, cannot be without inter-
nal determination; if it were so, it would be only emptiness, the abstraction of the 
Th ing-in-itself. It appears that, on the contrary, Content has in itself Form, in-
deed it is only through Form that it has Soul and subsistence, and that it is Form 
itself which changes only into the show of a Content, as also into the show of a 
something external to this show. With this introduction of Content into logical 
consideration, the concrete concepts of things become the object of thought, in-
stead of the mere things. And in this connection we may recall that there is a mul-
titude of Concepts, a multitude of concrete Th ings. Th e way, however, in which 
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this multitude is limited and confi ned is (as has already been pointed out) partly 
this, that the Concept as Th ought in general, as Universal, immeasurably abbre-
viates the endless Particularity of mere Th ings, which in their multitudinousness 
hover before the eye of indeterminate intuition and ideation; partly, however, a 
Concept is, to start with, the Concept in itself, and the Concept is One, and is the 
substantial basis; and secondly though it is a defi nite Concept, and this defi nite-
ness in it is what appears as Content, yet on the other hand the defi niteness of the 
Concept is a Form-determination of that substantial One-ness, a phase of Form 
as Totality, of the Concept itself, which is the basis of determinate Concepts. Th is 
is not sensuously intuited nor ideated; it is only the object, product and content 
of Th inking, and the Real Th ing which exists in and for itself, the Logos, the rea-
son of that which is, the Truth of what we call a mere thing (Ding); and it is Logos 
which should least of all be left  outside logical science. We cannot therefore in-
clude it in the science, or leave it outside, at our discretion. When the thought-
determinations which are only external forms are truly considered in themselves, 
only their fi nitude, and the untruth of attempts to make them exist for them-
selves, show up, and what shows up as their truth is the concept. Hence logical 
science, since it deals with the determinations of thought (which generally run 
through our mind instinctively and unrefl ectively, and—even though they enter 
into  language—remain unidentifi ed and unregarded)—logical science, I say, will 
be the re-construction of those thought-determinations which are thrown into 
relief by refl ection, and by refl ection are fi xed as subjective forms, forms external 
to matter and content.

No unfolding of any subject-matter of Th ought is in itself capable of such 
strictly immanent plasticity as is that of the development of Th inking in accord-
ance with its own necessary Laws; no other carries with it this demand in such a 
degree of intensity; in this respect the science of Logic must surpass even Math-
ematics, for no subject-matter of thought has in itself this freedom and independ-
ence. By such a free and independent exposition—which aft er its fashion is present 
in the process of  mathematical thought—it is demanded that there should not 
appear at any stage of the development, any thought-determination, any refl ec-
tion, that does not immediately arise at this stage, and that has not passed into it 
from the stage preceding. However, such abstract perfection of exposition must, 
I confess, be generally given up; since the Science must begin with the absolutely 
simple, that is, with what is most general and most empty, the exposition would 
permit only quite simple expression of that simplicity, without the addition of a 
single word;—what would be admissible in accordance with the conditions of the 
case would be negative considerations, the objects of which were to ward off  and 
to banish elements which might otherwise be introduced by imagination or un-
regulated thinking. Such invasions of the simple immanent process of develop-
ment are, however, in themselves contingent, and consequently the eff ort to ward 
them off  is itself tainted with contingency; besides which just because such oc-
currences lie outside the subject-matter it is vain to try to meet them all, and the 
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systematic completeness demanded would itself be something imperfect. But the 
peculiar unrest and distraction of our modern consciousness force us to take into 
account refl ections and fancies that lie more or less near at hand. And an explana-
tion which lends itself to the subject calls for a corresponding docility of temper 
in those who would apprehend and comprehend; but youths and men thus doc-
ile, with such tranquil self-denial in the matter of refl ections and fancies of their 
own, in which ‘original’ thought is so impatient to manifest itself—listeners (such 
as Plato feigns) who only want to follow the argument—such could hardly be set 
up as interlocutors in a modern dialogue; still less could we reckon upon read-
ers of such a temper of mind. Quite the reverse—I have been only too oft en and 
too fi ercely attacked by opponents who are incapable of the simple refl ection that 
their onslaughts and objections contain categories which are themselves assump-
tions and themselves need to be criticized before being employed. Want of knowl-
edge in this matter goes incredibly far; it is guilty of the fundamental misunder-
standing, the uninstructed and barbarous procedure of taking a category which is 
under consideration for something else and not for what it is. Th is ignorance is the 
less to be justifi ed because this something else consists of other thought-determi-
nations and concepts, and in a system of Logic these other categories themselves 
must likewise have found their place, and be themselves awaiting consideration 
in their place in the system. Where this is most surprising is in the great major-
ity of the objections and attacks which are directed against the primary concepts 
or starting-points of Logic, Being and Nothing, and Becoming, as that which 
contains the two previous determinations (Being and Nothing) as Moments;—
Becoming, which is itself without question a simple determination, as appears 
on the simplest analysis. Th oroughness seems to demand that the beginning—as 
the foundation upon which everything is to be built—should be examined be-
fore anything else, in fact that we should not proceed further until it has proved 
itself solid, and on the other hand, if it does not prove so, that everything that 
follows should be rejected. Th is thoroughness of procedure has at the same time 
the advantage that it guarantees a vast easing of the work of thought; it has be-
fore it, enclosed in this germ, the whole development of the science, and regards 
itself as having done the whole of its business when it has done the fi rst part of it. 
Th is piece of the work is the easiest to dispatch, for it is the simplest, it deals with 
simplicity itself; it is the trifl ing labour that is here required that really recom-
mends this ‘thoroughness’ of procedure, which is so well satisfi ed with itself. Th is 
restriction to what is simple gives full scope to the free play of thought—thought 
which cannot go on being simple, but must bring in its refl ections on the subject. 
Having good right to be busied at fi rst only with the fundamental principle and, 
at that stage, not to allow itself to enter upon what is beyond, this thoroughness, 
even when employed on its own business, works in a contrary sense, and brings 
in what goes beyond the fundamental principle—it brings in, that is, other cat-
egories and other presuppositions and prejudices. Such presuppositions as that 
Infi nity is diff erent from Finitude, that Content is other than Form, that the In-
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ner is other than the Outer, that Mediacy is not Immediacy—as though anybody 
did not know such things—are brought forward by way of information, and re-
lated and insisted upon rather than proved. A habit of such instruction is a child-
ish procedure—we can call it nothing else; technically it is unjustifi able, because 
it presupposes and immediately assumes such things; and it is even more guilty 
of ignorance of the fact that it is the need and business of logical thought to in-
vestigate just this—whether a Finite without Infi nity is something true, whether 
such abstract Infi nity, and moreover a Content without Form and a Form with-
out Content, similarly an Inner by itself that has no Outer, an Externality with-
out Inwardness, and so forth—whether these can be something true, or something 
actual. But this education and discipline of thought, by which an adaptable atti-
tude of thought is brought about, and the impatience of intrusive refl ection over-
come—all this can be procured only by going further, only by study, and by actu-
alization of the whole course of development. 

Anyone who works at building up anew an independent structure of philo-
sophical science in modern times, may, when referring to the  Platonic exposition, 
be reminded of the story of how Plato revised his Republic seven times over. Th e 
remembrance of this, the comparison in as far as such may seem to be implied 
here, should only urge one all the more to the desire, that for a work which, as 
pertaining to the modern world, has to deal with a deeper principle, a more diffi  -
cult subject, and material of wider scope—for such a work leisure might have been 
vouchsafed, to go through it seventy times and seven. Th e author however, in face 
of the greatness of the task, has had to content himself with what it has been pos-
sible to accomplish under pressure of external necessity, inevitable distractions 
due to the greatness and many-sidedness of the interests of the time, and under a 
doubt whether the noisy clamour of everyday aff airs, and the bewildering volubil-
ity of undisciplined fancy (which takes a pride in limiting its interests to such af-
fairs )—whether these leave any room for sympathy with the passionless calm of 
purely speculative knowledge.

INTRODUCTION: GENERAL CONCEPT OF LOGIC

Th e need to begin with the subject itself, without preliminary observations, is felt 
nowhere more strongly than in the  Science of Logic. In every other science, the 
Subject dealt with, and the Method of the Science, are distinguished from one 
another; and further the subject is not absolutely original, but depends upon oth-
er concepts, and is connected in all directions with other material. It is therefore 
granted to these other sciences to regard both their Principles (with the connec-
tions of these) and also their Method, as starting from assumptions—to begin 
with applying forms of Defi nition and so on, which are presupposed as known 
and accepted, and to make use of familiar forms of reasoning for the establish-
ment of their general concepts and fundamental determinations.

Logic on the other hand cannot take for granted any of these forms of refl ec-
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tion or rules and laws of thought, for these are a part of the very fabric of Logic, 
and must be demonstrated within the boundaries of the science itself. But not 
only the scheme of philosophic method, but also the very concept of philosophy 
in general belongs to the content of Logic and in fact constitutes its fi nal result; 
what Logic is, cannot be set out beforehand—on the contrary this knowledge 
of what Logic is can only be reached as the end and consummation of the whole 
treatment of the subject. Moreover the subject of Logic (Th inking, or more pre-
cisely Conceptual Th inking) is really treated of within the boundaries of the sci-
ence itself; the Concept of this Th inking is engendered in the course of develop-
ment of the Science, and therefore cannot precede it. Th erefore what is set forth 
in a preliminary way in this Introduction does not aim at establishing the concept 
of Logic at all, or at justifying beforehand its substance and method scientifi cal-
ly, but—by help of some reasoned and historical explanations and refl ections—at 
bringing more clearly before the mind the point of view from which this science 
is to be regarded.

When Logic is taken as the science of Th inking in general, it is understood 
that this Th inking constitutes the bare form of cognition, that Logic abstracts 
from all content, and that the (so-called) other constituent of a cognition,—that 
is, its Matter,—must come from a diff erent source; that thus Logic—as some-
thing of which this Matter is wholly and entirely independent—can provide only 
the formal conditions of true knowledge, and cannot, in and by itself, contain real 
truth, nor even be the path to real truth, because just that which is the essence of 
truth,—that is, its content—lies outside Logic. 

But in the fi rst place it is most inept to say that Logic abstracts from all Con-
tent, that it teaches only the rules of Th inking without going into what is thought 
or being able to consider its nature. For since Th inking and the Rules of Th inking 
are the subject of Logic, Logic has directly in them its own peculiar content;—has 
in them that second constituent of cognition—its Matter—about the structure of 
which it concerns itself.

But secondly, the ideas upon which the concept of Logic has hitherto rested 
have partly died out already, and, for the rest, it is time that they should disappear 
altogether, and that this science should be taken from a higher point of view, and 
should receive an entirely diff erent structure.

Th e hitherto accepted concept of Logic rests upon the assumed separation of 
the Content of knowledge and the Form of knowledge (or Truth and Certainty)—a 
separation that is assumed once for all in ordinary consciousness. First, it is as-
sumed that the material of knowledge is present in and for itself in the shape of a 
fi nished world apart from Th inking, that Th inking is in itself empty, and comes 
to that world from outside as Form to Matter, fi lls itself therewith, and only thus 
gets a content, and thereby becomes real knowing.

Next, these two constituents—for it is supposed that they have the recipro-
cal relation of constituents, and Cognition is constructed out of them in a me-
chanical or at best a chemical fashion—these constituents are placed in an order 
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of merit in which the object is regarded as something in itself fi nished and com-
plete, something which, as far as its reality is concerned, could entirely dispense 
with thought, while on the other hand, Th ought is something incomplete which 
has to seek completion by means of some material, and indeed has to adapt itself 
to its material as if it were a form in itself pliable and undetermined. Truth is sup-
posed to be the agreement of Th ought with its object, and in order to bring about 
this agreement (for the agreement is not there by itself) thinking must accommo-
date and adapt itself to its object.

Th irdly, when the diff erence of Matter and Form, of Object and Th ought, 
is not left  thus nebulous and undetermined, but is taken more defi nitely, each is 
regarded as a sphere separated from the other. Th us Th ought in its reception and 
formation of material is supposed not to go beyond itself—its reception of mate-
rial and accommodation thereto is still regarded as a modifi cation of self by which 
Th ought is not transformed into its Other; moreover, self-conscious determina-
tion is held to belong to Th ought alone; thus Th ought in its relation to the Object 
of Th ought does not go out of itself to the Object, while the Object, as a thing-in-
itself, simply remains a something beyond Th ought.

Th ese views concerning the relation to one another of Subject and Object ex-
press the determinations which constitute the nature of our ordinary conscious-
ness just as it appears; but these prejudices, translated into the sphere of Reason—
as if the same relationship held there or had any truth by itself—are errors, the 
refutation of which throughout all departments of the spiritual and physical 
world is Philosophy itself; or rather, since these errors bar the way, they must be 
renounced at the very threshold of Philosophy.

Th e older Metaphysics had in this respect a loft ier conception of Th ought 
than that which has become current in more modern times. For the older Met-
aphysics laid down as fundamental that which by thinking is known of and in 
things, that alone is what is really true in them; that what is really true is not 
things in their immediacy, but only things when they have been taken up into 
the Form of Th ought, as conceptions. Th us this older Metaphysics stands for the 
view that thinking and the determinations of thinking are not something for-
eign to the objects of thought, but are rather of the very essence of those objects; 
in other words that Th ings and the Th inking of them are in harmony in and for 
themselves,—indeed  language itself expresses an affi  nity between them,—that 
thought in its immanent determinations, and the true nature of things, are one 
and the same content. 

But refl ective Understanding assumed possession of Philosophy. We must 
learn precisely what is meant by this expression, which indeed is frequently used 
as a catch-word; by it is to be understood generally the abstracting and separat-
ing intelligence which clings tenaciously to the separations which it has made. 
Directed against Reason, this intelligence behaves as crude Common Sense and 
maintains the view that Truth rests upon sense-reality, that thoughts are only 
thoughts, meaning that it is sense-perception that fi rst endows them with sub-
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stance and reality, that Reason—in as far as it is merely Reason—can spin noth-
ing but ideal fancies. In this renunciation of Reason by itself, the concept of Truth 
is lost; it is restricted to the cognition of merely subjective Truth, of mere appear-
ance, of something to which the nature of the thing itself does not correspond; 
knowing falls back into opinion.

But this turn which Cognition takes, and which has the air of being a loss 
and a retrogression, has something deeper behind it—something upon which the 
uplift ing of Reason to the loft ier spirit of the newer Philosophy chiefl y depends. 
Th at is, the ground of this now everywhere prevalent idea is to be sought in a per-
ception of the necessary confl ict with each other of the determinations of Under-
standing. Th e refl ection already mentioned is this, that the immediate concrete 
must be transcended, and must undergo determination and abstraction. But re-
fl ection must, just as much, transcend these its own separative determinations, 
and forthwith relate them to each other. Th en at the standpoint of this relating, 
the confl ict emerges. Th is relating activity of refl ection belongs in itself to Rea-
son; that transcending of these determinations which attains to a perception of 
their confl ict, is the great negative step towards the true concept of Reason. But 
this perception, being merely partial, falls into the error of fancying that it is Rea-
son which is in contradiction with itself, and does not recognize that the contra-
diction is just the lift ing of Reason above the limitations of Understanding, and 
the dissolution of these. Instead of starting from this point to make the fi nal step 
upwards, knowledge, recognizing the unsatisfactory nature of the determinations 
of Understanding, fl ies straight back to sensible existence, thinking to fi nd there-
in stability and unity. But on the other hand, since this knowledge knows itself to 
be knowledge only of appearances, its insuffi  ciency is confessed, yet at the same 
time it is supposed that things, though not rightly known in themselves, still are 
rightly known within the sphere of appearances; as though only the kinds of ob-
jects were diff erent, and the one kind, namely Th ings in themselves, did not fall 
within knowledge, and the other kind, namely Appearances, did so fall. It is as 
though accurate perception were attributed to a man, with the proviso that he 
yet could not perceive Truth but only untruth. Absurd as this would be, a true 
knowledge which did not know the object of knowledge as it is in itself, would be 
equally absurd.

Th e criticism of the Forms of Common Understanding has had the result (men-
tioned above) that these Forms have no applicability to things in themselves. Th is 
can have no other meaning than that the Forms are in themselves something un-
true. But if they are allowed to remain as valid for subjective Reason and for ex-
perience, then criticism has made no change in them, but leaves them in the same 
attitude towards the Subject of knowledge, as they formerly had towards the Ob-
ject of knowledge. But if they do not suffi  ce for the Th ing in itself, then still less 
should common understanding, to which they are supposed to belong, put up 
with them and be content with them. If they cannot be determinations of the 
Th ing in itself, they can still less be determinations of Understanding, to which 
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we must allow at the very least the dignity of a Th ing in itself. Th e determinations 
of Finite and Infi nite are similarly in confl ict—whether they are applied to the 
world, to time and space, or are determinations within the mind; just as black and 
white produce grey whether they are mixed on a canvas or on the palette; so if our 
World-representation is dissolved by having the determinations of Finite and In-
fi nite transferred to it, still more must the Spirit itself, which contains them both, 
be something self-contradictory and self-dissolving. It is not the constitution of 
the Matter or Object to which they are applied or in which they occur, that can 
make the diff erence, for the Object contains the contradiction only through these 
determinations and in accordance with them.

Th us this Criticism has only separated the forms of objective Th inking from 
the Th ing, and left  them, as it found them, in the Subject of Th ought. For in do-
ing so, it has not regarded these Forms in and for themselves, according to their 
characteristic content, but has simply taken them up as a corollary from subjective 
Logic; so that it was not a question of the deduction of them in themselves, nor 
of a deduction of them as subjective-logical Forms, and still less a question of the 
dialectical consideration of them.

Transcendental Idealism, carried more consistently to its logical conclusion, 
has recognized the emptiness of that spectre of the Th ing-in-itself which the criti-
cal philosophy left  over—an abstract shadow, detached from all content—and 
had it in view to demolish it altogether. Also this philosophy made a beginning 
of letting Reason produce its own determinations out of itself. But the subjective 
attitude of this attempt did not admit of its being carried to completion. Hence-
forth this attitude—and with it that beginning, and the development of pure phi-
losophy—was given up.

But that which has commonly been understood by Logic is considered with-
out any reference to metaphysical import. In its present condition, this Science 
has indeed no Content of such a kind that it can be regarded by ordinary con-
sciousness as reality and truth. But Logic is not on this account a mere formal 
science, destitute of signifi cant truth. In any case, the province of truth is not to 
be looked for in that subject-matter which is lacking in Logic, and to the want of 
which the inadequacy of the Science is commonly attributed: the emptiness and 
worthlessness of the logical forms reside solely in the way in which they have been 
considered and treated. Whilst as fi xed determinations they fall apart and cannot 
be held together in organic unity, they are mere dead forms, and have not dwell-
ing in them the spirit which is their living concrete unity. Th us they are destitute 
of solid content and substantial fi lling. Th e content which we miss in the logical 
forms, is nothing other than a solid foundation and concreting of those abstract 
forms, and it is customary to seek this substantial essence for them, from outside. 
But it is just logical Reason which is that substantial or real, which holds togeth-
er in itself all abstract determinations, and is their solid absolutely concrete uni-
ty. Th us we do not need to seek far afi eld for what is usually regarded as a fi lling 
or content; it is not the fault of the subject-matter of Logic if it is supposed to be 
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without content or fi lling, but of the way in which Logic is conceived.
Th is refl ection leads us nearer to the problem of the point of view from which 

Logic is to be regarded; how it is distinguished from the mode of treatment which 
this science has hitherto received, and to what extent it is the only true point of 
view upon which Logic is in the future to be permanently based.

In the  Phenomenology of Spirit (Bamberg and Wurzburg, 1807) I have set 
forth the movement of consciousness, from the fi rst crude opposition between it-
self and the Object, up to   absolute knowledge. Th is process goes through all the 
forms of the relation of thought to its object, and reaches the Concept of Science as 
its result. Th us this concept (apart from the fact that it arises within the bounda-
ries of Logic) needs here no justifi cation, having already received its justifi cation 
in that place; the concept is incapable of any other justifi cation than just this pro-
duction by consciousness; for to consciousness, all its forms are resolved into this 
concept, as into the truth. A reasoned deduction or elucidation of the concept of 
science can at best render this service, that by it the concept is presented to the 
mind, and a historical knowledge of it is produced; but a defi nition of science, 
or—more precisely—of logic, has its evidence solely in the inevitableness (already 
referred to) of its origin. Th e defi nition with which any science makes an  absolute 
beginning can contain nothing other than the precise and correct expression of 
that which is presented to one’s mind as the accepted and recognized subject-mat-
ter and purpose of the science. Th at exactly this or that is thus presented is a his-
torical asseveration, in respect of which one may indeed appeal to certain facts as 
commonly accepted; or rather the request can be made that certain facts may be 
granted as accepted. And still we fi nd that one man here and another there will 
bring forward, here a case and there an instance, according to which something 
more and other is to be understood by various expressions, into the defi nition of 
which therefore a narrower or more general determination is to be admitted, and 
in accordance with which the science is to be arranged. It further depends upon 
argument what should be admitted or excluded, and within what limit and scope; 
and there stand open to argument the most manifold and varied opinions, among 
which only arbitrary choice can make a fi xed and fi nal decision. In this mode of 
procedure, of beginning a science with its defi nition, nothing is said of the need 
that the inevitableness of the subject-matter, and therefore of the Science itself, 
should be demonstrated. 

Th e concept of pure Science, and the Deduction of it, are assumed in the 
present treatise so far as this, that the  Phenomenology of Spirit is nothing oth-
er than the Deduction of this concept. Absolute Knowledge is the Truth of all 
modes of Consciousness, because according to the process of knowledge, it is only 
when   absolute knowledge has been reached that the separation of the Object of 
Knowledge from Subjective Certainty is completely resolved, and Truth equated 
to this Certainty, and this Certainty equated to Truth.

So pure Science presupposes deliverance from the opposition of Conscious-
ness. Pure Science includes Th ought in so far as it is just as much the Th ing in itself 
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as it is Th ought, or the Th ing in itself in so far as it is just as much pure Th ought as it 
is the Th ing in itself. Truth, as Science, is pure Self-Consciousness unfolding itself, 
and it has the form of Self in that what exists in and for itself is the known con-
cept, while the Concept as such is that which exists in and for itself.

Th is objective thinking is then the content of the pure science. Hence Log-
ic is so little merely formal, so little destitute of the matter necessary for real and 
true knowledge, that on the contrary its Content is the only Absolutely True, or 
(if we wish still to employ the word matter) is the true genuine matter—a Matter, 
however, to which Form is not external, since this Matter is in fact Pure Th ought, 
and thus Absolute Form itself. Logic is consequently to be understood as the Sys-
tem of Pure Reason, as the Realm of Pure Th ought. Th is realm is the Truth as it 
is, without husk in and for itself. One may therefore express it thus: that this con-
tent shows forth God as he is in his eternal essence before the creation of Nature and 
of a Finite Spirit.

Anaxagoras is praised as the man who fi rst gave voice to the idea that we 
ought to lay down, as the World-principle, Nous, that is Th ought, and Th ought 
as the World-essence. He thus laid the foundation of an intellectualist view of the 
Universe, and of this view Logic must be the pure form. In it we are not concerned 
with thinking about something lying outside thought, as the basis of thought, nor 
with Forms which serve merely as signs of Truth; on the contrary, the necessary 
Forms and characteristic determinations of thought are the Content and the Su-
preme Truth itself.

In order that we may at least envisage this we must put aside the opinion 
that Truth is something tangible. Such tangibility has for example been import-
ed even into the  Platonic Ideas, which are in the thought of God, as though they 
were things existing, but existing in a world or region outside the world of Real-
ity, a world other than that of those Ideas, and only having real Substantiality in 
virtue of this otherness. Th e  Platonic Idea is nothing other than the Universal, or 
more precisely the Concept of an Object of Th ought; it is only in its concept that 
anything has actuality; in so far as it is other than its concept, it ceases to be ac-
tual and is a non-entity; the aspect of tangibility and of sensuous externality to 
self belongs to that non-entical aspect.—From the other side, however, one can 
refer to the characteristic ideas of ordinary Logic; for it is assumed that, for in-
stance, Defi nitions comprise not determinations which belong only to the cog-
nizing Subject, but determinations which belong to the Object, and constitute 
its most essential and inmost nature. Again, when from given determinations we 
conclude to others, it is assumed that what is concluded is not something exter-
nal to the Object and foreign to it, but that it belongs to the object,—that Being 
corresponds to Th ought.—Speaking generally, it lies at the very basis of our use 
of the Forms of Concept, Judgment, Inference, Defi nition, Division, and so on, 
that they are Forms not merely of self-conscious Th inking but also of the objec-
tive understanding.—To think is an expression which attributes specially to Con-
sciousness the determination which it contains. But in as far as it is allowed that 
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Understanding, and Reason, are of the World of Objects, that Spirit and Nature 
have General Laws in accordance with which their life and their mutations are 
governed, in so far is it admitted that the determinations of Th ought also have 
objective validity and existence.

Th e Critical Philosophy has indeed turned Metaphysics into Logic, but—as 
already mentioned—like the later idealism it shied at the Object, and gave to logi-
cal determinations an essentially subjective signifi cation; thus both the Critical 
Philosophy and the later idealism remained saddled with the Object which they 
shunned, and for Kant a ‘Th ing-in-itself ’, for Fichte an abiding ‘Resistance-prin-
ciple’, was left  over as an unconquerable Other. But that freedom from the opposi-
tion of consciousness which Logic must be able to assume, lift s these thought-de-
terminations above such a timid and incomplete point of view, and requires that 
those determinations should be considered not with any such limitation and ref-
erence, but as they are in and for themselves, as Logic, as Pure Reason.

Kant considers that Logic—that is, the aggregate of Defi nitions and Propo-
sitions which are called Logic in the ordinary sense—is fortunate in that it has 
fallen to its lot to attain so early to completion, before the other sciences; for Log-
ic has not taken any step backwards since       Aristotle,—but also it has taken no 
step forwards—the latter because to all appearance it was already fi nished and 
complete. If Logic has undergone no change since       Aristotle—and in fact when 
one looks at modern compendiums of Logic the changes consist to a large extent 
merely in omissions—what is rather to be inferred from this is, that Logic is all 
the more in need of a thorough overhaul; for when Spirit has worked on for two 
thousand years, it must have reached a better refl ective consciousness of its own 
thought and its own unadulterated essence. A comparison of the forms to which 
Spirit has risen in the worlds of Practice and Religion, and of Science in every de-
partment of knowledge Positive and Speculative,—a comparison of these with 
the form which Logic—that is, Spirit’s knowledge of its own pure essence—has 
attained, shows such a glaring discrepancy that it cannot fail to strike the most 
superfi cial observer that the latter is inadequate to the loft y development of the 
former, and unworthy of it. 

As a matter of fact the need of a transformation of Logic has long been felt. It 
may be said that, both in Form and in Content, as exhibited in text-books, Log-
ic has become contemptible. It is still trailed along rather with a feeling that one 
cannot do without Logic altogether, and from a surviving adherence to the tradi-
tion of its importance, than from any conviction that familiar content, and occu-
pation with those empty forms, can be valuable and useful.

Th e additions—psychological, educational, even physiological—which Log-
ic received during a certain period were, later, almost universally recognized as 
disfi gurements. In themselves, a great part of these psychological, educational, 
and physiological observations, laws, and rules, must appear very trivial and fu-
tile, whether they occur in Logic or anywhere else. Besides, such rules as for in-
stance that one should think out and test what one reads in books or hears by 
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word of mouth, that when one does not see well, one should use spectacles to help 
one’s eyes—rules which in text-books on so-called Applied Logic are put forward 
with great seriousness and formality to help us to attain to truth—these must ap-
pear to all the world to be superfl uous—except indeed to the writer or teacher 
who is at his wits’ end to know how to piece out the inadequate lifeless content 
of his Logic.

As to this content, we have given above the reason why it is so empty and life-
less. Its determinations are assumed to stand immovably rigid and are brought 
into a merely external relation with one another. Because in the operations of 
judgment and syllogism it is chiefl y their quantitative element that is referred to 
and built upon, everything rests on an external diff erence, on mere comparison, 
and becomes a wholly analytic procedure, a matter of merely mechanical calcu-
lation. Th e deduction of the so-called rules and laws (especially of Syllogism) is 
not much better than a manipulation of rods of unequal length in order to sort 
and arrange them according to size—like the child’s game of trying of fi t into 
their right places the various pieces of a picture-puzzle. Not without reason, there-
fore, has this Th inking been identifi ed with Reckoning, and Reckoning with this 
Th inking. In Arithmetic the numbers are taken as non-signifi cant, as something 
that, except for equality or inequality—that is, except for quite external rela-
tions—has no signifi cance,—that contains no Th ought, either in itself or in its 
relations. When it is worked out in a mechanical way that three-fourths multi-
plied by two-thirds make a half, this operation involves about as much or as little 
thought as the calculation whether in any Figure of Syllogism this or that Mood 
is admissible. 

In order that these dead bones of Logic may be re-vivifi ed by Spirit, and en-
dowed with content and coherence, its Method must be that by means of which 
alone Logic is capable of becoming a Pure Science. In the present condition of 
Logic, hardly a suspicion of scientifi c Method is to be recognized. It has very near-
ly the structure of merely Empirical Science. For attaining their purpose, empiri-
cal sciences have hit upon a characteristic Method of defi ning and classifying their 
material as best they can. Pure Mathematics again has its own Method, which 
suits its abstract objects and the quantitative determinations with which alone it 
is concerned. I have in the Preface to the  Phenomenology of Spirit said what is es-
sential concerning this Method and especially concerning the subordinate nature 
of such Science as can fi nd a place in Mathematics; but it will also be more closely 
considered within the bounds of Logic itself. Spinoza, Wolf, and others, have al-
lowed themselves to be misled into applying this method in Philosophy, and iden-
tifying the external process of concept-less quantity with the conceptual proc-
ess, which is self-contradictory. Hitherto Philosophy had not discovered its own 
method; it regarded with an envious eye the systematic structure of Mathematics 
and, as already remarked, borrowed this, or sought help in the method of Sciences 
which are only a medley of given material and empirical maxims and ideas—or 
took refuge in a crude rejection of all Method. But the exposition of that which 
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alone is capable of being the true Method of philosophic Science belongs to Logic 
itself; since method is the consciousness of the form taken by the inner spontane-
ous movement of the content of Logic. In the  Phenomenology of Spirit I have set 
out an example of this Method as applied to a more concrete object, namely to 
Consciousness. We have here modes of consciousness each of which in realizing 
itself abolishes itself, has its own negation as its result,—and thus passes over into 
a higher mode. Th e one and only thing for securing scientifi c progress (and for quite 
simple insight into which, it is essential to strive)—is knowledge of the logical pre-
cept that Negation is just as much Affi  rmation as negation, or that what is self-
contradictory resolves itself not into nullity, into abstract Nothingness, but essen-
tially only into the negation of its particular content, that such negation is not an 
all-embracing Negation, but is the negation of a defi nite somewhat which abolishes 
itself, and thus is a defi nite negation; and that thus the result contains in essence 
that from which it results—which is indeed a tautology, for otherwise it would be 
something immediate and not a result. Since what results, the negation, is a defi -
nite negation, it has a content. It is a new concept, but a higher, richer concept than 
that which preceded; for it has been enriched by the negation or opposite of that 
preceding concept, and thus contains it, but contains also more than it, and is the 
unity of it and its opposite. On these lines the system of Concepts has broadly to 
be constructed, and to go on to completion in a resistless course, free from all for-
eign elements, admitting nothing from outside.

I could not of course imagine that the Method which in this System of Logic 
I have followed—or rather which this System follows of itself—is not capable of 
much improvement, of much elaboration in detail, but at the same time I know 
that it is the only true Method. Th is is already evident from the fact that the 
Method is no-ways diff erent from its object and content;—for it is the content in 
itself, the Dialectic which it has in itself, that moves it on. It is clear that no exposi-
tions can be regarded as scientifi c which do not follow the course of this Method, 
and which are not conformable to its simple rhythm, for that is the course of the 
thing itself.

In accordance with this Method I would observe that the divisions and head-
ings of the Books, Sections and Chapters which are given in the work, as well as 
to some extent the explanations connected with them, were made for the purpos-
es of a preliminary survey, and that in fact they have only a historical value. Th ey 
do not belong to the content and body of the Science, but are compiled by exter-
nal refl ection, which has already run through the whole of the scheme, and hence 
knows and indicates in advance the sequence of its phases, before these introduce 
themselves in the subject itself.

In the other Sciences too, such preliminary Defi nitions and Divisions are in 
themselves no other than such external specifi cations; but even within each sci-
ence they are not raised above this status. Even in Logic, for example, we may 
be told that ‘Logic has two principal parts, (1) the Doctrine of Elements and (2) 
Methodology; ‘—then under the fi rst head we forthwith fi nd, perhaps, the super-
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scription: Laws of Th ought;—and then: Chapter I—Concepts. First Section: Of the 
Clearness of Concepts—and so on.—Th ese Determinations and Divisions, made 
without any deduction or justifi cation, furnish the systematic framework and the 
whole bond of connection of such sciences. Such a Logic regards it as its business 
to say that Concepts and Truths must be derived from Principles; but in what this 
Logic calls Method, derivation is the last thing that is thought of. Th e procedure 
consists, it may be, in grouping together what is similar, in putting what is sim-
pler before what is compound, and other external considerations. But as for any 
inner necessary connection, this goes no further than the list of Sections, and the 
transition consists merely in saying Chapter II; or We now come to Judgment, and 
the like.

Th e headings and divisions which occur in this system too are designed in 
themselves to have no other signifi cance than that of a Table of Contents. But in 
addition to this the necessity of connection and the immanent origination of dis-
tinctions must show themselves in the discussion of the subject-matter, for they 
are part of the self-development of the concept.

Th at by means of which the Concept forges ahead is the above-mentioned 
Negative which it carries within itself; it is this that constitutes the genuine dia-
lectical procedure. Dialectic—which has been regarded as an isolated part of Log-
ic, and which as regards its purpose and standpoint has, one may aver, been en-
tirely misunderstood—is thus put in quite a diff erent position.—Th e  Platonic 
Dialectic too, even in the Parmenides (and still more directly in other places), is 
sometimes intended merely to dispose of and to refute through themselves lim-
ited assertions, and sometimes again has nullity for its result. Dialectic is gener-
ally regarded as an external and negative procedure, that does not pertain to the 
subject-matter, that is based on a mere idle subjective craving to disturb and un-
settle what is fi xed and true, or that at best leads to nothing except the futility of 
the dialectically treated matter.

Kant set Dialectic higher, and this part of his work is among the greatest of 
his merits,—for he freed Dialectic from the semblance of arbitrariness attributed 
to it in ordinary thought, and set it forth as a necessary procedure of Reason. Since 
Dialectic was regarded merely as the art of producing deceptions and bringing 
about illusions, it was straightway assumed that it played a cheating game, and 
that its whole power depended solely on concealment of the fraud; that its results 
were reached surreptitiously, and were a more subjective illusion. When  Kant’s di-
alectical expositions in the Antinomies of Pure Reason are looked at closely (as they 
will be more at large in the course of this work) it will be seen that they are not in-
deed deserving of any great praise; but the general idea upon which he builds and 
which he has vindicated, is the Objectivity of Appearance and the Necessity of Con-
tradiction which belong to the very nature of thought-determinations; primarily 
indeed in so far as these determinations are applied by Reason to Th ings in them-
selves; but further, just what these determinations are in Reason and in respect of 
that which is self-existent,—just this it is which is their own nature. Th is result, 
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grasped on its positive side, is nothing other than the inherent Negativity of these 
thought-determinations, their self-moving soul, the principle of all physical and 
spiritual life. But if people stop short at the abstract-negative aspect of the Dialec-
tic, they reach only the familiar result that Reason is incapable of cognition of the 
Infi nite;—a strange result, for—since the Infi nite is the Reasonable—it amounts 
to saying that Reason is incapable of cognizing that which is Reasonable. 

It is in this Dialectic (as here understood) and in the comprehension of the 
Unity of Opposites, or of the Positive in the Negative, that Speculative knowledge 
consists. Th is is the most important aspect of the Dialectic, but for thought that is 
as yet unpracticed and unfree, it is the most diffi  cult. If thought is still in the proc-
ess of cutting itself loose from concrete sense-presentation and from syllogizing 
(Räsonnieren), it must fi rst practice abstract thinking, and learn to hold fast con-
cepts in their defi niteness and to recognize by means of them. An exposition of 
Logic with this in view must, in its Method, follow the division above mentioned, 
and with regard to the more detailed content must hold to the determinations of 
the particular concepts without embarking upon the Dialectic. As far as external 
structure is concerned, this Logic would be similar to the usual presentation of 
the science, but as regards content would be distinct from it, and still would serve 
for practice in abstract thinking, though not in speculative thinking (a purpose 
which could not be in any degree fulfi lled by the Logic which has become popular 
by means of psychological and anthropological trappings). It would present to the 
mind the picture of a methodically ordered whole, although the soul of the struc-
ture, the Method itself (which lives in Dialectic), would not be apparent in it.

As regards education and the relation of the individual to Logic, I observe in 
conclusion that this Science, like grammar, has two diff erent aspects or values. It 
is one thing to him who approaches Logic and the Sciences in general for the fi rst 
time, and another thing to him who comes back from the Sciences to Logic. He 
who begins to learn grammar, fi nds in its Forms and Laws dry abstractions, con-
tingent rules, briefl y an isolated multitude of determinations which only indicate 
the worth and signifi cance of their face-value. At fi rst, knowledge recognizes in 
them nothing whatever but barely themselves. On the other hand, if anyone has 
mastered a  language, and has also a comparative knowledge of other languages, 
he and he only is capable of discerning the spirit and the culture of a people in 
the grammar of their  language. Th ose same dry Rules and Forms have now for 
him a full and living value. Th rough grammar he can recognize the expression of 
mind in general—that is, Logic. Th us he who approaches Logic fi nds in the sci-
ence at fi rst an isolated system of abstractions that is self-contained and does not 
reach out to other knowledges and sciences. On the contrary, contrasted with the 
wealth of our world-presentations and the apparently real content of the other sci-
ences, and compared with the promise of  absolute Science to unfold the essential 
character of this wealth, the inner nature of Spirit and of the world, and to unveil 
the Truth, this science—in its abstract form, in the colourless cold simplicity of its 
purely formal determinations—looks, rather, as if the last thing to be expected 
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from it were the fulfi lment of such a promise, and as if it would stand empty in 
face of that wealth. On a fi rst acquaintance, the signifi cance of Logic is limited 
to itself; its content is regarded as only an isolated occupation with thought-de-
terminations, alongside of which other scientifi c activities have their own material 
and their own intrinsic worth, upon which Logic may perhaps have some formal 
infl uence which it seems to exercise spontaneously, and for which logical struc-
ture and logical study can certainly be dispensed with, at need. Th e other Scienc-
es have mostly rejected the regular Method, of a connected series of Defi nitions, 
Axioms, Th eorems and their Proofs, and so forth; while so-called Natural Logic 
plays its part automatically in such series, and works of its own motion, without 
any special knowledge having Th ought itself for its object. Above all the matter 
and content of these sciences keeps entirely independent of Logic, and altogether 
makes its appeal more to our senses, feeling, impressions, and practical interests.

Th us then Logic must certainly be learnt, at fi rst, as something of which one 
has indeed perception and understanding, but which seems at the beginning to 
lack scope, profundity, and wider signifi cance. It is only through a profounder ac-
quaintance with other sciences that Logic discovers itself to subjective thought 
as not a mere abstract Universal, but as a Universal which comprises in itself the 
full wealth of Particulars;—just as a proverb, in the mouth of a youth who under-
stands it quite accurately, yet fails of the signifi cance and scope which it has in the 
mind of a man of years and experience, for whom it expresses the full force of its 
content. Th us the value of Logic only receives due appreciation when it is seen to 
result from knowledge of the particular sciences; so regarded, it presents itself to 
the mind as Universal Truth, not as a particular department of knowledge along-
side of other departments and other realities, but as the very essence of all these 
other Contents.

Now though when one begins to study it, Logic is not present to the mind 
in all this recognized power, yet none the less the mind of the student conceives 
from it a power which will lead him into all truth. Th e System of Logic is the 
realm of shades, a world of simple essentialities freed from all concretion of sense. 
To study this Science, to dwell and labour in this shadow-realm, is a perfect train-
ing and discipline of consciousness. In this realm the mind carries on a business 
which is far removed from the intuitions and aims of sense, from emotions, from 
ideas which are a mere matter of opinion. Regarded on its negative side, the work 
consists in holding at bay the accidentals of syllogizing thought and the arbitrary 
preference and acceptance from among opposing arguments.

But above all, Th ought wins thus self-reliance and independence. It becomes 
at home in the region of the abstract and in progression by means of concepts 
which have no substratum of sensation, it develops an unconscious power of tak-
ing up into the forms of Reason the multiplicity of all other knowledge and sci-
ence, comprehending and holding fast what is essential therein, stripping off  ex-
ternalities and in this way extracting what is logical,—or, which is the same thing, 
fi lling with the content of all truth the abstract outline of Logic acquired by study, 
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and giving it the value of a Universal, which no longer appears as a Particular side 
by side with other Particulars, but reaches out beyond all this, and is the essential 
nature thereof,—that is, the Absolute Truth.

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF LOGIC

In what has been said to the concept of this Science, and the direction which its 
justifi cation must take, it is implied that a general classifi cation can at this point 
be only provisional, and hence can be indicated only so far as the author already 
knows the Science and is thus in a position to present here, historically and in a 
preliminary fashion, the principal forms in which the concept will manifest itself 
in the course of its development.

A provisional attempt can, however, be made to render generally intelligible 
what is required for such a classifi cation, although in doing so one must employ a 
method that will only receive its full elucidation and justifi cation within the pre-
cincts of the Science itself. First, then, it is to be remembered that we here presup-
pose that the classifi cation must harmonize with the concept, or rather must be 
immanent in it. Th e concept is not indeterminate; it is determinate in itself; and 
the classifi cation is the developed expression of this its determinateness. It is the 
fundamental and signifi cant classifi cation of the concept; not of anything taken 
from without, but the fundamental classifi cation, that is, the determination of 
the concept by itself. Th e quality of being right-angled, acute-angled, or equilat-
eral, the determinations according to which triangles are classifi ed, are not con-
tained in the determinateness of the triangle itself; that is, they are not contained 
in what we are accustomed to call the concept of the triangle, any more than the 
commonly admitted concept of Animal in general, or of Mammal, Bird, and so 
forth contains the determinations by which animals are classifi ed into mammals, 
birds, and so on, and these classes are subdivided into further genera. Such deter-
minations are obtained otherwise, that is, from empirical contemplation; they 
come to these so-called concepts from without; but in the philosophical treat-
ment of classifi cation, it must be shown that the classifi cation has its origin in the 
concept itself.

But in the Introduction the concept of Logic itself is stated to be the result of 
a Science which lies outside Logic, and thus this concept too is here presupposed. 
Logic was there found to determine itself as the science of pure thought, having 
pure knowledge as its principle, which is not abstract, but a concrete living unity; 
for in it the opposition in consciousness between a subjective entity existing for 
itself, and another similar objective entity, is known to be overcome and existence 
is known as pure concept in itself, and the pure concept known as true existence. 
Th ese are then the two Moments which are contained in Logic. But they are now 
known as existing inseparably, and not as in consciousness each existing for itself; 
it is only because they are known as distinct and yet not merely self-existent that 
their unity is not abstract, dead, and immobile, but concrete.

Th is unity constitutes an element of the logical principle, so that the devel-
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opment of the distinction which is immediately latent within it takes place only 
within this element. We have said that the classifi cation is the fundamental classi-
fi cation of the concept, the positing of the determination immanent in it and thus 
of its distinction; hence this positing is not to be understood as resolving that con-
crete unity back into its determinations regarded as self-existent, entities, which 
here would be mere retrogression to the former position, namely the opposition 
of consciousness. Th is opposition, on the contrary, has vanished, and that unity 
remains the element, beyond which the distinctions which occur in the classi-
fi cation and the development generally, do not pass. And thus determinations 
(such as the subjective and the objective, thought and being, concept and reality, 
whatever the respect in which they were determined)—determinations which, 
at an earlier point on the road to truth, were self-existing, are now, in their unity 
(which constitutes their truth), degraded to the rank of forms. In their distinc-
tions they therefore remain, in themselves, the whole concept, and this is placed 
under its own determinations in the classifi cation.

Th us the whole concept is to be considered, fi rst as existent concept, secondly 
merely as concept; in the former case it is merely the concept in itself, the concept 
of reality or being; in the latter, it is the concept as such existing for itself (as it is 
found, to give a concrete example, in thinking man, and even in the sentient ani-
mal and in organic individuality in general, though there it is not conscious, still 
less known; concept in itself it is only in inorganic nature).—Logic is accordingly 
to be divided into the Logic of the Concept as Being, and of the Concept as Con-
cept; or, to employ terms more habitual though least defi nite and therefore most 
ambiguous, into Objective and Subjective Logic.

Th e basic element, then, is the unity of the concept in itself, and the insepa-
rable nature of its determinations; these, therefore, in so far as they are distinct, 
and the concept is posited in their distinctness, must at least be somehow related. 
Th ere results a sphere of mediation—the concept as a system of determinations of 
refl ection, that is, of Being in transition to the being in-self of the concept; thus 
the concept is not yet posited as such for itself; immediate being, as something 
external, still cleaves to it. Th is is the Doctrine of Essence which is intermediate 
between the Doctrine of Being and that of the Notion. In the general classifi ca-
tion of this logical work it has been placed under Objective Logic, since, though 
Essence already is the Inward, the character of Subject has been expressly reserved 
for the Notion.

In recent times Kant has opposed to what is commonly called Logic yet an-
other, namely Transcendental Logic. What has here been called Objective Log-
ic would partly correspond to what is Transcendental Logic with him. He dis-
tinguishes it from what he calls General Logic because (a) it considers concepts 
which refer a priori to objects and thus does not abstract from the entire con-
tent of objective cognition,—in other words it contains the rules of pure thinking 
about an object; and (b) because it further considers the origin of our cognition, 
so far as this cannot be ascribed to the objects.—It is on the second of these two 
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aspects that the philosophic interest of Kant is exclusively directed. His chief aim 
is to claim the Categories for Self-consciousness, for the Subjective Ego. By virtue 
of this determination, his point of view remains within the boundaries of con-
sciousness and its opposition, and there is a surplus, beyond the data of sensation 
and intuition, which is not posited and determined by thinking self-conscious-
ness and is foreign and external to thought, namely the thing-in-itself; though it is 
easy to perceive that such an abstraction as the thing-in-itself is itself only a prod-
uct of thought, namely, of purely abstracting thought. Other disciples of Kant 
have expressed themselves concerning the determination of the object through 
the ego in this sense, that the objectifying of the ego is to be considered as an orig-
inal and necessary activity of consciousness, so that this original activity does not 
yet contain the idea of the ego itself; this latter being the consciousness, or even 
the objectifying, of such consciousness. On such a view, this objectifying activity, 
freed from the opposition of consciousness, is just that which can, generally, be 
called Th ought as such. But this activity should no longer be called consciousness: 
consciousness comprehends within it that opposition of ego and object which 
does not exist in this original activity. Th e name of consciousness gives a greater 
appearance of subjectivity to it than the expression ‘thought’, which, however, is 
here to be taken in the  absolute sense as Th ought infi nite and untainted by the 
fi nitude of consciousness: briefl y, as Th ought as such.

 Kant’s philosophy then directing its interest on the so-called transcendental 
element of the determinations of thought, the treatment of these received no at-
tention: it was not considered what they are in themselves apart from the abstract 
relation to the ego common to all, or what are their reciprocal determinations 
and relations. Hence this philosophy has in no way contributed to knowledge of 
their natures. Th e only interesting matter bearing upon the point occurs in the 
Critique of Ideas. But for the real progress of philosophy it was necessary that the 
interest of thought should be directed upon the formal side, the ego, conscious-
ness as such, that is, the abstract relation of subjective knowledge to an object; and 
that the cognition of infi nite form, that is, of the concept, should be introduced 
in this manner. But in order that this cognition may be reached, that fi nite deter-
mination, in which the form still is ego, or consciousness, has still to be cast off . 
Th e form, thus developed into purity by thought, will then have in itself the ca-
pacity of self-determination, that is, of giving itself content, and that a necessary 
content, in the shape of a system of determinations of thought.

Objective Logic then takes the place of the former metaphysics considered 
as the scientifi c reconstruction of the world, which was to be built of thoughts 
alone. If we refer to the last stage in the evolution of this science, we fi nd, fi rst and 
immediately, that it is Ontology whose place is taken by Objective Logic—that 
part of this metaphysics which is to investigate the nature of Ens in general;—
Ens comprehending both Being and Essence, a distinction for which the German 
 language has fortunately preserved diff erent terms.—Secondly, Objective Logic 
also comprises the rest of metaphysics, in so far as the latter attempted to com-
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prehend with the pure forms of thought certain substrata primarily taken from 
sensuous representation, such as Soul, World, God; and the determinations of 
thought constituted what was essential in the method of contemplation. Logic, 
however, considers these forms detached from such substrata, which are the sub-
jects of sensuous representation; it considers their nature and value in themselves. 
Th e old metaphysics neglected this, and thus earned the just reproach of having 
used these forms uncritically, without a preliminary investigation as to whether 
and how far they were capable of being determinations of the thing-in-itself, to 
use the  Kantian expression, or, to put it better, determinations of the Rational.—
Objective Logic thus is their true critique, a critique which considers the forms 
of thought not under the abstract form of apriority as opposed to the a posteriori, 
but considers each according to its particular content.

Subjective Logic is the Logic of the Notion,—of Essence which has tran-
scended its relation to any mere being, real or apparent, and in its determination 
is no longer external, but is the free, independent, and self-determining Subjec-
tive, or rather the Subject itself.—Since the subject involves the misconception of 
the contingent and arbitrary, and, more generally, of determinations belonging to 
the form of consciousness, no special weight is to be attached to the distinction 
between the Subjective and the Objective, which will develop itself more clearly 
within the body of the Logic.

Th us Logic is divided broadly into Objective and Subjective Logic; more defi -
nitely, it has three parts, namely—

1 Th e Logic of Being,
2. Th e Logic of Essence, and
3. Th e Logic of the Notion.
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‘Hence man is by nature good. But natural characteristics, 
since they are opposed to freedom and the conception of 
the spirit, and are, hence, negative, must be eradicated. Th us 
man is by nature evil’.
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 PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT

PREFACE

It is for science a piece of good fortune that that kind of philosophizing, which 
might, like scholasticism, have continued to spin its notions within itself, has 
been brought into contact with reality. Indeed, such contact was inevitable. Th e 
real world is in earnest with the principles of right and duty, and in the full light 
of a consciousness of these principles it lives. With this world of reality philosoph-
ic cob-web spinning has come into open rupture. Now, as to genuine philosophy 
it is precisely its attitude to reality which has been misapprehended. Philosophy 
is an inquisition into the rational, and therefore the apprehension of the real and 
present. Hence it cannot be the exposition of a world beyond, which is merely a 
castle in the air, having no existence except in the terror of a one-sided and empty 
formalism of thought. In the following treatise I have remarked that even Plato’s 
Republic, now regarded as the bye-word for an empty ideal, has grasped the essen-
tial nature of the ethical life of the Greeks. He knew that there was breaking in 
upon Greek life a deeper principle, which could directly manifest itself only as an 
unsatisfi ed longing and therefore as ruin. Moved by the same longing Plato had to 
seek help against it, but had to conceive of the help as coming down from above, 
and hoped at last to have found it in an external special form of Greek ethical life. 
He exhausted himself in contriving, how by means of this new society to stem the 
tide of ruin, but succeeded only in injuring more fatally its deeper motive, the free 
infi nite personality. Yet he has proved himself to be a great mind because the very 
principle and central distinguishing feature of his idea is the pivot upon which 
the world-wide revolution then in process turned:

What is rational is real;
And what is real is rational.

Upon this conviction stand not philosophy only but even every unsophisticated 
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consciousness. From it also proceeds the view now under contemplation that the 
spiritual universe is the natural. When refl ection, feeling or whatever other form 
the subjective consciousness may assume, regards the present as vanity, and thinks 
itself to be beyond it and wiser, it fi nds itself in emptiness, and, as it has actual-
ity only in the present, it is vanity throughout. Against the doctrine that the idea 
is a mere idea, fi gment or opinion, philosophy preserves the more profound view 
that nothing is real except the idea. Hence arises the eff ort to recognize in the 
temporal and transient the substance, which is immanent, and the eternal, which 
is present. Th e rational is synonymous with the idea, because in realizing itself it 
passes into external existence. It thus appears in an endless wealth of forms, fi g-
ures and phenomena. It wraps its kernel round with a robe of many colours, in 
which consciousness fi nds itself at home.

Th is treatise, in so far as it contains a political science, is nothing more than 
an attempt to conceive of and present the state as in itself rational. As a philo-
sophic writing, it must be on its guard against constructing a state as it ought to 
be. Philosophy cannot teach the state what it should be, but only how it, the ethi-
cal universe, is to be known.

Ἰδοὺ Ῥόδος, ἰδοὺ ϰαὶ τὸ πήδημα.
Hic Rhodus, hic saltus.

To apprehend what is, is the task of philosophy, because what is, is reason. As 
for the individual, every one is a son of his time; so philosophy also is its time ap-
prehended in thought. It is just as foolish to fancy that any philosophy can tran-
scend its present world, as that an individual could leap out of his time or jump 
over Rhodes. If a theory transgresses its time, and builds up a world as it ought 
to be, it has an existence merely in the unstable element of opinion, which gives 
room to every wandering fancy.

With little change the above saying would read:
Here is the rose, here dance

Th e barrier which stands between reason, as self-conscious Spirit, and reason as 
present reality, and does not permit spirit to fi nd satisfaction in reality, is some 
abstraction, which is not free to be conceived. To recognize reason as the rose in 
the cross of the present, and to fi nd delight in it, is a rational insight which im-
plies reconciliation with reality. Th is reconciliation philosophy grants to those 
who have felt the inward demand to conceive clearly, to preserve subjective free-
dom while present in substantive reality, and yet thought possessing this free-
dom to stand not upon the particular and contingent, but upon what is and self-
completed.

Th is also is the more concrete meaning of what was more abstractly called the 
unity of form and content. Form in its most concrete signifi cance is reason, as an 
intellectual apprehension which conceives its object. Content, again, is reason as 
the substantive essence of social order and nature. Th e conscious identity of form 
and content is the philosophical idea.
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It is a self-assertion, which does honour to man, to recognize nothing in 
sentiment which is not justifi ed by thought. Th is self-will is a feature of mod-
ern times, being indeed the peculiar principle of Protestantism. What was initi-
ated by Luther as faith in feeling and the witness of the spirit, the more mature 
mind strives to apprehend in conception. In that way it seeks to free itself in the 
present, and so fi nd there itself. It is a celebrated saying that a half philosophy 
leads away from God, while a true philosophy leads to God. Th is saying is appli-
cable to the science of the state. Reason cannot content itself with a mere approxi-
mation, something which is neither cold nor hot, and must be spewed out of the 
mouth. As little can it be contented with the cold skepticism that in this world of 
time things go badly, or at best only moderately well, and that we must keep the 
peace with reality, merely because there is nothing better to be had. Knowledge 
creates a much more vital peace.

Only one word more concerning the desire to teach the world what it ought 
to be. For such a purpose philosophy at least always comes too late. Philosophy, as 
the thought of the world, does not appear until reality has completed its formative 
process, and made itself ready. History thus corroborates the teaching of the con-
ception that only in the maturity of reality does the ideal appear as counterpart 
to the real, apprehends the real world in its substance, and shapes it into an intel-
lectual kingdom. When philosophy paints its grey in grey, one form of life has be-
come old, and by means of grey it cannot be rejuvenated, but only known. Th e owl 
of Minerva takes its fl ight only when the shades of night are gathering. 

INTRODUCTION

Th e philosophic science of right has as its object the idea of right, i.e., the concep-
tion of right and the realization of the conception.

Philosophy has to do with ideas or realized thoughts, and hence not with 
what we have been accustomed to call mere conceptions. It has indeed to exhibit 
the one-sidedness and untruth of these mere conceptions, and to show that, while 
that which commonly bears the name ‘conception’ is only an abstract product of 
the understanding, the true conception alone has reality and gives this reality to 
itself. Everything, other than the reality which is established by the conception, 
is transient surface existence, external attribute, opinion, appearance void of es-
sence, untruth, delusion, and so forth. Th rough the actual shape, which it takes 
upon itself in actuality, is the conception itself understood. Th is shape is the other 
essential element of the idea, and is to be distinguished from the form, which ex-
ists only as conception.

Th e conception and its existence are two sides, distinct yet united, like soul 
and body. Th e body is the same life as the soul, and yet the two can be named in-
dependently. A soul without a body would not be a living thing, and vice versa. 
Th us the visible existence of the conception is its body, just as the body obeys the 
soul which produced it. Seeds contain the tree and its whole power, though they 
are not the tree itself; the tree corresponds accurately to the simple structure of 
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the seed. If the body does not correspond to the soul, it is defective. Th e unity of 
visible existence and conception, of body and soul, is the idea. It is not a mere har-
mony of the two, but their complete interpenetration. Th ere lives nothing, which 
is not in some way idea. Th e idea of right is freedom, which, if it is to be appre-
hended truly, must be known both in its conception and in the embodiment of 
the conception. 

Th e science of right is a part of philosophy. Hence it must develop the idea, 
which is the reason of an object, out of the conception. It is the same thing to say 
that it must regard the peculiar internal development of the thing itself. Since it 
is a part, it has a defi nite beginning, which is the result and truth of what goes 
before, and this, that goes before, constitutes its so-called proof. Hence the ori-
gin of the conception of right falls outside of the science of right. Th e deduction 
of the conception is presupposed in this treatise, and is to be considered as al-
ready given.

Philosophy forms a circle. It has, since it must somehow make a beginning, 
a primary, directly given matter, which is not proved and is not a result. But this 
starting-point is simply relative, since, from another point of view it appears as a 
result. Philosophy is a consequence, which does not hang in the air or form a di-
rectly new beginning, but is self-enclosed.

According to the formal unphilosophic method of the sciences, defi nition is 
the fi rst desideratum, as regards, at least, the external scientifi c form. Th e positive 
science of right, however, is little concerned with defi nition, since its special aim 
is to give what it is that is right, and also the particular phases of the laws. For this 
reason it has been said as a warning, Omnis defi nitio in jure civili periculosa; and 
in fact the more disconnected and contradictory the phases of a right are, the less 
possible is a defi nition of it.

A defi nition should contain only universal features; but these forthwith 
bring to light contradictions, which in the case of law are injustice, in all their 
nakedness. Th us in Roman law, for instance, no defi nition of man was possible, 
because it excluded the slave. Th e conception of man was destroyed by the fact of 
slavery. In the same way to have defi ned property and owner would have appeared 
to be perilous to many relations. But defi nitions may perhaps be derived from ety-
mology, for the reason, principally, that in this way special cases are avoided, and 
a basis is found in the feeling and imaginative thought of men. Th e correctness 
of a defi nition would thus consist in its agreement with existing ideas. By such a 
method everything essentially scientifi c is cast aside. As regards the content there 
is cast aside the necessity of the self-contained and self-developed object, and as 
regards the form there is discarded the nature of the conception. In philosoph-
ic knowledge the necessity of a conception is the main thing, and the process by 
which it, as a result, has come into being is the proof and deduction. Aft er the con-
tent is seen to be necessary independently, the second point is to look about for 
that which corresponds to it in existing ideas and modes of speech. But the way 
in which a conception exists in its truth, and the way it presents itself in random 
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ideas not only are but must be diff erent both in form and structure. If a notion is 
not in its content false, the conception can be shown to be contained in it and to 
be already there in its essential traits.

A notion may thus be raised to the form of a conception. But so little is any 
notion the measure and criterion of an independently necessary and true concep-
tion, that it must accept truth from the conception, be justifi ed by it, and know 
itself through it. If the method of knowing, which proceeds by formal defi nition, 
inference and proof, has more or less disappeared, a worse one has come to take 
its place. Th is new method maintains that ideas, as, e.g., the idea of right in all its 
aspects, are to be directly apprehended as mere facts of consciousness, and that 
natural feeling or that heightened form of it which is known as the inspiration of 
one’s own breast, is the source of right. Th is method may be the most convenient 
of all, but it is also the most unphilosophic. Other features of this view, referring 
not merely to knowledge but directly to action, need not detain us here. While 
the fi rst or formal method went so far as to require in defi nition the form of the 
conception, and in proof the form of a necessity of knowledge, the method of the 
intuitive consciousness and feeling takes for its principle the arbitrary contingent 
consciousness of the subject. In this treatise we take for granted the scientifi c pro-
cedure of philosophy, which has been set forth in the philosophic logic.

Right is positive in general (a) in its form, since it has validity in a state; and 
this established authority is the principle for the knowledge of right. Hence we 
have the positive science of right. (b) On the side of content this right receives 
a positive element (i) through the particular character of a nation, the stage of 
its historical development, and the interconnection of all the relations which are 
necessitated by nature. Also (ii) through the necessity that a system of legalized 
right must contain the application of the universal conception to objects and cas-
es whose qualities are given externally. Such an application is not the speculative 
thought or the development of the conception, but a subsumption made by the 
understanding. And fi nally (iii) through the ultimate nature of a decision which 
has become a reality.

Philosophy at least cannot recognize the authority of feeling, inclination and 
caprice, when they are set in opposition to positive right and the laws. It is an ac-
cident, external to the nature of positive right, when force or tyranny becomes an 
element of it. It will be shown later at what point right must become positive. Th e 
general phases which are there deduced, are here only mentioned, in order to in-
dicate the limit of philosophic right, and also to forestall the idea or indeed the 
demand that by a systematic development of right should be produced a law-book, 
such as would be needed by an actual state. To convert the diff erences between 
right of nature and positive right, or those between philosophic right and positive 
right, into open antagonism would be a complete misunderstanding.

Natural right or philosophic right stands to positive right as institutions to 
pandects. With regard to the historical element in positive right, it may be said 
that the true historical view and genuine philosophic standpoint have been pre-
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sented by Montesquieu. He regards legislation and its specifi c traits not in an iso-
lated and abstract way, but rather as a dependent element of one totality, connect-
ing it with all the other elements which form the character of a nation and an 
epoch. In this interrelation the various elements receive their meaning and justi-
fi cation. Th e purely historical treatment of the phases of right, as they develop in 
time, and a comparison of their results with existing relations of right have their 
own value; but they are out of place in a philosophic treatise, except in so far as the 
development out of historic grounds coincides with the development out of the 
conception, and the historical exposition and justifi cation can be made to cover a 
justifi cation which is valid in itself and independently.

Th is distinction is as manifest as it is weighty. A phase of right may be shown 
to rest upon and follow from the circumstances and existing institutions of right, 
and yet may be absolutely unreasonable and void of right. Th is is the case in Ro-
man law with many aspects of private right, which were the logical results of its 
interpretation of paternal power and of marriage. Further, if the aspects of right 
are really right and reasonable, it is one thing to point out what with regard to 
them can truly take place through the conception, and quite another thing to 
portray the manner of their appearance in history, along with the circumstances, 
cases, wants and events, which they have called forth. Such a demonstration and 
deduction from nearer or more remote historic causes, which is the occupation of 
pragmatic history, is frequently called exposition, or preferably conception, un-
der the opinion that in such an indication of the historic elements is found all 
that is essential to a conception of law and institutions of right. In point of fact 
that which is truly essential, the conception of the matter, has not been so much 
as mentioned. So also we are accustomed to hear of Roman or German concep-
tions of right, and of conceptions of right as they are laid down in this or that 
statute-book, when indeed nothing about conceptions can be found in them, but 
only general phases of right, propositions derived from the understanding, gen-
eral maxims, and laws.

By neglect of the distinction, just alluded to, the true standpoint is obscured 
and the question of a valid justifi cation is shift ed into a justifi cation based upon 
circumstances; results are founded on presuppositions, which in themselves are of 
little value; and in general the relative is put in place of the  absolute, and external 
appearance in place of the nature of the thing. When the historical vindication 
substitutes the external origin for the origin from the conception, it unconscious-
ly does the opposite of what it intends. Suppose that an institution, originating 
under defi nite circumstances, is shown to be necessary and to answer its purpose, 
and that it accomplishes all that is required of it by the historical standpoint. 
When such a proof is made to stand for a justifi cation of the thing itself, it fol-
lows that, when the circumstances are removed, the institution has lost its mean-
ing and its right. When, e.g., it is sought to support and defend cloisters on the 
grounds that they have served to clear and people the wilderness and by teaching 
and transcribing to preserve scholarship, it follows that just in so far as the cir-
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cumstances are changed, cloisters have become aimless and superfl uous.
Th e territory of right is in general the spiritual, and its more defi nite place 

and origin is the will, which is free. Th us freedom constitutes the substance and 
essential character of the will, and the system of right is the kingdom of actual-
ized freedom. It is the world of spirit, which is produced out of itself, and is a sec-
ond nature.

Freedom of will is best explained by reference to physical nature. Freedom is 
a fundamental phase of will, as weight is of bodies. When it is said that matter is 
heavy, it might be meant that the predicate is an attribute; but such is not the case, 
for in matter there is nothing which has not weight; in fact, matter is weight. Th at 
which is heavy constitutes the body, and is the body. Just so is it with freedom and 
the will; that which is free is the will. Will without freedom is an empty word, 
and freedom becomes actual only as will, as subject. A remark may also be made 
as to the connection of willing and thinking. Spirit, in general, is thought, and 
by thought man is distinguished from the animal. But we must not imagine that 
man is on one side thinking and on another side willing, as though he had will in 
one pocket and thought in another. Such an idea is vain. Th e distinction between 
thought and will is only that between a theoretical and a practical relation. Th ey 
are not two separate faculties. Th e will is a special way of thinking; it is thought 
translating itself into reality; it is the impulse of thought to give itself reality. Th e 
distinction between thought and will may be expressed in this way. When I think 
an object, I make of it a thought, and take from it the sensible. Th us I make of it 
something which is essentially and directly mine. Only in thought am I self-con-
tained. Conception is the penetration of the object, which is then no longer op-
posed to me. From it I have taken its own peculiar nature, which it had as an in-
dependent object in opposition to me. As Adam said to Eve, ‘thou art fl esh of my 
fl esh and bone of my bone’, so says the spirit, ‘Th is object is spirit of my spirit, and 
all alienation has disappeared’. Any idea is a universalizing, and this process be-
longs to thinking. To make something universal is to think. Th e ‘I’ is thought and 
the universal. When I say ‘I’, I let fall all particularity of character, natural endow-
ment, knowledge, age. Th e ‘I’ is empty, a point and simple, but in its simplicity ac-
tive. Th e gaily colored world is before me; I stand opposed to it, and in this rela-
tion I cancel and transcend the opposition, and make the content my own. Th e ‘I’ 
is at home in the world, when it knows it, and still more when it has conceived it.

So much for the theoretical relation. Th e practical, on the other hand, begins 
with thinking, with the ‘I’ itself. It thus appears fi rst of all as placed in opposition, 
because it exhibits, as it were, a separation. As I am practical, I am active; I act 
and determine myself; and to determine myself means to set up a distinction. But 
these distinctions are again mine, my own determinations come to me; and the 
ends are mine, to which I am impelled. Even when I let these distinctions and de-
terminations go, setting them in the so-called external world, they remain mine. 
Th ey are that which I have done and made, and bear the trace of my spirit. Th at 
is the distinction to be drawn between the theoretical and the practical relations.
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And now the connection of the two must be also stated. Th e theoretical is 
essentially contained in the practical. Against the idea that the two are separate 
runs the fact that man has no will without intelligence. Th e will holds within it-
self the theoretical, the will determines itself, and this determination is in the fi rst 
instance internal. Th at which I will I place before my mind, and it is an object for 
me. Th e animal acts according to instinct, is impelled by something internal, and 
so is also practical. But it has no will, because it cannot place before its mind what 
it desires. Similarly man cannot use his theoretic faculty or think without will, 
for in thinking we are active. Th e content of what is thought receives, indeed, the 
form of something existing, but this existence is occasioned by our activity and 
by it, established. Th ese distinctions of theoretical and practical are inseparable; 
they are one and the same; and in every activity, whether of thought or will, both 
these elements are found.

It is worthwhile to recall the older way of proceeding with regard to the free-
dom of the will. First of all, the idea of the will was assumed, and then an eff ort 
was made to deduce from it and establish a defi nition of the will. Next, the meth-
od of the older empirical psychology was adopted, and diff erent perceptions and 
general phenomena of the ordinary consciousness were collected, such as remorse, 
guilt, and the like, on the ground that these could be explained only as proceeding 
out of a will that is free. Th en from these phenomena was deduced the so-called 
proof that the will is free. But it is more convenient to take a short cut and hold 
that freedom is given as a fact of consciousness, and must be believed in.

Th e nature of the will and of freedom, and the proof that the will is free, can 
be shown, as has already been observed, only in connection with the whole. Th e 
ground principles of the premises that spirit is in the fi rst instance intelligence, 
and that the phases through which it passes in its development, namely from feel-
ing, through imaginative thinking to thought, are the way by which it produces 
itself as will, which, in turn, as the practical spirit in general, is the most direct 
truth of intelligence—I have presented in my  Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical 
Sciences (1817), and hope some day to be able to give of them a more complete ex-
position. Th ere is, to my mind, so much the more need for me to give my contri-
bution to, as I hope, the more thorough knowledge of the nature of spirit, since, 
as I have there said, it would be diffi  cult to fi nd a philosophic science in a more 
neglected and evil plight than is that theory of spirit, which is commonly called 
psychology. Some elements of the conception of will, resulting from the premis-
es enumerated above are mentioned in this and the following paragraphs. As to 
these, appeal may moreover be made to every individual to see them in his own 
self-consciousness. Everyone will, in the fi rst place, fi nd in himself the ability to 
abstract himself from all that he is, and in this way prove himself able of himself 
to set every content within himself, and thus have in his own consciousness an il-
lustration of all the subsequent phases.

Th e will contains (a) the element of pure indeterminateness, i.e., the pure 
doubling of the ‘I’ back in thought upon itself. In this process every limit or con-
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tent, present though it be directly by way of nature, as in want, appetite or im-
pulse, or given in any specifi c way, is dissolved. Th us we have the limitless infi ni-
tude of  absolute abstraction, or universality, the pure thought of itself.

Th ose who treat thinking and willing as two special peculiar and separate 
faculties, and, further, look upon thought is detrimental to the will, especially the 
good will, show from the very start that they know nothing of the nature of will-
ing, a remark which we shall be called upon to a number of times upon the same 
attitude of mind. Th e will on one side is the possibility of abstraction from every 
aspect in which the ‘I’ fi nds itself or has set itself up. It reckons any content as a 
limit, and fl ees from it. Th is is one of the forms of the self-direction of the will, 
and is by imaginative thinking insisted upon as of itself freedom. It is the negative 
side of the will, or freedom as apprehended by the understanding. Th is freedom is 
that of the void, which his taken actual shape, and is stirred to passion. It, while 
remaining purely theoretical, appears in Hindu religion as the fanaticism of pure 
contemplation; but becoming actual it assumes both in politics and religion the 
form of a fanaticism, which would destroy the established social order, remove all 
individuals suspected of desiring any kind of order, and demolish any organiza-
tion which then sought to rise out of the ruins; only in devastation does the nega-
tive will feel that it has reality. It intends, indeed, to bring to pass some positive 
social condition, such as universal equality or universal religious life. But in fact it 
does not will the positive reality of any such condition, since that would carry in 
its train a system, and introduce a separation by way of institutions and between 
individuals. But classifi cation and objective system attain self consciousness only 
by destroying negative freedom. Negative freedom is actuated by a mere solitary 
idea, whose realization is nothing but the fury of desolation.

Th is phase of will implies that I break loose from everything, give up all ends, 
and bury myself in abstraction. It is man alone who can let go everything, even 
life. He can commit suicide, an act impossible for the animal, which always re-
mains only negative, abiding in a state foreign to itself, to which it must merely 
get accustomed, is pure thought of himself, and only in thinking has he the pow-
er to give himself universality and distinguish in himself all that is particular and 
defi nite.

Negative freedom, or freedom of the understanding, is one-sided, yet as this 
one-sidedness contains an essential feature, it is not to be discarded. But the de-
fect of the understanding is that it exalts its one-sidedness to the sole highest 
place. Th is form of freedom frequently occurs in history. By the Hindus, e.g., the 
highest freedom is declared to be persistence in the consciousness of one’s simple 
identity with himself, to abide in the empty space of one’s own inner being, like 
the colourless light of pure intuition, and to renounce every activity of life, every 
purpose and every idea. In this way man becomes Brahman; there is no longer any 
distinction between fi nite man and Brahman, every diff erence having been swal-
lowed up in this universality. A more concrete manifestation of this freedom is 
fanaticism of political and religious life. Of this nature was the terrible epoch of 
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the French  Revolution, by which all distinctions in talent and authority were to 
have been superseded. In this time of upheaval and commotion any specifi c thing 
was intolerable. Fanaticism wills an abstraction and not an articulate association. 
It fi nds all distinctions antagonistic to its indefi niteness, and supersedes them. 
Hence in the French  Revolution the people abolished the institutions which they 
themselves had set up, since every institution is inimical to the abstract self-con-
sciousness of equality.

(b) Th e ‘I’ is also the transition from blank indefi niteness to the distinct and 
defi nite establishment of a defi nite content and object, whether this content be 
given by nature or produced out of the conception of spirit. Th rough this estab-
lishment of itself as a defi nite thing the ‘I’ becomes a reality. Th is is the  absolute 
element of the fi nitude or specialization of the ‘I’.

Th is second element in the characterization of the ‘I’ is just as negative as the 
fi rst, since it annuls and replaces the fi rst abstract negativity. As the particular is 
contained in the universal, so this second phase is contained already in the fi rst, 
and is only an establishing of what the fi rst is implicitly. Th e fi rst phase, if taken 
independently, is not the true infi nitude, i.e., the concrete universal, or the con-
ception, but limited and one-sided. In that it is the abstraction from all defi nite 
character, it has a defi nite character. Its abstract and one-sided nature constitutes 
its defi nite character, its defect and fi nitude.

Th e distinct characterization of these two phases of the ‘I’ is found in the phi-
losophy of Fichte as also in that of Kant. Only, in the exposition of Fichte the ‘I’, 
when taken as unlimited, as it is in the fi rst proposition of his Wissenschaft slehre, 
is merely positive. It is the universality and identity made by the understanding. 
Hence this abstract ‘I’ is in its independence to be taken as the truth, to which by 
way of mere addition comes in the second proposition, the limitation, or the nega-
tive in general, whether it be in the form of a given external limit or of an activity 
of the ‘I’. To apprehend the negative as immanent in the universal or self-identi-
cal, and also as in the ‘I’, was the next step, which speculative philosophy had to 
make. Of this want they have no presentiment, who like Fichte never apprehend 
that the infi nite and fi nite are, if separated, abstract, and must be seen as imma-
nent one in the other.

Th is second element makes its appearance as the opposite of the fi rst; it is 
to be understood in its general form: it belongs to freedom but does not consti-
tute the whole of it. Here the ‘I’ passes over from blank indeterminateness to the 
distinct establishment of a specifi c character as a content or object. I do not will 
merely, but I will something. Such a will, as is analysed in the preceding para-
graph, wills only the abstract universal, and therefore wills nothing. Hence it is 
not a will. Th e particular thing which the will wills is a limitation, since the will, 
in order to be a will, must in general limit itself. Limit or negation consists in the 
will willing something. Particularizing is thus as a rule named fi nitude. Ordinary 
refl ection holds the fi rst element, that of the indefi nite, for the  absolute and high-
er, and the limited for a mere negation of this indefi niteness. But this indefi nite-
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ness is itself only a negation, in contrast with the defi nite and fi nite. Th e ‘I’ is soli-
tude and  absolute negation. Th e indefi nite will is thus quite as much one-sided as 
the will, which continues merely in the defi nite. 

(c) Th e will is the unity of these two elements. It is particularity turned back 
within itself and thus led back to universality; it is individuality; it is the self-di-
rection of the ‘I’. Th us at one and the same time it establishes itself as its own ne-
gation, that is to say, as defi nite and limited, and it also abides by itself, in its self-
identity and universality, and in this position remains purely self-enclosed. Th e 
‘I’ determines itself in so far as it is the reference of negativity to itself; and yet in 
this self-reference it is indiff erent to its own defi nite character. Th is it knows as its 
own, that is, as an ideal or a mere possibility, by which it is not bound, but rather 
exists in it merely because it establishes itself there. Th is is the freedom of the will, 
constituting its conception or substantive reality. It is its gravity, as it were, just as 
gravity is the substantive reality of a body.

Every self-consciousness knows itself as at once universal, or the possibility of 
abstracting itself from everything defi nite, and as particular, with a fi xed object, 
content or aim. Th ese two elements, however, are only abstractions. Th e concrete 
and true, and all that is true is concrete, is the universality, to which the particular 
is at fi rst opposed, but, when it has been turned back into itself, is in the end made 
equal. Th is unity is individuality, but it is not a simple unit as is the individual-
ity of imaginative thought, but a unit in terms of the conception. In other words, 
this individuality is properly nothing else than the conception. Th e fi rst two ele-
ments of the will, that it can abstract itself from everything, and that it is defi nite 
through either its own activity or something else, are easily admitted and compre-
hended, because in their separation they are untrue, and characteristic of the mere 
understanding. But into the third, the true and speculative—and all truth, as far 
as it is conceived, must be thought speculatively—the understanding declines to 
venture, always calling the conception the inconceivable. Th e proof and more de-
tailed explanation of this inmost reserve of speculation, of infi nitude as the nega-
tivity which refers itself to itself, and of this ultimate source of all activity, life and 
consciousness, belong to logic, as the purely speculative philosophy. Here it can 
be noticed only in passing that, in the sentences, ‘Th e will is universal .... Th e will 
directs itself ’, the will is already regarded as presupposed subject or substratum; 
but it is not something fi nished and universal before it determines itself, nor yet 
before this determination is superseded and idealized. It is will only when its ac-
tivity is self-occasioned, and it has returned into itself.

What we properly call will contains the two above-mentioned elements. Th e 
‘I’ is, fi rst of all, as such, pure activity, the universal which is by itself. Next this 
universal determines itself, and so far is no longer by itself, but establishes itself as 
another, and ceases to be the universal. Th e third step is that the will, while in this 
limitation, i.e., in this other, is by itself. While it limits itself, it yet remains with 
itself, and does not lose its hold of the universal. Th is is, then, the concrete con-
ception of freedom, while the other two elements have been thoroughly abstract 
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and one-sided. But this concrete freedom we already have in the form of percep-
tion, as in friendship and love: here a man is not one-sided, but limits himself will-
ingly in reference to another, and yet in this limitation knows himself as himself. 
In this determination he does not feel himself determined, but in the contempla-
tion of the other as another has the feeling of himself. Freedom also lies neither 
in indeterminateness nor in determinateness, but in both. Th e willful man has a 
will which limits itself wholly to a particular object, and if he has not this will, he 
supposes himself not to be free. But the will is not bound to a particular object, 
but must go further, for the nature of the will is not to be one-sided and confi ned. 
Free will consists in willing a defi nite object, but in so doing to be by itself and to 
return again into the universal. 

If we defi ne this particularizing further, we reach a distinction in the forms 
of the will. (a) In so far as the defi nite character of the will consists in the for-
mal opposition of the subjective to the objective or external direct existence, we 
have the formal will as a self consciousness which fi nds an outer world before it. 
Th e process, by which individuality turns back in its defi niteness into itself, is 
the translation of the subjective end, through the intervention of an activity and 
a means, into objectivity. In the  absolute spirit, in which all defi nite character is 
thoroughly its own and true, consciousness is only one side, namely, the manifes-
tation or appearance of the will, a phase which does not require detailed consid-
eration here.

Th e consideration of the defi nite nature of the will belongs to the under-
standing, and is not in the fi rst instance speculative. Th e will as a whole, not only 
in the sense of its content, but also in the sense of its form, is determined. Deter-
minate character on the side of form is the end, and the execution of the end. Th e 
end is at fi rst merely something internal to me and subjective, but it is to be also 
objective and to cast away the defect of mere subjectivity. It may be asked why it 
has this defect. When that which is defi cient does not at the same time transcend 
its defect, the defect is for it not a defect at all. Th e animal is to us defective, but 
not for itself. Th e end, in so far as it is at fi rst merely ours, is for us a defect, since 
freedom and will are for us the unity of subjective and objective. Th e end must 
also be established as objective; but does not in that way attain a new one-sided 
character, but rather its realization.

(b) In so far as the defi nite phases of will are its own peculiar property or its 
particularization turned back into itself, they are content. Th is content, as con-
tent of the will, is for it, by virtue of the form given in (a), an end, which exists 
on its inner or subjective side as the imaginative will, but by the operation of 
the activity, which converts the subjective into the objective, it is realized, com-
pleted end.

Th e content or determinate phase of will is in the fi rst instance direct or im-
mediate. Th en the will is free only in itself or for us, i.e., it is the will in its concep-
tion. Only when it has itself as an object is it also for itself, and its implicit free-
dom becomes realized.
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At this standpoint the fi nite implies that whatever is in itself, or according to 
its conception, has an existence or manifestation diff erent from what it is for it-
self. For example the abstract separateness of nature is in itself space, but for itself 
time. Here, two things are to be observed,

(i) that because the truth is the idea, when any object or phase is apprehend-
ed only as it is in itself or in conception, it is not as yet apprehended in its truth, 
and yet

(ii) that, whatever exists as conception or in itself, at the same time exists, and 
this existence is a peculiar form of the object, as, e.g., space.

Th e separation of existence in-itself or implicit existence from existence-for-
itself or explicit existence is a characteristic of the fi nite, and constitutes its ap-
pearance or merely external reality. An example of this is to hand in the separa-
tion of the natural will from formal right. Th e understanding adheres to mere 
implicit existence, and in accordance with this position calls freedom a capac-
ity, since it is at this point only a possibility. But the understanding, regards this 
phase as  absolute and perennial, and considers the relation of the will to what it 
wills or reality as an application to a given material, which does not belong to the 
essence of freedom. In this way the understanding occupies itself with mere ab-
stractions, and not with the idea and truth.

Th e will, which is will only according to the conception, is free implicitly, but 
is at the same time not free. To be truly free it must have a truly fi xed content; 
then it is explicitly free, has freedom for its object, and is freedom. What is at fi rst 
merely in conception, i.e., implicit, is only direct and natural. We are familiar 
with this in pictorial thought also. Th e child is implicitly a man, at fi rst has rea-
son implicitly, and is at fi rst the possibility of reason and freedom. He is thus free 
merely according to the conception. Th at which is only implicit does not yet ex-
ist in actuality. A man, who is implicitly rational, must create himself by working 
through and out of himself and by reconstructing himself within himself, before 
he can become also explicitly rational.

Th e will, which is at fi rst only implicitly free, is the direct or natural will. Th e 
distinctive phases, which the self-determining conception sets up in the will, ap-
pear in the direct will, as a directly present content. Th ey are impulses, appetites, 
inclinations, by which the will fi nds itself determined by nature. Now this con-
tent, with all its attendant phases, proceeds from the rationality of the will, and is 
therefore implicitly rational; but let loose in its immediate directness it has not as 
yet the form of rationality. Th e content is indeed for me and my own, but the form 
and the content are yet diff erent. Th e will is thus in itself fi nite.

Empirical psychology enumerates and describes these impulses and inclina-
tions, and the wants which are based upon them. It takes, or imagines that it takes 
this material from experience, and then seeks to classify it in the usual way. It will 
be stated below what the objective side of impulse is, and what impulse is in its 
truth, apart from the form of irrationality which it has as an impulse, and also 
what shape it assumes when it reaches existence.
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Impulse, appetite, inclination are possessed by the animal also, but it has not 
will; it must obey impulse, if there is no external obstacle. Man, however, is the 
completely undetermined, and stands above impulse, and may fi x and set it up as 
his. Impulse is in nature, but it depends on my will whether I establish it in the ‘I’. 
Nor can the will be unconditionally called to this action by the fact that the im-
pulse lies in nature.

Th e system of this content, as it occurs directly in the will, exists only as a 
multitude or multiplicity of impulses, every one of which is mine in a general way 
along with others, but is at the same time universal and undetermined, having 
many objects and ways of satisfaction. Th e will, by giving itself in this two-fold in-
defi niteness the form of individuality, resolves, and only as resolving is it actual.

Instead of to ‘resolve’, i.e., to supersede the indefi nite condition in which a 
content is merely possible, our  language has the expression ‘decide’ (‘unfold it-
self ’). Th e indeterminate condition of the will, as neutral but infi nitely fruitful 
germ of all existence, contains within itself its defi nite character and ends, and 
brings them forth solely out of itself.

By resolution, will fi xes itself as the will of a defi nite individual, and as there-
by distinguishing itself from another. However, apart from this fi nite character 
which it has as consciousness, the immediate will is in virtue of the distinction 
between its form and its content formal. Hence its resolution as such is abstract, 
and its content is not yet the content and work of its freedom.

To the intelligence, as thinking, the object or content remains universal; the 
intelligence retains the form merely of a universal activity. Now the universal sig-
nifi es in will that which is mine, i.e., it is individuality. And yet, also, the direct 
and formal will is abstract; its individuality is not yet fi lled with its free universal-
ity. Hence at the beginning the peculiar fi nitude of the intelligence is in will, and 
only by exalting itself again to thought and giving itself intrinsic universality does 
the will transcend the distinction of form and content and make itself objective 
infi nite will. It is therefore a misunderstanding of the nature of thought and will 
to suppose that in the will man is infi nite, while in thought and even in reason he 
is limited. In so far as thought and will are still distinct, the reverse is rather the 
case, and thinking reason, when it becomes will, assigns itself to fi nitude.

A will which resolves nothing is not an actual will; that which is devoid of 
defi nite character never reaches a volition. Th e reason for hesitation may lie in a 
sensitiveness, which is aware that in determining itself it is engaged with what is 
fi nite, is assigning itself a limit, and abandoning its infi nity; it may thus hold to its 
decision not to renounce the totality which it intends. Such a feeling is dead, even 
when it aims to be something beautiful. ‘Who will be great’, says  Goethe, ‘must be 
able to limit himself ’. By volition alone man enters actuality, however distasteful 
it may be to him; for indolence will not desert its own self-brooding, in which it 
clings to a universal possibility. But possibility is not yet actuality. Hence the will, 
which is secure simply of itself, does not as yet lose itself in any defi nite reality. 

Th e fi nite will, which has merely from the standpoint of form doubled itself 
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back upon itself, and has become the infi nite and self-secluded ‘I’, stands above its 
content of diff erent impulses and also above the several ways by which they are re-
alized and satisfi ed. At the same time, as it is only formally infi nite, it is confi ned 
to this very content as the decisive feature of its nature and external actuality, al-
though it is undetermined and not confi ned to one content rather than another. 
As to the return of the ‘I’ into itself such a will is only a possible will, which may 
or may not be mine, and the ‘I’ is only the possibility of deputing itself to this or 
that object. Hence amongst these defi nite phases, which in this light are for the 
‘I’ external, the will chooses.

Freedom of the will is, in this view of it, caprice, in which are contained both 
a refl ection, which is free and abstracted from everything and a dependence upon 
a content or matter either internally or externally provided. Since the content is 
in itself or implicitly necessary as all end, and in opposition to this refl ection is a 
defi nite possibility, caprice, when it is will, is in its nature contingent.

Th e usual idea of freedom is that of caprice. It is a midway stage of refl ection 
between the will as merely natural impulse and the will as free absolutely. When 
it is said that freedom as a general thing consists in doing what one likes, such an 
idea must be taken to imply an utter lack of developed thought, containing as yet 
not even the suspicion of what is meant by the absolutely free will, right, the ethi-
cal system, etc. Refl ection, being the formal universality and unity of self-con-
sciousness, is the will’s abstract certitude of its freedom, but it is not yet the truth 
of it, because it has not as yet itself for content and end; the subjective side is still 
diff erent from the objective. Th us the content in such a case remains purely and 
completely fi nite. Caprice, instead of being will in its truth, is rather will in its 
contradiction.

In the controversy carried on, especially at the time of the metaphysics of 
Wolf, as to whether the will is really free or our consciousness of its freedom is a 
delusion, it was this caprice which was in the minds of both parties. Against the 
certitude of abstract self-direction, determinism rightly opposed a content, which 
was externally presented, and not being contained in this certitude came from 
without. It did not matter whether this ‘without’ were impulse, imagination, or in 
general a consciousness so fi lled that the content was not the peculiar possession 
of the self-activity as such. Since only the formal element of free self-direction is 
immanent in caprice, while the other element is something given to it from with-
out, to take caprice as freedom may fairly be named a delusion. Freedom in every 
philosophy of refl ection, whether it be the  Kantian or the Friesian, which is the 
 Kantian superfi cialized, is nothing more than this formal self-activity.

Since I have the possibility of determining myself in this or that way, I have 
the power of choice, possess caprice, or what is commonly called freedom. Th is 
choice is due to the universality of the will, enabling me to make my own this 
thing or another. Th is possession is a particular content, which is therefore not 
adequate to me, but separated from me, and is mine only in possibility; just as I 
am the possibility of bringing myself into coincidence with it. Hence choice is due 
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to the indeterminateness of the ‘I’, and to the determinateness of a content. But 
as to this content the will is not free, although it has in itself formally the side of 
infi nitude. No such content corresponds to will; in no content can it truly fi nd 
itself. In caprice it is involved that the content is not formed by the nature of my 
will, but by contingency. I am dependent upon this content. Th is is the contra-
diction contained in caprice. Ordinary man believes that he is free when he is al-
lowed to act capriciously, but precisely in caprice is it inherent that he is not free. 
When I will the rational, I do not act as a particular individual but according to 
the conception of ethical life in general. In an ethical act I establish not myself 
but the thing. A man, who acts perversely, exhibits particularity. Th e rational is 
the highway on which every one travels, and no one is specially marked. When a 
great artist fi nishes a work we say: ‘It must be so’. Th e particularity of the artist 
has wholly disappeared and the work shows no mannerism. Phidias has no man-
nerism; the statue itself lives and moves. But the poorer is the artist, the more eas-
ily we discern himself, his particularity all caprice. If we adhere to the considera-
tion that in caprice a man can will what he pleases, we have certainly freedom of 
a kind; but again, if we hold to the view that the content is given, then man must 
be determined by it, and in this light is no longer free.

What is resolved upon and chosen the will may again give up. Yet, even with 
the possibility of transcending any other content which it may substitute, and of 
proceeding in this way ad infi nitum, the will does not advance beyond fi nitude, 
because every content in turn is diff erent from the form and is fi nite. Th e opposite 
aspect, namely indeterminateness, irresolution or abstraction, is also one-sided.

Since the contradiction involved in caprice is the dialectic of the impulses 
and inclinations, it is manifested in their mutual antagonism. Th e satisfaction 
of one demands the subjection and sacrifi ce of the satisfaction of another. Since 
an impulse is merely the simple tendency of its own essential nature, and has no 
measure in itself, to subject or sacrifi ce the satisfaction of any impulse is a contin-
gent decision of caprice. In such a case caprice may act upon the calculation as to 
which impulse will bring the greater satisfaction, or may have some other similar 
purpose.

Impulses and inclinations are in the fi rst instance the content of will, and 
only refl ection transcends them. But these impulses are self-directing, crowding 
upon and jostling one another, and all seeking to be satisfi ed. To set all but one in 
the background, and put myself into this one, is to limit and distort myself, since 
I, in so doing, renounce my universality, which is a system of the impulses. Just as 
little help is found in a mere subordination of them, a course usually followed by 
the understanding. Th ere is available no criterion by which to make such an ar-
rangement, and hence the demand for a subordination is usually sustained by te-
dious and irrelevant allusions to general savings. 

With regard to the moral estimate of impulses, dialectic appears in this form. 
Th e phases of the direct or natural will are immanent and positive, and thus good. 
Hence man is by nature good. But natural characteristics, since they are opposed 
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to freedom and the conception of the spirit, and are, hence, negative, must be 
eradicated. Th us man is by nature evil. To decide for either view is a matter of sub-
jective caprice.

Th e Christian doctrine that man is by nature evil is loft ier than the oppo-
site that he is naturally good, and is to be interpreted philosophically in this way. 
Man as spirit is a free being, who need not give way to impulse. Hence in his direct 
and unformed condition, man is in a situation in which he ought not to be, and 
he must free himself. Th is is the meaning of the doctrine of original sin, without 
which Christianity would not be the religion of freedom. 

In the demand that impulses must be purifi ed is found the general idea that 
they must be freed from the form of direct subjection to nature, and from a con-
tent that is subjective and contingent, and must be restored to their substantive 
essence. Th e truth contained in this indefi nite demand is that impulses should be 
phases of will in a rational system. To apprehend them in this way as proceeding 
from the conception is the content of the science of right.

Th e content of this science may, in all its several elements, right, property, 
morality, family, state, be represented in this way, that man has by nature the im-
pulse to right, the impulse to property, to morality, to sexual love, and to social 
life. If instead of this form, which belongs to empirical psychology, a philosoph-
ic form be preferred, it may be obtained cheap from what, in modern times was 
reputed and still is reputed to be philosophy. He will then say that man fi nds in 
himself as a fact of consciousness that he wills right, property, the state, etc. Later 
will be given still another form of the content which appears here in the shape of 
impulses, namely, of duties.

Th e refl ection which is brought to bear upon impulses, placing them before 
itself, estimating them, comparing them with one another, and contrasting them 
with their means and consequences, and also with a whole of satisfaction, name-
ly happiness, brings the formal universal to this material, and in an external way 
purifi es it of its crudity and barbarism. Th is propulsion by the universality of 
thought is the  absolute worth of civilization.

In happiness thought has already the upper hand with the force of natural 
impulse, since it is not satisfi ed with what is momentary, but requires happiness 
as a whole. Th is happiness is dependent upon civilization to the extent to which 
civilization confi rms the universal. But in the ideal of happiness there are two el-
ements. Th ere is a universal that is higher than all particulars; yet, as the content 
of this universal is in turn only universal pleasure, there arises once more the in-
dividual, particular and fi nite, and retreat must be made to impulse. Since the 
content of happiness lies in the subjective perception of each individual, this uni-
versal end is again particular; nor is there present in it any true unity of content 
and form.

But the truth of this formal universality, which taken by itself is undeter-
mined and fi nds defi nite character in externally given material, is the self-direct-
ing universality which is will or freedom. Since the will has as its object, content 
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and end, universality itself, and thus assumes the form of the infi nite, it is free not 
only in itself or implicitly, but for itself or explicitly. It is the true idea.

Th e self-consciousness of the will in the form of appetite or impulse is sensi-
ble, the sensible in general indicating the externality of self-consciousness, or that 
condition in which self-consciousness is outside of itself. Now this sensible side is 
one of the two elements of the refl ecting will, and the other is the abstract uni-
versality of thought. But the  absolute will has as its object the will itself as such 
in its pure universality. In this universality the directness of the natural will is su-
perseded, and so also is the private individuality which is produced by refl ection 
and infects the natural condition. But to supersede these and lift  them into the 
universal constitutes the activity of thought. Th us the self-consciousness, which 
purifi es its object, content or end, and exalts it to universality, is thought carry-
ing itself through into will. It is at this point that it becomes clear that the will 
is true and free only as thinking intelligence. Th e slave knows not his essence, 
his infi nitude, his freedom; he does not know himself in his essence, and not to 
know himself is not to think himself. Th e self-consciousness, which by thought 
apprehends that itself is essence, and thus puts away from itself the accidental and 
untrue, constitutes the principle of right, morality, and all forms of ethical life. 
Th ey who, in speaking philosophically of right, morality, and ethical life, would 
exclude thought and turn to feeling, the heart, the breast, and inspiration, express 
the deepest contempt for thought and science. And science itself, overwhelmed 
with despair and utter insipidity, makes barbarism and absence of thought a prin-
ciple, and so far as in it lay robbed men of all truth, dignity, and worth.

In philosophy truth is had when the conception corresponds to reality. A 
body is the reality, and soul is the conception. Soul and body should be adequate 
to each other. A dead man is still an existence, but no longer a true existence; it 
is a reality void of conception. For that reason the dead body decays. So with the 
true will; that which it wills, namely, its content, is identical with it, and so free-
dom wills freedom.

Th e will which exists absolutely is truly infi nite, because its object being the 
will itself, is for it not another or a limitation. In the object the will has simply re-
verted into itself. Moreover, it is not mere possibility, capacity, potentiality (po-
tential, but infi nitely actual), because the reality of the conception or its visible 
externality is internal to itself.

Hence when the free will is spoken of without the qualifi cation of  absolute 
freedom, only the capacity of freedom is meant, or the natural and fi nite will, 
and, notwithstanding all words and opinions to the contrary, not the free will. 
Since the understanding comprehends the infi nite only in its negative aspect, and 
hence as a beyond, it thinks to do the infi nite all the more honour the farther it 
removes it into the vague distance, and the more it takes it as a foreign thing. In 
free will the true infi nite is present and real; it is itself the actually present self-
contained idea.

Th e infi nite has rightly been represented as a circle. Th e straight line goes 
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out farther and farther, and symbolizes the merely negative and bad infi nite, 
which, unlike the true, does not return into itself. Th e free will is truly infi nite, 
for it is not a mere possibility or disposition. Its external reality is its own inner 
nature, itself.

Only in this freedom is the will wholly by itself, because it refers to nothing 
but itself, and all dependence upon any other thing falls away. Th e will is true, or 
rather truth itself, because its character consists in its being in its manifested re-
ality, or correlative opposite, what it is in its conception. In other words, the pure 
conception has the perception or intuition of itself as its end and reality.

Th e will is universal, because in it all limitation and particular individuality 
are superseded. Th ese one-sided phases are found only in the diff erence between 
the conception and its object or content, or, from another standpoint, in the dif-
ference between the conscious independent existence of the subject, and the will’s 
implicit, or self-involved existence, or between its excluding and concluding indi-
viduality, and its universality.

Th e diff erent phases of universality are tabulated in the Logic. Imaginative 
thinking always takes universality in an abstract and external way. But  absolute 
universality is not to be thought of either as the universality of refl ection, which is 
a kind of consensus or generality, or, as the abstract universality and self-identity, 
which is fashioned by the understanding, and keeps aloof from the individual. It 
is rather the concrete, self-contained, and self-referring universality, which is the 
substance, intrinsic genus, or immanent idea of self-consciousness. It is a concep-
tion of free will as the universal, transcending its object, passing through and be-
yond its own specifi c character, and then becoming identical with itself. Th is  ab-
solute universal is what is in general called the rational, and is to be apprehended 
only in this speculative way.

Th e subjective side of the will is the side of its self-consciousness and individ-
uality, as distinguished from its implicit conception. Th is subjectivity is: (a) pure 
form or  absolute unity of self-consciousness with itself. Th is unity is the equation 
‘I = I’, consciousness being characterized by a thoroughly inward and abstract 
self-dependence. It is pure certitude of itself in contrast with the truth. It is (b) 
particularity of will, as caprice with its accidental content of pleasurable ends. 
And, (c) in general a one-sided form, in so far as that which is willed is at fi rst an 
unfulfi lled end, or a content which simply belongs to self-consciousness.

(a) In so far as free will is determined by itself, and is in accord with its con-
ception and true, it is wholly objective will. (b) But objective self-consciousness, 
which has not the form of the infi nite, is a will sunk in its object or condition, 
whatever the content of that may be. It is the will of the child, or the will present 
in slavery or superstition. (c) Objectivity is fi nally a one-sided form in opposition 
to the subjective phase of will; it is direct reality, or external existence. In this 
sense the will becomes objective only by the execution of its ends.

Th ese logical phases of subjectivity and objectivity, since they are oft en made 
use of in the sequel, are here exposed, with the express purpose of noting that it 
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happens with them as with other distinctions and opposed aspects of refl ection; 
they by virtue of their fi nite and dialectic character pass over into their oppo-
sites. For imagination and understanding the meanings of antithetic phases are 
not convertible because their identity is still internal. But in will, on the contrary, 
these phases, which ought to be at once abstract and yet also sides of that which 
can be known only as concrete, lead of themselves to identity, and to an exchange 
of meaning. To the understanding this is unintelligible. Th us, e.g., the will, as a 
freedom which exists in itself, is subjectivity itself; thus subjectivity is the concep-
tion of the will, and therefore its objectivity. But subjectivity is fi nite in opposi-
tion to objectivity, yet in this opposition the will is not isolated, but in intricate 
union with the object; and thus its fi nitude consists quite as much in its not be-
ing subjective, etc. 

It is ordinarily supposed that subjective and objective are blank opposites; 
but this is not the case. Rather do they pass into one another, for they are not ab-
stract aspects like positive and negative, but have already a concrete signifi cance. 
To consider in the fi rst instance the expression ‘subjective’; this may mean an end 
which is merely the end of a certain subject. In this sense a poor work of art that 
is not adequate to the thing is merely subjective. But, further, this expression may 
point to the content of the will, and is then of about the same meaning as capri-
cious; the subjective content then is that which belongs merely to the subject. In 
this sense bad acts are merely subjective. Further, the pure, empty I may be called 
subjective, as it has only itself as an object, and possesses the power of abstraction 
from all further content. Subjectivity has, moreover, a wholly particular and cor-
rect meaning in accordance with which anything, in order to win recognition 
from me, has to become mine and seek validity in me. Th is is the infi nite avarice 
of subjectivity, eager to comprehend and consume everything within the simple 
and pure I.

Similarly we may take the objective in diff erent ways. By it we may under-
stand anything to which we give existence in contrast to ourselves, whether it be 
an actual thing or a mere thought, which we place over against ourselves. By it 
also we understand the direct reality, in which the end is to be realized. Although 
the end itself is quite particular and subjective, we yet name it objective aft er it 
has made its appearance. Further, the objective will is also that in which truth is; 
thus, God’s will, the ethical will also, are objective. Lastly, we may call the will 
objective, when it is wholly submerged in its object, as, e.g., the child’s will, which 
is confi ding and without subjective freedom, and the slave’s will, which does not 
know itself as free, and is thus a will-less will. In this sense any will is objective, if 
it is guided in its action by a foreign authority, and has not yet completed the in-
fi nite return into itself.

Th e  absolute character or, if you like, the  absolute impulse of the free spirit is, 
as has been observed, that its freedom shall be for it an object. It is to be objective 
in a two-fold sense: it is the rational system of itself, and this system is to be di-
rectly real. Th ere is thus actualized as idea what the will is implicitly. Hence, the 
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abstract conception of the idea of the will is in general the free will which wills 
the free will.

Th e activity of the will, directed to the task of transcending the contradic-
tion between subjectivity and objectivity, of transferring its end from subjectiv-
ity into objectivity, and yet while in objectivity of remaining with itself, is beyond 
the formal method of consciousness, in which objectivity is only direct actuality. 
Th is activity is the essential development of the substantive content of the idea. 
In this development the conception molds the idea, which is in the fi rst instance 
abstract, into the totality of a system. Th is totality as substantive is independent 
of the opposition between mere subjective end and its realization, and in both of 
these forms is the same.

Th at a reality is the realization of the free will, this is what is meant by a right. 
Right, therefore, is, in general, freedom as idea.

In the  Kantian doctrine, now generally accepted, ‘the, highest factor is a limi-
tation of my freedom or caprice, in order that it may be able to subsist alongside 
of every other individual’s caprice in accordance with a universal law’. Th is doc-
trine contains only a negative phase, that of limitation. And besides, the positive 
phase, the universal law or so-called law of reason, consisting in the agreement of 
the caprice of one with that of another, goes beyond the well-known formal iden-
tity and the proposition of contradiction. Th e defi nition of right, just quoted, 
contains the view which has especially since  Rousseau spread widely. According 
to this view neither the  absolute and rational will, nor the true spirit, but the will 
and spirit of the particular individual in their peculiar caprice, are the substan-
tive and primary basis. When once this principle is accepted, the rational can an-
nounce itself only as limiting this freedom. Hence it is not an inherent rationality, 
but only a mere external and formal universal. Th is view is accordingly devoid of 
speculative thought, and is rejected by the philosophic conception. In the minds 
of men and in the actual world it has assumed a shape, whose horror is without a 
parallel, except in the shallowness of the thoughts upon which it was founded.

Right in general is something holy, because it is the embodiment of the  abso-
lute conception and self-conscious freedom. But the formalism of right, and aft er 
a while of duty also, is due to distinctions arising out of the development of the 
conception of freedom. In contrast with the more formal, abstract and limited 
right, there is that sphere or stage of the spirit, in which spirit has brought to defi -
nite actuality the further elements contained in the idea. Th is stage is the richer 
and more concrete; it is truly universal and has therefore a higher right.

Every step in the development of the idea of freedom has its peculiar right, 
because it is the embodiment of a phase of freedom. When morality and ethical 
life are spoken of in opposition to right, only the fi rst or formal right of the ab-
stract personality is meant. Morality, ethical life, a state-interest, is every one a 
special right, because each of these is a defi nite realization of freedom. Th ey can 
come into collision only in so far as they occupy the same plane. If the moral 
standpoint of spirit were not also a right and one of the forms of freedom, it could 
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not collide with the right of personality or any other right. A right contains the 
conception of freedom which is the highest phase of spirit, and in opposition to 
it any other kind of thing is lacking in real substance. Yet collision also implies a 
limit and a subordination of one phase to another. Only the right of the world-
spirit is the unlimited  absolute.

Th e scientifi c method by which the conception is self-evolved, and its phases 
self-developed and self-produced, is not fi rst of all an assurance that certain rela-
tions are given from somewhere or other, and then the application to this foreign 
material of the universal. Th e true process is found in the logic, and here is pre-
supposed.

Th e effi  cient or motive principle, which is not merely the analysis but the pro-
duction of the several elements of the universal, I call dialectic. Dialectic is not 
that process in which an object or proposition, presented to feeling or the direct 
consciousness, is analysed, entangled, taken hither and thither, until at last its 
contrary is derived. Such a merely negative method appears frequently in Plato. It 
may fi x the opposite of any notion, or reveal the contradiction contained in it, as 
did the ancient skepticism, or it may in a feeble way consider an approximation to 
truth, or modern half-and-half attainment of it, as its goal. But the higher dialec-
tic of the conception does not merely apprehend any phase as a limit and oppo-
site, but produces out of this negative a positive content and result. Only by such a 
course is there development and inherent progress. Hence this dialectic is not the 
external agency of subjective thinking, but the private soul of the content, which 
unfolds its branches and fruit organically. Th ought regards this development of 
the idea and of the peculiar activity of the reason of the idea as only subjective, 
but is on its side unable to make any addition. To consider anything rationally is 
not to bring reason to it from the outside, and work it up in this way, but to count 
it as itself reasonable. Here it is spirit in its freedom, the summit of self-conscious 
reason, which gives itself actuality, and produces itself as the existing world. Th e 
business of science is simply to bring the specifi c work of the reason, which is in 
the thing, to consciousness.

Th e phases of the development of the conception are themselves conceptions. 
And yet, because the conception is essentially the idea, they have the form of man-
ifestations. Hence the sequence of the conceptions, which arise in this way, is at 
the same time a sequence of realizations, and are to be by science so considered.

In a speculative sense the way in which a conception is manifested in reality is 
identical with a defi nite phase of the conception. But it is noteworthy that, in the 
scientifi c development of the idea, the elements, which result in a further defi nite 
form, although preceding this result as phases of the conception, do not in the 
temporal development go before it as concrete realizations. Th us, as will be seen 
later, that stage of the idea which is the family presupposes phases of the concep-
tion, whose result it is. But that these internal presuppositions should be present 
in such visible realizations as right of property, contract, morality, etc., this is the 
other side of the process, which only in a highly developed civilization has at-
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tained to a specifi c realization of its elements.
Th e idea must always go on determining itself within itself, since at the be-

ginning it is only abstract conception. However, this initial abstract conception 
is never given up, but only becomes inwardly richer, the last phase being the rich-
est. Th e earlier and merely implicit phases reach in this way free self-dependence, 
but in such a manner that the conception remains the soul which holds every-
thing together, and only through a procedure immanent within itself arrives at 
its own distinctions. Hence the last phase falls again into a unity with the fi rst, 
and it cannot be said that the conception ever comes to something new. Although 
the elements of the conception appear to have fallen apart when they enter reality, 
this is only a mere appearance. Its superfi cial character is revealed in the process, 
since all the particulars fi nally turn back again into the conception of the univer-
sal. Th e empirical sciences usually analyse what they fi nd in pictorial ideas, and if 
the individual is successfully brought back to the general, the general property is 
then called the conception. But this is not our procedure. We desire only to ob-
serve how the conception determines itself, and compels us to keep at a distance 
everything of our own spinning and thinking. But what we get in this way is one 
series of thoughts and another series of realized forms. As to these two series, it 
may happen that the order of time of the actual manifestations is partly diff erent 
from the order of the conception. Th us it cannot, e.g., be said that property ex-
isted before the family, and yet, in spite of that it is discussed before the family is 
discussed. Th e question might also be raised here, Why do we not begin with the 
highest, i.e., with concrete truth? Th e answer is, because we desire to see truth in 
the form of a result, and it is an essential part of the process to conceive the con-
ception fi rst of all as abstract. Th e actual series of realizations of the conception is 
thus for us in due course as follows, even although in actuality the order should 
be the same. Our process is this, that the abstract forms reveal themselves not as 
self-subsistent but as untrue.
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‘But even regarding History as the slaughter bench at which 
the happiness of peoples, the wisdom of States, and the vir-
tue of individuals have been victimized—the question in-
voluntarily arises—to what principle, to what fi nal aim 
these enormous sacrifi ces have been off ered’. 
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 PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

INTRODUCTION

Th e subject of this course of Lectures is the Philosophical History of the World. 
And by this must be understood, not a collection of general observations respect-
ing it, suggested by the study of its records, and proposed to be illustrated by its 
facts, but Universal History itself. To gain a clear idea at the outset, of the nature 
of our task, it seems necessary to begin with an examination of the other methods 
of treating History. Th e various methods may be ranged under three heads: 

Original History 
Refl ective History 
Philosophical History 

ORIGINAL HISTORY

Of the fi rst kind, the mention of one or two distinguished names will fur-
nish a defi nite type. To this category belong Herodotus, Th ucydides, and oth-
er historians of the same order, whose descriptions are for the most part lim-
ited to deeds, events, and states of society, which they had before their eyes, 
and whose spirit they shared. Th ey simply transferred what was passing in 
the world around them, to the realm of representative intellect. An external 
phenomenon is thus translated into an internal conception. Historiographers 
bind together the fl eeting elements of story, and treasure them up for immor-
tality in the Temple of Mnemosyne. Legends, Ballad-stories, Traditions must 
be excluded from such original history. Th e domain of reality—actually seen, 
or capable of being so—aff ords a very diff erent basis in point of fi rmness from 
that fugitive and shadowy element, in which were engendered those legends 
and poetic dreams whose historical prestige vanishes, as soon as nations have 
attained a mature individuality. 
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Such original historians, then, change the events, the deeds and the states of 
society with which they are conversant, into an object for the conceptive facul-
ty. Th e narratives they leave us cannot, therefore, be very comprehensive in their 
range. What is present and living in their environment, is their proper material. 
Th e infl uences that have formed the writer are identical with those which have 
molded the events that constitute the matter of his story. Th e author’s spirit, and 
that of the actions he narrates, is one and the same. He describes scenes in which 
he himself has been an actor, or at any rate, an interested spectator. It is short pe-
riods of time, individual shapes of persons and occurrences, single unrefl ected 
traits, of which he makes his picture. And his aim is nothing more than the pres-
entation to posterity of an image of events as clear as that which he himself pos-
sessed in virtue of personal observation, or life-like descriptions. Refl ections are 
none of his business, for he lives in the spirit of his subject; he has not attained an 
elevation above it. If, as in Caesar’s case, he belongs to the exalted rank of generals 
or statesmen, it is the prosecution of his own aims that constitutes the history. 

REFLECTIVE HISTORY

Th e second kind of history we may call the refl ective. It is history whose mode of 
representation is not really confi ned by the limits of the time to which it relates, 
but whose spirit transcends the present. In this second order strongly marked va-
riety of species may be distinguished. 

(a) It is the aim of the investigator to gain a view of the entire history of a peo-
ple or a country, or of the world, in short, what we call Universal History. In this 
case the working up of the historical material is the main point. Th e workman 
approaches his task with his own spirit; a spirit distinct from that of the element 
he is to manipulate. Here a very important consideration will be the principles 
to which the author refers, the bearing and motives of the actions and events 
which he describes, and those which determine the form of his narrative. Th is 
fi rst kind of Refl ective History is most nearly akin to the preceding, when it has 
no farther aim than to present the annals of a country complete. Such compila-
tions (among which may be reckoned the works of Livy, Diodorus Siculus, Jo-
hannes von Müller’s History of Switzerland) are, if well performed, highly meri-
torious. Among the best of the kind may be reckoned such annalist as approach 
those of the fi rst class; who give so vivid a transcript of events that the reader may 
well fancy himself listening to contemporaries and eye-witnesses. But it oft en 
happens that the individuality of tone which must characterize a writer belong-
ing to a diff erent culture is not modifi ed in accordance with the periods such a 
record must traverse. Th e spirit of the writer is quite other than that of the times 
of which he treats. 

A history which aspires to traverse long periods of time, or to be universal, 
must indeed forego the attempt to give individual representations of the past as 
it actually existed. It must foreshorten its pictures by abstractions; and this in-
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cludes not merely the omission of events and deeds, but whatever is involved in 
the fact that Th ought is, aft er all, the most trenchant epitomist. A battle, a great 
victory, a siege, no longer maintains its original proportions, but is put off  with a 
bare mention. 

(b) A second species of Refl ective History is what we may call the Pragmatical. 
Th is takes the occurrence out of the category of the Past and makes it virtually 
Present. Pragmatical (didactic) refl ections, though in their nature decidedly ab-
stract, are truly and indefeasibly of the Present, and quicken the annals of the 
dead Past with the life of today. Whether, indeed such refl ections are truly inter-
esting and enlivening, depends on the writer’s own spirit. Moral refl ections must 
here be specially noticed,—the moral teaching expected from history; which lat-
ter has not infrequently been treated with a direct view to the former. It may be 
allowed that examples of virtue elevate the soul, and are applicable in the moral 
instructions of children for impressing excellence upon their minds. But the des-
tinies of peoples and states, their interests, relations, and the complicated issue 
of their aff airs, present quite another fi eld. Rulers, Statesmen, Nations, are wont 
to be emphatically commended to the teaching which experience off ers in histo-
ry. But what experience and history teach is this—that peoples and governments 
never have learned anything from history, or acted on principles deduced from 
it. Each period is involved in such peculiar circumstances, exhibits a condition of 
things so strictly idiosyncratic, that its conduct must be regulated by considera-
tions connected with itself, and itself alone. Amid the pressure of great events, a 
general principle gives no help. It is useless to revert to similar circumstances in 
the Past. Th e pallid shades of memory struggle in vain with the life and freedom 
of the Present. Looked at in this light, nothing can be shallower than the oft -
repeated appeal to Greek and Roman examples during the French  Revolution. 
Nothing is more diverse than the genius of those nations and that of our times. It 
is only a thorough, liberal, comprehensive view of historical relations (such exam-
ples as we fi nd in Montesquieu’s ‘Esprit des Loix’), that can give truth and interest 
to refl ections of this order. One Refl ective History therefore supersedes another. 
Th e materials are patent to every writer: each is likely enough to believe himself 
capable of arranging and manipulating them; and we may expect that each will 
insist upon his own spirit as that of the age in question. Th ese certainly have their 
value; but for the most part they off er only material for history. 

(c) Th e third form of Refl ective History is the Critical. Th is deserves mention as 
preeminently the mode of treating history now current in Germany. It is not his-
tory itself that is here presented. We might more properly designate it as a History 
of History; a criticism of historical narratives and an investigation of their truth 
and credibility. Its peculiarity in point of fact and of intention consists in the 
acuteness with which the writer extorts something from the records which was 
not in the matters recorded. Here we have the other method of making the past 
a living reality; putting subjective fancies in the place of historical data; fancies 
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whose merit is measured by their boldness, that is, the scantiness of the particu-
lars on which they are based, and the peremptoriness with which they contravene 
the best established facts of history. 

(d) Th e last species of Refl ective History announces its fragmentary character on 
the very face of it. It adopts an abstract position; yet, since it takes general points 
of view (e.g., as the History of                             Art, of Law, of Religion), it forms a transition to 
the Philosophical History of the World. It must be remarked that, when Refl ec-
tive History has advanced to the adoption of general points of view, if the position 
taken is a true one, these are found to constitute—not merely an external thread, 
a superfi cial series—but are the inward guiding soul of the occurrences and ac-
tions that occupy a nation’s annals. For, like the soul-conductor Mercury, the Idea 
is in truth the leader of peoples and of the World; and Spirit, the rational and ne-
cessitated will of that conductor, is and has been the director of the events of the 
World’s History. To become acquainted with Spirit in this its offi  ce of guidance, 
is the object of our present undertaking. Th is brings us to: 

PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORY

Th e third kind of history—the Philosophical. No explanation was needed of the 
two previous classes; their nature was self-evident. It is otherwise with this last, 
which certainly seems to require an exposition or justifi cation. Th e most gener-
al defi nition that can be given, is, that the  Philosophy of History means nothing 
but the thoughtful consideration of it. Th ought is indeed essential to humanity. It 
is this that distinguishes us from the brutes. In sensations, cognition and intellec-
tion; in our instincts and volitions, as far as they are truly human, Th ought is an 
invariable element. 

Th e only Th ought which Philosophy brings with it to the contemplation of 
History, is the simple conception of Reason; that Reason is the Sovereign of the 
World; that the history of the world therefore, presents us with a rational process. 
It is there proved by speculative cognition, that Reason—and this term may here 
suffi  ce us, without investigating the relation sustained by the Universe to the Di-
vine Being—is Substance, as well as Infi nite Power; its own Infi nite Material un-
derlying all the natural and spiritual life which it originates, as also the Infi nite 
Form—that which sets this Material in motion. On the one hand, Reason is the 
substance of the Universe; viz. that by which and in which all reality has its be-
ing and subsistence. On the other hand, it is the Infi nite Energy of the Universe; 
since Reason is not so powerless as to be incapable of producing anything but 
a mere ideal, a mere intention—having its place outside reality, nobody knows 
where; something separate and abstract, in the heads of certain human beings. It 
is the infi nite complex of things, their entire Essence and Truth. It is its own mate-
rial which it commits to its own Active Energy to work up; not needing, as fi nite 
action does, the conditions of an external material of given means from which it 
may obtain its support, and the objects of its activity. It supplies its own nourish-
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ment and is the object of its own operations. While it is exclusively its own basis 
of existence, and  absolute fi nal aim, it is also the energizing power realizing this 
aim; developing it not only in the phenomena of the Natural, but also of the Spir-
itual Universe—the History of the World. Th at this ‘Idea’ or ‘Reason’ is the True, 
the Eternal, the absolutely powerful essence; that it reveals itself in the World, and 
that in that World nothing else is revealed but this and its honour and glory—is 
the thesis which, as we have said, has been proved in Philosophy and is here re-
garded as demonstrated. 

If the clear idea of Reason is not already developed in our minds, in begin-
ning the study of Universal History, we should at least leave the fi rm, unconquer-
able faith that Reason does exist there; and that the World of intelligence and 
conscious volition is not abandoned to chance, but must show itself in the light 
of the self-cognizant Idea. Yet I am not obliged to make any such preliminary de-
mand upon your faith. What I have said thus provisionally, and what I shall have 
further to say, is, even in reference to our branch of science, not to be regarded as 
hypothetical, but as a summary view of the whole; the result of the investigation 
we are about to pursue; a result which happens to be known to me, because I have 
traversed the entire fi eld. It is only an inference from the history of the World, 
that its development has been a rational process; that the history in question has 
constituted the rational necessary course of the World Spirit—that Spirit whose 
nature is always one and the same, but which unfolds this, its one nature in the 
phenomena of the World’s existence. Th is must, as before stated, present itself as 
the ultimate result of History. To him who looks upon the world rationally, the 
world in its turn, presents a rational aspect. Th e relation is mutual. 

I will only mention two phases and points of view that concern the general-
ly diff used conviction that Reason has ruled, and is still ruling in the world, and 
consequently in the world’s history; because they give us, at the same time, an 
opportunity for more closely investigating the question that presents the great-
est diffi  culty, and for indicating a branch of the subject, which will have to be en-
larged on in the sequel. 

REASON GOVERNS THE WORLD

(a) One of these points is that passage in history, which informs us that the Greek 
Anaxagoras was the fi rst to enunciate the doctrine that Understanding generally, 
or Reason, governs the world. It is not intelligence as self-conscious Reason—not 
a Spirit as such that is meant; and we must clearly distinguish these from each 
other. Th e movement of the solar system takes place according to unchangeable 
laws. Th ese laws are Reason, implicit in the phenomena in question. But neither 
the sun nor the planets, which revolve around it according to these laws, can be 
said to have any consciousness of them. 

A thought of this kind,—that Nature is an embodiment of Reason; that it is 
unchangeably subordinate to universal laws, appears nowise striking or strange 
to us. And I have mentioned this extraordinary occurrence, partly to show how 
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history teaches, that ideas of this kind, which may seem trivial to us, have not al-
ways been in the world; that on the contrary, such a thought makes an epoch in 
the annals of human intelligence.       Aristotle says of Anaxagoras, as the originator 
of the thought in question, that he appeared as a sober man among the drunken. 
Socrates adopted the doctrine from Anaxagoras, and it forthwith became the rul-
ing idea in Philosophy, except in the school of Epicurus, who ascribed all events 
to chance. ‘I was delighted with the sentiment’,—Plato makes Socrates say—‘and 
hoped I had found a teacher who would show me Nature in harmony with Rea-
son, who would demonstrate in each particular phenomenon its specifi c aim, and 
in the whole, the grand object of the Universe. I would not have surrendered this 
hope for a great deal. But how very much was I disappointed, when, having zeal-
ously applied myself to the writings of Anaxagoras, I found that he adduces only 
external causes, such as Atmosphere, Ether, Water, and the like’. It is evident that 
the defect which Socrates complains of respecting Anaxagoras’s doctrine, does 
not concern the principle itself, but the shortcoming of the propounder in apply-
ing it to Nature in the concrete. Nature is not deduced from that principle: the 
latter remains in fact a mere abstraction, inasmuch as the former is not compre-
hended and exhibited as a development of it—an organization produced by and 
from Reason. I wish, at the very outset, to call your attention to the important 
diff erence between a conception, a principle, a truth limited to an abstract form 
and its determinate application, and concrete development. Th is distinction af-
fects the whole fabric of philosophy; and among other bearings of it there is one 
to which we shall have to revert at the close of our view of Universal History, in 
investigating the aspect of political aff airs in the most recent period. 

We have next to notice the rise of this idea—that Reason directs the World—
in connection with a further application of it, well known to us—in the form, 
viz. of the religious truth, that the world is not abandoned to chance and external 
contingent causes, but that a Providence controls it. To put it in another shape—
this appeal is forbidden, because the science of which we have to treat, proposes 
itself to furnish the proof (not indeed of the abstract Truth of the doctrine, but) 
of its correctness as compared with facts. Th e truth, then, that a Providence (that 
of God) presides over the events of the World—consorts with the proposition 
in question; for Divine Providence is Wisdom, endowed with an infi nite Pow-
er which realizes its aim, viz. the  absolute rational-design of the World. Reason 
is Th ought conditioning itself with perfect freedom. But a diff erence—rather a 
contradiction—will manifest itself, between this belief and our principle, just as 
was the case in reference to the demand made by Socrates in the case of Anaxago-
ras’s dictum. For that belief is similarly indefi nite; it is what is called a belief in a 
general Providence, and is not followed out into defi nite application, or displayed 
in its bearing on the grand total—the entire course of human history. But to ex-
plain History is to depict the passions of mankind, the genius, the active powers, 
that play their part on the great stage; and the providentially determined process 
which these exhibit, constitutes what is generally called the ‘plan’ of Providence. 
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Yet it is this very plan which is supposed to be concealed from our view: which 
it is deemed presumption, even to wish to recognize. Th e ignorance of Anaxago-
ras, as to how intelligence reveals itself in actual existence, was ingenuous. Nei-
ther in his consciousness, nor in that of Greece at large, had that thought been 
further expanded. It was Socrates who took the fi rst step in comprehending the 
union of the Concrete with the Universal. Anaxagoras, then, did not take up a 
hostile position towards such an application. Th e common belief in Providence 
does; at least it opposes the use of the principle on the large scale, and denies the 
possibility of discerning the plan of Providence. In isolated cases this plan is sup-
posed to be manifest. Pious persons are encouraged to recognize in particular 
circumstances, something more than mere chance; to acknowledge the guiding 
hand of God; e.g., when help has unexpectedly come to an individual in great per-
plexity and need. But these instances of providential design are of a limited kind, 
and concern the accomplishment of nothing more than the desires of the indi-
vidual in question. But in the history of the World, the Individuals we have to do 
with are Peoples; Totalities that are States. We cannot, therefore, be satisfi ed with 
what we may call this ‘peddling’ view of Providence, to which the belief alluded 
to limits itself. Equally unsatisfactory is the merely abstract, undefi ned belief in a 
Providence, when that belief is not brought to bear upon the details of the proc-
ess which it conducts. On the contrary, our earnest endeavour must be directed 
to the recognition of the ways of Providence, the means it uses, and the histori-
cal phenomena in which it manifests itself; and we must show their connection 
with the general principle above mentioned. But in noticing the recognition of 
the plan of Divine Providence generally, I have implicitly touched upon a promi-
nent question of the day; viz. that of the possibility of knowing God: or rather—
since public opinion has ceased to allow it to be a matter of question—the doctrine 
that it is impossible to know God. In direct contravention of what is commanded 
in holy Scripture as the highest duty—that we should not merely love, but know 
God—the prevalent dogma involves the denial of what is there said; viz. that it 
is the Spirit (der Geist) that leads into Truth, knows all things, penetrates even 
into the deep things of the Godhead. While the Divine Being is thus placed be-
yond our knowledge, and outside the limit of all human things, we have the con-
venient license of wandering as far as we list, in the direction of our own fancies. 
We are freed from the obligation to refer our knowledge to the Divine and True. 
I have been unwilling to leave out of sight the connection between our thesis—
that Reason governs and has governed the World—and the question of the pos-
sibility of a Knowledge of God, chiefl y that I might not lose the opportunity of 
mentioning the imputation against Philosophy of being shy of noticing religious 
truths, or of having occasion to be so in which is insinuated the suspicion that it 
has anything but a clear conscience in the presence of these truths. So far from 
this being the case, the fact is that in recent times Philosophy has been obliged to 
defend the domain of religion against the attacks of several theological systems. 
In the Christian religion God has revealed Himself,—that is, he has given us to 
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understand what He is; so that He is no longer a concealed or secret existence. 
And this possibility of knowing Him, thus aff orded us, renders such knowledge 
a duty. Th at development of the thinking spirit, which has resulted from the rev-
elation of the Divine Being as its original basis, must ultimately advance to the 
intellectual comprehension of what was presented in the fi rst instance, to feel-
ing and imagination. Th e time must eventually come for understanding that rich 
product of active Reason, which the History of the World off ers to us. It was for 
a while the fashion to profess admiration for the wisdom of God, as displayed in 
animals, plants, and isolated occurrences. But, if it be allowed that Providence 
manifests itself in such objects and forms of existence, why not also in Universal 
History? Our intellectual striving aims at realizing the conviction that what was 
intended by eternal wisdom, is actually accomplished in the domain of existent, ac-
tive Spirit, as well as in that of mere Nature. Our mode of treating the subject is, 
in this aspect, a Th eodicaea,—a justifi cation of the ways of God—which Leibnitz 
attempted metaphysically in his method, i.e., in indefi nite abstract categories—
so that the ill that is found in the World may be comprehended, and the thinking 
Spirit reconciled with the fact of the existence of evil. Indeed, nowhere is such a 
harmonizing view more pressingly demanded than in Universal History; and it 
can be attained only by recognizing the positive existence, in which that negative 
element is a subordinate, and vanquished nullity. On the one hand, the ultimate 
design of the World must be perceived; and, on the other hand, the fact that this 
design has been actually, realized in it, and that evil has not been able permanent-
ly to assert a competing position. But this conviction involves much more than 
the mere belief in a superintending or in ‘Providence’. An adequate defi nition of 
Reason is the fi rst desideratum; and whatever boast may be made of strict adher-
ence to it in explaining phenomena—without such a defi nition we get no farther 
than mere words. With these observations we may proceed to the second point of 
view that has to be considered in this Introduction.

ESSENTIAL DESTINY OF REASON 

(b) Th e enquiry into the essential destiny of Reason—as far as it is considered in 
reference to the World—is identical with the question, what is the ultimate design 
of the World? And the expression implies that that design is destined to be real-
ized. Two points of consideration suggest themselves: fi rst, the import of this de-
sign—its abstract defi nition; and secondly, its realization.

It must be observed at the outset, that the phenomenon we investigate—Uni-
versal History—belongs to the realm of Spirit. Th e term ‘World’, includes both 
physical and psychical Nature. Physical Nature also plays its part in the World’s 
History—and attention will have to be paid to the fundamental natural relations 
thus involved. But Spirit, and the course of its development, is our substantial ob-
ject. Our task does not require us to contemplate Nature as a Rational System in 
itself—though in its own proper domain it proves itself such—but simply in its 
relation to Spirit. On the stage on which we are observing it—Universal Histo-
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ry—Spirit displays itself in its most concrete reality. Notwithstanding this (or 
rather for the very purpose of comprehending the general principles which this, 
its form of concrete reality, embodies) we must premise some abstract characteris-
tics of the nature of spirit. 

We have therefore to mention here: (i) Th e abstract characteristics of 
the nature of Spirit. (ii) What means Spirit uses in order to realize its Idea.
(iii) Lastly, we must consider the shape which the perfect embodiment of Spirit 
assumes—the State. 

(i) Th e nature of Spirit may be understood by a glance at its direct opposite—
Matter. As the essence of Matter is Gravity, so, on the other hand, we may affi  rm 
that the substance, the essence of Spirit is Freedom. All will readily assent to the 
doctrine that Spirit, among other properties, is also endowed with Freedom; but 
philosophy teaches that all the qualities of Spirit exist only through Freedom; 
that all are but means for attaining Freedom; that all seek and produce this and 
this alone. It is a result of speculative Philosophy that Freedom is the sole truth of 
Spirit. Matter possesses gravity in virtue of its tendency towards a central point. 
It is essentially composite; consisting of parts that exclude each other. It seeks its 
Unity; and therefore exhibits itself as self-destructive, as verging towards its op-
posite [an indivisible point]. If it could attain this, it would be Matter no longer, it 
would have perished. It strives aft er the realization of its Idea; for in Unity it exists 
ideally. Spirit, on the contrary, may be defi ned as that which has its centre in itself. 
It has not a unity outside itself, but has already found it; it exists in and with itself. 
Matter has its essence out of itself; Spirit is self-contained existence (Bei-sich-selbst-
seyn). Now this is Freedom, exactly. For if I am dependent, my being is referred to 
something else which I am not; I cannot exist independently of something exter-
nal. I am free on the contrary, when my existence depends upon myself. Th is self-
contained existence of Spirit is none other than self-consciousness—conscious-
ness of one’s own being. Two things must be distinguished in consciousness; fi rst, 
the fact that I know; secondly, what I know. In self consciousness these are merged 
in one; for Spirit knows itself. It involves an appreciation of its own nature, as also 
an energy enabling it to realize itself; to make itself actually that which it is po-
tentially. According to this abstract defi nition it may be said of Universal Histo-
ry, that it is the exhibition of Spirit in the process of working out the knowledge 
of that which it is potentially. And as the germ bears in itself the whole nature of 
the tree, and the taste and form of its fruits, so do the fi rst traces of Spirit virtual-
ly contain the whole of that History. Th e Orientals have not attained the knowl-
edge that Spirit—Man as such—is free; and because they do not know this they 
are not free. Th ey only know that one is fr ee. But on this very account, the freedom 
of that one is only caprice; ferocity—brutal recklessness or passion, or a mildness 
and tameness of the desires, which is itself only an accident of Nature—mere ca-
price like the former. Th at one is therefore only a Despot; not a fr ee man. Th e 
consciousness of Freedom fi rst arose among the Greeks, and therefore they were 
free; but they, and the Romans likewise, knew only that some are free,—not man 
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as such. Even Plato and       Aristotle did not know this. Th e Greeks, therefore, had 
slaves; and their whole life and the maintenance of their splendid liberty, was im-
plicated with the institution of slavery: a fact moreover, which made that liberty 
on the one hand only an accidental, transient and limited growth; on the other 
hand, constituted it a rigorous thraldom of our common nature—of the Human. 
Th e German nations, under the infl uence of Christianity, were the fi rst to attain 
the consciousness, that man, as man, is free: that it is the fr eedom of Spirit which 
constitutes its essence. Th is consciousness arose fi rst in religion, the inmost region 
of Spirit; but to introduce the principle into the various relations of the actual 
world, involves a more extensive problem than its simple implantation; a problem 
whose solution and application require a severe and lengthened process of culture. 
In proof of this, we may note that slavery did not cease immediately on the recep-
tion of Christianity. Still less did liberty predominate in States; or Governments 
and Constitutions adopt a rational organization, or recognize freedom as their 
basis. Th at application of the principle to political relations; the thorough mold-
ing and interpenetration of the constitution of society by it, is a process identical 
with history itself. Th e History of the world is none other than the progress of the 
consciousness of Freedom; a progress whose development according to the neces-
sity of its nature, it is our business to investigate. 

Th e general statement given above, of the various grades in the conscious-
ness of Freedom—and which we applied in the fi rst instance to the fact that the 
Eastern nations knew only that one is free; the Greek and Roman world only that 
some are free; whilst we know that all men absolutely (man as man) are free—sup-
plies us with the natural division of Universal History, and suggests the mode of 
its discussion. 

In the process before us, the essential nature of freedom—which involves in it 
 absolute necessity,—is to be displayed as coming to a consciousness of itself (for it 
is in its very nature, self-consciousness) and thereby realizing its existence. Itself is 
its own object of attainment, and the sole aim of Spirit. Th is result it is, at which 
the process of the World’s History has been continually aiming; and to which the 
sacrifi ces that have ever and anon been laid on the vast altar of the earth, through 
the long lapse of ages, have been off ered. Th is is the only aim that sees itself real-
ized and fulfi lled; the only pole of repose amid the ceaseless change of events and 
conditions, and the sole effi  cient principle that pervades them. Th is fi nal aim is 
God’s purpose with the world; but God is the absolutely perfect Being, and can, 
therefore, will nothing other than himself—his own Will. Th e Nature of His 
Will—that is, His Nature itself—is what we here call the Idea of Freedom; trans-
lating the  language of Religion into that of Th ought. Th e question, then, which 
we may next put, is: What means does this principle of Freedom use for its reali-
zation? Th is is the second point we have to consider. 

(ii) Th e question of the means by which Freedom develops itself to a World, con-
ducts us to the phenomenon of History itself. Th e fi rst glance at History con-
vinces us that the actions of men proceed from their needs, their passions, their 
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characters and talents; and impresses us with the belief that such needs, passions 
and interests are the sole springs of action—the effi  cient agents in this scene of ac-
tivity. Th eir power lies in the fact that they respect none of the limitations which 
justice and morality would impose on them; and that these natural impulses have 
a more direct infl uence over man than the artifi cial and tedious discipline that 
tends to order and self-restraint, law and morality. When we look at this display 
of passions, and the consequences of their violence; the Unreason which is associ-
ated not, only with them, but even (rather we might say especially) with good de-
signs and righteous aims; when we see the evil, the vice, the ruin that has befallen 
the most fl ourishing kingdoms which the mind of man ever created, we can scarce 
avoid being fi lled with sorrow at this universal taint of corruption: and, since this 
decay is not the work of mere Nature, but of the Human Will—a moral embit-
terment—a revolt of the Good Spirit (if it has a place within us) may well be the 
result of our refl ections. Without rhetorical exaggeration, a simply truthful com-
bination of the miseries that have overwhelmed the noblest of nations and poli-
ties, and the fi nest exemplars of private virtue,—forms a picture of most fearful 
aspect, and excites emotions of the profoundest and most hopeless sadness, coun-
ter-balanced by no consolatory result. But even regarding History as the slaugh-
ter bench at which the happiness of peoples, the wisdom of States, and the virtue 
of individuals have been victimized—the question involuntarily arises—to what 
principle, to what fi nal aim these enormous sacrifi ces have been off ered. From 
this point the investigation usually proceeds to that which we have made the gen-
eral commencement of our enquiry. Starting from this we pointed out those phe-
nomena which made up a picture so suggestive of gloomy emotions and thought-
ful refl ections—as the very fi eld which we, for our part, regard as exhibiting only 
the means for realizing what we assert to be the essential destiny—the  absolute 
aim, or—which comes to the same thing—the true result of the World’s History. 
We return then to the point of view which we have adopted; observing that the 
successive steps (Momente) of the analysis to which it will lead us, will also evolve 
the conditions requisite for answering the enquiries suggested by the panorama 
ofsin and suff ering that history unfolds. 

Th e fi rst remark we have to make, and which—though already presented 
more than once—cannot be too oft en repeated when the occasion seems to call 
for it,—is that what we call principle, aim, destiny, or the nature and idea of Spirit, 
is something merely general and abstract. Principle—Plan of Existence—Law—
is a hidden, undeveloped essence, which as such—however true in itself—is not 
completely real. Aims, principles, etc., have a place in our thoughts, in our sub-
jective design only; but not yet in the sphere of reality. Th at which exists for it-
self only, is a possibility, a potentiality; but has not yet emerged into Existence. A 
second element must be introduced in order to produce actuality—viz. actuation, 
realization; and whose motive power is the Will—the activity of man in the wid-
est sense. It is only by this activity that that Idea as well as abstract characteristics 
generally, are realized, actualized; for of themselves they are powerless. Th e mo-
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tive power that puts them in operation, and gives them determinate existence, is 
the need, instinct, inclination, and passion of man. Th at some conception of mine 
should be developed into act and existence, is my earnest desire: I wish to assert 
my personality in connection with it: I wish to be satisfi ed by its execution. If I 
am to exert myself for any object, it must in some way or other be my object. In 
the accomplishment of such or such designs I must at the same time fi nd my sat-
isfaction; although the purpose for which I exert myself includes a complication 
of results, many of which have no interest for me. Th is is the  absolute right of per-
sonal existence—to fi nd itself satisfi ed in its activity and labour. Here a mistake 
must be avoided. We intend blame, and justly impute it as a fault, when we say of 
an individual, that he is ‘interested’ (in taking part in such or such transactions) 
that is, seeks only his private advantage. In reprehending this we fi nd fault with 
him for furthering his personal aims without any regard to a more comprehensive 
design; of which he takes advantage to promote his own interest, or which he even 
sacrifi ces with this view. But he who is active in promoting an object, is not simply 
‘interested’, but interested in that object itself. Nothing therefore happens, noth-
ing is accomplished, unless the individuals concerned, seek their own satisfaction 
in the issue. Th ey are particular units of society; i.e., they have special needs, in-
stincts, and interests generally, peculiar to themselves. Among these needs are not 
only such as we usually call necessities—the stimuli of individual desire and vo-
lition—but also those connected with individual views and convictions; or lean-
ings of opinion; supposing the impulses of refl ection, understanding, and reason, 
to have been awakened. 

We assert then that nothing has been accomplished without interest on the 
part of the actors; and—if interest be called passion, inasmuch as the whole in-
dividuality, to the neglect of all other actual or possible interests and claims, is 
devoted to an object with every fi bre of volition, concentrating all its desires and 
powers upon it—we may affi  rm absolutely that nothing great in the World has 
been accomplished without passion. Two elements, therefore, enter into the ob-
ject of our investigation; the fi rst the Idea, the second the complex of human pas-
sions; the one the warp, the other the woof of the vast arras-web of Universal His-
tory. Th e concrete mean and union of the two is Liberty, under the conditions of 
morality in a State. We have spoken of the Idea of Freedom as the nature of Spirit, 
and the  absolute goal of History. Passion is regarded as a thing of sinister aspect, 
as more or less immoral. Man is required to have no passions. Passion, it is true, 
is not quite the suitable word for what I wish to express. I mean here nothing 
more than human activity as resulting from private interests—special, or if you 
will, self-seeking designs—with this qualifi cation, that the whole energy of will 
and character is devoted to their attainment; that other interests (which would 
in themselves constitute attractive aims), or rather all things else, are sacrifi ced to 
them. Th e object in question is so bound up with the man’s will, that it entirely 
and alone determines the ‘hue of resolution’ and is inseparable from it. It has be-
come the very essence of his volition. For a person is a specifi c existence; not man 
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in general (a term to which no real existence corresponds), but a particular hu-
man being. I shall, therefore, use the term ‘passion’, understanding thereby the 
particular bent of character, as far as the peculiarities of volition are not limited 
to private interest, but supply the impelling and actuating force for accomplish-
ing deeds shared in by the community at large. Passion is in the fi rst instance the 
subjective, and therefore the formal side of energy, will, and activity—leaving the 
object or aim still undetermined. 

From this comment on the second essential element in the historical embodi-
ment of an aim, we infer—glancing at the institution of the State in passing—that 
a State is then well constituted and internally powerful, when the private interest 
of its citizens is one with the common interest of the State; when the one fi nds its 
gratifi cation and realization in the other. But in a State many institutions must 
be adopted, much political machinery invented, accompanied by appropriate po-
litical arrangements,—necessitating long struggles of the understanding before 
what is really appropriate can be discovered,—involving, moreover, contentions 
with private interest and passions, and a tedious discipline of these latter, in order 
to bring about the desired harmony. Th e epoch when a State attains this harmoni-
ous condition, marks the period of its bloom, its virtue, its vigour, and its prosper-
ity. But the history of mankind does not begin with a conscious aim of any kind, 
as it is the case with the particular circles into which men form themselves of set 
purpose. Th e mere social instinct implies a conscious purpose of security for life 
and property; and when society has been constituted, this purpose becomes more 
comprehensive. Th e History of the World begins with its general aim—the reali-
zation of the Idea of Spirit—only in an implicit form (an sich) that is, as Nature; a 
hidden, most profoundly hidden, unconscious instinct; and the whole process of 
History (as already observed), is directed to rendering this unconscious impulse 
a conscious one. Th us appearing in the form of merely natural existence, natural 
will—that which has been called the subjective side,—physical craving, instinct, 
passion, private interest, as also opinion and subjective conception,—spontane-
ously present themselves at the very commencement. Th is vast congeries of voli-
tions, interests and activities, constitute the instruments and means of the World-
Spirit for attaining its object; bringing it to consciousness, and realizing it. And 
this aim is none other than fi nding itself—coming to itself—and contemplating 
itself in concrete actuality. Th e Union of Universal Abstract Existence generally 
with the Individual,—the Subjective—that this alone is Truth, belongs to the de-
partment of speculation, and is treated in this general form in Logic. But in the 
process of the World’s History itself,—as still incomplete,—the abstract fi nal aim 
of history is not yet made the distinct object of desire and interest. While these 
limited sentiments are still unconscious of the purpose they are fulfi lling, the uni-
versal principle is implicit in them, and is realizing itself through them. Th e ques-
tion also assumes the form of the union of Freedom and Necessity; the latent ab-
stract process of Spirit being regarded as Necessity, while that which exhibits itself 
in the conscious will of men, as their interest, belongs to the domain of Freedom. 
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Philosophy shows that the Idea advances to an infi nite antithesis; that, viz. 
between the Idea in its free, universal form—in which it exists for itself—and the 
contrasted form of abstract introversion, refl ection on itself, which is formal ex-
istence-for-self, personality, formal freedom, such as belongs to Spirit only. Th e 
universal Idea exists thus as the substantial totality of things on the one side, and 
as the abstract essence of free volition on the other side. Th is refl ection of the 
mind on itself is individual self-consciousness—the polar opposite of the Idea in 
its general form, and therefore existing in  absolute Limitation. Th is polar oppo-
site is consequently limitation, particularization, for the universal  absolute being; 
it is the side of its defi nite existence; the sphere of its formal reality, the sphere of 
the reverence paid to God. To comprehend the  absolute connection of this antith-
esis, is the profound task of metaphysics. Th e formal volition wills itself; desires to 
make its own personality valid in all that it purposes and does. Th is pole of the an-
tithesis, existing for itself, is—in contrast with the Absolute Universal Being—a 
special separate existence, taking cognizance of speciality only, and willing that 
alone. Th is is the sphere of particular purposes, in eff ecting which individuals 
exert themselves on behalf of their individuality—give it full play and objective 
realization. Th e History of the World is not the theatre of happiness. Periods of 
happiness are blank pages in it, for they are periods of harmony,—periods when 
the antithesis is in abeyance. Refl ection on self,—the Freedom above described—
is abstractly defi ned as the formal element of the activity of the  absolute Idea. Th e 
realizing activity of which we have spoken is the middle term of the Syllogism, 
one of whose extremes is the Universal essence, the Idea, which reposes in the 
penetralia of Spirit; and the other, the complex of external things, objective mat-
ter. Th at activity is the medium by which the universal latent principle is trans-
lated into the domain of objectivity. 

I will endeavour to make what has been said more vivid and clear by examples. 
Th e building of a house is, in the fi rst instance, a subjective aim and design. 

On the other hand we have, as means, the several substances required for the 
work,—iron, wood, stones. Th e elements are made use of in working up this ma-
terial: fi re to melt the iron, wind to blow the fi re, water to set wheels in motion, in 
order to cut the wood, etc. Th e result is that the wind, which has helped to build 
the house, is shut out by the house; so also are the violence of rains and fl oods, and 
the destructive powers of fi re, so far as the house is made fi re-proof. Th e stones 
and beams obey the law of gravity,—press downwards,—and so high walls are 
carried up. Th us the elements are made use of in accordance with their nature, 
and yet to co-operate for a product, by which their operation is limited. Th us the 
passions of men are gratifi ed; they develop themselves and their aims in accord-
ance with their natural tendencies, and build up the edifi ce of human society; 
thus fortifying a position for Right and Order against themselves. 

Th e connection of events above indicated, involves also the fact, that in his-
tory an additional result is commonly produced by human actions beyond that 
which they aim at and obtain—that which they immediately recognize and de-
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sire. An analogous example is off ered in the case of a man who, from a feeling 
of revenge,—perhaps not an unjust one, but produced by injury on the other’s 
part,—burns that other man’s house. A connection is immediately established be-
tween the deed itself and a train of circumstances not directly included in it, tak-
en abstractedly. In itself it consisted in merely presenting a small fl ame to a small 
portion of a beam. Events not involved in that simple act follow of themselves. 
Th e part of the beam which was set fi re to is connected with its remote portions; 
the beam itself is united with the woodwork of the house generally, and this with 
other houses; so that a wide confl agration ensues, which destroys the goods and 
chattels of many other persons besides his against whom the act of revenge was 
fi rst directed; perhaps even costs not a few men their lives. Th is lay neither in the 
deed abstractedly, nor in the design of the man who committed it. But the ac-
tion has a further general bearing. In the design of the doer it was only revenge 
executed against an individual in the destruction of his property, but it is moreo-
ver a crime, and that involves punishment also. Th is may not have been present 
to the mind of the perpetrator, still less in his intention; but his deed itself, the 
general principles it calls into play, its substantial content entails it. By this exam-
ple I wish only to impress on you the consideration, that in a simple act, some-
thing farther may be implicated than lies in the intention and consciousness of 
the agent. Th e example before us involves, however, this additional consideration, 
that the substance of the act, consequently we may say the act itself, recoils upon 
the perpetrator,—reacts upon him with destructive tendency. Th is union of the 
two extremes—the embodiment of a general idea in the form of direct reality, and 
the elevation of a speciality into connection with universal truth—is brought to 
pass, at fi rst sight, under the conditions of an utter diversity of nature between the 
two, and an indiff erence of the one extreme towards the other. Th e aims which 
the agent set before them are limited and special; but it must be remarked that the 
agents themselves are intelligent thinking beings. Th e purport of their desires is 
interwoven with general, essential considerations of justice, good, duty, etc.; for 
mere desire—volition in its rough and savage forms—falls not within the scene 
and sphere of Universal History. Th ose general considerations, which form at the 
same time a norm for directing aims and actions, have determinate purport; for 
such an abstraction as ‘good for its own sake’, has no place in living reality. If men 
are to act, they must not only intend the Good, but must have decided for them-
selves whether this or that particular thing is a Good. What special course of ac-
tion, however, is good or not, is determined, as regards the ordinary contingen-
cies of private life, by the laws and customs of a State; and here no great diffi  culty 
is presented. Each individual has his position; he knows on the whole what a just, 
honourable course of conduct is. 

It is quite otherwise with the comprehensive relations that History has to do 
with. In this sphere are presented those momentous collisions between existing, 
acknowledged duties, laws, and rights, and those contingencies which are adverse 
to this fi xed system;—which assail and even destroy its foundations and existence; 
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whose tenor may nevertheless seem good,—on the large scale advantageous,—yes, 
even indispensable and necessary. Th ese contingencies realize themselves in His-
tory: they involve a general principle of a diff erent order from that on which de-
pends the permanence of a people or a State. Th is principle is an essential phase in 
the development of the creating Idea, of Truth striving and urging towards [con-
sciousness of] itself. Historical men—World-Historical Individuals—are those in 
whose aims such a general principle lies. 

Caesar, in danger of losing a position, not perhaps at that time of superior-
ity, yet at least of equality with the others who were at the head of the State, and 
of succumbing to those who were just on the point of becoming his enemies,—
belongs essentially to this category. Th ese enemies—who were at the same time 
pursuing their personal aims—had the form of the constitution, and the power 
conferred by an appearance of justice, on their side. Caesar was contending for 
the maintenance of his position, honour, and safety; and, since the power of his 
opponents included the sovereignty over the provinces of the Roman Empire, his 
victory secured for him the conquest of that entire Empire: and he thus became—
though leaving the form of the constitution—the Autocrat of the State. Th at 
which secured for him the execution of a design, which in the fi rst instance was 
of negative import—the Autocracy of Rome,—was, however, at the same time an 
independently necessary feature in the history of Rome and of the world. It was 
not, then, his private gain merely, but an unconscious impulse that occasioned the 
accomplishment of that for which the time was ripe. Such are all great historical 
men—whose own particular aims involve those large issues which are the will of 
the World-Spirit. Th ey may be called Heroes, inasmuch as they have derived their 
purposes and their vocation, not from the calm, regular course of things, sanc-
tioned by the existing order; but from a concealed fount—one which has not at-
tained to phenomenal, present existence,—from that inner Spirit, still hidden be-
neath the surface, which, impinging on the outer world as on a shell, bursts it in 
pieces, because it is another kernel than that which belonged to the shell in ques-
tion. Th ey are men, therefore, who appear to draw the impulse of their life from 
themselves; and whose deeds have produced a condition of things and a complex 
of historical relations which appear to be only their interest, and their work. 

Such individuals had no consciousness of the general Idea they were unfold-
ing, while prosecuting those aims of theirs; on the contrary, they were practical, 
political men. But at the same time they were thinking men, who had an insight 
into the requirements of the time—what was ripe for development. Th is was the 
very Truth for their age, for their world; the species next in order, so to speak, and 
which was already formed in the womb of time. It was theirs to know this nas-
cent principle; the necessary, directly sequent step in progress, which their world 
was to take; to make this their aim, and to expend their energy in promoting it. 
World-historical men—the Heroes of an epoch—must, therefore, be recognized 
as its clear-sighted ones; their deeds, their words are the best of that time. Th eir 
fellows, therefore, follow these soul-leaders; for they feel the irresistible power of 
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their own inner Spirit thus embodied. If we go on to cast a look at the fate of these 
World-Historical persons, whose vocation it was to be the agents of the World-
Spirit,—we shall fi nd it to have been no happy one. Th ey attained no calm enjoy-
ment; their whole life was labour and trouble; their whole nature was nought else 
but their master—passion. When their object is attained they fall off  like empty 
hulls from the kernel. Th ey die early, like Alexander; they are murdered, like Cae-
sar; transported to St. Helena, like Napoleon.

Th ey are great men, because they willed and accomplished something great; 
not a mere fancy, a mere intention, but that which met the case and fell in with the 
needs of the age. Th is mode of considering them also excludes the so-called ‘psy-
chological’ view, which—serving the purpose of envy most eff ectually—contrives 
so to refer all actions to the heart,—to bring them under such a subjective as-
pect—as that their authors appear to have done everything under the impulse of 
some passion, mean or grand,—some morbid craving,—and on account of these 
passions and cravings to have been not moral men. 

A World-historical individual is not so unwise as to indulge a variety of wish-
es to divide his regards. He is devoted to the One Aim, regardless of all else. It is 
even possible that such men may treat other great, even sacred interests, inconsid-
erately; conduct which is indeed obnoxious to moral reprehension. But so mighty 
a form must trample down many an innocent fl ower—crush to pieces many an 
object in its path. 

Th e special interest of passion is thus inseparable from the active develop-
ment of a general principle: for it is from the special and determinate and from its 
negation, that the Universal results. Particularity contends with its like, and some 
loss is involved in the issue. It is not the general idea that is implicated in opposi-
tion and combat, and that is exposed to danger. It remains in the background, un-
touched and uninjured. Th is may be called the cunning of reason,—that it sets the 
passions to work for itself, while that which develops its existence through such 
impulsion pays the penalty and suff ers loss. For it is phenomenal being that is so 
treated, and of this, part is of no value, part is positive and real. Th e particular is 
for the most part of too trifl ing value as compared with the general: individuals 
are sacrifi ced and abandoned. Th e Idea pays the penalty of determinate existence 
and of corruptibility, not from itself, but from the passions of individuals. 

But though we might tolerate the idea that individuals, their desires and the 
gratifi cation of them, are thus sacrifi ced, and their happiness given up to the em-
pire of chance, to which it belongs; and that as a general rule, individuals come 
under the category of means to an ulterior end,—there is one aspect of human 
individuality which we should hesitate to regard in that subordinate light, even 
in relation to the highest; since it is absolutely no subordinate element, but exists 
in those individuals as inherently eternal and divine. I mean morality, ethics, reli-
gion. Human beings least of all, sustain the bare external relation of mere means 
to the great ideal aim. Not only do they in the very act of realizing it, make it the 
occasion of satisfying personal desires, whose purport is diverse from that aim—
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but they share in that ideal aim itself; and are for that very reason objects of their 
own existence; not formally merely, as the world of living beings generally is—
whose individual life is essentially subordinate to that of man, and is properly 
used up as an instrument. Men, on the contrary, are objects of existence to them-
selves, as regards the intrinsic import of the aim in question. Th at is to say, man is 
an object of existence in himself only in virtue of the Divine that is in him,—that 
which was designated at the outset as Reason; which, in view of its activity and 
power of self-determination, was called Freedom. And we affi  rm—without en-
tering at present on the proof of the assertion—that Religion, Morality, etc. have 
their foundation and source in that principle, and so are essentially elevated above 
all alien necessity and chance. And here we must remark that individuals, to the 
extent of their freedom, are responsible for the depravation and enfeeblement of 
morals and religion. Th is is the seal of the  absolute and sublime destiny of man—
that he knows what is good and what is evil; that his destiny is his very ability to 
will either good or evil,—in one word, that he is the subject of moral imputation, 
imputation not only of evil, but of good; and not only concerning this or that par-
ticular matters and all that happens ab extrâ, but also the good and evil attaching 
to his individual freedom. Th e brute alone is simply innocent. 

With more justice than happiness—or a fortunate environment for 
individuals,—it is demanded of the grand aim of the world’s existence, that it 
should foster, nay involve the execution and ratifi cation of good, moral, right-
eous purposes. What makes men morally discontented, is that they do not fi nd 
the present adapted to the realization of aims which they hold to be right and just 
(more especially in modern times, ideals of political constitutions); they contrast 
unfavourably things as they are, with their idea of things as they ought to be. In 
this case it is not private interest nor passion that desires gratifi cation, but Reason, 
Justice, Liberty; and equipped with this title, the demand in question assumes a 
loft y bearing, and readily adopts a position not merely of discontent, but of open 
revolt against the actual condition of the world. To estimate such a feeling and 
such views aright, the demands insisted upon, and the very dogmatic opinions as-
serted, must be examined. At no time so much as in our own, have such general 
principles and notions been advanced, or with greater assurance. Th e pretensions 
thus contended for as legitimate in the name of that which has been stated as the 
ultimate aim of Reason, pass accordingly, for  absolute aims,—to the same extent 
as Religion, Morals, Ethics. Nothing, as before remarked, is now more common 
than the complaint that the ideals which imagination sets up are not realized—
that these glorious dreams are destroyed by cold actuality. Th ese Ideals—which 
in the voyage of life founder on the rocks of hard reality—may be in the fi rst in-
stance only subjective, and belong to the idiosyncrasy of the individual, imagin-
ing himself the highest and wisest. But by the term ‘Ideal’, we also understand the 
ideal of Reason, of the Good, of the True. Poets, as, e.g., Schiller, have painted 
such ideals touchingly and with strong emotion, and with the deeply melancholy 
conviction that they could not be realized. In affi  rming, on the contrary that the 
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Universal Reason does realize itself, we leave indeed nothing to do with the in-
dividual empirically regarded. Th e insight then to which—in contradistinction 
from those ideals—philosophy is to lead us, is, that the real world is as it ought 
to be—that the truly good - the universal divine reason—is not a mere abstrac-
tion, but a vital principle capable of realizing itself. Th is Good, this Reason, in 
its most concrete form, is God. God governs the world; the actual working of 
his government—the carrying out of his plan—is the History of the World. Th is 
plan philosophy strives to comprehend; for only that which has been developed as 
the result of it, possesses bona fi de reality. Th at which does not accord with it, is 
negative, worthless existence. Before the pure light of this divine Idea—which is 
no mere Idea—the phantom of a world whose events are an incoherent concourse 
of fortuitous circumstances, utterly vanishes. Philosophy wishes to discover the 
substantial purport, the real side of the divine idea and to justify the so much de-
spised Reality of things; for Reason is the comprehension of the Divine work. But 
as to what concerns the perversion, corruption, and ruin of religious, ethical and 
moral purposes, and states of society generally, it must be affi  rmed, that in their 
essence these are infi nite and eternal; but that the forms they assume may be of 
a limited orders and consequently belong to the domain of mere nature, and be 
subject to the sway of chance. Th ey are therefore perishable, and exposed to de-
cay and corruption. Religion and morality—in the same way as inherently uni-
versal essences—have the peculiarity of being present in the individual soul, in 
the full extent of their Idea, and therefore truly and really; although they may 
not manifest themselves in it in extenso, and are not applied to fully developed 
relations. Th e religion, the morality of a limited sphere of life—that of a shep-
herd or a peasant, e.g.—in its intensive concentration and limitation to a few per-
fectly simple relations of life,—has infi nite worth; the same worth as the religion 
and morality of extensive knowledge, and of an existence rich in the compass of 
its relations and actions. Th is inner focus—this simple region of the claims of 
subjective freedom,—the home of volition, resolution, and action,—the abstract 
sphere of conscience,—that which comprises the responsibility and moral value 
of the individual, remains untouched; and is quite shut out from the noisy din of 
the World’s History—including not merely external and temporal changes, but 
also those entailed by the  absolute necessity inseparable from the realization of 
the Idea of Freedom itself. But as a general truth this must be regarded as settled, 
that whatever in the world possesses claims as noble and glorious, has neverthe-
less a higher existence above it. Th e claim of the World-Spirit rises above all spe-
cial claims. 

Th ese observations may suffi  ce in reference to the means which the World-
Spirit uses far realizing its Idea. Stated simply and abstractly, this mediation in-
volves the activity of personal existences in whom Reason is present as their  abso-
lute substantial being; but a basis, in the fi rst instance, still obscure and unknown 
to them. But the subject becomes more complicated and diffi  cult when we re-
gard individuals not merely in their aspect of activity, but more concretely, in 
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conjunction with a particular manifestation of that activity in their religion and 
morality,—forms of existence which are intimately connected with Reason, and 
share in its  absolute claims. Here the relation of mere means of an end disappears, 
and the chief hearings of this seeming diffi  culty in reference to the  absolute aim 
of Spirit, have been briefl y considered. 

(iii) Th e third point to be analysed is, therefore—what is the object to be realized 
by these means; i.e., what is the form it assumes in the realm of reality. We have 
spoken of means; but in the carrying out of a subjective, limited aim, we have 
also to take into consideration the element of a material, either already present or 
which has to be procured. Th us the question would arise: What is the material in 
which the Ideal of Reason is wrought out? Th e primary answer would be,—Per-
sonality itself—human desires—Subjectivity generally. In human knowledge and 
volition, as its material element, Reason attains positive existence. We have con-
sidered subjective volition where it has an object which is the truth and essence of 
a reality, viz. where it constitutes a great world-historical passion. As a subjective 
will, occupied with limited passions, it is dependent, and can gratify its desires 
only within the limits of this dependence. But the subjective will has also a sub-
stantial life—a reality,—in which it moves in the region of essential being and has 
the essential itself as the object of its existence. Th is essential being is the union 
of the subjective with the rational Will: it is the moral Whole, the State, which is 
that form of reality in which the individual has and enjoys his freedom; but on 
the condition of his recognition, believing in and willing that which is common 
to the Whole. And this must not be understood as if the subjective will of the so-
cial unit attained its gratifi cation and enjoyment through that common Will; as 
if this were a means provided for its benefi t; as if the individual, in his relations 
to other individuals, thus limited his freedom, in order that this universal limita-
tion—the mutual constraint of all—might secure a small space of liberty for each. 
Rather, we affi  rm, are Law, Morality, Government, and they alone, the positive re-
ality and completion of Freedom. Freedom of a low and limited order is mere ca-
price; which fi nds its exercise in the sphere of particular and limited desires. 

Subjective volition—Passion—is that which sets men in activity, that which 
eff ects ‘practical’ realization. Th e Idea is the inner spring of action; the State is the 
actually, existing, realized moral life. For it is the Unity of the universal, essen-
tial Will, with that of the individual; and this is ‘Morality’. Th e Individual living 
in this unity has a moral life; possesses a value that consists in this substantiality 
alone. Sophocles in his Antigone, says, ‘Th e divine commands are not of yester-
day, nor of today; no, they have an infi nite existence, and no one could say whence 
they came’. Th e laws of morality are not accidental, but are the essentially Ration-
al. It is the very object of the State that what is essential in the practical activity 
of men, and in their dispositions, should be duly recognized; that it should have a 
manifest existence, and maintain its position. It is the  absolute interest of Reason 
that this moral Whole should exist; and herein lies the justifi cation and merit of 
heroes who have founded states,—however rude these may have been. In the his-
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tory of the World, only those peoples can come under our notice which form a 
state. For it must be understood that this latter is the realization of Freedom, i.e., 
of the  absolute fi nal aim, and that it exists for its own sake. It must further be un-
derstood that all the worth which the human being possesses—all spiritual real-
ity, he possesses only through the State. For his spiritual reality consists in this, 
that his own essence—Reason—is objectively present to him, that it possesses ob-
jective immediate existence for him. Th us only is he fully conscious; thus only is 
he a partaker of morality—of a just and moral social and political life. For Truth 
is the Unity of the universal and subjective Will; and the Universal is to be found 
in the State, in its laws, its universal and rational arrangements. Th e State is the 
Divine Idea as it exists on Earth. We have in it, therefore, the object of History in 
a more defi nite shape than before; that in which Freedom obtains objectivity, and 
lives in the enjoyment of this objectivity. For Law is the objectivity of Spirit; voli-
tion in its true form. Only that will which obeys law, is free; for it obeys itself—it 
is independent and so free. When the State or our country constitutes a commu-
nity of existence; when the subjective will of man submits to laws,—the contra-
diction between Liberty and Necessity vanishes. Th e Rational has necessary exist-
ence as being the reality and substance of things, and we are free in recognizing it 
as law, and following it as the substance of our own being. Th e objective and the 
subjective will are then reconciled, and present one identical homogeneous whole. 
For the morality (Sittlichkeit) of the State is not of that ethical (moralische) refl ec-
tive kind, in which one’s own conviction bears sway; this latter is rather the pecu-
liarity of the modern time, while the true antique morality is based on the prin-
ciple of abiding by one’s duty [to the state at large]. An Athenian citizen did what 
was required of him, as it were from instinct; but if I refl ect on the object of any 
activity, I must have the consciousness that my will has been called into exercise. 
But morality is Duty—substantial Right—a ‘second nature’ as it has been justly 
called; for the fi rst nature of man is his primary merely animal existence. 

Th e development in extenso of the Idea of the State belongs to the Philosophy 
of Jurisprudence; but it must be observed that in the theories of our time various 
errors are current respecting it, which pass for established truths, and have be-
come fi xed prejudices. Th e error which fi rst meets us is the direct contradictory of 
our principle that the state presents the realization of Freedom; the opinion, viz., 
that man is free by nature, but that in society, in the State—to which nevertheless 
he is irresistibly impelled—he must limit this natural freedom. Th at man is free 
by Nature is quite correct in one sense; viz., that he is so according to the Idea of 
Humanity; but we imply thereby that he is such only in virtue of his destiny—
that he has an undeveloped power to become such; for the ‘Nature’ of an object 
is exactly synonymous with its ‘Idea’. But the view in question imports more than 
this. When man is spoken of as ‘free by Nature’, the mode of his existence as well 
as his destiny is implied. His merely natural and primary condition is intended. In 
this sense a ‘state of Nature’ is assumed in which mankind at large are in the pos-
session of their natural rights with the unconstrained exercise and enjoyment of 
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their freedom. Th is assumption is not indeed raised to the dignity of the histori-
cal fact; it would indeed be diffi  cult, were the attempt seriously made, to point out 
any such condition as actually existing, or as having ever occurred. 

What we fi nd such a state of Nature to be in actual experience, answers ex-
actly to the Idea of a merely natural condition. Freedom as the ideal of that which 
is original and natural, does not exist as original and natural. Rather must it be 
fi rst sought out and won; and that by an incalculable medial discipline of the 
intellectual and moral powers. Th e state of Nature is, therefore, predominantly 
that of injustice and violence, of untamed natural impulses, of inhuman deeds 
and feelings. Limitation is certainty produced by Society and the State, but it is 
a limitation of the mere brute emotions and rude instincts; as also, in a more ad-
vanced stage of culture, of the premeditated self-will of caprice and passion. Th is 
kind of constraint is part of the instrumentality by which only, the conscious-
ness of Freedom and the desire for its attainment, in its true—that is Rational 
and Ideal form—can be obtained. To the Ideal of Freedom, Law and Morality are 
indispensably requisite: and they are in and for themselves, universal existences, 
objects and aims; which are discovered only by the activity of thought, separat-
ing itself from the merely sensuous, and developing itself, in opposition thereto; 
and which must on the other hand, be introduced into and incorporated with the 
originally sensuous will, and that contrarily to its natural inclination. Th e per-
petually recurring misapprehension of Freedom consists in regarding that term 
only in its formal, subjective sense, abstracted from its essential objects and aims; 
thus a constraint put upon impulse, desire, passion—pertaining to the particular 
individual as such—a limitation of caprice and self-will is regarded as a fettering 
of Freedom. We should on the contrary look upon such limitation as the indis-
pensable proviso of emancipation. Society and the State are the very conditions in 
which Freedom is realized. 

We must notice a second view, contravening the principle of the development 
of moral relations into a legal form. Th e basis of the patriarchal condition is the 
family relation; which develops the primary form of conscious morality, succeed-
ed by that of the State as its second phase. Th e patriarchal condition is one of tran-
sition, in which the family has already advanced to the position of a race or peo-
ple; where the union, therefore, has already ceased to be simply a bond of love and 
confi dence, and has become one of plighted service. We must fi rst examine the 
ethical principle of the Family. Th e Family may be reckoned as virtually a single 
person; since its members have either mutually surrendered their individual per-
sonality, (and consequently their legal position towards each other, with the rest 
of their particular interests and desires) as in the case of the Parents; or have not 
yet attained such an independent personality,—(the Children,—who are prima-
rily in that merely natural condition already mentioned). Th ey live, therefore, in a 
unity of feeling, love, confi dence, and faith in each other. And in a relation of mu-
tual love, the one individual has the consciousness of himself in the consciousness 
of the other; he lives out of self; and in this mutual self-renunciation each regains 
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the life that had been virtually transferred to the other; gains, in fact, that other’s 
existence and his own, as involved with that other. Th e farther interests connect-
ed with the necessities and external concerns of life, as well as the development 
that has to take place within their circle, i.e., of the children constitute a common 
object for the members of the Family. Th e Spirit of the Family—the Penates—
form one substantial being, as much as the Spirit of a People in the State; and 
morality in both cases consists in a feeling, a consciousness, and a will, not lim-
ited to individual personality and interest, but embracing the common interests 
of the members generally. But this unity is in the case of the Family essentially 
one of feeling; not advancing beyond the limits of the merely natural. Th e piety 
of the Family relation should be respected in the highest degree by the State; by 
its means the State obtains as its members individuals who are already moral (for 
as mere persons they are not) and who in uniting to form a state bring with them 
that sound basis of a political edifi ce—the capacity of feeling one with a Whole. 
But the expansion of the Family to a patriarchal unity carries us beyond the ties 
of blood-relationship—the simply natural elements of that basis; and outside of 
these limits the members of the community must enter upon the position of in-
dependent personality. A review of the patriarchal condition, in extenso, would 
lead us to give special attention to the Th eocratical Constitution. Th e head of the 
patriarchal clan is also its priest. If the Family in its general relations, is not yet 
separated from civic society and the state, the separation of religion from it has 
also not yet taken place; and so much the less since the piety of the hearth is itself 
a profoundly subjective state of feeling. 

We have considered two aspects of Freedom,—the objective and the subjec-
tive; if, therefore, Freedom is asserted to consist in the individuals of a State all 
agreeing in its arrangements it is evident that only the subjective aspect is regard-
ed. Th e natural inference from this principle is, that no law can be valid without 
the approval of all. Th is diffi  culty is attempted to be obviated by the decision that 
the minority must yield to the majority; the majority therefore bear the sway. But 
long ago J. J.  Rousseau remarked, that in that case there would be no longer free-
dom, for the will of the minority would cease to be respected. At the Polish Diet 
each single member had to give his consent before any political step could be tak-
en; and this kind of freedom it was that ruined the State. Besides, it is a danger-
ous and false prejudice, that the People alone have reason and insight, and know 
what justice is; for each popular faction may represent itself as the People, and the 
question as to what constitutes the State is one of advanced science, and not of 
popular decision. 

If the principle of regard for the individual will is recognized as the only basis 
of political liberty, viz., that nothing should be done by or for the State to which 
all the members of the body politic have not given their sanction, we have, prop-
erly speaking, no Constitution. Th e only arrangement that would be necessary, 
would be, fi rst, a centre having no will of its own but which should take into con-
sideration what appeared to be the necessities of the State; and, secondly, a con-
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trivance for calling the members of the State together, for taking the votes, and for 
performing the arithmetical operations of reckoning and comparing the number 
of votes for the diff erent propositions, and thereby deciding upon them. Th e State 
is an abstraction, having even its generic existence in its citizens; but it is an actu-
ality, and its simply generic existence must embody itself in individual will and ac-
tivity. Th e want of government and political administration in general is felt; this 
necessitates the selection and separation from the rest of those who have to take 
the helm in political aff airs, to decide, concerning them, and to give orders to oth-
er citizens, with a view to the execution of their plans. If, e.g., even the people in a 
Democracy resolve on a war, a general must head the army. It is only by a Consti-
tution that the abstraction—the State—attains life and reality; but this involves 
the distinction between those who command and those who obey. Yet obedience 
seems inconsistent with liberty, and those who command appear to do the very 
opposite of that which the fundamental idea of the State, viz. that of Freedom, 
requires. It is, however, urged that,—though the distinction between command-
ing and obeying is absolutely necessary, because aff airs could not go on without 
it—and indeed this seems only a compulsory limitation, external to and even con-
travening freedom in the abstract—the constitution should be at least so framed, 
that the citizens may obey as little as possible, and the smallest modicum of free 
volition be left  to the commands of the superiors;—that the substance of that for 
which subordination is necessary, even in its most important bearings, should be 
decided and resolved on by the People—by the will of many or of all the citizens; 
though it is supposed to be thereby provided that the State should be possessed of 
vigour and strength as a reality—an individual unity. Th e primary consideration 
is, then, the distinction between the governing and the governed, and political 
constitutions in the abstract have been rightly divided into Monarchy, Aristocra-
cy, and Democracy; which gives occasion, however, to the remark that Monarchy 
itself must be further divided into Despotism and Monarchy proper; that in all 
the divisions to which the leading Idea gives rise, only the generic character is to 
be made prominent,—it being not intended thereby that the particular category 
under review should be exhausted as a Form, Order, or Kind in its concrete devel-
opment. But especially it must be observed, that the above-mentioned divisions 
admit of a multitude of particular modifi cations,—not only such as lie within 
the limits of those classes themselves,—but also such as are mixtures of several of 
these essentially distinct classes, and which are consequently misshapen, unsta-
ble, and inconsistent forms. In such a collision, the concerning question is, what 
is the best constitution; that is, by what arrangement, organization or mechanism 
of the power of the State its object can be most surely attained. Th e inquiry into 
the best constitution is frequently treated as if not only the theory were an aff air 
of subjective independent conviction, but as if the introduction of a constitution 
recognized as the best,—or as superior to others,—could be the result of a resolve 
adopted in this theoretical manner; as if the form of a constitution were a matter 
of free choice, determined by nothing else but refl ection. 
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In the present day, the Constitution of a country and people is not represent-
ed as so entirely dependent on free and deliberate choice. Th e fundamental but 
abstractly (and therefore imperfectly) entertained conception of Freedom, has re-
sulted in the Republic being very generally regarded—in theory—as the only just 
and true political constitution. Th e necessity of a particular constitution is made 
to depend on the condition of the people in such a way as if the latter were non-
essential and accidental. Th is representation is founded on the distinction which 
the refl ective understanding makes between an idea and the corresponding reali-
ty; holding to an abstract and consequently untrue idea; not grasping it in its com-
pleteness, or—which is virtually, though not in point of form, the same—not tak-
ing a concrete view of a people and a state. We shall have to show further on that 
the constitution adopted by a people makes one substance—one spirit—with its 
religion, its art and philosophy, or, at least, with its conceptions and thoughts—
its culture generally; not to expatiate upon the additional infl uences, ab extrâ, of 
climate, of neighbours, of its place in the world. A State is an individual totality, 
of which you cannot select any particular side—although a supremely important 
one, such as its political constitution—and deliberate and decide respecting it in 
that isolated form. Not only is that constitution most intimately connected with 
and dependent on those other spiritual forces; but the form of the entire moral 
and intellectual individuality—comprising all the forces it embodies—is only a 
step in the development of the grand Whole,—with its place pre-appointed in the 
process: a fact which gives the highest sanction to the constitution in question, 
and establishes its  absolute necessity. Th e origin of a State involves imperious lord-
ship on the one hand, instinctive submission on the other. But even obedience—
lordly power, and the fear inspired by a ruler—in itself implies some degree of 
voluntary connection. Even in barbarous states this is the case; it is not the isolat-
ed will of individuals that prevails; individual pretensions are relinquished, and 
the general will is the essential bond of political union. Th is unity of the general 
and the particular is the Idea itself, manifesting itself as a State, and which subse-
quently undergoes further development within itself. Th e abstract yet necessitat-
ed process in the development of truly independent states is as follows: Th ey be-
gin with regal power, whether of patriarchal or military origin. In the next phase, 
particularity and individuality assert themselves in the form of Aristocracy and 
Democracy. Lastly, we have the subjection of these separate interests to a single 
power; but which can be absolutely none other than one outside of which those 
spheres have an independent position, viz., the Monarchical. 

In a Constitution the main feature of interest is the self-development of the 
rational, that is, the political condition of a people; the setting free of the succes-
sive elements of the Idea: so that the several powers in the State manifest them-
selves as separate,—attain their appropriate and special perfection,—and yet in 
this independent condition, work together for one object, and are held together 
by it—i.e., form an organic whole. Th e State is thus the embodiment of rational 
freedom, realizing and recognizing itself in an objective form. For its objectivity 
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consists in this,—that its successive stages are not merely ideal, but are present in 
an appropriate reality; and that in their separate and several working, they are ab-
solutely merged in that agency by which the totality—the soul—the individual 
unity—is produced, and of which it is the result. 

Th e State is the Idea of Spirit in the external manifestation of human Will 
and its Freedom. It is to the State, therefore, that change in the aspect of History 
indissolubly attaches itself; and the successive phases of the Idea manifest them-
selves in it as distinct political principles. Th e Constitutions under which World-
Historical peoples have reached their culmination, are peculiar to them; and 
therefore do not present a generally applicable political basis. Were it otherwise, 
the diff erences of similar constitutions would consist only in a peculiar method 
of expanding and developing that generic basis; whereas they really originate in 
diversity of principle. From the comparison therefore of the political institutions 
of the ancient World-Historical peoples, it so happens, that for the most recent 
principle of a Constitution—for the principle of our own times—nothing (so to 
speak) can be learned. Nothing is so absurd as to look to Greeks, Romans, or Ori-
entals, for models for the political arrangements of our time. From the East may 
be derived beautiful pictures of a patriarchal condition, of paternal government, 
and of devotion to it on the part of peoples; from Greeks and Romans, descrip-
tions of popular liberty. Among the latter we fi nd the idea of a Free Constitution 
admitting all the citizens to a share in deliberations and resolves respecting the af-
fairs and laws of the Commonwealth. In our times, too, this is its general accep-
tation; only with this modifi cation, that—since our States are so large, and there 
are so many of ‘the Many’, the latter,—direct action being impossible,—should 
by the indirect method of elective substitution express their concurrence with re-
solves aff ecting the common weal; that is, that for legislative purposes generally, 
the people should be represented by deputies. Th e so-called Representative Con-
stitution is that form of government with which we connect the idea of a free con-
stitution, and this notion has become a rooted prejudice. On this theory People 
and Government are separated. But there is a perversity in this antithesis; an ill-
intentioned ruse designed to insinuate that the People are the totality of the State. 
Besides, the basis of this view is the principle of isolated individuality—the  abso-
lute validity of the subjective will—a dogma which we have already investigated. 
Th e great point is, that Freedom in its Ideal conception has not subjective will 
and caprice for its principle, but the recognition of the universal will; and that the 
process by which Freedom is realized is the free development of its successive stag-
es. Th e subjective will is a merely formal determination—a carte blanche—not in-
cluding what it is that is willed. Only the rational will is that universal principle 
which independently determines and unfolds its own being, and develops its suc-
cessive elemental phases as organic members. Of this Gothic-cathedral architec-
ture the ancients knew nothing. 

At an earlier stage of the discussion, we established the two elemental con-
siderations: fi rst, the idea of freedom as the  absolute and fi nal aim; second, the 
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means for realizing it, i.e., the subjective side of knowledge and will, with its life, 
movement, and activity. We then recognized the State as the moral Whole and 
the Reality of Freedom, and consequently as the objective unity of these two ele-
ments. For although we make this distinction into two aspects for our considera-
tion, it must be remarked that they are intimately connected; and that their con-
nection is involved in the idea of each when examined separately. We have, on the 
one hand, recognized the Idea in the defi nite form of Freedom conscious of and 
willing itself,—having itself alone as its object: involving at the same time, the 
pure and simple Idea of Reason, and likewise, that which we have called subject—
self-consciousness—Spirit actually existing in the World. If, on the other hand, 
we consider Subjectivity, we fi nd that subjective knowledge and will is Th ought. 
But by the very act of thoughtful cognition and volition, I will the universal ob-
ject—the substance of  absolute Reason. We observe, therefore, an essential un-
ion between the objective side—the Idea,—and the subjective side—the person-
ality that conceives and wills it. Th e objective existence of this union is the State, 
which is therefore the basis and centre of the other concrete elements of the life 
of a people,—of                             Art, of Law, of Morals, of Religion, of Science. All the activity of 
Spirit has only this object—the becoming conscious of this union, i.e., of its own 
Freedom. Among the forms of this conscious union Religion occupies the high-
est position. In it, Spirit—rising above the limitations of temporal and secular ex-
istence—becomes conscious of the Absolute Spirit, and in this consciousness of 
the self-existent Being, renounces its individual interest; it lays this aside in Devo-
tion—a state of mind in which it refuses to occupy itself any longer with the lim-
ited and particular. By Sacrifi ce man expresses his renunciation of his property, 
his will, his individual feelings. Th e religious concentration of the soul appears in 
the form of feeling; it nevertheless passes also into refl ection; a form of worship 
(cultus) is a result of refl ection. Th e second form of the union of the objective and 
subjective in the human spirit is                             Art. Th is advances farther into the realm of the 
actual and sensuous than Religion. In its noblest walk it is occupied with repre-
senting, not indeed, the Spirit of God, but certainly the Form of God; and in its 
secondary aims, that which is divine and spiritual generally. Its offi  ce is to render 
visible the Divine; presenting it to the imaginative and intuitive faculty. But the 
True is the object not only of conception and feeling, as in Religion,—and of In-
tuition, as in                             Art,—but also of the thinking faculty; and this gives us the third 
form of the union in question—Philosophy. Th is is consequently the highest, fre-
est, and wisest phase. Of course we are not intending to investigate these three 
phases here; they have only suggested themselves in virtue of their occupying the 
same general ground as the object here considered—the State. 

Th e general principle which manifests itself and becomes an object of con-
sciousness in the State,—the form under which all that the State includes is 
brought, is the whole of that cycle of phenomena which constitutes the culture 
of a nation. But the defi nite substance that receives the form of universality, and 
exists in that concrete reality which is the State,—is the Spirit of the People it-
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self. Th e actual State is animated by this spirit, in all its particular aff airs—its 
Wars, Institutions, etc. But man must also attain a conscious realization of this 
his Spirit and essential nature, and of his original identity with it. For we said 
that morality is the identity of the subjective or personal with the universal will. 
Now the mind must give itself an express consciousness of this; and the focus of 
this knowledge is Religion.                             Art and Science are only various aspects and forms of 
the same substantial being. In considering Religion, the chief point of enquiry is 
whether it recognizes the True—the Idea—only in its separate, abstract form, or 
in its true unity; in separation—God being represented in an abstract form as the 
Highest Being, Lord of Heaven and Earth, living in a remote region far from hu-
man actualities,—or in its unity,—God, as Unity of the Universal and Individ-
ual; the Individual itself assuming the aspect of positive and real existence in the 
idea of the Incarnation. Religion is the sphere in which a nation gives itself the 
defi nition of that which it regards as the True. A defi nition contains everything 
that belongs to the essence of an object; reducing its nature to its simple charac-
teristic predicate, as a mirror for every predicate,—the generic soul Pervading all 
its details. Th e conception of God, therefore, constitutes the general basis of a 
people’s character. 

In this aspect, religion stands in the closest connection with the political 
principle. Freedom can exist only where Individuality is recognized as leaving its 
positive and real existence in the Divine Being. Th e connection may be further 
explained thus: Secular existence, as merely temporal—occupied with particular 
interests—is consequently only relative and unauthorized; and receives its valid-
ity only in as far as the universal soul that pervades it—its principle—receives  ab-
solute validity; which it cannot have unless it is recognized as the defi nite mani-
festation, the phenomenal existence of the Divine Essence. On this account it is 
that the State rests on Religion. We hear this oft en repeated in our times, though 
for the most part nothing further is meant than that individual subjects as God-
fearing men would be more disposed and ready to perform their duty; since obe-
dience to King and Law so naturally follows in the train of reverence for God. 
Th is reverence, indeed, since it exalts the general over the special, may even turn 
upon the latter,—become fanatical,—and work with incendiary and destructive 
violence against the State, its institutions, and arrangements. Religious feeling, 
therefore, it is thought, should be sober—kept in a certain degree of coolness,—
that it may not storm against and bear down that which should be defended and 
preserved by it. Th e possibility of such a catastrophe is at least latent in it. 

While, however, the correct sentiment is adopted, that the State is based on 
Religion, the position thus assigned to Religion supposes the State already to 
exist; and that subsequently, in order to maintain it, Religion must be brought 
into it—buckets and bushels as it were—and impressed upon people’s hearts. It 
is quite true that men must be trained to religion, but not as to something whose 
existence has yet to begin. For in affi  rming that the State is based on Religion—
that it has its roots in it—we virtually assert that the former has proceeded from 
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the latter; and that this derivation is going on now and will always continue; i.e., 
the principles of the State must be regarded as valid in and for themselves, which 
can only be in so far as they are recognized as determinate manifestations of the 
Divine Nature. Th e form of Religion, therefore, decides that of the State and its 
constitution. Th e latter actually originated in the particular religion adopted by 
the nation; so that, in fact, the Athenian or the Roman State was possible only in 
connection with the specifi c form of Heathenism existing among the respective 
peoples; just as a Catholic State has a spirit and constitution diff erent from that 
of a Protestant one. 

If that outcry—that urging and striving for the implantation of Religion in 
the community—were an utterance of anguish and a call for help, as it oft en seems 
to be, expressing the danger of religion having vanished, or being about to vanish 
entirely from the State,—that would be fearful indeed—worse in fact than this 
outcry supposes; for it implies the belief in a resource against the evil, viz., the im-
plantation and inculcation of religion; whereas religion is by no means a thing to 
be so produced; its self-production (and there can be no other) lies much deeper. 

Another and opposite folly which we meet with in our time is that of pre-
tending to invent and carry out political constitutions independently of religion. 
Th e Catholic confession, although sharing the Christian name with the Protes-
tant, does not concede to the State an inherent Justice and Morality,—a conces-
sion which in the Protestant principle is fundamental. Th is tearing away of the 
political morality of the Constitution from its natural connection, is necessary to 
the genius of that religion, inasmuch as it does not recognize Justice and Morality 
as independent and substantial. But thus excluded from intrinsic worth,—torn 
away from their last refuge—the sanctuary of conscience—the calm retreat where 
religion has its abode,—the principles and institutions of political legislation are 
destitute of a real centre, to the same decree as they are compelled to remain ab-
stract and indefi nite. 

Summing up what has been said of the State, we fi nd that we have been led 
to call its vital principle, as actuating the individuals who compose it,—Moral-
ity. Th e State, its laws, its arrangements, constitute the rights of its members; its 
natural features, its mountains, air, and waters, are their country, their father-
land, their outward material property; the history of this State, their deeds; what 
their ancestors have produced, belongs to them and lives in their memory. All is 
their possession, just as they are possessed by it; for it constitutes their existence, 
their being. 

Th eir imagination is occupied with the ideas thus presented, while the adop-
tion of these laws, and of a fatherland so conditioned is the expression of their 
will. It is this matured totality which thus constitutes one Being, the spirit of one 
People. To it the individual members belong; each unit is the Son of his Nation, 
and at the same time—in as far as the State to which he belongs is undergoing 
development—the Son of his Age. None remains behind it, still less advances be-
yond it. Th is spiritual Being (the Spirit of his Time) is his; he is a representative of 
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it; it is that in which he originated, and in which he lives. Among the Athenians 
the word Athens had a double import; suggesting primarily, a complex of Politi-
cal institutions, but no less, in the second place, that Goddess who represented 
the Spirit of the People and its unity. Th is Spirit of a People is a determinate and 
particular Spirit, and is, as just stated, further modifi ed by the degree of its his-
torical development. Th is Spirit, then, constitutes the basis and substance of those 
other forms of a nation’s consciousness, which have been noticed. For Spirit in its 
self-consciousness must become a object of contemplation to itself, and objectiv-
ity involves, in the fi rst instance, the rise of diff erences which make up a total of 
distinct spheres of objective spirit; in the same way as the Soul exists only as the 
complex of its faculties, which in their form of concentration in a simple unity 
produce that Soul. It is thus One Individuality which, presented in its essence as 
God, is honoured and enjoyed in Religion; which is exhibited as an object of sen-
suous contemplation in                             Art; and is apprehended as an intellectual conception in 
Philosophy. In virtue of the original identity of their essence, purport, and object, 
these various forms are inseparably united with the Spirit of the State. Only in 
connection with this particular religion can this particular political constitution 
exist; just as in such or such a State, such or such a Philosophy or order of                             Art. 

Th e remark next in order is that each particular National genius is to be treat-
ed as only One Individual in the process of Universal History. For that histo-
ry is the exhibition of the divine,  absolute development of Spirit in its highest 
forms,—that gradation by which it attains its truth and consciousness of itself. 
Th e forms which these grades of progress assume are the characteristic ‘National 
Spirits’ of History; the peculiar tenor of their moral life, of their Government, 
their                             Art, Religion, and Science. To realize these grades is the boundless impulse 
of the World-Spirit—the goal of its irresistible urging; for this division into or-
ganic members, and the full development of each, is its Idea. Universal History is 
exclusively occupied with showing how Spirit comes to a recognition and adop-
tion of the Truth: the dawn of knowledge appears; it begins to discover salient 
principles, and at last it arrives at full consciousness. 

Having, therefore, learned the abstract characteristics of the nature of Spirit, 
the means which it uses to realize its Idea, and the shape assumed by it in its com-
plete realization in phenomenal existence—namely, the State—nothing further 
remains for this introductory section to contemplate but: 

THE COURSE OF THE WORLD’S HISTORY

(c) Th e mutations which history presents have been long characterized in the gen-
eral, as an advance to something better, more perfect. Th e changes that take place 
in Nature—how infi nitely manifold so ever they may be—exhibit only a perpet-
ually self-repeating cycle; in Nature there happens ‘nothing new under the sun’, 
and the multiform play of its phenomena so far induces a feeling of ennui; only 
in those changes which take place in the region of Spirit does anything new arise. 
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Th is peculiarity in the world of mind has indicated in the case of man an altogeth-
er diff erent destiny from that of merely natural objects—in which we fi nd always 
one and the same stable character, to which all change reverts;—namely, a real ca-
pacity for change, and that for the, better,—an impulse of perfectibility. 

Th e principle of Development involves also the existence of a latent germ of 
being—a capacity or potentiality striving to realize itself. Th is formal conception 
fi nds actual existence in Spirit; which has the History of the World for its theatre, 
its possession, and the sphere of its realization. Development, however, is also a 
property of organized natural objects. Th eir existence presents itself, not as an ex-
clusively dependent one, subjected to external changes, but as one which expands 
itself in virtue of an external unchangeable principle; a simple essence,—whose 
existence, i.e., as a germ, is primarily simple,—but which subsequently develops 
a variety of parts, that become involved with other objects, and consequently live 
through a continuous process of changes;—a process nevertheless, that results in 
the very contrary of change, and is even transformed into a vis conservatrix of 
the organic principle, and the form embodying it. Th us the organized individu-
um produces itself; it expands itself actually to what it was always potentially: So 
Spirit is only that which it attains by its own eff orts; it makes itself actually what 
it always was potentially. Th at development (of natural organisms) takes place in 
a direct, unopposed, unhindered manner. Between the Idea and its realization—
the essential constitution of the original germ and the conformity to it of the ex-
istence derived from it—no disturbing infl uence can intrude. But in relation to 
Spirit it is quite otherwise. Th e realization of its Idea is mediated by conscious-
ness and will; these very faculties are, in the fi rst instance, sunk in their prima-
ry merely natural life; the fi rst object and goal of their striving is the realization 
of their merely natural destiny,—but which, since it is Spirit that animates it, is 
possessed of vast attractions and displays great power and [moral] richness. Th us 
Spirit is at war with itself; it has to overcome itself as its most formidable obsta-
cle. What Spirit really strives for is the realization of its Ideal being; but in doing 
so, it hides that goal from its own vision, and is proud and well satisfi ed in this al-
ienation from it. 

Its expansion, therefore, does not present the harmless tranquility of mere 
growth, as does that of organic life, but a stern reluctant working against itself. It 
exhibits, moreover, not the mere formal conception of development, but the at-
tainment of a defi nite result. Th e goal of attainment we determined at the outset: 
it is Spirit in its completeness, in its essential nature, i.e., Freedom. 

Universal History exhibits the gradation in the development of that princi-
ple whose substantial purport is the consciousness of Freedom. Th e analysis of the 
successive grades, in their abstract form, belongs to Logic; in their concrete as-
pect to the Philosophy of Spirit. Here it is suffi  cient to state that the fi rst step in 
the process presents that immersion of Spirit in Nature which has been already 
referred to; the second shows it as advancing to the consciousness of its freedom. 
But this initial separation from Nature is imperfect and partial, since it is derived 
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immediately from the merely natural state, is consequently related to it, and is still 
encumbered with it as an essentially connected element. Th e third step is the el-
evation of the soul from this still limited and special form of freedom to its pure 
universal form; that state in which the spiritual essence attains the consciousness 
and feeling of itself. Th ese grades are the ground-principles of the general proc-
ess; but how each of them on the other hand involves within itself a process of 
formation,—constituting the links in a dialectic of transition,—to particularize 
this may be reserved for the sequel. 

Here we have only to indicate that Spirit begins with a germ of infi nite pos-
sibility, but only possibility,—containing its substantial existence in an undevel-
oped form, as the object and goal which it reaches only in its resultant—full re-
ality. In actual existence Progress appears as an advancing from the imperfect to 
the more perfect; but the former must not be understood abstractly as only the 
imperfect, but as something which involves the very opposite of itself—the so-
called perfect—as a germ or impulse. So—refl ectively, at least—possibility points 
to something destined to become actual; the Aristotelian is also potentia, pow-
er and might. Th us the Imperfect, as involving its opposite, is a contradiction, 
which certainly exists, but which is continually annulled and solved; the instinc-
tive movement—the inherent impulse in the life of the soul—to break through 
the rind of mere nature, sensuousness, and that which is alien to it, and to attain 
to the light of consciousness, i.e., to itself. 

Th e only consistent and worthy method which philosophical investigation 
can adopt, is to take up History—where Rationality begins to manifest itself in 
the actual conduct of the World’s aff airs (not where it is merely an undeveloped 
potentiality),—where a condition of things is present in which it realizes itself in 
consciousness, will and action. Th e inorganic existence of Spirit—that of abstract 
Freedom—unconscious torpidity in respect to good and evil (and consequently to 
laws), or, if we please to term it so, ‘blessed ignorance’,—is itself not a subject of 
History. Freedom is nothing but the recognition and adoption of such universal 
substantial objects as Right and Law, and the production of a reality that is ac-
cordant with them—the State. Nations may have passed a long life before arriving 
at this their destination, and during this period, they may have attained consid-
erable culture in some directions. Th is ante-historical period—consistently with 
what has been said—lies out of our plan; whether a real history followed it, or the 
peoples in question never attained a political constitution. It is a great discovery 
in history—as of a new world—which has been made within rather more than the 
last twenty years, respecting the Sanskrit and the connection of the European lan-
guages with it. In particular, the connection of the German and Indian peoples 
has been demonstrated, with as much certainty as such subjects allow of. In the 
connection just referred to, between the languages of nations so widely separated, 
we have a result before us, which proves the diff usion of those nations from Asia 
as a centre, and the so dissimilar development of what had been originally related, 
as an incontestable fact; not as an inference deduced by that favourite method of 
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combining, and reasoning from, circumstances grave and trivial, which has al-
ready enriched and will continue to enrich history with so many fi ctions given out 
as facts. But that apparently so extensive range of events lies beyond the pale of 
history; in fact preceded it. In our  language, the term History unites the objective 
with the subjective side, and denotes quite as much the historia rerum gestarum, 
as the res gestae themselves; on the other hand it comprehends not less what has 
happened, than the narration of what has happened. Th is union of the two mean-
ings we must regard as of a higher order than mere outward accident; we must 
suppose historical narrations to have appeared contemporaneously with histori-
cal deeds and events. It is an internal vital principle common to both that produc-
es them synchronously. It is the State which fi rst presents subject-matter that is 
not only adapted to the prose of History, but involves the production of such his-
tory in the very progress of its own being. Instead of merely subjective mandates 
on the part of government,—suffi  cing for the needs of the moment,—a commu-
nity that is acquiring a stable existence, and exalting itself into a State, requires 
formal commands and laws—comprehensive and universally binding prescrip-
tions; and thus produces a record as well as an interest concerned with intelligent, 
defi nite—and, in their results—lasting transactions and occurrences is impelled 
to confer perpetuity. 

Th e periods—whether we suppose them to be centuries or millennia—that 
were passed by nations before history was written among them,—and which 
may have been fi lled with revolutions, nomadic wanderings, and the strangest 
mutations,—are on that very account destitute of objective history, because they 
present no subjective history, no annals. We need not suppose that the records of 
such periods have accidentally perished; rather, because they were not possible, 
do we fi nd them wanting. Only in a State cognizant of Laws, can distinct trans-
actions take place, accompanied by such a clear consciousness of them as sup-
plies the ability and suggests the necessity of an enduring record. It strikes every 
one, in beginning to form an acquaintance with the treasures of Indian litera-
ture, that a land so rich in intellectual products, and those of the profoundest or-
der of thought, has no History; and in this respect contrasts most strongly with 
China—an empire possessing one so remarkable, one going back to the most an-
cient times. India has not only ancient books relating to religion, and splendid 
poetical productions, but also ancient codes; the existence of which latter kind of 
literature has been mentioned as a condition necessary to the origination of His-
tory—and yet History itself is not found. But in that country the impulse of or-
ganization, in beginning to develop social distinctions, was immediately petrifi ed 
in the merely natural classifi cation according to castes; so that although the laws 
concern themselves with civil rights, they make even these dependent on natural 
distinctions; and are especially occupied with determining the relations (Wrongs 
rather than Rights) of those classes towards each other, i.e., the privileges of the 
higher over the lower. Consequently, the element of morality is banished from the 
pomp of Indian life and from its political institutions. Where that iron bondage 
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of distinctions derived from nature prevails, the connection of society is nothing 
but wild arbitrariness,—transient activity,—or rather the play of violent emotion 
without any goal of advancement or development. Th erefore no intelligent remi-
niscence, no object for Mnemosyne presents itself; and imagination—confused 
though profound—expatiates in a region, which, to be capable of History, must 
have had an aim within the domain of Reality, and, at the same time , of substan-
tial Freedom. 

Aft er these remarks, relating to the form of the commencement of the World’s 
History, and to that ante-historical period which must be excluded from it, we 
have to state the direction of its course.

Universal history—as already demonstrated—shows the development of the 
consciousness of Freedom on the part of Spirit, and of the consequent realization 
of that Freedom. Th is development implies a gradation—a series of increasingly 
adequate expressions or manifestations of Freedom, which result from its Idea. 
Th e logical, and—as still more prominent—the dialectical nature of the Idea in 
general, viz. that it is self-determined—that it assumes successive forms which it 
successively transcends; and by this very process of transcending its earlier stages, 
gains an affi  rmative, and, in fact, a richer and more concrete shape;—this necessi-
ty of its nature, and the necessary series of pure abstract forms which the Idea suc-
cessively assumes—is exhibited in the department of Logic. Here we need adopt 
only one of its results, viz. that every step in the process, as diff ering from any oth-
er, has its determinate peculiar principle. In history this principle is idiosyncrasy 
of Spirit—peculiar National Genius. It is within the limitations of this idiosyn-
crasy that the spirit of the nation, concretely manifested, expresses every aspect of 
its consciousness and will—the whole cycle of its realization. Its religion, its pol-
ity, its ethics, its legislation, and even its science, art, and mechanical skill, all bear 
its stamp. Th ese special peculiarities fi nd their key in that common peculiarity,—
the particular principle that characterizes a people; as, on the other hand, in the 
facts which History presents in detail, that common characteristic principle may 
be detected. Th at such or such a specifi c quality constitutes the peculiar genius of 
a people, is the element of our inquiry which must be derived from experience, 
and historically proved. To accomplish this, presupposes not only a disciplined 
faculty of abstraction, but an intimate acquaintance with the Idea. Th e investi-
gator must be familiar a priori, with the whole circle of conceptions to which the 
principles in question belong—just as Keppler (to name the most illustrious ex-
ample in this mode of philosophizing) must have been familiar a priori with el-
lipses, with cubes and squares, and with ideas of their relations before he could 
discover, from the empirical data, those immortal ‘Laws’ of his, which are none 
other than forms of thought pertaining to those classes of conceptions. He who is 
unfamiliar with the science that embraces these abstract elementary conceptions, 
is as little capable—though he may have gazed on the fi rmament and the motions 
of the celestial bodies for a life-time—of understanding those Laws, as of discover-
ing them. From this want of acquaintance with the ideas that relate to the devel-
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opment of Freedom, proceed a part of those objections which are brought against 
the philosophical consideration of a science usually regarded as one of mere ex-
perience; the so-called a priori method, and the attempt to insinuate ideas into 
the empirical data of history, being the chief points in the indictment. It must be 
observed that in this very process of scientifi c Understanding, it is of importance 
that the essential should be distinguished and brought into relief in contrast with 
the so-called non-essential. But in order to render this possible, we must know 
what is essential; and that is—in view of the History of the World in general—the 
Consciousness of Freedom, and the phases which this consciousness assumes in 
developing itself. Th e bearing of historical facts on this category, is their bearing 
on the truly Essential. 

A similar process of reasoning is adopted, in reference to the correct asser-
tion that genius, talent, moral virtues, and sentiments, and piety, may be found 
in every zone, under all political constitutions and conditions; in confi rmation 
of which examples are forthcoming in abundance. Under such an aspect the well 
known Indian Epopees may be compared with the Homeric; perhaps—since it is 
the vastness of the imagination by which poetical genius proves itself—preferred 
to them; as, on account of the similarity of single strokes of imagination in the at-
tributes of the divinities, it has been contended that Greek mythological forms 
may be recognized in those of India. Similarly the Chinese philosophy, as adopt-
ing the One as its basis, has been alleged to be the same as at a later period appeared 
as Eleatic philosophy and as the Spinozistic System; while in virtue of its express-
ing itself also in abstract numbers and lines, Pythagorean and Christian princi-
ples have been supposed to be detected in it. Instances of bravery and indomita-
ble courage,—traits of magnanimity, of self-denial, and self-sacrifi ce, which are 
found among the most savage and the most pusillanimous nations,—are regard-
ed as suffi  cient to support the view that in these nations as much of social virtue 
and morality may be found as in the most civilized Christian states, or even more. 
And on this ground a doubt has been suggested whether in the progress of his-
tory and of general culture mankind have become better; whether their morality 
has been increased,—morality being regarded in a subjective aspect and view, as 
founded on what the agent holds to be right and wrong, good and evil; not on a 
principle which is considered to be in and for itself right and good, or a crime and 
evil, or on a particular religion believed to be the true one. 

We may fairly decline on this occasion the task of tracing the formalism and 
error of such a view, and establishing the true principles of morality, or rather of 
social virtue in opposition to false morality. For the History of the World occu-
pies a higher ground than that on which morality has properly its position, which 
is personal character—the conscience of individuals,—their particular will and 
mode of action; these have a value, imputation, reward or, punishment proper to 
themselves. Th e History of the World might, on principle, entirely ignore the cir-
cle within which morality and the so much talked of distinction between the 
moral and the politic lies—not only in abstaining from judgments, but in leav-
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ing Individuals quite out of view and unmentioned. What it has to record is the 
activity of the Spirit of Peoples, so that the individual forms which that spirit has 
assumed in the sphere of outward reality, might be left  to the delineation of spe-
cial histories. 

Th e same kind of formalism avails itself in its peculiar manner of the indefi -
niteness attaching to genius, poetry, and even philosophy; thinks equally that it 
fi nds these everywhere. We have here products of refl ective thought; and it is fa-
miliarity with those general conceptions which single out and name real distinc-
tions without fathoming the true depth of the matter,—that we call Culture. 

We fi nd then, it is true, among all world-historical peoples, poetry, plastic 
art, science, even philosophy; but not only is there a diversity in style and bear-
ing generally, but still more remarkably in subject-matter; and this is a diversity of 
the most important kind, aff ecting the rationality of that subject-matter. Granted 
that the Indian Epopees might be placed on a level with the Homeric, on account 
of a number of those qualities of form—grandeur of invention and imaginative 
power, liveliness of images and emotions, and                                 beauty of diction; yet the infi nite 
diff erence of matter remains; consequently one of substantial importance and 
involving the interest of Reason which is immediately concerned with the con-
sciousness of the Idea of Freedom, and its expression in individuals. In that com-
parison of the various systems of philosophy of which we have already spoken, the 
only point of importance is overlooked, namely the character of that Unity which 
is found alike in the Chinese, the Eleatic, and the Spinozistic philosophy—the 
distinction between the recognition of that Unity as abstract and as concrete—
concrete to the extent of being a unity in and by itself—a unity synonymous with 
Spirit. But that co-ordination proves that it recognizes only such an abstract uni-
ty; so that while it gives judgment respecting philosophy it is ignorant of that very 
point which constitutes the interest of philosophy. 

But there are also spheres which, amid all the variety that is presented in the 
substantial content of a particular form of culture, remain the same. Th e diff er-
ence above mentioned in art, science, philosophy, concerns the thinking Reason 
and Freedom, which is the self-consciousness of the former, and which has the 
same one root with Th ought. As it is not the brute, but only the man that thinks, 
he only—and only because he is a thinking being—has Freedom. His conscious-
ness imports this, that the individual comprehends itself as a person, that is, rec-
ognizes itself in its single existence as possessing universality,—as capable of ab-
straction from, and of surrendering all speciality; and, therefore, as inherently 
infi nite. Consequently, those spheres of intelligence which lie beyond the limits 
of this consciousness are a common ground among those substantial distinctions. 
Even morality, which is so intimately connected with the consciousness of free-
dom, can be very pure while that consciousness is still wanting; as far, that is to 
say, as it expresses duties and rights only as objective commands; or even as far as 
it remains satisfi ed with the merely formal elevation of the soul—the surrender 
of the sensual, and of all sensual motives—in a purely negative, self-denying fash-
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ion. Th e Chinese morality—since Europeans have become acquainted with it and 
with the writings of Confucius—has obtained the greatest praise and proportion-
ate attention from those who are familiar with the Christian morality. Th ere is 
a similar acknowledgment of the sublimity with which the Indian religion and 
poetry, (a statement that must, however, be limited to the higher kind), but espe-
cially the Indian philosophy, expatiate upon and demand the removal and sacri-
fi ce of sensuality. Yet both these nations are, it must be confessed, entirely wanting 
in the essential consciousness of the Idea of Freedom. To the Chinese their moral 
laws are just like natural laws—external, positive commands—claims established 
by force—compulsory duties or rules of courtesy towards each other. Freedom, 
through which alone the essential, determinations of Reason become moral sen-
timents, is wanting. Morality is a political aff air, and its laws are administered 
by offi  cers of government and legal tribunals. Th eir treatises upon it (which are 
not law books, but are certainly addressed to the subjective will and individual 
disposition) read,—as do the moral writings of the Stoics—like a string of com-
mands stated as necessary for realizing the goal of happiness; so that it seems to 
be left  free to men, on their part, to adopt such commands,—to observe them or 
not; while the conception of an abstract subject, ‘a wise man’ [Sapiens] forms the 
culminating point among the Chinese, as also among the Stoic moralists. Also in 
the Indian doctrine of the renunciation of the sensuality of desires and earthly in-
terests, positive moral freedom is not the object and end, but the annihilation of 
consciousness—spiritual and even physical privation of life. 

It is the concrete spirit of a people which we have distinctly to recognize, and 
since it is Spirit it can only be comprehended spiritually, that is, by thought. But 
for spirit, the highest attainment is self-knowledge; an advance not only to the in-
tuition, but to the thought—the clear conception of itself. Th is it must and is also 
destined to accomplish; but the accomplishment is at the same time its dissolu-
tion, and the rise of another spirit, another world-historical people, another ep-
och of Universal History. Th is transition and connection leads us to the connec-
tion of the whole—the idea of the World’s History as such—which we have now 
to consider more closely, and of which we have to give a representation. 

History in general is therefore the development of Spirit in Time, as Nature 
is the development of the Idea in Space. 

If then we cast a glance over the World’s History generally, we see a vast pic-
ture of changes and transactions; of infi nitely manifold forms of peoples, states, 
individuals, in unresting succession. Everything that can enter into and interest 
the soul of man—all our sensibility to goodness,                                 beauty, and greatness—is called 
into play. On every hand aims are adopted and pursued, which we recognize, 
whose accomplishment we desire—we hope and fear for them. On every hand 
there is the motliest throng of events drawing us within the circle of its interest, 
and when one combination vanishes another immediately appears in its place. 

Th e general thought—the category which fi rst presents itself in this restless 
mutation of individuals and peoples, existing for a time and then vanishing—is 
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that of change at large. Th e sight of the ruins of some ancient sovereignty directly 
leads us to contemplate this thought of change in its negative aspect. What trav-
eller among the ruins of Carthage, of Palmyra, Persepolis, or Rome, has not been 
stimulated by refl ections on the transiency of kingdoms and men, and to sadness 
at the thought of a vigorous and rich life now departed—a sadness which does 
not expend itself on personal losses and the uncertainty of one’s own undertak-
ings, but is a disinterested sorrow at the decay of a splendid and highly cultured 
national life! But the next consideration which allies itself with that of change, 
is, that chance while it imports dissolution, involves at the same time the rise of a 
new life—that while death is the issue of life, life is also the issue of death. Th is is a 
grand conception; one which the Oriental thinkers attained and which is perhaps 
the highest in their metaphysics. In the Idea of Metempsychosis we fi nd it evolved 
in its relation to individual existence; but a myth more generally known, is that of 
the Phoenix as a type of the Life of Nature; eternally preparing for itself its funeral 
pile, and consuming itself upon it; but so that from its ashes is produced the new, 
renovated, fresh life. But Spirit—consuming the envelope of its existence—does 
not merely pass into another envelope, nor rise rejuvenescent from the ashes of its 
previous form; it comes forth exalted, glorifi ed, a purer spirit. It certainly makes 
war upon itself—consumes its own existence; but in this very destruction it works 
up with existence into a new form, and each successive phase becomes in its turn 
a material, working on which it exalts itself to a new grade. 

Th e very essence of Spirit is activity; it realizes its potentiality—makes itself 
its own deeds its own work—and thus it becomes an object to itself; contemplates 
itself as an objective existence. Th us is it with the Spirit of a people: it is a Spirit 
having strictly defi ned characteristics, which erects itself into an objective world, 
that exists and persists in a particular religious form of worship, customs, con-
stitution and political laws,—in the whole complex of its institutions,—in the 
events and transactions that make up its history. Th at is its work—that is what 
this particular Nation is. Nations are what their deeds are. Every Englishman will 
say: We are the men who navigate the ocean, and have the commerce of the world; 
to whom the East Indies belong and their riches; who have a parliament, juries, 
etc. A Nation is moral—virtuous—vigorous—while it is engaged in realizing its 
grand objects, and defends its work against external violence during the process 
of giving to its purposes an objective existence. Th e contradiction between its po-
tential, subjective being—its inner aim and life—and its actual being is removed; 
it has attained full reality, has itself objectively present to it. But this having been 
attained, the activity played by the Spirit of the people in question is no longer 
needed; it has its desire. Th e Nation can still accomplish much in war and peace at 
home and abroad; but the living substantial soul itself may be said to have ceased 
its activity. Th e essential, supreme interest has consequently vanished from its life, 
for interest is present only where there is opposition. In order that a truly univer-
sal interest may arise, the Spirit of a People must advance to the adoption of some 
new purpose: but whence can this new purpose originate? It would be a higher, 
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more comprehensive conception of itself—a transcending of its principle—but 
this very act would involve a principle of a new order, a new National Spirit. 

Such a new principle does in fact enter into the Spirit of a people that has ar-
rived at full development and self-realization; it dies not a simply natural death—
for it is not a mere single individual, but a spiritual, generic life; in its case natural 
death appears to imply destruction through its own agency. 

It is not of the nature of the all-pervading Spirit to die this merely natural 
death; it does not simply sink into the senile life of mere custom but—as being a 
National Spirit belonging to Universal History—attains to the consciousness of 
what its work is; it attains to a conception of itself. In fact it is world-historical 
only in so far as a universal principle has lain in its fundamental element,—in its 
grand aim: only so far is the work which such a spirit produces, a moral, political 
organization. If it be mere desires that impel nations to activity, such deeds pass 
over without leaving a trace; or their traces are only ruin and destruction. 

In the very element of an achievement the quality of generality, of thought, 
is contained; without thought it has no objectivity; that is its basis. Th e highest 
point in the development of a people is this,—to have gained a conception of its 
life and condition,—to have reduced its laws, its ideas of justice and morality to 
a science; for in this unity [of the objective and subjective] lies the most intimate 
unity that Spirit can attain to in and with itself. In its work it is employed in ren-
dering itself an object of its own contemplation; but it cannot develop itself objec-
tively in its essential nature, except in thinking itself. 

But fi rst we must observe how the life which proceeds from death, is itself, on 
the other hand, only individual life; so that, regarding the species as the real and 
substantial in this vicissitude, the perishing of the individual is a regress of the 
species into individuality. Th e perpetuation of the race is, therefore, none other 
than the monotonous repetition of the same kind of existence. Further, we must 
remark how perception,—the comprehension of being by thought,—is the source 
and birthplace of a new, and in fact higher form, in a principle which while it pre-
serves, dignifi es its material. For Th ought is that Universal—that Species which 
is immortal, which preserves identity with itself. Th e particular form of Spirit 
not merely passes away in the world by natural causes in Time, but is annulled in 
the automatic self-mirroring activity of consciousness. Because this annulling is 
an activity of Th ought, it is at the same time conservative and elevating in its op-
eration. While then, on the one side, Spirit annuls the reality, the permanence of 
that which it is, it gains on the other side, the essence, the Th ought, the Univer-
sal element of that which it only was [its transient conditions]. Its principle is no 
longer that immediate import and aim which it was previously, but the essence of 
that import and aim. 

Th e result of this process is then that Spirit, in rendering itself objective and 
making this its being an object of thought, on the one hand destroys the determi-
nate form of its being, on the other hand gains a comprehension of the universal el-
ement which it involves, and thereby gives a new form to its inherent principle. In 
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virtue of this, the substantial character of the National Spirit has been altered,—
that is, its principle has risen into another, and in fact a higher principle. 

In this point lies the fundamental, the Ideal necessity of transition. Th is is 
the soul—the essential consideration—of the philosophical comprehension of 
History. 

Spirit is essentially the result of its own activity; its activity is the transcend-
ing of immediate, simple, unrefl ected existence,—the negation of that existence, 
and the returning into itself. We may compare it with the seed; for with this the 
plant begins, yet it is also the result of the plant’s entire life. But the weak side of 
life is exhibited in the fact that the commencement and the result are disjoined 
from each other. Th us also is it in the life of individuals and peoples. Th e life of 
a people ripens a certain fruit; its activity aims at the complete manifestation of 
the principle which it embodies. But this fruit does not fall back into the bosom 
of the people that produced and matured it; on the contrary, it becomes a poi-
son-draught to it. Th at poison-draught it cannot let alone, for it has an insatiable 
thirst for it: the taste of the draught is its annihilation, though at the same time 
the rise of a new principle. 

While we are thus concerned exclusively with the Idea of Spirit, and in the 
History of the World regard everything as only its manifestation, we have, in tra-
versing the past,—however extensive its periods,—only to do with what is present; 
for philosophy, as occupying itself with the True, has to do with the eternally 
present. Nothing in the past is lost for it, for the Idea is ever present; Spirit is im-
mortal; with it there is no past, no future, but an essential now. Th is necessarily 
implies that the present form of Spirit comprehends within it all earlier steps. 
Th ese have indeed unfolded themselves in succession independently; but what 
Spirit is it has always been essentially; distinctions are only the development of 
this essential nature. Th e life of the ever present Spirit is a circle of progressive em-
bodiments, which looked at in one respect still exist beside each other, and only 
as looked at from another point of view appear as past. Th e grades which Spirit 
seems to have left  behind it, it still possesses in the depths of its present. 
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‘Now it is just the show and deception of this false and eva-
nescent world which art disengages from the veritable sig-
nifi cance of phenomena to which we have referred, im-
planting in the same a reality of more exalted rank born of 
spirit. Th e phenomena of art therefore are not merely not 
appearance and nothing more; we are justifi ed in ascribing 
to them, as contrasted with the realities of our ordinary life, 
an actually higher reality and more veritable existence’. 
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 PHILOSOPHY OF FINE                             ART

THE LIMITS OF AESTHETICS

Th e present inquiry has for its subject-matter Aesthetics. It is a subject co-extensive 
with the entire realm of the beautiful; more specifi cally described, its province is 
that of                             Art, or rather, we should say, of Fine                             Art.

For a subject-matter such as this the term ‘Aesthetics’ is no doubt not entirely 
appropriate, for ‘Aesthetics’ denotes more accurately the science of the senses of 
emotion. It is owing to the unsuitability or, more strictly speaking, the superfi ci-
ality of this term that the attempt has been made by some to apply the name ‘Cal-
listic’ to this science. Yet this also is clearly insuffi  cient inasmuch as the science 
here referred to does not investigate                                 beauty in its general signifi cation, but the 
                                beauty of art pure and simple. For this reason we shall accommodate ourselves to 
the term Aesthetics, all the more so as the mere question of nomenclature is for 
ourselves a matter of indiff erence. It has as such been provisionally accepted in or-
dinary speech, and we cannot do better than retain it. Th e term, however, which 
fully expresses our science is ‘Philosophy of                             Art’, and, with still more precision, 
‘ Philosophy of Fine                             Art’.

AESTHETICS CONFINED TO BEAUTY OF                             ART

(a) In virtue of this expression we at once exclude the                                 beauty of nature from the 
scientifi c exposition of Fine                             Art. We are accustomed, no doubt, in ordinary life to 
speak of a beautiful colour, a beautiful heaven, a beautiful stream, to say nothing 
of beautiful fl owers, animals, and, above all, of beautiful human beings. Without 
entering now into the disputed question how far the quality of                                 beauty can justly 
be predicated of such objects, and consequently the                                 beauty of Nature comes gen-
erally into competition with that of art, we are justifi ed in maintaining categori-
cally that the                                 beauty of art stands higher than Nature. For the                                 beauty of art is a 
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                                beauty begotten, a new birth of spirit; and to the extent that Spirit and its crea-
tions stand higher than Nature and its phenomena, to that extent the                                 beauty of 
art is more exalted than the                                 beauty of Nature. 

Merely to maintain, in a general way, that spirit and the                                 beauty of art which 
originates therefrom stands higher than the                                 beauty of Nature is no doubt to es-
tablish next to nothing. Th e expression higher is obviously entirely indefi nite; it 
still indicates the                                 beauty of Nature and art as standing juxtaposed in the fi eld of 
conception, and emphasizes the diff erence as a quantitative and accordingly ex-
ternal diff erence. But in predicating of spirit and its artistic                                 beauty a higher place 
in contrast to Nature, we do not denote a distinction which is merely relative. 
Spirit, and spirit alone, is pervious to truth, comprehending all in itself, so that 
all which is beautiful can only be veritably beautiful as partaking in this higher 
sphere and as begotten of the same. Regarded under this point of view it is only a 
refl ection of the                                 beauty appurtenant to spirit, that is, we have it under an imper-
fect and incomplete mode, and one whose substantive being is already contained 
in the spirit itself.

Assuming, however, that we have, by way of prelude, limited our inquiry to 
the                                 beauty of art, we are merely by this fi rst step involved in fresh diffi  culties.

IS                             ART UNWORTHY OF SCIENTIFIC CONSIDERATION?

(b) What must fi rst of all occur to us is the question whether Fine                             Art in itself is 
truly susceptible to a scientifi c treatment. It is a simple fact that                                 beauty and art 
pervade all the aff airs of life like some friendly genius, and embellish with their 
cheer all our surroundings, mental no less than material. Th ey alleviate the stren-
uousness of such relations, the varied changes of actual life; they banish the te-
dium of our existence with their entertainment; and where nothing really worth 
having is actually achieved, it is at least an advantage that they occupy the place 
of actual vice. Yet while art prevails on all sides with its pleasing shapes, from 
the crude decorations of savage tribes up to the splendours of the sacred shrine 
adorned with every conceivable                                 beauty of design, none the less such shapes them-
selves appear to fall outside the real purposes of life, and even where the imagina-
tive work of art is not impervious to such serious objects, may, rather at times even 
appear to assist them, to the extent at least of removing what is evil to a distance, 
yet for all that art essentially belongs to the relaxation and recreation of spiritual 
life, whereas its substantive interests rather make a call upon its strained energy. 
On such grounds an attempt to treat that which on its own account is not of a se-
rious character with all the gravity of scientifi c exposition may very possibly ap-
pear to be unsuitable and pedantic. In any case from such a point of view art ap-
pears a superfl uity if contrasted with the essential needs and interests of life, even 
assuming that the soft ening of the soul which a preoccupation with the                                 beauty 
of objects is capable of producing, does not actually prove injurious in its eff emi-
nate infl uence upon the serious quality of those practical interests. Owing to this 
fundamental assumption that they are a luxury it has oft en appeared necessary to 
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undertake the defence of the fi ne arts relatively to the necessities of practical life, 
and in particular relatively to morality and piety; and inasmuch as this harmless-
ness is incapable of demonstration, the idea has been at least to make it appear 
credible, that this luxury of human experience contributes a larger proportion of 
advantages than disadvantages. In this respect serious aims have been attributed 
to art, and in many quarters it has been commended as a mediator between rea-
son and sensuous associations, between private inclinations and duty, personifi ed 
in short as a reconciler of these forces in the strenuous confl ict and opposition 
which this antagonism generates. But it is just conceivable that, even assuming 
the presence of such aims with all their indubitably greater seriousness, neither 
reason nor duty come by much profi t from such mediation, for the simple reason 
that they are incapable by their very nature of any such interfusion or compro-
mise, demanding throughout the same purity which they intrinsically possess. 
And we might add that art does not become in any respect more worthy thereby 
of scientifi c discussion, inasmuch as it remains still on two sides a menial, that is, 
subservient to idleness and frivolity, if also to objects of more elevated character. 
In such service, moreover, it can at most merely appear as a means instead of be-
ing an object for its own sake. And, in conclusion, assuming that art is a means, it 
still invariably labours under the formal defect, that so far as it in fact is subservi-
ent to more serious objects, and produces results of like nature, the means which 
actually brings this about is deception. For                                 beauty is made vital in the appearance. 
Now it can hardly be denied that aims which are true and serious ought not to be 
achieved by deception; and though such an eff ect is here and there secured by this 
means, such ought only to be the case in a restricted degree; and even in the ex-
ceptional case we are not justifi ed in regarding deception as the right means. For 
the means ought to correspond with the dignity of the aim. Neither semblance 
nor deception, but only what is itself real and true, possesses a title to create what 
is real and true. Just in the same way science has to investigate the true interests of 
the spirit in accordance with the actual process of the real world and the manner 
of conceiving it as we actually fi nd it.

We may possibly conclude from the above grounds that the art of                                 beauty is 
unworthy of philosophical examination.

But yet further in the second place, it is a still more plausible contention that 
even supposing fi ne art to be compatible generally with philosophical disquisi-
tion, none the less it would form no really adequate subject-matter for scientifi c 
enquiry in the strict sense. For the                                 beauty of art is presented to sense, feeling, per-
ception, and imagination: its fi eld is not that of thought, and the comprehension 
of its activity and its creations demands another faculty than that of the scientifi c 
intelligence. Furthermore, what we enjoy in artistic                                 beauty is just the fr eedom of 
its creative and plastic activity. In the production and contemplation of these we 
appear to escape the principle of rule and system. In the creations of art we seek 
for an atmosphere of repose and animation as some counterpoise to the auster-
ity of the realm of law and the sombre self-concentration of thought; we seek for 
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blithe and powerful reality in exchange for the shadow-world of the Idea. And, 
last of all, the free activity of the imagination is the source of the fair works of 
art, which in this world of the spirit are even more free than Nature is herself. 
Not only has art at its service the entire wealth of natural form in all their supera-
bundant variety, but the creative imagination is able inexhaustibly to extend the 
realm of form by its own productions and modifi cations. In the presence of such 
an immeasurable depth of inspired creation and its free products, it may not un-
reasonably be supposed that thought will lose the courage to apprehend such in 
their apparent range, to pronounce its verdict thereon, and to appropriate such be-
neath its universal formulae.

Science, on the other hand, everyone must admit, is formally bound to oc-
cupy itself with thinking which abstracts from the mass of particulars: and for 
this very reason, from one point of view, the imagination and its contingency and 
caprice, in other words the organ of artistic activity and enjoyment, is excluded 
from it. On the other hand, when art gives joyous animation to just this gloomy 
and arid dryness of the notion, bringing its abstractions and divisions into recon-
ciliation with concrete fact, supplementing with its detail what is wanting to the 
notion in this respect, even in that case a purely contemplative refl ection simply 
removes once more all that has been added, does away with it, conducting the no-
tion once again to that simplicity denuded of positive reality which belongs to it 
and its shadowland of abstraction. It is also a possible contention that science in 
respect to content is concerned with what is essentially necessary. If our science of 
Aesthetics places on one side natural                                 beauty, not merely have we apparently made 
no advance, but rather separated ourselves yet further from what is necessary. Th e 
expression Nature implies from the fi rst the ideas of necessity and uniformity, that 
is to say a constitution which gives every expectation of its proximity and adapt-
ability to scientifi c inquiry. In mental operations generally, and most of all in the 
imagination, if contrasted in this respect with Nature, caprice and superiority to 
every kind of formal restriction, caprice, it is here assumed, is uniquely in its right 
place, and these at once put out of court the basis of a scientifi c inquiry.

From each and all these points of view consequently, in its origin, that is to 
say, in its eff ect and in its range, fi ne art, so far from proving itself fi tted for sci-
entifi c eff ort, rather appears fundamentally to resist the regulative principle of 
thought, and to be ill-adapted for exact scientifi c discussion.

Before turning away from such theories to the subject, as we ourselves con-
ceive it, it will be a necessary and preliminary task to discuss the questions and 
objections raised above.

First, as to the worthiness of art to form the object of scientifi c inquiry, it is 
no doubt the case that art can be utilized as a mere pastime in the service of pleas-
ure and entertainment, either in the embellishment of our surroundings, the im-
printing of a delight-giving surface to the external conditions of life, or the em-
phasis placed by decoration on other objects. In these respects it is unquestionably 
no independent or free art, but an art subservient to certain objects. Th e kind of 
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art, however, which we ourselves propose to examine is one which is fr ee in its aim 
and its means. Th at art in general can serve other objects, and even be merely a 
pastime, is a relation which it possesses in common with thought itself. From one 
point of view thought likewise, as science subservient to other ends, can be used 
in just the same way for fi nite purposes and means as they chance to crop up, and 
as such serviceable faculty of science is not self-determined, but determined by 
something alien to it. But, further, as distinct from such subservience to particu-
lar objects, science is raised of its own essential resources in free independence to 
truth, and exclusively united with its own aims in discovering the true fulfi lment 
in that truth.

Fine art is not art in the true sense of the term until it is also thus free, and 
its highest function is only then satisfi ed when it has established itself in a sphere 
which it shares with religion and philosophy, becoming thereby merely one mode 
and form through which the Divine, the profoundest interest of mankind, and 
spiritual truths of widest range, are brought home to consciousness and expressed.
It is in works of art that nations have deposited the richest intuitions and ideas 
they possess; and not infrequently fi ne art supplies a key of interpretation to the 
wisdom and religion of peoples; in the case of many it is the only one. Th is is an 
attribute which art shares in common with religion and philosophy, the pecu-
liar distinction in the case of art being that its presentation of the most exalted 
subject-matter is in sensuous form, thereby bringing them nearer to Nature and 
her mode of envisagement, that is closer to our sensitive and emotional life. Th e 
world, into the profundity of which thought penetrates, is a supersensuous one, a 
world which to start with is posited as a Beyond in contrast to the immediacy of 
ordinary conscious life and present sensation. It is the freedom of refl ecting con-
sciousness which disengages itself from this immersion in the ‘this side’, or im-
mediacy, in other words sensuous reality and fi nitude. But the spirit is able, too, 
to heal the fr acture which is thus created in its progression. From the wealth of 
its own resources it brings into being the works of fi ne art as the primary bond 
of mediation between that which is exclusively external, sensuous and transitory, 
and the medium of pure thought, between Nature and its fi nite reality, and the 
infi nite freedom of a reason which comprehends. Now it was objected that the el-
ement of art was, if we view it as a whole, of an unworthy character, inasmuch as 
it consisted of appearance and deceptions inseparable from such. Such a conten-
tion would of course be justifi able, if we were entitled to assume that appearance 
had no locus standi at all. An appearance or show is, however, essential to actual-
ity. Th ere could be no such thing as truth if it did not appear, or, rather, let itself 
appear, were it not further true for some one thing or person, for itself as also for 
spirit. Consequently it cannot be appearance in general against which such an ob-
jection can be raised, but the particular mode of its manifestation under which 
art makes actual what is essentially real and true. If, then, the appearance, in the 
medium of which art gives determinate existence to its creations, be defi ned as de-
ception, such an objection is in the fi rst instance intelligible if we compare it with 
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the external world of a phenomena, and its immediate relation to ourselves as ma-
terial substance, or view it relatively to our own world of emotions, that is our in-
ward sensuous life. Both these are worlds to which in our everyday life, the life, 
that is, of visible experience, we are accustomed to attach the worth and name of 
reality, actuality and truth as contrasted with that of art, which fails to possess 
such reality as we suppose. Now it is just this entire sphere of the empirical world, 
whether on its personal side or its objective side, which we ought rather to call in 
a stricter sense than when we apply the term to the world of art, merely a show or 
appearance, and an even more unyielding form of deception. It is only beyond the 
immediacy of emotional life and that world of external objects that we shall dis-
cover reality in any true sense of the term. Nothing is actually real but that which 
is actual in its own independent right and substance, that which is at once of the 
substance of Nature and of spirit, which, while it is actually here in present and 
determinate existence, yet retains under such limitation an essential and self-con-
centred being, and only in virtue of such is truly real. Th e predominance of these 
universal powers is precisely that which art accentuates and manifests. In the ex-
ternal and soul-world of ordinary experience we have also no doubt this essence of 
actuality, but in the chaotic congeries of particular detail, encumbered by the im-
mediacy of sensuous envisagement, and every kind of caprice of condition, event, 
character, and so forth. Now it is just the show and deception of this false and eva-
nescent world which art disengages from the veritable signifi cance of phenomena 
to which we have referred, implanting in the same a reality of more exalted rank 
born of spirit. Th e phenomena of art therefore are not merely not appearance and 
nothing more; we are justifi ed in ascribing to them, as contrasted with the reali-
ties of our ordinary life, an actually higher reality and more veritable existence.

If, however, it is in contrast with philosophic thought and religious and ethi-
cal principles, that the mode of appearance of the shapes of art, is described as a 
deception, there is certainly this in support of the view that the mode of revela-
tion attained by a content in the realm of thought is the truest reality. In compar-
ison, nevertheless, with the appearance of immediate sensuous existence and that 
of historical narration, the show of art possesses the advantage that, in its own 
virtue, it points beyond itself, directing us to a somewhat spiritual, which it seeks 
to envisage to the conceptive spirit. Immediate appearance, on the contrary, does 
not give itself out to be thus illusive, but rather to be the true and real, though as a 
matter of fact such truth is contaminated and obstructed by the immediately sen-
suous medium. Th e hard rind of Nature and the everyday world off er more diffi  -
culty to the spirit in breaking through to the Idea than do the products of art.

In all these respects art is and remains for us, on the side of its highest pos-
sibilities, a thing of the past. Herein it has further lost its genuine truth and life, 
and is rather transported to our world of ideas than is able to maintain its former 
necessity and its superior place in reality. What is now stimulated in us by works 
of art is, in addition to the fact of immediate enjoyment, our judgment. In other 
words we subject the content, and the means of presentation of the work of art, 
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and the suitability and unsuitability of both, to the contemplation of our thought. 
A science of art is therefore a far more urgent necessity in our own days than in 
times in which art as art suffi  ced by itself alone to give complete satisfaction. We 
are invited by art to contemplate it refl ectively, not, that is to say, with the object 
of recreating such art, but in order to ascertain scientifi cally its nature.

In doing our best to accept such an invitation we are confronted with the 
objection already adverted to, that even assuming that art is a subject adapted 
for philosophical investigation in a general way, yet it unquestionably is not so 
adapted to the systematic procedure of science. Such an objection, however, im-
plies to start with the false notion that we can have a philosophical inquiry which 
is at the same time unscientifi c. In reply to such a point I can only here state sum-
marily my opinion, that whatever ideas other people may have of philosophy and 
philosophizing, I myself conceive philosophical inquiry of any sort or kind to be 
inseparable from the methods of science. Th e function of philosophy is to exam-
ine subject-matter in the light of the principle of necessity, not, it is true, merely in 
accordance with its subjective necessity or external co-ordination, classifi cation, 
and so forth; it has rather to unfold and demonstrate the object under review out 
of the necessity of its own intimate nature. Until this essential process is made ex-
plicit the scientifi c quality of such an inquiry is absent. In so far, however, as the 
objective necessity of an object subsists essentially in its logical and metaphysical 
nature the isolated examination of art may in such as case, at any rate, or rather in-
evitably, must be carried forward with a certain relaxation of scientifi c stringency. 
For art is based upon many assumptions, part of which relate to its content, part 
to its material or conceptive medium, in virtue of which art is never far from the 
borders of contingency and caprice. Consequently it is only relatively to the es-
sential and ideal progression of its content and its means of expression that we are 
able to recall with advantage the formative principle of its necessity.

Th e objection that works of fi ne art defy the examination of scientifi c thought, 
because they originate in the unregulated world of imagination and temperament, 
and assert their eff ect exclusively on the emotions and the fancy with a complexity 
and variety which defi es exact analysis, raises a diffi  culty which still carries genu-
ine weight behind it. As a matter of fact the                                 beauty of art does appear in a form 
which is expressly to be contrasted with abstract thought, a form which it is com-
pelled to disturb in order to exercise its own activity in its own way. Such a result 
is simply a corollary of the thesis that reality anywhere and everywhere, whether 
the life of Nature or spirit, is defaced and slain by its comprehension; that so far 
from being brought more close to us by the comprehension of thinking, it is only 
by this means that it is in the complete sense removed apart from us, so that in his 
attempt to grasp through thought as a means the nature of life, man rather ren-
ders nugatory this very aim. An exhaustive discussion of the subject is here impos-
sible; we propose merely to indicate the point of view from which the removal of 
this diffi  culty or impossibility and incompatibility might be eff ected. 

It will at least be readily admitted that spirit is capable of self-contemplation, 
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and of possessing a consciousness, and indeed one that implies a power of thought 
co-extensive with itself and everything which originates from itself. It is, in fact, 
precisely thought, the process of thinking, which constitutes the most intimate 
and essential nature of spirit. It is in this thinking-consciousness over itself and 
its products, despite all the freedom and caprice such may otherwise and indeed 
must invariably posses—assuming only spirit to be veritably pregnant therein—
that spirit exhibits the activity congenial to its essential nature.                             Art and the cre-
ations of art, being works which originate in and are begotten of the spirit, are 
themselves stamped with the hall-mark of spirit, even though the mode of its pre-
sentation accept for its own the phenomenal guise of sensuous reality, permeat-
ing as it does the sensuous substance with intelligence. Viewed in this light art is 
placed from the fi rst nearer to spirit and its thought than the purely external and 
unintelligent Nature. In the products of art spirit is exclusively dealing with that 
which is its own. And although works of art are not thought and notion simply 
as such, but an evolution of the notion out of itself, an alienation of the same in 
the direction of sensuous being, yet for all that the might of the thinking spirit is 
discovered not merely in its ability to grasp itself in its most native form as pure 
thinking, but also, and as completely, to recognize itself in its self-divestment in 
the medium of emotion and the sensuous, to retain the grasp of itself in that ‘oth-
er’ which it transforms but is not, transmuting the alien factor into thought-ex-
pression, and by so doing recovering it to itself. And moreover in this active and 
frequent relation to that ‘other’ than itself the refl ective spirit is not in any way 
untrue to itself. We have here no oblivion or surrender of itself; neither is it so im-
potent as to be unable to comprehend what is diff erentiated from that other; what 
it actually does is to grasp in the notion both itself and its opposite. For the notion 
is the universal, which maintains itself in its particularizations, which covers in 
its grasp both itself and its ‘other’, and consequently contains the power and en-
ergy to cancel the very alienation into which it passes. For this reason the work of 
art, in which thought divests itself of itself, belongs to the realm of comprehend-
ing thought; and spirit, by subjecting it to scientifi c contemplation, thereby sim-
ply satisfi es its most essential nature. For inasmuch as thought is its essence and 
notion, it can only ultimately fi nd such a satisfaction aft er passing all the prod-
ucts of its activity through the alembic of rational thought, and in this way mak-
ing them for the fi rst time in very truth part of its own substance. But though art, 
as we shall eventually see with yet more distinctness, is far indeed from being the 
highest form of spirit, it is only in the philosophy of art that it comes into all that 
it may justly claim.

It is upon grounds such as these that we are also able to discover a track adapt-
ed to critical refl ection through the apparently endless vistas of artistic creations 
and shapes.

We have now, I trust, by way of prelude, succeeded in restricting the content 
of our science on the lines of defi nition proposed. We have made it clear that nei-
ther is fi ne art unworthy of philosophical study, nor is such a philosophical study 
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incapable of accepting as an object of its cognition the essence of fi ne art.

SCIENTIFIC METHODS WHICH APPLY TO THE BEAUTIFUL 
AND                             ART

If we now investigate the required mode of such scientifi c investigation, we are 
here again face to face with two contradictory modes of handling the subject, 
each of which appears to exclude the other and to permit us to arrive at no satis-
factory result.

On the one hand we observe the science of art, merely so to speak, from an ex-
ternal point of view busying itself with actual works of art, cataloguing them in a 
history of art, drawing up a sort of commentary upon extant works, or propound-
ing theories which are intended to supply the general points of view for artistic 
criticism no less than artistic production.

On the other hand we fi nd science wholly giving itself up in its independence 
and self-assured to the contemplation of the beautiful, off ering generalizations 
which do not concern the specifi c characteristics of a work of art, producing in 
short an abstract philosophy of the beautiful.

THE EMPIRICAL METHOD

(a) With regard to the fi rst mentioned method of study, the starting-point of 
which is the empirical study of defi nite facts, such is the path everyone must tread 
who means to study art at all. And just as everyone nowadays, even though he 
does not actually concern himself with physical science, yet deems it indispensa-
ble to his intellectual equipment to have some kind of knowledge of the principles 
of that science, so too it is generally considered more or less essential to any man of 
real cultivation, that he should possess some general knowledge of art; and indeed 
the pretension to be ranked as dilettante, or even as genuine connoisseur, meets 
with comparatively few exceptions.

If however knowledge of this kind is really to claim the rank of connoisseur-
ship of the fi rst class it must be both varied in its character and of the widest range. 
It is an indispensable condition to such that it should possess an accurate knowl-
edge of the wellnigh limitless fi eld of particular works of art both of ancient and 
modern times, some of which have already disappeared, while others are only to 
be found in distant countries or portions of the globe, and which it is the mis-
fortune of our situation to be unable to inspect. Add to this that every work of 
art belongs to one age, one nationality, and depends upon particular historical or 
other ends and ideas. On account of this it is indispensable that the fi nest type of 
art-scholarship should have at its command not merely historical knowledge of a 
wide range, but knowledge that is highly specialized. In other words, a work of art 
is associated with particular detail in a peculiar sense, and a specifi c treatment is 
imperative to the comprehension and interpretation of it. And in conclusion this 
connoisseurship of the fi nest class does not merely imply like every other a reten-
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tive memory, but also a keen imaginative sense, in order to hold clearly before the 
spirit the images of such artistic representations in all their characteristic lines, 
and above all, to have them ready for comparison with other works of art.

Th is then may be accepted as the fi rst method of art study. It starts from the 
particular work which we have before us.

ABSTRACT REFLECTION

(b) Th e method or point of view to be contrasted with this, in other words an en-
tirely theoretical refl ection, which is concerned to cognize the beautiful as such 
from its own intrinsic wealth, and to penetrate to the idea of it, is essentially dis-
tinct from the fi rst method. As is well known, Plato was the fi rst to demand of 
philosophical inquiry in a profounder sense, that objects should not be cognized 
in their particularity, but in their universality, in their generic type, their essential 
being and its explicit manifestation. He maintained that this true essence did not 
consist in particular actions which were good, in particular true opinions, hand-
some men or beautiful works of art, but in goodness,                                 beauty, and truth in their 
universality. Now if in fact the beautiful ought to be cognized according to its es-
sence and notion, this can only be eff ected by means of the thinking notion, by 
means of which the logical and metaphysical nature of the Idea as such, as also of 
that of the particular Idea of the beautiful enters into the thinking consciousness. 
But the consideration of the beautiful in its self-independence and its idea may 
readily once more become an abstract metaphysics; and even though Plato is ac-
cepted as founder and pioneer, the  Platonic abstraction no longer supplies all we 
require, not even for the logical Idea of the beautiful; we are bound to grasp this 
idea more profoundly and more in the concrete. Th e emptiness of content which 
clings to the  Platonic Idea, no longer satisfi es the richer philosophical require-
ments of the spirit today. It is no doubt the case that we also in the philosophy of 
art must make the Idea of the beautiful our starting point; but it is by no means 
inevitable that we should adhere to the  Platonic ideas in their abstraction, ideas 
from which the philosophy of the beautiful merely dates its origins.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL IDEA OF ARTISTIC BEAUTY

(c) Th e philosophical idea of the beautiful to indicate at any rate its true nature 
provisionally, must contain both extremes which we have described mediated in 
itself. It must combine, that is to say, metaphysical universality with the determi-
nate content of real particularity. It is only by this means that it is grasped in its 
essential no less than explicit truth. For on the one hand it is then, as contrasted 
with the sterility of one-sided refl ection, fruit-bearing out of its own wealth. It is 
its function, in consonance with its own notion, to develop into a totality of defi -
nite qualities, and this essential conception itself, no less than its detailed expli-
cation, comprises the necessary coherence of its particular features as also of the 
progress and transition of one phase thereof into another. On the other hand, 
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these particulars into which the passage is made essentially carry the universal-
ity and essentiality of the fundamental notion as the particulars of which they 
appear. Th e modes of inquiry hitherto discussed lack both these aspects, and for 
this reason it is only the notion, as above formulated, in its completeness, which 
conducts us to defi nitive principles which are substantive, necessary, and self-con-
tained in their completeness.

THE NOTION OF THE BEAUTY OF                             ART

What in the fi rst instance is known to us under current conceptions of a work of 
art may be subsumed under the three following determinations:
(a) A work of art is no product of Nature. It is brought into being through the 
agency of man.
(b) It is created essentially for man; and, what is more, it is to a greater or less de-
gree delivered from a sensuous medium, and addressed to his senses.
(c) It contains an end bound up with it.

THE                             ART-WORK IS A CREATION OF HUMAN ACTIVITY

(a) With regard to the fi rst point, that a work of art is a product of human ac-
tivity, an inference has been drawn from this (i) that such an activity, being the 
conscious production of an external object can also be known and divulged, and 
learned and reproduced by others. For that which one is able to eff ect, another—
such is a notion—is able to eff ect or to imitate, when he has once simply mastered 
the way of doing it. In short we have merely to assume an acquaintance with the 
rules of art-production universally shared, and anybody may then, if he cares to 
do so, give eff ect to executive ability of the same type, and produce works of art. It 
is out of reasoning of this kind that the above-mentioned theories, with their pro-
vision of rules, and their prescriptions formulated for practical acceptance, have 
arisen. Unfortunately that which is capable of being brought into eff ect in accord-
ance with suggestions of this description can only be something formally regular 
and mechanical. For only that which is mechanical is of so exterior a type that 
only an entirely empty eff ort of will and dexterity is required to accept it among 
our working conceptions, and forthwith to carry it out; an eff ort, in fact, which is 
not under the necessity to contribute out of its own resources anything concrete 
such as is quite outside the prescriptive power of such general rules.

Th is is apparent with most vividness when precepts of this kind are not lim-
ited to what is purely external and mechanical but extend their pretensions to the 
activity of the artist in the sense that implies wealth of signifi cance and intelli-
gence. In this fi eld our rules pass off  to purely indefi nite generalities, such as ‘the 
theme ought to be interesting, and each individual person must speak as is appro-
priate to his status, age, sex and situation’. But if rules are really to suffi  ce for such 
a purpose their directions ought to be formulated with such directness of detail 
that, without any further cooperation of spirit, they could be executed precisely 
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in the manner they are prescribed. Such rules being, in respect to this content, ab-
stract, clearly and entirely fall short of their pretension of being able to complete 
the artistic consciousness. Artistic production is not a formal activity in accord-
ance with a series of defi nitions; it is, as an activity of soul, constrained to work 
out of its own wealth, and to bring before the spirit’s eye a wholly other and far 
richer content, and a more embracing and unique creation than ever can be thus 
prescribed. In particular cases such rules may prove of assistance, in so far, that 
is, as they contain something really defi nite and consequently useful for practice. 
But even here their guidance will only apply to conditions wholly external.

(ii) Th is above indicated tendency has consequently been wholly given up; but 
writers in doing so have only fallen as unreservedly into the opposite extreme. A 
work of art came to be looked upon, and so far rightly, as no longer the product 
of an activity shared by all men, but rather as a creation of a spirit gift ed in an ex-
traordinary degree. A spirit of this type has in view merely to give free vent to its 
peculiar endowment, regarded as a specifi c natural power. It has to free itself ab-
solutely from a pursuit of rules of universal application, as also from any admix-
ture of conscious refl ection with its creative and, as thus viewed, wholly instinc-
tive powers, or rather it should be on its guard therefrom, the assumption being 
that such an exercise of conscious thought can only act on its creations as an in-
fection and a taint. Agreeably to such a view the work of art has been heralded 
as the product of talent and genius; and it is mainly the aspect of natural gift  in-
separable from of the ordinary conception of talent and genius, which has been 
emphasized. Th ere is to some extent real truth in this. Talent is specifi c, genius 
universal capacity. With neither of these can a man endow himself simply by the 
exercise of his self-conscious activity. We shall consider this at greater length in a 
subsequent chapter.

In the present context we would merely draw attention to the false assump-
tion in this view that in artistic production every kind of self-refl ection upon the 
artist’s own activity was regarded as not merely superfl uous, but actually injuri-
ous. In such a view the process of creation by talent or genius simply is taken to be 
a general state; or we may defi ne it more precisely as a condition of inspiration. To 
such a condition, it is said, genius is in some measure exalted by the subject-matter 
itself; it is also to some extent voluntarily able to place itself under such a condi-
tion, a process of self-inhibition in which the genial service of the champagne bot-
tle is not forgotten. 

Th e real and indeed sole point to maintain as essential is the thesis that al-
though artistic talent and genius essentially implies an element of natural power, 
yet it is equally indispensable that it should be thoughtfully cultivated, that re-
fl ection should be brought to bear on the particular way it is exercised, and that it 
should be also kept alive with use and practice in actual work. Th e fact is that an 
important aspect of the creating process is merely facility in the use of a medium; 
that is to say, a work of art possesses a purely technical side, which extends to the 
borders of mere handicraft . Th is is most obviously the case in architecture and 
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sculpture, less so in painting and music, least of all in poetry. A facility here is not 
assisted at all by inspiration; what solely indispensable is refl ection, industry and 
practice. Such technical skill an artist simply must possess in order that he may be 
master over the external material, and not be thwarted by its obstinacy.

Add to this that the more exalted the rank of an artist the more profoundly 
ought he to portray depths of soul and spirit; and these are not to be known by 
fl ashlight, but are exclusively to be sounded, if at all, by the direction of the man’s 
own intelligence on the world of souls and the objective world. In this respect, 
therefore, once more study is the means whereby the artist brings to consciousness 
such a content, and appropriates the material and structure of his conceptions. At 
the same time no doubt one art will require such a conscious reception and cog-
nitive mastery of the content in question more than another. Music, for example, 
which has exclusively to deal with the entirely undefi ned motion of the soul with-
in, with the musical tones of that which is, relatively, feeling denuded of positive 
thought, has little or no need to bring home to consciousness the substance of in-
tellectual conception. For this very reason musical talent declares itself as a rule 
in very early youth, when the head is still empty and the emotions have barely had 
a fl utter; it has, in fact, attained real distinction at a time in the artist’s life when 
both intelligence and life are practically without experience. And for the matter 
of that we oft en enough see very great accomplishment in musical composition 
and execution hung together with considerable indigence of spirit and character. 
It is quite another matter in the case of poetry. What is of main importance here 
is a presentation of our humanity rich in subject-matter and refl ective power, of 
its profounder interests, and of the forces which move it. Here at least spirit and 
heart must themselves be richly and profoundly disciplined by life, experience, 
and thought before genius itself can bring into being the fruit that is ripe, the 
content that has substance, and is essentially consummate. Th e early productions 
of  Goethe and Schiller are characterized by an immaturity, we may even call it a 
rawness and barbarity, which really are appalling. Th is phenomenon, that in the 
majority of those experiments we fi nd a preponderating mass of features which 
are absolutely prosaic, or at least uninspired and commonplace, is a main objec-
tion to the ordinary notion that inspiration is inseparable from youth and its si-
rocco season. Th ese two men of genius were the fi rst beyond question to give our 
nation true works of poetry, are, in fact, our national poets; but for all that it was 
only their mature manhood, which made it a present of creations profound, ster-
ling of their kind, creations of genuine inspiration, and no less technically com-
plete in their artistic form. We naturally recall the case of the veteran Homer, who 
only composed and uttered his immortal songs in his old age.

(iii) A third view, held relatively to the idea of a work of art as a product of human 
activity, concerns the position of such towards the phenomena of Nature. Th e 
natural tendency of ordinary thinking in this respect is to assume that the prod-
uct of human art is of subordinate rank to the works of Nature. Th e work of art 
possesses no feeling of its own; it is not through and through a living thing, but, 
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regarded as an external object, is a dead thing. It is usual to regard that which is 
alive of higher worth than what is dead. We may admit, of course, that the work 
of art is not in itself capable of movement and alive. Th e living, natural thing is, 
whether looked at within or without, an organization with the life-purpose of 
such worked out into the minutest detail. Th e work of art merely attains to the 
show of animation on its surface. Below this it is ordinary stone, wood, or canvas, 
or in the case of poetry idea, the medium of such being speech and letters. But this 
element of external existence is not that which makes a work a creation of fi ne art. 
A work of art is only truly such in so far as originating in the human spirit, it con-
tinues to belong to the soil from which it sprang, has received, in short, the bap-
tism of the spirit and soul of man, and only presents that which is fashioned in 
consonance with such a sacrament. An interest vital to man, the spiritual values 
which the single event, one individual character, one action possesses in its devo-
lution and fi nal issue, is seized in the work of art and emphasized with greater pu-
rity and clarity than is possible on the ground of ordinary reality where human 
art is not. And for this reason the work of art is of higher rank than any product 
of Nature whatever, which has not submitted to this passage through the spirit. 
In virtue of the emotion and insight, for example, in the atmosphere of which a 
landscape is portrayed by the art of painting, this creation of the human spirit as-
sumes a higher rank than the purely natural landscape. Everything which par-
takes of spirit is better than anything begotten of mere Nature. However this may 
be, the fact remains that no purely natural existence is able, as art is, to represent 
divine ideals.

And further, all that the spirit borrows from its own ideal content it is able, 
even in the direction of external existence, to endow with permanence. Th e indi-
vidual living thing on the contrary is transitory; it vanishes and is unstable in its 
external aspect. Th e work of art persists. At the same time it is not mere continu-
ation, but rather the form and pressure thereon of the mintage of soul-life which 
constitutes its true pre-eminence as contrasted with Nature’s reality.

(iv) Assuming, then, that the work of art is a creation of man in the sense that it 
is the off spring of spirit or spirit we have still a further question in conclusion, 
which will help us to draw a more profound inference still from our previous dis-
cussion. Th at question is, ‘What is the human need which stimulates art-produc-
tion?’ On the one hand the artistic activity may be regarded as the mere play of 
accident, or human conceits, which might just as well as be left  alone as attempt-
ed. For, it may be urged, there are other and better means for carrying into eff ect 
the aims of art, and man bears within himself higher and more weighty interests, 
than art is capable of satisfying. In contrast to such a view art appears to originate 
in a higher impulse, and to satisfy more elevated needs, nay, at certain times the 
highest and most  absolute of all, being, as it has been, united to the most embrac-
ing views of entire epochs and nations upon the constitution of the world and the 
nature of their religion.

Th is inquiry, however, concerning a necessity for art which shall not be mere-
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ly contingent, but  absolute, we are not as yet able to answer with completeness; it 
demands, in fact, a concreter mode of exposition than is compatible with the form 
of this introduction. We must accordingly deem it suffi  cient for the present mere-
ly to establish the following points.

Th e universal and  absolute want from which art on its side of essential form 
arises originates in the fact that man is a thinking consciousness, in other words 
that he renders explicit to himself, and from his own substance, what he is and all 
in fact that exists. Th e objects of Nature exist exclusively in immediacy and once 
for all. Man, on the contrary, as spirit reduplicates himself. He is, to start with, 
an object of Nature as other objects; but in addition to this, and no less truly, he 
exists for himself; he observes himself, makes himself present to his imagination 
and thought, and only in virtue of this active power of self-realization is he actu-
ally mind or spirit. Th is consciousness of himself man acquires in a twofold way; 
in the fi rst instance theoretically. Th is is so in so far as he is under a constraint to 
bring himself in his own inner life to consciousness—all which moves in the hu-
man heart, all that surges up and strives therein—and generally, so far as he is im-
pelled to make himself an object of perception and conception, to fi x for himself 
defi nitively that which thought discovers as essential being and in all that he sum-
mons out of himself, no less than in that which is received from without, to rec-
ognize only himself. And secondly, this realization is eff ected through a practical 
activity. In other words man possesses an impulse to assert himself in that which 
is presented him in immediacy, in that which is at hand as an external something 
to himself, and by doing so at the same time once more to recognize himself there-
in. Th is purpose he achieved by the alteration he eff ects in such external objects, 
upon which he imprints the seal of his inner life, rediscovering in them thereby 
the features of his own determinate nature. And man does all this, in order that 
he may as a free agent divest the external world of its stubborn alienation from 
himself—and in order that he may enjoy in the confi guration of objective fact an 
external reality simply of himself. Th e very fi rst impulse of the child implies in es-
sentials this practical process of deliberate change in external fact. A boy throws 
stones into the stream, and then looks with wonder at the circles which follow in 
the water, regarding them as a result in which he sees something of his own doing. 
Th is human need runs through the most varied phenomena up to that particular 
form of self-reproduction in the external fact which is presented us in human art. 
And it is not merely in relation to external objects that man acts thus. He treats 
himself, that is, his natural form, in a similar manner: he will not permit it to re-
main as he fi nds it; he alters it deliberately. Th is is the rational ground of all orna-
ment and decoration, though it may be as barbarous, tasteless, entirely disfi gur-
ing, nay, as injurious as the crushing of the feet of Chinese ladies, or the slitting 
of ears and lips. For it is among the really cultured alone that a change of fi gure, 
behaviour, and every mode and manner of self-expression will issue in harmony 
with the dictates of mental elevation.

Th is universal demand for artistic expression is based on the rational impulse 
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in man’s nature to exalt both the world of his soul experience and that of Nature 
for himself into the conscious embrace of spirit as an object in which he rediscov-
ers himself. He satisfi es the demand of this spiritual freedom by making explicit 
to his inner life all that exists, no less than from the further point of view giving 
a realized external embodiment to the self made thus explicit. And by this redu-
plication of what is his own he places before the vision and within the cognition 
of himself and others what is within him. Th is is the free rationality of man, in 
which art as also all action and knowledge originates. We shall investigate at a 
later stage the specifi c need for art as compared with that for other political and 
ethical action, or that for religious ideas and scientifi c knowledge.

THE                             ART-WORK IS ADDRESSED TO HUMAN SENSE

(b) We have hitherto considered the work of art under the aspect that it is fash-
ioned by man; we will now pass over to the second part of our defi nition, that it is 
produced for his sense-apprehension, and consequently is to a more or less degree 
under obligations to a sensuous medium.

(i) Th is refl ection has been responsible for the inference that the function of fi ne 
art is to arouse feeling, more precisely the feeling which suits us—that is, pleas-
ant feeling. From such a point of view writers have converted the investigation 
of fi ne art into a treatise on the emotions and asked what kind of feelings art 
ought to excite—take fear, for example, and compassion—with the further ques-
tion how such can be regarded as pleasant, how, in short, the contemplation of a 
misfortune can bring satisfaction. A discussion of this kind, however, did not car-
ry the problem far. Feeling is the undefi ned obscure region of spiritual life. What 
is felt remains cloaked in the form of the separate personal experience under its 
most abstract persistence; and for this reason the distinctions of feeling are whol-
ly abstract; they are not distinctions which apply to the subject-matter itself. Th e 
feeling throughout remains a purely subjective state which belongs to me, one in 
which the concrete fact vanishes, as though contracted to a vanishing point in 
the most abstract of all spheres. For this reason an inquiry over the nature of the 
emotions which art ought or ought not to arouse, comes simply to a standstill in 
the undefi ned; it is an investigation which deliberately abstracts from genuine 
content and its concrete substance and notion. Refl ection upon feeling is satis-
fi ed with the observation of the personal emotional state and its singularity, in-
stead of penetrating and sounding the matter for study, in other words the work 
of art, and in doing so bidding good-bye to the wholly subjective state and its con-
ditions. In feeling, however, it is just this subjective state void of content which is 
not merely accepted, but becomes the main thing; and that is precisely why peo-
ple are so proud of having emotions. And for no other reason that is why such an 
investigation is tedious owing to its indefi nite nature and emptiness, and even re-
pellant in its attention to trivial personal idiosyncrasies.

(ii) Inasmuch, however, as the work of art is not merely concerned with exciting 
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some kind of emotion or other—for this is an object it would share without any 
valid distinction with eloquence, historical composition, religious edifi cation and 
much else—but is only a work of art in so far as it is beautiful, it occurred to re-
fl ective spirits to discover a specifi c feeling for                                 beauty, and a distinct sense-faculty 
correspondent with it. In such an inquiry it soon became clear that a sense of this 
kind was no defi nite and mere instinct rigidly fi xed by Nature, which was able by 
itself and independently to distinguish the beautiful. As a consequence the de-
mand was made for culture as a condition precedent to such a sense, and the sense 
of                                 beauty as thus cultivated was called taste, which, albeit an instructed apprehen-
sion and discovery of the beautiful, was none the less assumed to persist in the 
character of immediate feeling. 

(iii) Following the above observations upon the modes of inquiry which were sug-
gested by that aspect of a work of art in which, as itself an object with a material 
medium, it possessed an essential relation to man as himself receptive through 
sense, we will now examine this point of view in its more essential connection 
with art itself. We propose to do this partly (α) in respect to the art-product 
viewed as an object, partly (β) as regards the personal characteristics of the artist, 
his genius, talent, and so forth. We do not, however, propose to enter into matter 
which can in this connection exclusively proceed from the knowledge of art ac-
cording to its universal concept. Th e truth is we are not as yet in the full sense on 
scientifi c ground; we have merely reached the province of external refl ection.

(α) Th ere is no question, then, that a work of art is presented to sensuous 
apprehension. It is submitted to the emotional sense, whether outer or inner, to 
sensuous perception and the imaged sense, precisely as the objective world is so 
presented around us, or as is our own inward sensitive nature. Even a speech, for 
example, may be addressed to the sensuous imagination and feeling. Notwith-
standing this fact, however, the work of art is not exclusively directed to the sensu-
ous apprehension, viewed, that is, as an object materially conditioned. Its position 
is of the nature, that along with its sensuous presentation it is fundamentally ad-
dressed to the spirit. Th e spirit is intended to be aff ected by it and to receive some 
kind of satisfaction in it.

Th is function of the work of art at once makes it clear how it is that it is in no 
way intended to be a natural product or, on the side where it impinges on Nature, 
to possess the living principle of Nature. Th is, at least, is a fact whether the natu-
ral product is ranked lower or higher than a mere work of art, as people are accus-
tomed to express themselves in the tone of depreciation.

In other words the sensuous aspect of a work of art has a right to determinate 
existence only in so far as it exists for the human spirit, not, however, in so far as 
itself, as a material object, exists for itself independently.

If we examine more closely in what way the sensuous materia is presented to 
man we fi nd that what is so can be placed under various relations to the spirit.

(αα) Th e lowest in grade and that least compatible with relation to intelli-
gence is purely sensuous sensation. It consists primarily in mere looking, listen-
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ing, just as in times of mental overstrain it may oft en be a relaxation to go about 
without thought, and merely listen and have a look round. Th e spirit, however, 
does not rest in the mere apprehension of external objects through sight and hear-
ing; it makes them objective to its own inward nature, which thereupon is im-
pelled itself to give eff ect to itself in these things as a further step under a sensuous 
mode, in other words, it relates itself to them as desire. In this appetitive relation 
to the external world man, as a sensuous particular thing, stands in a relation of 
opposition to things in general as in the same way particulars. He does not ad-
dress himself to them with open mind and the universal ideas of thought; he re-
tains an isolated position, with its personal impulses and interests, relatively to 
objects as fi xed in their obduracy as himself, and makes himself at home in them 
by using them, or eating them up altogether, and, in short, gives eff ect to his self-
satisfaction by the sacrifi ce he makes of them. In this negative relation desire re-
quires for itself not merely the superfi cial show of external objects, but the actual 
things themselves in their material concrete existence. Mere pictures of the wood, 
which it seeks to make use of, or of the animals, which it hopes to eat up, would 
be of no service to desire. Just as little is it possible for desire to suff er the object 
to remain in its freedom; its craving is just this to force it to annihilate this self-
subsistency and freedom of external facts, and to demonstrate that these things 
are only there to be destroyed and devoured. But at the same time the particular 
person is neither himself free, begirt as he is by the particular limited and transi-
tory interests of his desires, for his defi nite acts do not proceed from the essential 
universality and rationality of his will, neither is he free relatively to the external 
world, for desire remains essentially determined by things and related to them.

Th is relation, then, of desire is not that in which man is related to the work of 
art. He suff ers it to exist in its free independence as an object; he associates him-
self with it without any craving of this kind, rather as with an object refl ective of 
himself, which exists solely for the contemplative faculty of spirit. For this reason, 
as we have said, the work of art, although it possesses sensuous existence, does not 
require sensuous concrete existence, nor yet the animated life of such objects. Or, 
rather, we should add, it ought not to remain on such a level, in so far as its true 
function is exclusively to satisfy spiritual interests, and to shut the door on all ap-
proach to mere desire. Hence we can understand how it is that practical desire 
rates the particular works of Nature in the organic or inorganic world, which are 
at its service, more highly than works of art, which are obviously useless in this 
sense, and only contribute enjoyment to other capacities of man’s spirit.

(ββ) A second mode under which the externally present comes before the 
conscious subject is, as contrasted with the single sensuous perception and active 
desire, the purely theoretical relation to the intelligence. Th e theoretic contempla-
tion of objects has no interest in consuming the same in their particularity and 
satisfying or maintaining itself through the sense by their means; its object is to 
attain a knowledge of them in their universality, to seek out their ideal nature and 
principle, to comprehend them according to their notional idea. Consequently 
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this contemplative interest is content to leave the particular things as they are, 
and stands aloof from them in their objective singularity, which is not the object 
of such a faculty’s investigation. For the rational intelligence is not a property of 
the particular person in the sense that desire is so; it appertains to his singularity 
as being itself likewise essentially universal. So long as it persists in this relation 
of universality to the objects in question, it is his reason in its universal potency 
which is attempting to discover itself in Nature, and thereby the inward or essen-
tial being of the natural objects, which his sensuous existence does not present un-
der its mode of immediacy, although such existence is founded therein. Th is in-
terest of contemplation, the satisfaction of which is the task of science, is, however, 
shared in this scientifi c form just as little by art as it shared in the common table 
of those impulses of the purely practical desire. Science can, it is true, take as its 
point of departure the sensuous thing in its singularity, and possess itself of some 
conception, how this individual thing is present in its specifi c colour or form. 
But for all that this isolated thing of sense as such possesses no further relation to 
spirit, inasmuch as the interest of intelligence makes for the universal, the law, the 
thought and notion of the object, and consequently not only does it forsake it in 
its immediate singularity, but it actually transforms it within the region of idea, 
converting a concrete object of sense into an abstract subject-matter of thought, 
that is converting it into something other than the same object of its sensuous 
perception actually was. Th e artistic interest does not follow such a process, and 
is distinct from that of science for this reason. Th e contemplation of art restricts 
its interest simply in the way in which the work of art, as external object, in the 
directness of its defi nition, and in the singularity wherein it appears to sense, is 
manifested in all its features of colour, form, and sound, or as a single isolated vi-
sion of the whole; it does not go so far beyond the immediately received objective 
character as to propose, as is the case with science, the ideal or conceptive think-
ing of this particular objectivity under the terms of the rational and universal no-
tion which underlies it.

Th e interest of art, therefore, is distinguishable from the practical interest of 
desire in virtue of the fact that it suff ers its object to remain in its free independ-
ence, whereas desire applies it, even to the point of destruction, to its own uses. 
Th e contemplation of art, on the other hand, diff ers from that of a scientifi c intel-
ligence in an analogous way in virtue of the fact that it cherishes an interest for the 
object in its isolated existence, and is not concerned to transform the same into 
terms of universal thought and notion.

(γγ ) It follows, then, that, though the sensuous materia is unquestionably 
present in a work of art, it is only as surface or show of the sensuous that it is un-
der any necessity to appear. In the sensuous appearance of the work of art it is 
neither the concrete material stuff , the empirically perceived completeness and 
extension of the internal organism which is the object of desire, nor is it the uni-
versal thought of pure ideality, which in either case the spirit seeks for. Its aim 
is the sensuous presence, which, albeit suff ered to persist in its sensuousness, is 
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equally entitled to be delivered from the framework of its purely material sub-
stance. Consequently, as compared with the immediately envisaged and incorpo-
rated object of Nature, the sensuous presence in the work of art is transmuted to 
mere semblance or show, and the work of art occupies a midway ground, with the 
directly perceived objective world on one side and the ideality of pure thought on 
the other. It is not as yet pure thought, but, despite the element of sensuousness 
which adheres to it, it is no longer purely material existence, in the sense at least 
that stones, plants, and organic life are such. Th e sensuous element in a work of 
art is rather itself somewhat of ideal intension, which, however, as not being actu-
ally the ideal medium of thought, is still externally presented at the same time as 
an object. Th is semblance of the sensuous presents itself to the spirit externally as 
the form, visible appearance, and harmonious vibration of things. Th is is always 
assuming that it suff ers the objects to remain in their freedom as objective facts, 
and does not seek to penetrate into their inward essence by abstract thought, for 
by doing so they would (as above explained) entirely cease to exist for it in their 
external singularity.

For this reason the sensuous aspect of art is only related to the two theoreti-
cal senses of sight and hearing; smell, on the other hand, taste, and the feeling of 
touch are excluded from the springs of art’s enjoyment. Smell, taste, and touch 
come into contact with matter simply as such, and with the immediate sensuous 
qualities of the same; smell with the material volatization through the air; taste 
with the material dissolution of substance, and touch or mere bodily feeling with 
qualities such as heat, coldness, smoothness, and so forth. On this account these 
senses cannot have to do with the objects of art, which ought to subsist in their 
actual and very independence, admitting of no purely sensuous or rather physical 
relation. Th e pleasant for such senses is not the                                 beauty of art. Th us art on its sen-
suous side brings before us deliberately merely a shadow-world of shapes, tones, 
and imaged conceptions, and it is quite beside the point to maintain that it is 
simply a proof of the impotence and limitations of man that he can only present 
us with the surface of the physical world, mere schemata, when he calls into be-
ing his creative works. In art these sensuous shapes and tones are not off ered as 
exclusively for themselves and their form to our direct vision. Th ey are presented 
with the intent to secure in such shape satisfaction for higher and more spiritual 
interests, inasmuch as they are mighty to summon an echo and response in the 
human spirit evoked from all depths of its conscious life. In this way the sensu-
ous is spiritualized in art, or, in other words, the life of spirit comes to dwell in it 
under sensuous guise.

(β) For this reason, however, a product of art is only possible in so far as it has 
received its passage through the spirit, and has originated from the productive ac-
tivity of spirit. Th is brings us to another question we have to answer, and it is this 
‘How is the sensuous or material aspect, which is imperative as a condition of art, 
operative in the artist as conjoined to his personal productive activity?’ Now this 
mode or manner of artistic production contains, as an activity personal to the art-
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ist, in essentials just the same determinants which we found posited in the work 
of art. It must be a spiritual activity, which, however, at the same time possess-
es in itself the element of sensuousness and immediacy. It is neither, on the one 
hand, purely mechanical work, such as is purely unconscious facility in sleight of 
hand upon physical objects, or a stereotyped activity according to teachable rule 
of thumb; nor, on the other hand, is it a productive process of science, which tends 
to pass from sensuous things to abstract ideas and thoughts, or is active exclusive-
ly in the medium of pure thought. In contrast to these the two aspects of mental 
idea and sensuous material must in the artistic product be united. For example, it 
would be possible in the case of poetical compositions to attempt to embody what 
was the subject-matter in the form of prosaic thought in the fi rst instance, and 
only aft er doing so to attach to the same imaginative ideas rhymes and so on, so 
that as a net result such imagery would be appendant to the abstract refl ections as 
so much ornament and decoration. An attempt of this kind, however, could only 
lead us to a poor sort of poetry, for in it we should have operative a twofold kind of 
activity in its separation, which in the activity of genuine artistic work only holds 
good in inseparable unity. It is this true kind of creative activity which forms what 
is generally described as the artistic imagination.

A consequence of this is, that imagination of this type is based in a certain 
sense on a natural gift , a general talent for it, as we say, because its creative pow-
er essentially implies an aspect of sense presentation. It is no doubt not unusual 
to speak in the same way of scientifi c ‘talent’. Th e sciences, however, merely pre-
suppose the general capacity for thought, which does not possess, as imagination 
does, together with its intellectual activity, a reference to the concrete testimony 
of Nature, but rather precisely abstracts from the activity that form in which we 
fi nd it in Nature. It would be, therefore, truer to the mark if we said there is no 
specifi c scientifi c talent in the sense of a purely natural endowment. Imagination, 
on the other hand, combines within it a mode of instinct-like creativeness. In 
other words the essential plasticity and material element in a work of art is subjec-
tively present in the artist as part of his native disposition and impulse, and as his 
unconscious activity belongs in part to that which man receives straight from Na-
ture. No doubt the entire talent and genius of an individual is not wholly exhaust-
ed by that we describe as natural capability. Th e creation of art is quite as much a 
spiritual and self-cognized process; but for all that we affi  rm that its spirituality 
contains an element of plastic or confi gurative facility which Nature confers on 
it. For this reason, though almost anybody can reach a certain point in art, yet, in 
order to pass beyond this—and it is here that the art in question really begins—a 
talent for art which is inborn and of a higher order altogether is indispensable.

Considered simply as a natural basis a talent of this kind asserts itself for the 
most part in early youth, and is manifested in the restless persistency, ever intent 
with vivacity and alertness, to create artistic shapes in some particular sensuous 
medium, and to make this mode of expression and utterance the unique one or 
the one of main importance and most suitable. And thus also a virtuosity up to a 
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certain point in the technique of art which is arrived at with ease is a sign of in-
born talent. A sculptor fi nds everything convertible into plastic shape, and from 
early days takes to modelling clay; and so on generally whatever men of such in-
nate powers have in their minds, whatever excites and moves their souls, becomes 
forthwith a plastic fi gure, a drawing, a melody, or a poem.

(γ) Th irdly, and in conclusion: the content of art is also in some respects bor-
rowed from the objective world perceived in sense, that is Nature; or, in any case, 
if the content is also of a spiritual character, it can only be grasped in such a way, 
that the spiritual element therein, as human relations, for example, are displayed 
in the form of phenomena which possess objective reality.

THE END OR INTEREST OF                             ART 

(c) Th ere is yet another question to solve, namely, what the interest or the End is, 
which man proposes to himself in the creation of the content embodied by a work 
of art. Th is was, in fact, the third point of view, which we propounded relatively to 
the art-product. Its more detailed discussion will fi nally introduce us to the true 
notional concept of art itself.

If we take a glance at our ordinary ideas on this subject, one of the most prev-
alent is obviously:

(i) Th e principle of the imitation of Nature. According to this view the essential 
aim or object of art consists in imitation, by which is understood a facility in cop-
ying natural forms as present to us in a manner which shall most fully correspond 
to such facts. Th e success of such an exact representation of Nature is assumed to 
aff ord us complete satisfaction.

(α) Now in this defi nition there is to start with absolutely nothing but the 
formal aim to bring about the bare repetition a second time by man, so far as his 
means will permit of this, of all that was already in the external world, precisely 
too in the way it is there. A repetition of this sort may at once be set down as:

(αα) A superfl uous task for the reason that everything which pictures, theat-
rical performances represent by way of imitation—animals, natural scenery, in-
cidents of human life—we have already elsewhere before us in our gardens or at 
home, or in other examples of the more restricted or extended reaches of our per-
sonal acquaintance. Looked at, moreover, more closely, such a superfl uity of ener-
gy can hardly appear otherwise than a presumptuous trifl ing; it is so because:

(ββ) It lags so far behind Nature. In other words art is limited in its means of 
representation. It can only produce one-sided illusions, a semblance, to take one 
example, of real fact addressed exclusively to one sense. And, moreover, if it does 
wholly rely on the bare aim of mere imitation, instead of Nature’s life all it gives 
us ever is the mere pretence of its substance.

In short, to sum up, we may state emphatically that in the mere business of 
imitation art cannot maintain its rivalry with Nature, and if it makes the attempt 
it must look like a worm which undertakes to crawl aft er an elephant.
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(β) Inasmuch as, moreover, the principle of imitation is purely formal, objec-
tive                                 beauty itself disappears, if that principle is accepted as the end. For the ques-
tion is then no longer what is the constitution of that which is to be imitated, 
but simply whether the copy is correct or no. Th e object and the content of the 
beautiful comes to be regarded as a matter of indiff erence. When, in other words, 
putting the principle of mere imitation on one side, we speak, in connection with 
animals, human beings, places, actions, and characters, of a distinction between 
                                beauty and ugliness, it remains none the less the fact that relatively to such a prin-
ciple we are referring to a distinction which does not properly belong to an art 
for which we have appropriated this principle of imitation to the exclusion of all 
others. In such a case, therefore, whenever we select objects and attempt to distin-
guish between their                                 beauty and ugliness, owing to this absence of a standard we 
can apply to the infi nite forms of Nature, we have in the fi nal resort only left  us 
the personal taste, which is fi xed by no rule, and admits of no discussion. And, in 
truth, if we start, in the selection of objects for representation, from that which 
mankind generally discover as beautiful and ugly, and accept accordingly for ar-
tistic imitation, in other words, form their particular taste, there is no province 
in the domain of the objective world which is not open to us, and which is hardly 
likely to fail to secure its admirer. At any rate, among men we may assume that, 
though the case of every husband and his wife may be disputed, yet at least eve-
ry bridegroom regards his bride as beautiful, very possibly being the only person 
who does so; and that an individual taste for a                                 beauty of this kind admits of no 
fi xed rules at all may be regarded as a bit of luck for both parties. If, moreover, we 
cast a glance wholly beyond mere individuals and their accidental taste to that 
of nations, this again is full of diversity and opposition. How oft en we hear it re-
peated that a European                                 beauty would not please a Chinaman, or even a Hotten-
tot—a Chinaman having a totally distinct notion of                                 beauty from that of a black 
man, and the black man in his turn from that of a European. Indeed, if we con-
sider the works of art of those extra-European peoples, their images of gods, for 
instance, which have been imaginatively conceived as worthy of veneration and 
sublime, they can only appear to us as frightful idols, their music will merely ring 
in our ears as an abominable noise, while, from the opposite point of view, such 
aliens will regard our sculptures, paintings, and musical compositions as having 
no meaning or actually ugly. 

Th e end or object of art must therefore consist in something other than the 
purely formal imitation of what is given to objective sense, which invariably can 
merely call into being technical legerdemain and not works of art. It is no doubt an 
essential constituent of a work of art that it should have natural forms as a founda-
tion, because the mode of its representation is in external form, and thereby along 
with it in that of natural phenomena.

(ii) And as a consequence of this we have the further question—‘What is the true 
content of art, and with what aim is that content brought before us?’ On this head 
we are confronted by the common opinion that it is the task and object of art to 
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bring before our sense, feeling, and power of emulation every thing that the spirit 
of man can perceive or conceive.                             Art has in short to realize for us the well-known 
saying, ‘Nihil humani a me alienum puto’ [‘I count nothing human indiff erent 
to me’]. Its object is therefore declared to be that of arousing and giving life to 
slumbering emotions, inclinations, passions of every description, of fi lling the 
heart up to the brim; of compelling mankind, whether cultured or the reverse, 
to pass through all that the human soul carries in its most intimate and mysteri-
ous chambers, all that it is able to experience and reproduce, all that the heart is 
able to stir and evoke in its depths and its countlessly manifold possibilities; and 
yet further to deliver to the domain of feeling and the delight of our vision all 
that the spirit may possess of essential and exalted being in its thought and the 
Idea—that majestic hierarchy of the noble, eternal, and true; and no less to in-
terpret for us misfortune and misery, wickedness and crime; to make the hearts 
of men realize through and through all that is atrocious and dreadful, no less 
than every kind of pleasure and blessedness; and last of all to start the imagina-
tion like a rover among the day-dream playing-fi elds of the fancy, there to revel in 
the seductive mirage of visions and emotions which captivate the senses. All this 
infi nitely manifold content—so it is held—it is the function of art to explore, in 
order that by this means the experience of our external life may be repaired of 
its defi ciencies, and yet from a further point of view that the passions we share 
with all men may be excited, not merely that the experiences of life may not have 
us unmoved, but that we ourselves may thereaft er long to make ourselves open 
channels of a universal experience. Such a stimulus is not presented on the plane 
of actual experience itself, but can only come through the semblance of it, that is 
to say through the illusions which art, in its creations, substitutes for the actual 
world. And the possibility of such a deception, by means of the semblances of art, 
depends on the fact that all reality must for man pass through the medium of the 
vision and imaginative idea; and it is only aft er such a passage that it penetrates 
the emotional life and the will. In such a process it is of no consequence whether 
it is immediate external reality which claims his attention, or whether the result 
is eff ected by some other way, in other words by means of images, symbols, and 
ideas, which contain and display the content of such actuality. Men are able to 
imagine things, which do not actually exist, as if they did exist. Consequently it 
is precisely the same thing for our emotional life, whether it is the objective world 
or merely the show of the same, in virtue of which a situation, a relation, or any 
content of life, in short, is brought home to us. Either mode is equally able to stir 
in us an echo to the essential secret which it carries, whether it be in grief or joy, 
in agitation or convulsion, and can cause to fl ow through us the feelings and pas-
sions of anger, hate, pity, anxiety, fear, love, reverence and admiration, honour 
and fame.

Th e awakening of every kind of emotion in us, the drawing our soul through 
every content of life, the realization of all these movements of soul-life by means 
of a presence which is only external as an illusion—this it is which, in the opin-
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ion described, is pre-eminently regarded as the peculiar and transcendent power 
of artistic creation.

We must not, however, overlook the fact that in this view of art as a means to 
imprint on the soul and the mind what is good and evil alike, to make man more 
strong in the pursuit of what is noblest, no less than enervate his defi nite course, 
by transporting his emotional life through the most sensuous and selfi sh desires, 
the task as yet proposed to art remains throughout of an entirely formal charac-
ter; without possessing independently an assured aim all that art can off er is the 
empty form for every possible kind of ideal and formative content.

(iii) As a matter of fact art does not possess this formal side, namely, that it is able 
to bring before our senses and feeling and artistically adorn every possible kind 
of material, precisely as the thoughts of ordinary refl ection elaborate every possi-
ble subject-matter and modes of action, supplying the same with its equipment of 
reasons and vindications. In the presence, however, of such a variety for content 
we cannot fail to observe that these diversifi ed emotions and ideas, which it is as-
sumed art has to stimulate or enforce, intersect each other, contradict and mu-
tually cancel each other. Indeed, under this aspect, the more art inspires men to 
emotions thus opposed, to that extent precisely it merely enlarges the cleavage in 
their feelings and passions, and sets them staggering about in Bacchantic riot, or 
passes over into sophistry and skepticism precisely as your ordinary free thinkers 
do. Th is variety of the material of art itself compels us, therefore, not to remain 
satisfi ed with so formal a determination. Our rational nature forces its way into 
this motley array of discord, and demands to see the resurrection of a higher and 
more universal purpose from these elements despite their opposition, and to be 
conscious of its attainment. Just in a similar manner the social life of mankind 
and the State are no doubt credited with the aim that in them all human capaci-
ties and all individual potencies should meet with expansion and expression in 
all their features and tendencies. But in opposition to so formal a view there very 
quickly crops up the question in what unity these manifold manifestations are to 
be concentrated, and what single end they must have for their fundamental con-
cept and ultimate end. Just as in the case of the notional concept of the human 
State so too there arises in that of human art the need, as to a part thereof, for an 
end common to the particular aspects, no less than in part for one which is more 
exalted and substantive in its character.

As such a substantive end the conclusion of refl ection is readily brought home 
to us that art possesses at once the power and function to mitigate the savagery 
of mere desires.

(α) With regard to this fi rst conception we have merely to ascertain what 
characteristic peculiar to art implies this possibility of eliminating this rawness of 
desire, and of fettering and instructing the impulses and passions. Coarseness in 
general has its ground-root in an unmitigated self-seeking of sensuous impulses, 
which take their plunge off  and are exclusively intent on the satisfaction of their 
concupiscence. Sensual desire is, however, all the more brutal and domineering, 
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in proportion as, in its isolation and confi nement, it appropriates the entire man, 
so that he does not retain the power to separate himself in his universal capacity 
from this determinacy and to maintain the conscious presence of such univer-
sality. Even if the man in such a case exclaims, ‘Th e passion is mightier than I ’, 
though it is true no doubt that the ‘I’, the abstract ego, is separate from the partic-
ular passion, yet it is purely so in a formal way. All that such a separation amounts 
to is that as against the force of the passion the ego, in its universal form or com-
petency, is of no account at all. Th e savageness of passion consists therefore in the 
fusion of the ego as such a universal with the confi ned content of its desire, so that 
a man no longer possesses volitional power outside this single passion. Such sav-
ageness and untamed force of the possibilities of passion art mitigates in the fi rst 
instance to the extent that it brings home to the mind and imagination of man 
what he does actually feel and carry into eff ect in such a condition. And even if 
art restricts itself to this that it places before the vision of the mind pictures of 
passion, nay, even assuming such to be fl attering pictures, yet for all that a pow-
er of amelioration is contained therein. At least we may say, that by this means is 
brought before a man’s intelligence what apart from such presentment he merely 
is. Th e man in this way contemplates his impulses and inclinations; and whereas 
apart from this they whirl him away without giving him time to refl ect, he now 
sees them outside himself and already, for the reason that they come before him 
rather as objects than a part of himself, he begins to be free from them as aliens. 
For this reason it may oft en happen that an artist, under the weight of grief, miti-
gates and weakens the intensity of his own emotions in their eff ect upon him by 
the artistic representation of them. Comfort, too, is to be found even in tears. 
Th e man who to start with is wholly given up to and concentrated in sorrow, is 
able thus, at any rate, to express that which is merely felt within in a direct way. 
Yet more alleviating is the utterance of such inner life in words, images, musical 
sound, and shapes.

It was therefore a good old custom in the case of funerals and layings-out to 
appoint wailing women, in order to give audible expression to grief, or generally to 
create an external sympathy. For manifestations of sympathy bring the content of 
human sorrow to the suff erer in an objective form; he is by their repetition driven 
to refl ect upon it, and the burden is thereby made lighter. And so it has from of 
old been considered that to weep or to speak oneself out are equally means where-
by freedom is secured from the oppressing burden, or at least the heart is appreci-
ably lift ed. Consequently the mitigation of the violence of passions admits of this 
general explanation that man is released from his unmediated confi nement in an 
emotion, becomes aware of it as a thing external to himself, to which he is con-
sequently obliged to place himself in an ideal relation.                             Art, while still remaining 
within the sphere of the senses, faces man from the might of his sensitive experi-
ence by means of its representations. No doubt we frequently hear that pet phrase 
of many that it is man’s duty to remain in immediate union with Nature. Such 
union is in its unmediated purity nothing more or less than savagery and wild-
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ness; and art, precisely in the way that it dissolves this unity for human beings, 
lift s them with gentle hands over this enclosure in Nature. Th e way men are oc-
cupied with the objects of art’s creation remains throughout of a contemplative 
character; and albeit in the fi rst instance it educates merely an attention to the ac-
tual facts portrayed, yet over and beyond this, and with a power no less decisive, it 
draws man’s attention to their signifi cance, it forces him to compare their content 
with that of others, and to receive without reserve the general conclusions of such 
a survey and all the ramifi cations such imply.

(β) To the characteristic above discussed adheres in natural sequence the sec-
ond which has been predicated of art as its essential aim, namely, the purifi cation 
of the passions, an instruction, that is, and a building to moral completeness. For 
the defi ning role that art has to bridle savage nature and educate the passions re-
mained one wholly formal and general, so that the further question must arise 
as to a specifi c kind and an essential and culminating point of such an educative 
process.

(αα) Th e doctrine of the purifi cation of the passions shares in the defect pre-
viously noted as adhering to the mitigation of desires. It does, however, emphasize 
more closely the fact that the representations of art needed a standard, by means 
of which it would be possible to estimate their comparative worth and unworth. 
Th is standard is just their eff ectiveness to separate what is pure from that which 
is the reverse in the passions.                             Art, therefore, requires a content which is capable 
of expressing this purifying power, and in so far as the power to assert such eff ec-
tiveness is assumed to constitute the substantive end of art, the purifying content 
will consist in asserting that eff ective power before consciousness in its universal-
ity and essentiality.

(ββ) It is a deduction from the point of view just described that it is the end of 
art to instruct. Th us, on the one hand, the peculiar character of art consists in the 
movement of the emotions and in the satisfaction which is found in this move-
ment, even in fear, compassion, in painful agitation and shock—that is to say, in 
the satisfying concern of the feelings and passions, and to that extent in a com-
placent, delighted, or enthusiastic attitude to the objects of art and their presenta-
tion and eff ect: while, on the other hand, this artistic object is held to discover its 
higher standard exclusively in its power to instruct, in the fi bula docet, and there-
by in the usefulness, which the work of art is able to exercise on the recipient. In 
this respect the Horatian adage: 

Et prodesse volunt et delectare poetae 
[‘Poets aim at utility and entertainment alike’]

contains, concentrated into a few words, all that in aft er times has been drawn 
out as a doctrine of art through every conceivable grade of dilution to the last ex-
treme of insipidity.

In respect, then, to such instruction we have to ask whether the idea is that 
the same ought to be direct or indirect in the work of art, explicit or implicit.
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Now if the question at issue is one of general importance to art about a uni-
versal rather than contingent purpose, such an ultimate end, on account of the es-
sential spirituality of art, can only be itself of spiritual import; in other words, so 
far from being of accidental importance it must be true in virtue of its own nature 
and on its own account. An end of this kind can only apply to instruction in so far 
as a genuine and essentially explicit content is brought before the spirit by means 
of the work of art. From such a point of view we are entitled to affi  rm that it is 
the function of art to accept so much the more of a content of this nature within 
its compass in proportion to the nobility of its rank, and that only in the verity 
of such a content will it discover the standard according to which the pertinency 
of or the reverse of what is expressed is adjudged.                             Art is in truth the primary in-
structress of peoples.

But, on the other hand, if the object of instruction is so entirely treated as an 
end that the universal nature of the content presented cannot fail to be asserted 
and rendered bluntly and on its own account explicit as abstract thesis, prosaic 
refl ection or general maxim, rather than merely in an indirect way contained by 
implication in the concrete embodiment of art, then and in that case, by means 
of such a separation, the sensuous, plastic confi guration, which is precisely that 
which makes the artistic product a work of art, is merely an otiose accessory, a 
husk, a semblance, which are expressly posited as nothing more than shell and 
semblance. Th ereby the very nature of a work of art is abused. For the work of art 
ought not to bring before the imaginative vision a content in its universality as 
such, but rather this universality under the mode of individual concreteness and 
distinctive sensuous particularity. If the work in question does not conform to 
such a principle, but rather sets before us the generalization of its content with the 
express object of instruction pure and simple, then the imaginative no less than 
the material aspect of it are merely an external and superfl uous ornament, and the 
work of art is itself a shattered thing within that ornament, a ruin wherein form 
and content no longer appear as a mutually adherent growth. For, in the case sup-
posed, the particular object of the senses and the ideal content apprehended by 
the spirit have become external to one another.

Furthermore, if the object of art is assumed to consist in utilitarian instruc-
tion of this kind, that other aspect of delight, entertainment, and diversion is 
simply abandoned on its own account as unessential; it has now to look for its 
substance to the utility of the matter of instruction, to which it is simply an ac-
companiment. But this amounts to saying, that art does not carry its vocation 
and purpose in itself, but that its fundamental conception is in something else, 
to which it subserves as a means.                             Art becomes, in short, merely one of the many 
means, which are either of use, or may be employed to secure, the aim of instruc-
tion. Th is brings us to the boundary line where art can only cease to be an end on 
its own independent account; it is deliberately deposed either to the mere play-
thing of entertainment, or a mere means of instruction.

(γγ ) Th e line of this limit is most emphasized when the question is raised as to 
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the end or object of highest rank for the sake of which the passions have to be pu-
rifi ed or men have to be instructed. Th is goal has frequently in modern times been 
identifi ed with moral improvement, and the end of art is assumed to consist in 
this that its function is to prepare our inclinations and impulses, and generally to 
conduct us to the supreme goal of moral perfection. In this view we fi nd instruc-
tion and purifi cation combined. Th e notion is that art by the insight it gives us of 
genuine moral goodness, in other words, through its instruction, at the same time 
summons us to the process of purifi cation, and in this way alone can and ought 
to bring about the improvement of mankind as the right use they can make of it 
and its supreme object.

With reference to the relation in which art stands to the end of improve-
ment, we may practically say the same thing as we did about the didactic end. It 
may readily be admitted that art as its principle ought not to make the immoral 
and its advance its end. But it is one thing deliberately to make immorality the 
aim of its presentation and another not expressly to do so in the case of moral-
ity. It is possible to deduce an excellent moral from any work of art whatever; but 
such depends, of course, on a particular interpretation and consequently on the 
individual who draws the moral. Th e defence is made of the most immoral repre-
sentations on the ground that people ought to become acquainted with evil and 
sin in order to act morally. Conversely, it has been maintained that the portrayal 
of Mary Magdalene, the fair sinner, who aft erwards repented, has seduced many 
into sin, because art makes repentance look so beautiful, and you must fi rst sin 
before you can repent. Th e doctrine of moral improvement, however logically car-
ried out, is not merely satisfi ed that a moral should be conceivably deducible from 
a work of art through interpretation; on the contrary, it would have the moral in-
struction clearly made to emerge as the substantive aim of the work; nay, further, 
it would deliberately exclude from art’s products all subjects, characters, actions, 
and events which fail to be moral in its own sense. For art, in distinction from his-
tory and the sciences, which have their subject-matter determined for them, has a 
choice in the selection of its subjects.

In order that we may be in a position to estimate this view of the moral end 
of art on the basis of principle, we ought above all to raise the question as to the 
precise stand-point of the morality which is recommended for our reception by 
this view. If we examine more closely the standpoint of morality such as is submit-
ted us today under an enlightened interpretation, we soon discover that its con-
ception does not immediately coincide with that which we describe in a general 
way as virtue, respectability, uprightness, and so forth. To be a respectable honest 
man is not suffi  cient to make a man moral in the sense under discussion, for mo-
rality in this sense implies refl ection and the defi nite consciousness of what is con-
sonant with duty, and the acts which issue from such a consciousness. Now duty 
is itself the law of the will, which man, however, freely establishes out of himself, 
and thereon is taken to determine himself to this duty for duty’s sake and its ful-
fi lment’s sake; in other words he only does good as acting under the conviction 
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already secured that it is the good. Th is law—the duty which is selected and car-
ried into eff ect for duty’s sake to be the rule of conduct out of free conviction and 
the inner conscience—is, on its own account, the abstract universal of the will, 
which is the  absolute antithesis to Nature, the impulses of sense, selfi sh interests, 
the passions and all that is commonly described collectively as emotional life and 
heart. In this opposition the one side is regarded as negating the other; and for the 
reason that both are present in the individual in their opposition, he is compelled, 
as determining himself from his own identity, to adopt the choice of one to the 
rejection of the other. Such a decision and the act carried out in accordance with 
it merely become moral from the standpoint now considered on the one hand in 
virtue of the free conviction of duty, and on the other by reason of the victory 
secured not only over the particular will, the natural motives, inclinations, pas-
sions and so on, but also in virtue of the noble feelings and higher impulses. For 
the modern ethic starts from the fi xed opposition between the will in its spirit-
ual universality and its sensuous natural particularity; it does not consist in the 
perfected mediation of these opposed aspects, but in their mutual confl ict as op-
posed to one another, which carries with it the demand, that the impulses in their 
antagonism to duty ought to yield to it.

An opposition of this nature is not merely present to mind or consciousness 
in the restricted confi nes of moral action; it asserts itself as a fundamental sever-
ation and antithesis between that which is actual essentially, and on its own ac-
count, and that which is external reality and existence. Apprehended in entirely 
formal terms it is the contrast exposed by the universal, in so far as it is fi xed in 
its substantive independence over against the particular, as the latter is also on its 
part rigidly exterior to it. In more concrete form it appears in Nature as the op-
position of the abstract law to the wealth of particular phenomena, each of which 
possesses its specifi c characteristics. It appears in spirit as that between the sensu-
ous and spiritual in man, as the confl ict of spirit with the fl esh; it is that of duty 
for duty’s sake; of the cold imperative with particular impulses, the warm heart, 
the sensuous inclinations and impulses, in a word with man simply as individual. 
Or it appears as the harsh antagonism between the inward freedom and the ex-
ternal necessity of natural condition, and, lastly, as the contradiction of the dead, 
essentially emptied, concept, when confronted with the fullness of concrete life, 
in other words, of theory and subjective thought as contrasted with objective ex-
istence and experience.

Such are antithetical points of view, the discovery of which is not to be as-
cribed either to the ingenuity of refl ective minds, or the pedantry of a philosophi-
cal cult. Th ey have in all ages, if in manifold guise, occupied and disquieted the 
human consciousness, although it is our more modern culture which has empha-
sized their opposition most deliberately, and forced it in each case to the keenest 
edge of contradiction. Intellectual culture, or rather the rapier edge of the mod-
ern understanding, creates in man this contrast, which converts him into some 
amphibious animal. He is compelled to live in two worlds mutually contradic-
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tory; and in this divided house consciousness, too, wanders aimlessly; tossed over 
from one side to the other it is unable to discover permanent satisfaction for itself 
in either one side or the other. For, on the one hand, we see mankind confi ned 
within common reality and earthly temporal condition, oppressed by necessity 
and want, in Nature’s toils, entangled in matter, in sensuous aims and their enjoy-
ment, dominated and whirled away by impulse and passion. On the other hand 
he lift s himself up to eternal ideas, to a realm of thought and freedom. As Will he 
legislates for himself universal laws and destinations, he disrobes the world of the 
life and blossom of its reality; he dissolves it in abstractions, that the spirit may 
vindicate its right and intrinsic worth by this very dissolution of Nature’s rights 
and such maltreatment, a process in which he brings home to her again the neces-
sity and violence he has experienced at her hands. Such a cleavage of life and spirit 
is, however, accompanied for modern culture with the demand that a contradic-
tion so deep-seated should be dissolved. Th e mere understanding of abstract re-
fl ection is unable to disengage itself from the obstinacy of such contradictions. 
Th e solution consequently remains here for consciousness a mere ought, and the 
present and reality is merely moved within the continuous unrest of a to and fro, 
which seeks for that reconciliation it is unable to fi nd. Th e problem therefore aris-
es whether such a many-sided and fundamental antagonism, which is unable to 
pass beyond the mere ought and postulate of its solution, can be the essential and 
wholly expressed truth, and, indeed, the fi nal and supreme consummation. If the 
culture of the civilized world has fallen into such a contradiction it becomes the 
task of philosophy to dissolve the same, in other words to demonstrate that nei-
ther the one side or the other, in its onesided abstractness, should be held to pos-
sess truth, but that they contain within themselves the principle of their disso-
lution. Th e truth only then comes before us in the reconciliation and mediation 
of both; and this meditation is no mere postulate, but is, in its essential nature, 
and in its actual presence, at the same time accomplished and self-accomplishing. 
And, in fact, this view agrees directly with unwitting faith and will, which always 
has before its conscious life this contradiction in its resolution, and in action ac-
cepts it as its aim and carries it into eff ect. All that philosophy achieves is to con-
tribute the insight of thought into the essence of such cleavage. It demonstrates, 
or seeks to demonstrate, how that which truth really is simply the resolution of 
the fracture, and, be it added, not in the sense that this antagonism and its alter-
native aspects in any way are not, but in the sense that they are there in reconcili-
ation.

(iv) When discussing moral improvement as the ultimate end accepted for art it 
was found that its principle pointed to a higher standpoint. It will be necessary 
also to vindicate this standpoint for art.

Th ereby the false position to which we have already directed attention van-
ishes, namely, that art has to serve as a means for moral ends and the moral end of 
the world generally by means of its didactive and ameliorating infl uence, and by 
doing so has its essential aim not in itself, but in something else. If we therefore 
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continue still to speak of an end or goal of art, we must at once remove the per-
verse idea, which in the question, ‘What is the end?’ will still make it include the 
supplemental query, ‘What is the use?’ the perverseness consists in this that the 
work of art would then have to be regarded as related to something else, which is 
presented to us as what is essential and ought to be. A work of art would in that 
case be merely a useful instrument in the realization of an end which possessed 
real and independent importance outside the realm of art. As opposed to this we 
must maintain that it is art’s function to reveal truth under the mode of art’s sen-
suous or material confi guration, to display the reconciled antithesis previously 
described, and by this means to prove that it possesses its fi nal aim in itself, in 
this representation in short and self-revelation. For other ends such as instruction, 
purifi cation, improvement, procuring of wealth, struggle aft er fame and honour 
have nothing whatever to do with this work of art as such, still less do they deter-
mine the fundamental idea of it.
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 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

PRELIMINARY

It has appeared to me to be necessary to make religion by itself the object of philo-
sophical consideration, and to add on this study of it, in the form of a special part, 
to philosophy as a whole. By way of introduction I shall, however, fi rst of all give 
some account of the severance or division of consciousness, which awakens the 
need our science has to satisfy, and describe the relation of this science to philoso-
phy and religion, as also to the prevalent principles of the religious consciousness. 
Th en, I shall give the division of the subject.

To begin with, it is necessary to recollect generally what object we have be-
fore us in the  Philosophy of Religion, and what is our ordinary idea of religion. 
We know that in religion we withdraw ourselves from what is temporal, and that 
religion is for our consciousness that region in which all the enigmas of the world 
are solved, all the contradictions of deeper-reaching thought have their meaning 
unveiled, and where the voice of the heart’s pain is silenced—the region of eternal 
truth, of eternal rest, of eternal peace. Speaking generally, it is through thought, 
concrete thought, or, to put it more defi nitely it is by reason of his being Spirit, 
that man is man; and from man as Spirit proceed all the many developments of 
the sciences and arts, the interests of political life, and all those conditions which 
have reference to man’s freedom and will. But all these manifold forms of hu-
man relations, activities, and pleasures, and all the ways in which these are inter-
twined; all that has worth and dignity for man, all wherein he seeks his happiness, 
his glory, and his pride, fi nds its ultimate centre in religion, in the thought, the 
consciousness, and the feeling of God. Th us God is the beginning of all things, 
and the end of all things. As all things proceed from this point, so all return back 
to it again. He is the centre which gives life and quickening to all things, and 
which animates and preserves in existence all the various forms of being. In reli-
gion man places himself in a relation to this centre, in which all other relations 
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concentrate themselves, and in so doing he rises up to the highest level of con-
sciousness and to the religion which is free from relation to what is other than it-
self, to something which is absolutely self-suffi  cient, the unconditioned, what is 
free, and is its own object and end.

In the relation where the spirit occupies itself with this end, it unburdens it-
self of all fi niteness, and wills for itself fi nal satisfaction and deliverance; for here 
the spirit relates itself no longer to something that is other than itself, and that is 
limited, but to the unlimited and infi nite, and this is an infi nite relation, a rela-
tion of freedom and no longer of dependence. Here its consciousness is absolute-
ly free, and is indeed true consciousness, because it is consciousness of  absolute 
truth. In its character as feeling, this condition of freedom is the sense of satisfac-
tion which we call blessedness, while as activity it has nothing further to do than 
to manifest the honour of God and to reveal His glory, and in this attitude it is 
no longer with himself that man is concerned with his own interests or his empty 
pride—but with the  absolute end. All the various peoples feel that it is in the reli-
gious consciousness they possess truth, and they have always regarded religion as 
constituting their true dignity and the Sabbath of their life. Whatever awakens 
in us doubt and fear, all sorrow, all care, all the limited interests of fi nite life, we 
leave behind on the shores of time; and as from the highest peak of a mountain, 
far away from all defi nite view of what is earthly, we look down calmly upon all 
the limitations of the landscape and of the world, so with the spiritual eye man, 
lift ed out of the hard realities of this actual world, contemplates it as something 
having only the semblance of existence, which seen from this pure region bathed 
in the beams of the spiritual still, merely refl ects back its shades of colour, its var-
ied tints and lights, soft ened away into eternal rest. In this region of spirit fl ow the 
streams of forgetfulness from which Psyche drinks, and in which she drowns all 
sorrow, while the dark things of this life are soft ened away into a dream-like vi-
sion, and become transfi gured until they are a mere framework for the brightness 
of the Eternal. 

Th is image of the Absolute may have a more or less present vitality and cer-
tainty for the religions and devout mind, and be a present source of pleasure; or 
it may be represented as something longed and hoped for, far off , and in the fu-
ture. Still it always remains a certainty, and its rays stream as something divine 
into this present temporal life, giving the consciousness of the active presence of 
truth, even amidst the anxieties which torment the soul here in this region of 
time. Faith recognizes it in this last case he is inwardly occupied with it, and can-
not free himself from it. As man, religion is essential to him, and is not a feeling 
foreign to his nature.

Yet the essential question is the relation of religion to his general theory of 
the universe, and it is with this that philosophical knowledge connects itself, and 
upon which it essentially works. 

In this relation we have the source of the division which arises in opposition 
to the primary  absolute tendency of the spirit toward religion, and here, too, all 
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the manifold forms of consciousness, and their most widely diff ering connections 
with the main interest of religion, have sprung up. Before the  Philosophy of Reli-
gion can sum itself up in its own peculiar conception, it must work itself through 
all those ramifi cations of the interests of the time which have at present concen-
trated themselves in the widely-extended sphere of religion. At fi rst the move-
ment of the principles of the time has its place outside of philosophical study, but 
this movement pushes on to the point at which it comes into contact, strife, and 
antagonism with philosophy.

We shall consider this opposition and its solution when we have examined 
the opposition as it still maintains itself outside of philosophy, and have seen it de-
velop until it reaches that completed state where it involves philosophical knowl-
edge in itself. 

THE SEVERANCE OF RELIGION FROM THE FREE, WORLDLY 
CONSCIOUSNESS

In the relation in which religion, even in its immediacy, stands to the other forms 
of the consciousness of man, there already lie germs of division, since both sides 
are conceived of as in a condition of separation relatively to each other. In their 
simple relation they already constitute two kinds of pursuits, two diff erent re-
gions of consciousness, and we pass to and fro from the one to the other alternate-
ly only. Th us man has in his actual worldly life a number of working days during 
which he occupies himself with his own special interests, with worldly aims in 
general, and with the satisfaction of his needs; and then he has a Sunday, when 
he lays all this aside, collects his thoughts, and, released from absorption in fi nite 
occupations, lives to himself and to the higher nature which is in him, to his true 
essential being. But into this separateness of the two sides there directly enters a 
double modifi cation.

Let us consider fi rst of all the religion of the godly man; that is, of one who 
truly deserves to be so called. Faith is still presupposed as existing irrespective of, 
and without opposition to, anything else. To believe in God is thus in its sim-
plicity, something diff erent from that where a man, with refl ection and with the 
consciousness that something else stands opposed to this faith, says, ‘I believe in 
God’. Here the need of justifi cation, of inference, of controversy, has already come 
in. Now that religion of the simple, godly man is not kept shut off  and divided 
from the rest of his existence and life, but, on the contrary, it breathes its infl uence 
over all his feelings and actions, and his consciousness brings all the aims and ob-
jects of his worldly life into relation to God, as to its infi nite and ultimate source. 
Every moment of his fi nite existence and activity, of his sorrow and joy, is lift ed up 
by him out of his limited sphere, and by being thus lift ed up produces in him the 
idea and sense of his eternal nature. Th e rest of his life, in like manner, is led under 
the conditions of confi dence, of custom, of dutifulness, of habit; he is that which 
circumstances and nature have made him, and he takes his life, his circumstances, 
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and rights as he receives everything, namely, as a lot or destiny which he does not 
understand. It is so. In regard to God, he either takes what is His and gives thanks, 
or else he off ers it up to Him freely as a gift  of free grace. Th e rest of his conscious 
life is thus subordinated, without refl ection, to that higher region.

From the worldly side, however, the distinction involved in this relation de-
velops until it becomes opposition. It is true that the development of this side does 
not seem to aff ect religion injuriously, and all action seems to limit itself strictly 
to that side in the matter. Judging from what is expressly acknowledged, religion 
is still looked upon as what is highest; but as a matter of fact it is not so, and start-
ing from the worldly side, ruin and disunion creep over into religion. Th e devel-
opment of this distinction may be generally designated as the maturing of the 
understanding and of human aims. While understanding awakens in human life 
and in science, and refl ection has become independent, the will sets before itself 
 absolute aims; for example, justice, the state, objects which are to have  absolute 
worth, to be in and for themselves. Th us research recognizes the laws, the con-
stitution, the order, and the peculiar characteristics of natural things, and of the 
activities and productions of Spirit. Now these experiences and forms of knowl-
edge, as well as the willing and actual carrying out of these aims, is a work of man, 
both of his understanding and will. In them he is in presence of what is his own. 
Although he sets out from what is, from what he fi nds, yet he is no longer mere-
ly one who knows, who has these rights; but what he makes out of that which is 
given in knowledge and in will is his aff air, his work, and he has the consciousness 
that he has produced it. Th erefore these productions constitute his glory and his 
pride, and provide for him an immense, an infi nite wealth—that world of his in-
telligence, of his knowledge, of his external possession, of his rights and deeds.

Th us the spirit has entered into the condition of opposition—as yet, it is true, 
artlessly, and without at fi rst knowing it—but the opposition comes to be a con-
scious one, for the spirit now moves between two sides, of which the distinction 
has actually developed itself. Th e one side is that in which the spirit knows itself 
to be its own, where it lives in its own aims and interests, and determines itself on 
its own authority as independent and self-sustaining. Th e other side is that where 
the spirit recognizes a higher Power— absolute duties, duties without rights be-
longing to them, and what the spirit receives for the accomplishment of its duties 
is always regarded as grace alone. In the fi rst instance it is the independence of 
the spirit which is the foundation, but in the second its attitude is that of humil-
ity and dependence. Its religion is accordingly distinguished from what we have 
in that region of independence by this, that it restricts knowledge, science, to the 
worldly side, and leaves for the sphere of religion, feeling and faith.

Knowledge so far aims at that which is, and the necessity of it, and appre-
hends this in the relation of cause and eff ect, reason and result, power and man-
ifestation; in the relation of the Universal, of the species and of the individual 
existing things which are included in the sphere of contingency. Knowledge, sci-
ence, in this manner places the manifold material in mutual relation, takes away 
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from it the contingency which it has through its immediacy, and while contem-
plating the relations which belong to the wealth of fi nite phenomena, encloses 
the world of fi niteness in itself so as to form a system of the universe, of such a 
kind that knowledge requires nothing for this system outside of the system itself. 
For what a thing is, what it is in its essential determinate character, is disclosed 
when it is perceived and made the subject of observation. From the constitution 
of things, we proceed to their connections in which they stand in relation to all 
others; not, however in an accidental, but in a determinate relation, and in which 
they point back to the original source from which they are a deduction. Th us we 
inquire aft er the reasons and causes of things; and the meaning of inquiry here is, 
that what is desired is to know the special causes. Th us it is no longer suffi  cient to 
speak of God as the cause of the lightning, or of the downfall of the Republican 
system of government in Rome, or of the French  Revolution; here it is perceived 
that this cause is only an entirely general one, and does not yield the desired ex-
planation. What we wish to know regarding a natural phenomenon, or regard-
ing this or that law as eff ect or result, is, the reason as the reason of this particular 
phenomenon that is to say, not the reason which applies to all things, but only and 
exclusively to this defi nite thing. And thus the reason must be that of such spe-
cial phenomena, and such reason or ground must be the most immediate, must be 
sought and laid hold of in the fi nite and must itself be a fi nite one. Th erefore this 
knowledge does not go above or beyond the sphere of the fi nite, nor does it desire 
to do so, since it is able to apprehend all in its fi nite sphere, is conversant with eve-
rything, and knows its course of action. In this manner science forms a universe 
of knowledge, to which God is not necessary, which lies outside of religion, and 
has absolutely nothing to do with it. In this kingdom knowledge spreads itself out 
in its relations and connections, and in so doing has all determinate material and 
content on its side; and for the other side, the side of the infi nite and the eternal, 
nothing whatever is left .

Th us both sides have developed themselves completely in their opposition, 
on the side of religion the heart is fi lled with what is Divine, but without free-
dom, or self-consciousness, and without consistency in regard to what is deter-
minate, this latter having, on the contrary, the form of contingency. Consistent 
connection of what is determinate belongs to the side of knowledge, which is at 
home in the fi nite, and moves freely in the thought-determinations of the mani-
fold connections of things, but can only create a system which is without  absolute 
substantiality—without God. Th e religious side gets the  absolute material and 
purpose, but only as something abstractly positive. Knowledge has taken posses-
sion of all fi nite material and drawn it into its territory, all determinate content 
has fallen to its share; but although it gives it a necessary connection, it is still 
unable to give it the  absolute connection. Since fi nally science has taken posses-
sion of knowledge, and is the consciousness of the necessity of the fi nite, religion 
has become devoid of knowledge, and has shrivelled up into simple feeling, into 
the contentless or empty elevation of the spiritual to the Eternal. It can, however, 
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affi  rm nothing regarding the Eternal for all that could be regarded knowledge 
would be a drawing down of the Eternal into the sphere of the fi nite, and of fi nite 
connections of things.

Now when two aspects of thought, which are so developed in this way, enter 
into relation with one another, their attitude is one of mutual distrust. Religious 
feeling distrusts the fi niteness which lies in knowledge, and it brings against sci-
ence the charge of futility, because in it the subject clings to itself, is in itself, and 
the ‘I’ as the knowing subject is independent in relation to all that is external. On 
the other hand, knowledge has a distrust of the totality in which feeling entrench-
es itself, and in which it confounds together all extension and development. It is 
afraid to lose its freedom should it comply with the demand of feeling and uncon-
ditionally recognize a truth which it does not defi nitely understand. And when 
religious feeling comes out of its universality, sets ends before itself, and passes 
over to the determinate, knowledge can see nothing but arbitrariness in this, and 
if it were to pass in a similar way to anything defi nite, would feel itself given over 
to mere contingency. When, accordingly, refl ection is fully developed, and has to 
pass over into the domain of religion, it is unable to hold out in that region, and 
becomes impatient with regard to all that peculiarly belongs to it.

Now that the opposition has arrived at this stage of development, where the 
one side, whenever it is approached by the other, invariably thrusts it away from it 
as an enemy, the necessity for an adjustment comes in, of such a kind that the in-
fi nite shall appear in the fi nite, and the fi nite in the infi nite, and each no longer 
form a separate realm. Th is would be the reconciliation of religious, genuine sim-
ple feeling, with knowledge and intelligence. Th is reconciliation must correspond 
with the highest demands of knowledge, and of the Notion, for these can surren-
der nothing of their dignity. But just as little can anything of the  absolute content 
be given up, and that content be brought down into the region of fi niteness; and 
when face to face with it knowledge must give up its fi nite form. In the Christian 
religion, more than in other religions, the need of this reconciliation has of neces-
sity come into prominence, for the following reasons:

Th e Christian religion has its very beginning in  absolute dualism, or divi-
sion, and starts from that sense of suff ering in which it rends the natural unity 
of the spirit asunder, and destroys natural peace. In it man appears as evil from 
his birth, and is thus in his innermost life in contradiction with himself, and the 
spirit, as it is driven back into itself, fi nds itself separated from the infi nite,  abso-
lute Essence.

Th e Reconciliation, the need of which is here intensifi ed to the uttermost de-
gree, appears in the fi rst place for Faith, but not in such a way as to allow of faith 
being of a merely ingenuous kind. For the spirit has left  its natural simplicity be-
hind, and entered upon an internal confl ict; it is, as sinful, an Other in opposition 
to the truth; it is withdrawn, estranged from it. ‘I’, in this condition of schism, am 
not the truth, and this is therefore given as an independent content of ordinary 
thought, and the truth is in the fi rst instance put forward upon authority. 
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When, however, by this means I am transplanted into an intellectual world 
in which the nature of God, the characteristics and modes of action which below, 
to God, are presented to knowledge, and when the truth of these rests on the wit-
ness and assurance of others, yet I am at the same time referred into myself, for 
thought, knowledge, reason are in me, and in the feeling of sinfulness, and in re-
fl ection upon this, my freedom is plainly revealed to me. Rational knowledge, 
therefore, is an essential element in the Christian religion itself.

In the Christian religion I am to retain my freedom or rather, in it I am to be-
come free. In it the subject, the salvation of the soul, the redemption of the indi-
vidual as an individual, and not only the species, is an essential end. Th is subjectiv-
ity, this selfness (not selfi shness) is just the principle of rational knowledge itself. 

Rational knowledge being thus a fundamental characteristic in the Chris-
tian religion, the latter gives development to its content, for the ideas regarding its 
general subject-matter are implicitly or in themselves thoughts, and must as such 
develop themselves. On the other hand, however, since the content is something, 
which exists essentially for the mind as forming ideas, it is distinct from unre-
fl ecting opinion and sense-knowledge, and as it were passes right beyond the dis-
tinction. In short, it has in relation to subjectivity the value of an  absolute content 
existing in and for itself. Th e Christian religion therefore touches the antithesis 
between feeling and immediate perception on the one hand, and refl ection and 
knowledge on the other. It contains rational knowledge as an essential element, 
and has supplied to this rational knowledge the occasion for developing itself to 
its full logical issue as Form and as a world of form, and has thus at the same time 
enabled it to place itself in opposition to this content as it appears in the shape of 
given truth. It is from this that the discord which characterizes the thought of the 
present day arises. Hitherto we have considered the progressive growth of the an-
titheses only in the form in which they have not yet developed into actual philos-
ophy, or in which they still stand outside of it. Th erefore the questions which pri-
marily come before us are these: how does philosophy in general stand related to 
religion? How does the  Philosophy of Religion stand related to philosophy? And, 
what is the relation of the philosophical study of religion to positive religion?

THE POSITION OF THE  PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 
RELATIVELY TO PHILOSOPHY AND TO RELIGION

In saying above that philosophy makes religion the subject of consideration, and 
when further this consideration of it appears to be in the position of something 
which is diff erent from its object, it would seem as if we are still occupying that at-
titude in which both sides remain mutually independent and separate. In taking 
up such an attitude in thus considering the subject, we should accordingly come 
out of that region of devotion and enjoyment which religion is, and the object and 
the consideration of it as the movement of thought would be as diff erent as, for 
example, the geometrical fi gures in mathematics are from the mind which consid-
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ers them. Such is only the relation, however, as it at fi rst appears, when knowledge 
is still severed from the religious side, and is fi nite knowledge. On the contrary, 
when we look more closely, it becomes apparent that as a matter of fact the con-
tent, the need, and the interest of philosophy represent something which it has in 
common with religion. 

Th e object of religion as well as of philosophy is eternal truth in its objec-
tivity, God and nothing but God, and the explication of God. Philosophy is not 
a wisdom of the world, but is knowledge of what is not of the world—it is not 
knowledge which concerns external mass, or empirical existence and life, but is 
knowledge of that which is eternal, of what God is, and what fl ows out of His na-
ture. For this His nature must reveal and develop itself. Philosophy, therefore, 
only unfolds itself when it unfolds religion, and in unfolding itself it unfolds reli-
gion. As thus occupied with eternal truth which exists on its own account, or is in 
and for itself, and, as in fact, a dealing on the part of the thinking spirit, and not 
of individual caprice and particular interest, with this object, it is the same kind 
of activity as religion is. Th e mind in so far as it thinks philosophically immerses 
itself with like living interest in this object, and renounces its particularity in that 
it permeates its object, in the same way, as religious consciousness does, for the 
latter also does not seek to have anything of its own, but desires only to immerse 
itself in this content.

Th us religion and philosophy come to be one. Philosophy is itself, in fact, wor-
ship; it is religion, for in the same way it renounces subjective notions and opin-
ions in order to occupy itself with God. Philosophy is thus identical with religion, 
but the distinction is that it is so in a peculiar manner, distinct from the manner 
of looking at things which is commonly called religion as such. What they have 
in common is, that they are religion; what distinguishes them from each other is 
merely the kind and manner of religion we fi nd in each. It is in the peculiar way 
in which they both occupy themselves with God that the distinction comes out. 
It is just here, however, that the diffi  culties lie which appear so great, that it is even 
regarded as an impossibility that philosophy should be one with religion. Hence 
comes the suspicion with which philosophy is looked upon by theology, and the 
antagonistic attitude of religion and philosophy. In accordance with this antago-
nistic attitude (as theology considers it to be) philosophy seems to act injurious-
ly, destructively, upon religion, robbing it of its sacred character, and the way in 
which it occupies itself with God seems to be absolutely diff erent from religion. 
Here, then, is the same old opposition and contradiction which had already made 
its appearance among the Greeks. Among that free democratic people, the Athe-
nians, philosophical writings were burnt, and Socrates was condemned to death; 
now, however, this opposition is held to be an acknowledged fact, more so than 
that unity of religion and philosophy just asserted.

Old though this opposition is, however, the combination of philosophy and 
religion is just as old. Already to the neo-Pythagoreans and neo-Platonists, who 
were as yet within the heathen world, the gods of the people were not gods of im-
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agination, but had become gods of thought. Th at combination had a place, too, 
among the most eminent of the Fathers of the Church, who in their religious life 
took up an essentially intellectual attitude inasmuch as they set out from the pre-
supposition that theology is religion together with conscious thought and com-
prehension. It is to their philosophical culture that the Christian Church is in-
debted for the fi rst beginnings of a content of Christian doctrine.

Th is union of religion and philosophy was carried out to a still-greater ex-
tent in the Middle Ages. So little was it believed that the knowledge which seeks 
to comprehend is hurtful to faith, that it was even held to be essential to the fur-
ther development of faith itself. It was by setting out from philosophy that those 
great men, Anselm and Abelard, further developed the essential characteristics 
of faith.

Knowledge in constructing its world for itself, without reference to religion, 
had only taken possession of the fi nite contents; but since it has developed into 
the true philosophy, it has the same content as religion. If we now look provision-
ally for the distinction between religion and philosophy as it presents itself in this 
unity or content, we fi nd it takes the following form: 

A speculative philosophy is the consciousness of the Idea, so that everything 
is apprehended as Idea; the Idea, however, is the True in thought, and not in mere 
sensuous contemplation or in ordinary conception. Th e True in thought, to put 
it more precisely, means that it is something concrete, posited as divided in itself, 
and in such away, indeed, that the two sides of what is divided are opposed char-
acteristics of thought, and the Idea must be conceived of as the unity of these. To 
think speculatively means to resolve anything real into its parts, and to oppose 
these to each other in such a way that the distinctions are set in opposition in ac-
cordance with the characteristics of thought, and the object is apprehended as 
unity of the two. 

In sense-perception or picture-thought we have the object before us as a 
whole, our refl ection distinguishes, apprehends diff erent sides, recognizes the di-
versity in them, and severs them. In this act of distinguishing refl ection does not 
keep fi rm hold of their unity. Sometimes it forgets the wholeness, sometimes the 
distinctions and if it has both before it, it yet separates the properties from the ob-
ject, and so places both that that in which the two are one becomes a third, which 
is diff erent from the object and its properties. In the case of mechanical objects 
which appear in the region of externality, this relation may have a place, for the 
object is only the lifeless substratum for the distinctions, and the quality of one-
ness is the gathering together of external aggregates 

In the true object, however, which is not merely an aggregate, an externally 
united multiplicity, the object is one, although it has characteristics which are dis-
tinguished from it, and it is speculative thought which fi rst gets a grasp of the uni-
ty in this very antithesis as such. It is in fact the business of speculative thought 
to apprehend all objects of pure thought, of nature and of Spirit, in the form of 
thought, and thus as the unity of the diff erence.
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Religion, then, is itself the standpoint of the consciousness of the True, which 
is in and for itself, and is consequently the stage of Spirit at which the speculative 
content generally is object for consciousness. Religion is not consciousness of this 
or that truth in individual objects, but of the  absolute truth, of truth as the Uni-
versal, the All-comprehending outside of which there lies nothing at all. Th e con-
tent of its consciousness is further the Universally True, which exists on its own 
account or in and for itself, which determines itself, and is not determined from 
without. While the fi nite required an Other for its determinateness, the True has 
its determinateness, the limit, its end in itself; it is not limited through an Other, 
but the Other is found in itself. It is this speculative element which comes to con-
sciousness in religion. Truth is, indeed, contained in every other sphere, but not 
the highest  absolute truth, for this exists only in perfect universality of charac-
terization or determination, and in the fact of being determined in and for itself, 
which is not simple determinateness having reference to an Other, but contains 
the Other, the diff erence in its very self.

Religion is accordingly this speculative element in the form, as it were, of a 
state of consciousness, of which the aspects are not simple qualities of thought, 
but are concretely fi lled up. Th ese moments can be no other than the moment of 
Th ought, active universality, thought in operation, and reality as immediate, par-
ticular self-consciousness.

Now, while in philosophy the rigidity of these two sides loses itself through 
reconciliation in thought, because both sides are thoughts, and the one is not pure 
universal thought, and the other of an empirical and individual character, reli-
gion only arrives at the enjoyment of unity by lift ing these two rigid extremes out 
of this state of severance, by rearranging them, and bringing them together again. 
But by thus stripping off  the form of dualism from its extremes, rendering the op-
position in the element of Universality fl uid, and bringing it to reconciliation, re-
ligion remains always akin to thought, even in its form and movement; and phi-
losophy, as simply active thought, and thought which unites opposed elements, 
has approached closely to religion. Th e contemplation of religion in thought has 
thus raised the determinate moments of religion to the rank of thoughts, and the 
question is how this contemplation of religion in thought is related generally to 
philosophy as forming an organic part in its system. 

In philosophy, the Highest is called the Absolute, the Idea .… Accordingly, 
what is signifi ed here is that we have got to specify the Concept, and thus it fol-
lows that the Concept is the signifi cation; it is the Absolute, the nature of God as 
grasped by thought, the logical knowledge of this, to which we desire to attain. 
Th is, then, is the one signifi cation of signifi cation, and so far, that which we call 
the Absolute has a meaning identical with the expression God. 

But we put the question again, in a second sense, according to which it is 
the opposite of this which is sought aft er. When we begin to occupy ourselves 
with pure thought-determinations, and not with outward ideas, it may be that 
the mind does not feel satisfi ed, is not at home, in these, and asks what this pure 
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thought-determination signifi es. For example, every one can understand for him-
self what is meant by the terms unity, objective, subjective, etc., and yet it may 
very well happen that the specifi c form of thought we call the unity of subjective 
and objective, the unity of real and ideal, is not understood. What is asked for in 
such a case is the meaning in the very opposite sense from that which was required 
before. Here it is an idea or a pictorial conception of the thought determination 
which is demanded, an example of the content, which has as yet only been given 
in thought. If we fi nd a thought content diffi  cult to understand, the diffi  culty lies 
in this, that we possess no pictorial idea of it; it is by means of an example that it 
becomes clear to us, and that the mind fi rst feels at home with itself in this con-
tent. When, accordingly, we start with the ordinary conception of God, the  Phi-
losophy of Religion has to consider its signifi cation—this, namely, that God is 
the Idea, the Absolute, the Essential Reality which is grasped in thought and in 
the Concept, and this it has in common with logical philosophy; the logical Idea 
is God as He is in Himself. But it is just the nature of God that He should not be 
implicit or in Himself only. He is as essentially for Himself, the Absolute Spirit, 
not only the Being who keeps Himself within thought, but who also manifests 
Himself, and gives Himself objectivity. 

Th us, in contemplating the Idea of God, in the  Philosophy of Religion, we 
have at the same time to do with the manner of His manifestation or presentation 
to us; He simply makes Himself apparent, represents Himself to Himself. Th is is 
the aspect of the determinate being or existence of the Absolute. In the  Philoso-
phy of Religion we have thus the Absolute as object; not, however, merely in the 
form of thought, but also in the form of its manifestation. Th e universal Idea is 
thus to be conceived of with the purely concrete meaning of essentiality in gen-
eral, and is to be regarded from the point of view of its activity in displaying itself, 
in appearing, in revealing itself. Popularly speaking, we say God is the Lord of the 
natural world and of the realm of Spirit. He is the  absolute harmony of the two, 
and it is He who produces and carries on this harmony. Here neither thought and 
Concept nor their manifestation—determinate being or existence—are want-
ing. Th is aspect, thus represented by determinate being, is itself, however, to be 
grasped again in thought, since we are here in the region of philosophy. Philoso-
phy to begin with contemplates the Absolute as logical. Idea, the Idea as it is in 
thought, under the aspect in which its content is constituted by the specifi c forms 
of thought. Further, philosophy exhibits the Absolute in its activity, in its crea-
tions. Th is is the manner in which the Absolute becomes actual or ‘for itself ’, be-
comes Spirit, and God is thus the result of philosophy. It becomes apparent, how-
ever, that this is not merely a result, but is something which eternally creates itself, 
and is that which precedes all else. Th e onesidedness of the result is abrogated and 
absorbed in the very result itself. Nature, fi nite Spirit, the world of consciousness, 
of intelligence, and of will, are embodiments of the divine Idea, but they are defi -
nite shapes, special modes of the appearance of the Idea, forms, in which the Idea 
has not yet penetrated to itself, so as to be  absolute Spirit.
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In the  Philosophy of Religion, however, we do not contemplate the implicitly 
existing logical Idea merely, in its determinate character as pure thought, nor in 
those fi nite determinations where its mode of appearance is a fi nite one, but as it 
is in itself or implicitly in thought, and at the same time as it appears, manifests 
itself, and thus in infi nite manifestation as Spirit,—which refl ects itself in itself; 
for Spirit which does not appear, is not. In this characteristic of appearance fi nite 
appearance is also included—that is, the world of nature, and the world of fi nite 
spirit,—but Spirit is regarded as the power or force of these worlds, as producing 
them out of itself, and out of them producing itself.

Th is, then, is the position of the  Philosophy of Religion in relation to the 
other parts of philosophy. Of the other parts, God is the result; here, this End is 
made the Beginning, and becomes our special Object, is the simply concrete Idea, 
with its infi nite manifestations; and this characteristic concerns the content of 
the  Philosophy of Religion. We look at this content, however, from the point of 
view of rational thought, and this concerns the form, and brings us to consider 
the position of the  Philosophy of Religion with regard to religion as this latter ap-
pears in the shape of positive religion. 

Now to the relation of the  Philosophy of Religion to positive religion. It 
is well known that the faith of the Church, more especially of the Protestant 
Church, has taken a fi xed form as a system of doctrine. Th is content has been 
universally accepted as truth; and as the description of what God is, and of what 
man is in relation to God, it has been called the Creed, that is, in the subjective 
sense that which is believed, and objectively, what is to be known as content, in 
the Christian Church, and what God has revealed Himself to be. Now as uni-
versal established doctrine this content is partly laid down in the Apostolic Sym-
bolum or Apostles’ Creed, partly in later symbolical books. And moreover, in the 
Protestant Church the Bible has always been characterized as the essential foun-
dation of doctrine.

Accordingly, in the apprehension and determination of the content of doc-
trine, the infl uence of reason, as ‘argumentation’ has made itself felt. At fi rst in-
deed, this was so much the case that the doctrinal content, and the Bible as its 
positive foundation, were to remain unquestioned, and thought was only to take 
up the thoughts of the Bible as Exegesis. But as a matter of fact understanding had 
previously established its opinions and its thoughts for itself, and then attention 
was directed towards observing how the words of Scripture could be explained in 
accordance with these. Th e words of the Bible are a statement of truth which is 
not systematic; they are Christianity as it appeared in the beginning; it is Spirit 
which grasps the content, which unfolds its meaning. 

God is not emptiness, but Spirit; and this characteristic of Spirit does not re-
main for it a word only, or a superfi cial characteristic; on the contrary, the nature 
of Spirit unfolds itself for rational thought, inasmuch as it apprehends God as es-
sentially the Triune God. Th us God is conceived of as making Himself an object 
to Himself, and further, the object remains in this distinction in identity with 
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God; in it God loves Himself. Without this characteristic of Trinity, God would 
not be Spirit, and Spirit would be an empty word. But if God be conceived as Spir-
it, then this conception includes the subjective side in itself or even develops itself 
so as to reach to that side, and the  Philosophy of Religion, as the contemplation 
of religion by thought, binds together again the determinate content of religion 
in its entirety. 

Th e  Philosophy of Religion cannot, therefore, in the fashion of that meta-
physics of the Understanding and exegesis of inferences, put itself in opposition 
to positive religion, and to such doctrine of the Church as has still preserved its 
content. On the contrary, it will become apparent that it stands infi nitely nearer 
to positive doctrine than it seems at fi rst sight to do. Indeed, the re-establishment 
of the doctrines of the Church, reduced to a minimum by the Understanding, is 
so truly the work of philosophy, that it is decried by that so-called Th eology of 
Reason, which is merely a Th eology of the Understanding, as a darkening of the 
mind, and this just because of the true content possessed by it. Th e fears of the 
Understanding, and its hatred of philosophy, arise from a feeling of apprehen-
sion, based on the fact that it perceives how philosophy carries back its refl ecting 
process to its foundation, that is, to the affi  rmative in which it perishes, and yet 
that philosophy arrives at a content, and at a knowledge of the nature of God, af-
ter all content seemed to be already done away with. Every content appears to this 
negative tendency to be a darkening of the mind, its only desire being to contin-
ue in that nocturnal darkness which it calls enlightenment, and hence the rays of 
the light of knowledge must be necessarily regarded by it as hostile. It is suffi  cient 
here merely to observe regarding the supposed opposition of the  Philosophy of 
Religion and positive religion, that there cannot be two kinds of reason and two 
kinds of Spirit; there cannot be a Divine reason and a human, there cannot be a 
Divine Spirit and a human, which are absolutely diff erent. Human reason—the 
consciousness of one’s being is indeed reason; it is the divine in man, and Spirit, in 
so far as it is the Spirit of God, is not a spirit beyond the stars, beyond the world. 
On the contrary, God is present, omnipresent, and exists as Spirit in all spirits. 
God is a living God, who is acting and working. Religion is a product of the Di-
vine Spirit; it is not a discovery of man, but a work of divine operation and crea-
tion in him. Th e expression that God as reason rules the world, would be irration-
al if we did not assume that it has reference also to religion, and that the Divine 
Spirit works in the special character and form assumed by religion. But the de-
velopment of reason as perfected in thought does not stand in opposition to this 
Spirit, and consequently it cannot be absolutely diff erent from the work which 
the Divine Spirit has produced in religion. Th e more a man in thinking ration-
ally lets the true thing or fact itself hold sway with him, renounces his particular-
ity, acts as universal consciousness, while his reason does not seek its own in the 
sense of something special, the less will he as the embodiment of this reason, get 
into that condition of opposition; for it, namely, reason, is itself the essential fact 
or thing, the spirit, the Divine Spirit. Th e Church or the theologians may disdain 
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this aid, or may take it amiss when their doctrine is made reasonable; they may 
even repel the exertions of philosophy with proud irony, though these are not di-
rected in a hostile spirit against religion, but, on the contrary, seek to fathom its 
truth; and they may ridicule the manufactured truth—but this scorn is no longer 
of any avail, and is, in fact, idle when once the need of true rational knowledge, 
and the sense of discord between it and religion, have been awakened. Th e intel-
ligence has here its rights, which can in no way be longer denied to it, and the tri-
umph of knowledge is the reconciliation of the opposition.

Although then, philosophy, as the  Philosophy of Religion is so very diff erent 
from those tendencies of the understanding, which are at bottom hostile to reli-
gion, and is in no way such a spectral thing as it has usually been represented to 
be, yet even at the present day we still see the belief in the  absolute opposition be-
tween philosophy and religion made one of the shibboleths of the time. All those 
principles of the religious consciousness which have been developed at the present 
time, however widely distinguished their forms may be from one another, yet 
agree in this, that they are at enmity with philosophy, and endeavour at all haz-
ards to prevent it from occupying itself with religion; and the work that now lies 
before us is to consider philosophy in its relation to these principles of the time. 
From this consideration of the subject we may confi dently promise ourselves suc-
cess, all the more that it will become apparent how, in presence of all that enmity 
which is shown to philosophy, from however many sides it way come—indeed, it 
comes from almost every side of consciousness in its present form—the time has 
nevertheless arrived when philosophy can, partly in an unprejudiced and partly 
in a favourable and successful manner, occupy itself with religion. For, the oppo-
sition takes one or other of those forms of the divided consciousness which we 
considered above. Th ey occupy partly the standpoint of the metaphysics of the 
Understanding, for which God is emptiness, and content has vanished, partly the 
standpoint of feeling, which aft er the loss of  absolute content has withdrawn it-
self into its empty subjectivity, but is in accord with that metaphysics in coming 
to the result that every characterization is inadequate to the eternal content—for 
this indeed is only an abstraction. Or we may even see that the assertions of the 
opponents of philosophy contain nothing else than what philosophy itself con-
tains as its principle, and as the foundation of its principle. Th is contradiction, 
namely, that the opponents of philosophy are the opponents of religion who have 
been overcome by it, and that they yet implicitly possess the principle of philo-
sophical knowledge in their refl ections, has its foundation in this, that they rep-
resent the historical element out of which philosophical thought in its complete 
shape has been formed.

DIVISION OF THE SUBJECT

Th ere can be but one method in all science, since the method is the self-unfolding 
Concept (Begriff ) and nothing else, and this latter is only one.
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In accordance, therefore, with the moments of the Concept, the exposition 
and development of religion will be presented in three parts. In the fi rst place, the 
notion or conception of religion will be considered in its universal aspect; then, 
secondly, in its particular form as the self-dividing and self-diff erentiating no-
tion, that is, under the aspect of judgment [Ur-theil = separation of subject fr om 
predicate] of limitation, of diff erence, and of fi niteness; and thirdly, we shall con-
sider the notion, which encloses itself within itself, the syllogism, or the return 
of the notion to itself out of the particularity in which it is unequal to itself, so 
that it arrives at equality with its form, and does away with its limitation. Th is is 
the rhythm, the pure eternal life of Spirit itself; and had it not this movement, it 
would be something dead. It is of the essential nature of Spirit to have itself as ob-
ject, and thence arises its manifestation. But here Spirit is to begin with in the re-
lation of objectivity, and in this relation it is something fi nite. Th e third stage is 
reached when it is object to itself in such a way that it reconciles itself with itself 
in the object, is ‘with itself ’, and in being so has attained its freedom. For freedom 
means to be self-contained, or at home with oneself.

Such, then, is the division of the subject, representing the movement, nature, 
and action of Spirit itself, of which we, so to speak, are only spectators. It is neces-
sitated by the Notion; the necessity of the progression has, however, to present, 
explicate, prove itself in the development itself. Th e division, the diff erent parts 
and content of which we shall now indicate in a more defi nite way, is therefore 
simply historical.

First, the general Concept (Begriff ) of Religion. What comes fi rst is the no-
tion in its universal aspect, what follows in the second place is the determinate-
ness of the notion, the notion in its defi nite forms.

For the philosophical way of looking at things, too, the notion occupies the 
fi rst place, but here the notion is the content itself, the  absolute subject-matter, the 
substance, as in the case of the germ, out of which the whole tree develops itself. 
All specifi cations or determinations are contained in this, the whole nature of the 
tree, the kind of sap it has, the way in which the branches grow; but in a spiritu-
al manner, and not pre-formed so that a microscope could reveal its boughs, its 
leaves, in miniature. It is thus that the notion contains the whole nature of the 
object, and knowledge itself is nothing else than the development of the notion, 
of that which is implicitly contained in the notion, and has not yet come into ex-
istence, has not been unfolded, displayed. Th us we begin with the notion or con-
ception of religion. 

In the notion or conception of religion the purely universal, again, does in-
deed take the fi rst place; that is, the moment of thought in, its complete univer-
sality.

It is not this or that that is thought, but Th ought thinks itself. Th e object is 
the Universal, which, as active, is Th ought. As the act of rising-up to the True, re-
ligion is a departing from sensuous, fi nite objects. 

If we now say that religion has the moment of thought in its complete Univer-
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sality in itself, and that the Unlimited Universal is supreme  absolute Th ought, we 
do not as yet make the distinction here between subjective and objective Th ought. 
Th e Universal is object, and is thought pure and simple, but not as yet thought de-
veloped and made determinate in itself. All distinctions are as yet absent, and ex-
ist potentially only. In this ether of thought all that is fi nite has passed away, eve-
rything has disappeared, while at the same time everything is included in it. But 
this element of the Universal has not as yet taken those more explicit forms. Out 
of this liquid element, and in this transparency, nothing has as yet fashioned itself 
into distinct shape.

Now the further advance consists in this, that this Universal determines itself 
for itself, and this self-determination constitutes the development of the Idea of 
God. In the sphere of Universality the Idea itself is, to begin with, the material of 
determination, and the progress is revealed in divine fi gures, but as yet the second 
element—form—is retained in the divine Idea, which is still in its substantiality, 
and under the character of eternity it remains in the bosom of the Universal.

Th e particularization, therefore, which is as yet retained in the sphere of the 
Universal, when it actually manifests itself outwardly as such, constitutes the 
Other as against the extreme of Universality, and this other extreme is conscious-
ness in its individuality as such. It is the subject in its immediacy, and with its 
needs, conditions, sins—in fact, in its wholly empirical, temporal character.

In religion, I am myself the relation of the two sides as thus determined. I 
who think, who am that which lift s myself up, the active Universal, and Ego, the 
immediate subject, are one and the same ‘I’ And further, the relation of these two 
sides which are so sharply opposed—the absolutely fi nite consciousness and be-
ing on the one hand, and the infi nite on the other—exists in religion for me. In 
thinking I lift  myself up to the Absolute above all that is fi nite, and am infi nite 
consciousness, while I am at the same time fi nite consciousness, and indeed am 
such in accordance with my whole empirical character. Both sides, as well as their 
relation, exist for me. Both sides seek each other, and both fl ee from each other. At 
one time, for example, I accentuate my empirical, fi nite consciousness, and place 
myself in opposition to infi niteness; at another I exclude myself from myself, con-
demn myself, and give the preponderance to the infi nite consciousness. Th e mid-
dle term contains nothing else than the characteristics of both the extremes. 

I am thus the relation of these two sides, which are not abstract determina-
tions, as ‘fi nite and infi nite’. On the contrary, each is itself totality. Each of the 
two extremes is itself ‘I’, what relates them; and the holding together, the relating 
is itself this which is at once in confl ict with itself, and brings itself to unity in the 
confl ict. Or, to put it diff erently, I am the confl ict, for the confl ict is just this an-
tagonism, which is not any indiff erence of the two as diff erent, but is their being 
bound together. I am not one of those taking part in the strife, but I am both the 
combatants, and am the strife itself. I am the fi re and the water which touch each 
other, and am the contact and union of what fl ies apart, and this very contact it-
self is this double, essentially confl icting relation, as the relation of what is now 
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separated, severed, and now reconciled and in unity with itself.
Th e movement in the preceding sphere is just that of the notion of God, of 

the Idea, in becoming objective to itself. We have this movement before us in 
the  language of ordinary thought, in the expression ‘God is a Spirit’. Spirit is not 
something having a single existence, but is Spirit only in being objective to itself, 
and in beholding itself in the ‘Other’, as itself. Th e highest characteristic of Spirit 
is self-consciousness, which includes this objectivity in itself. God, as Idea, is sub-
jective for what is objective, and is objective for what is subjective. When the mo-
ment of subjectivity defi nes itself further, so that the distinction is made between 
God as Object and the knowing spirit, the subjective side defi nes itself in this dis-
tinction as that which belongs to the side of fi niteness, and the two stand at fi rst 
so contrasted, that the separation constitutes the antithesis of fi niteness and infi -
niteness. Th is infi nitude, however, being still encumbered with this opposition, is 
not the true infi nitude; to the subjective side, which exists for itself, the  absolute 
object remains still an Other, and the relation in which it stands to it is not self-
consciousness. Such an attitude, however, also involves the relation which is ex-
pressed by saying, that the fi nite knows itself as a nullity in its state of separation, 
and knows its object as the Absolute, as its Substance. And here the fi rst attitude 
toward the  absolute object is that of fear; for individuality knows itself as in re-
gard to the  absolute object only as accidental, or as something which is transient 
and vanishing. But this standpoint of separation is not the true relation. On the 
contrary, it is what knows itself to be a nullity, and, therefore, something which 
is to be done away with and absorbed and its attitude is not merely a negative 
one, but is in itself, or implicitly, positive. Th e subject recognizes the  absolute sub-
stance, in which it has to annul or lose itself, as being at the same time its essence, 
its substance, in which, therefore, self-consciousness is inherently contained. It is 
this unity, reconciliation, restoration of the subject and of its self-consciousness, 
the positive feeling of possessing a share in, of partaking in this Absolute, and 
making unity with it actually one’s own—this abolition of the dualism, which 
constitutes the sphere of worship. Worship comprises this entire inward and out-
ward action, which has this restoration to unity as its object. Th e expression ‘wor-
ship’ is usually taken merely in the limited sense in which it is understood to mean 
only outward public acts, and the inward action of the heart does not get so much 
prominence. We, however, shall conceive of worship as that action which includes 
both inwardness and outward manifestation, and which in fact produces restora-
tion of unity with the Absolute, and in so doing is also essentially an inward con-
version of the spirit and soul. Th us Christian worship does not only include the 
sacraments and the acts and duties pertaining to the Church, but it also includes 
the so-called ‘way of salvation’ as a matter of absolutely inward history, and as a 
series of actions on the part of the inner life—in fact, a movement which goes for-
ward in the soul, and has its right place there. 

But we shall always fi nd these two sides, that of self-consciousness, that is, of 
worship, and that of consciousness or of idea, corresponding with each other at 
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every stage of religion. According as the content of the notion or conception of 
God or consciousness is determined, so too is the attitude of the subject to Him; 
or to put it otherwise, so too is self-consciousness in worship determined. Th e one 
moment is always a refl ection or copy of the other, the one points to the other. 
Both modes, of which the one holds fast to objective consciousness only, and the 
other to pure self-consciousness, are one-sided, and each brings about its own ab-
rogation. 

It was, therefore, a one-sided view if the natural theology of former times 
looked upon God as’ Object of consciousness only. Such a mode of contemplat-
ing the Idea of God, although the words ‘Spirit’ or ‘Person’ might be made use of, 
could never in reality get beyond the idea of an Essence. It was inconsistent, for if 
actually carried out it must have led to the other, the subjective side, that of self-
consciousness.

It is just as one-sided to conceive of religion as something subjective only, thus 
in fact making the subjective aspect the only one. So regarded, worship is abso-
lutely bald and empty; its action is a movement which makes no advance, its atti-
tude toward God a relation to a nullity, an aiming at nothing. But even this mere-
ly subjective action has inconsistency inherent in it, and must of necessity annul 
itself. For if the subjective side also is to be in any way determined or qualifi ed, it is 
involved too in the very conception of Spirit, that it is consciousness, and that its 
determinate character becomes object to it. Th e richer the feeling, the more fully 
determined or specialized it is, the richer must the object be for it too. And fur-
ther, the absoluteness of that feeling which is supposed to be substantial, would, 
in accordance with its very nature, require to get itself free from its subjectivity; 
for the substantial character which is supposed to belong to it, is specially directed 
against the accidental element of opinion and of inclination, is in fact something 
permanent and fi xed in and for itself, independent of our feeling or experience. It 
is the Objective, what exists in and for itself. If this substantial element remains 
shut up in the heart only, it is not recognized as the something higher than our-
selves, and God Himself becomes something merely subjective, while the eff orts 
of subjectivity remain at the most, as it were a drawing of lines into empty space. 
For the recognition of a something higher than ourselves, which is capable too of 
being described, this recognition of One who is undefi ned, and these lines which 
are to be drawn in accordance with such recognition, possess no support, no con-
necting element, derived from what is objective, and are and remain merely our 
act, our lines, something subjective and the fi nite never attains to a true real re-
nunciation of itself; while Spirit ought, on the contrary, in worship to liberate it-
self from its fi niteness, and to feel and know itself in God. In the absence of that 
which is self-existent and commands our obedience, all worship shrinks up into 
subjectivity. 

Worship is essentially made up of dealings with and enjoyment of a some-
thing higher than ourselves, and includes assurances, evidences, and confi rmation 
of the existence of this higher Being; but such defi nite dealings, such actual enjoy-
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ing and assurances can have no place if the objective, obligatory moment be want-
ing to them, and worship would, in fact, be annihilated if the subjective side were 
taken to be the whole. Th e possibility of getting out of the subjective heart into ac-
tion would thus be as much precluded as the possibility of consciousness attaining 
to objective knowledge. Th e one is connected in the closest manner with the oth-
er. What a man believes he has to do in relation to God, corresponds with the idea 
which he has formed of God. His consciousness of self answers to his conscious-
ness, and conversely he cannot believe himself to have any defi nite duties toward 
God if he neither have nor suppose himself to have any defi nite idea of Him as an 
Object. Not until religion is really relation, and contains the distinction involved 
in consciousness, does worship attain to a defi nite form as the lift ing up into a 
higher unity of the severed elements, and become a vital process. Th is movement 
of worship does not, however, confi ne itself to the inner life alone in which con-
sciousness frees itself from its fi niteness, is the consciousness of its essence, and the 
subject as knowing itself in God has penetrated into the foundation of its life. But 
this its infi nite life now develops towards what is outside too, for the worldly life 
which the subject leads has that substantial consciousness as its basis, and the way 
and manner in which the subject defi nes its ends depends on the consciousness 
of its essential truth. It is in connection with this side that religion refl ects itself 
into worldly or secular life, and that knowledge of the world shows itself. Th is go-
ing out into the actual world is essential to religion, and in this transition religion 
appears as morality in relation to the State and to the entire life of the State. Ac-
cording, as the religion of nations is constituted, so also is their morality and their 
government. Th e shape taken by these latter depends entirely on whether the con-
ception of the freedom of Spirit which a people has reached is a limited one, or on 
whether the nation has the true consciousness of freedom.

If in the fi rst part we have considered religion in its notion or conception, 
the simple conception of religion, the character of the content, the Universal, it is 
now necessary to leave this sphere of Universality and go on to treat of determi-
nateness in religion. 

Th e notion as such is not as yet unfolded; the determinate qualities, the mo-
ments are contained in it, but are not as yet openly displayed, and have not re-
ceived the right distinction or diff erence which belongs to them. It is only by 
means of the judgment (i.e., the act of diff erentiation) that they receive this. It 
is when God, the Notion, performs the act of judgment, and the category of de-
terminateness enters, that we fi rst come to have existing religion, which is at the 
same time defi nitely existing religion.

Th e course followed in passing from the abstract to the concrete is based 
upon our method, upon the notion, and not on the fact that much special con-
tent is present. Th ere is a complete distinction between this and our point of view. 
Spirit, to which belongs Being which is  absolute and supreme, is, exists only as ac-
tivity; that is to say, in so far as it posits itself, is actual or for itself, and produc-
es itself. But in this its activity it has the power of knowing, and only as it thus 
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knows is it that which it is. It is thus essential to religion not only to exist in its 
notion, but also to be the consciousness of that which the notion is, and the ma-
terial in which the notion as the plan, so to speak, realizes itself, which it makes 
its own, which it molds in accordance with itself, is human consciousness. So too, 
Right, for example, only is when it exists in the spirit, when it takes possession of 
the wills of men, and they know of it as the determination of their wills. And it 
is in this way that the Idea fi rst realizes itself, having before only been posited as 
the form of the notion.

Spirit, in short, is not immediate; natural things are immediate, and remain 
in this condition of immediate Being. Th e Being of Spirit is not thus immediate, 
but is, exists only as producing itself, as making itself for itself by means of nega-
tion as Subject; otherwise it would be substance only. And this coming to itself on 
the part of Spirit is movement, activity, and mediation of itself with itself.

A stone is immediate, it is complete. Wherever there is life, however, this ac-
tivity is already to be found. Th us the fi rst form of the existence of plants is the 
feeble existence of the germ, and out of this it has to develop itself and to produce 
itself. Finally the plant epitomizes itself when it has unfolded itself in the seed; 
this beginning of the plant is also its ultimate product. In like manner man is at 
fi rst a child, and as belonging to Nature he describes this round in order to be-
get another.

In plants there are two kinds of individual forms this germ which begins, is 
diff erent from the one which is the completion of its life, and in which this evolu-
tion reaches maturity. But it is the very nature of Spirit, just because it is living, to 
be at fi rst only potential, to be in its notion or conception, then to come forward 
into existence, to unfold, produce itself, become mature, bringing forth the no-
tion of itself, that which it implicitly is, so that what it is in itself or implicitly may 
be its notion actually or for itself. Th e child is not as yet a reasonable person; it has 
capacities only, it is at fi rst reason, Spirit, potentially only. It is by means of educa-
tion and development that it becomes Spirit.

Th is, then, is what is called self-determination entering into existence, be-
ing ‘for other’, bringing one’s moments into distinction, and unfolding one’s self. 
Th ese distinctions are no other than the characteristics which the notion itself 
implicitly contains.

Th e development of these distinctions, and the course of the tendencies which 
result from them, are the way by which Spirit comes to itself; it is itself, however, 
the goal. Th e  absolute end, which is that Spirit should know itself, comprehend 
itself, should become object to itself as it is in itself, arrive at perfect knowledge of 
itself, fi rst appears as its true Being. Now this process, followed by self-producing 
Spirit, this path taken by it, includes distinct moments; but the path is not as yet 
the goal, and Spirit does not reach the goal without having traversed the path; it is 
not originally at the goal; even what is most perfect must traverse the path to the 
goal in order to attain it. Spirit, in these halting places of its progress, is not as yet 
perfect; its knowledge, its consciousness regarding itself, is not what is true, and it 
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is not as yet revealed to itself. Spirit being essentially this activity of self-produc-
tion, it follows that there are stages of its consciousness, but its consciousness of 
itself is always in proportion only to the stage which has been reached. Now these 
stages supply us with defi nite religion; here religion is consciousness of the uni-
versal Spirit, which is not as yet fully developed as  absolute; this consciousness of 
Spirit at each stage is defi nite consciousness of itself, it is the path of the education 
of Spirit. We have therefore to consider the defi nite forms of religion. Th ese, as be-
ing stages on the road followed by Spirit, are imperfect.

Th e diff erent forms or specifi c kinds of religion are, in one aspect, moments 
of religion in general, or of perfected religion. Th ey have, however, an independ-
ent aspect too, for in them religion has developed itself in time, and historically.

Religion, in so far as it is defi nite, and has not as yet completed the circle of its 
determinateness—so far that is as it is fi nite religion, and exists as fi nite—is his-
torical religion, or a particular form of religion. Its principal moments, and also 
the manner in which they exist historically, being exhibited in the progress of reli-
gion from stage to stage, and in its development, there thus arises a series of forms 
of religion, or a history of religion. Th at which is determined by means of the No-
tion must of necessity have existed, and the religions, as they have followed upon 
one another, have not arisen accidentally. It is Spirit which rules inner life, and to 
see only, chance here, aft er the fashion of the historical school, is absurd.

Th e essential moments of the notion or conception of religion show them-
selves and make their appearance at every stage in which religion exists at all. It is 
only because the moments are not as yet posited in the totality of the notion that 
any diff erence between it and its true form arises. Th ese defi nite religions are not 
indeed our religion, yet they are included in ours as essential, although as sub-
ordinate moments, which cannot miss having in them  absolute truth. Th erefore 
in them we have not to do with what is foreign to us, but with what is our own, 
and the knowledge that such is the case is the reconciliation of the true religion 
with the false. Th us the moments of the notion or conception of religion appear 
on lower stages of development, though as yet in the shape of anticipations or 
presentiments, as natural fl owers and creations of fancy which have, so to speak, 
blossomed forth by chance. What determines the characteristics of these stages, 
however, through their entire history, is the determinateness of the notion itself, 
which can at no stage be absent. Th e thought of the Incarnation, for example, 
pervades every religion. Such general conceptions make their presence felt too 
in other spheres of Spirit. What is substantial in moral relations, as, for example, 
property, marriage, protection of the sovereign and of the State, and the ultimate 
decision which rests with subjectivity regarding that which is to be done for the 
whole, all this is to be found in an uneducated society as well as in the perfect 
state; only the defi nite form of this substantial element diff ers according to the 
degree of culture which such a society has reached. What is here of special impor-
tance, however, is that the notion should also become actually known in its total-
ity, and in exact accordance with the degree in which this knowledge is present, 
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is the stage at which the religious spirit is, higher or lower, richer or poorer. Spirit 
may have something in its possession without having a developed consciousness 
of it. It actually has the immediate, proper nature of Spirit, has a physical, organic 
nature, but it does not know that nature in its essential character and truth, and 
has only an approximate, general idea of it. Men live in the State, they are them-
selves the life, activity, actuality of the State, but the positing, the becoming con-
scious of what the State is, does not on that account take place, and yet the per-
fected State just means that everything which is potentially in it, that is to say, in 
its notion or conception should be developed, posited, and made into rights and 
duties, into law. In like manner the moments of the notion or conception are ac-
tually present in the defi nite religions, in mental pictures, feelings, or immediate 
imagery; but the consciousness of these moments is not as yet evolved, or, in other 
words, they have not as yet been elevated to the point at which they are the deter-
mination of the  absolute object, and God is not as yet actually represented under 
these determinations of the totality of the conception of religion. 

It is undoubtedly true that the defi nite religions of the various peoples oft en 
enough exhibit the most distorted, confused, and abortive ideas of the divine Be-
ing, and likewise of duties and relations as expressed in worship. But we must not 
treat the matter so lightly, and conceive of it in so superfi cial a manner, as to re-
ject these ideas and these rites as superstition, error, and deceit, or only trace back 
their origin to pious feeling, and thus value them as merely representing some sort 
of religious feeling without caring how they may chance to be constituted. Th e 
mere collection and elaboration of the external and visible elements cannot satis-
fy us either. On the contrary, something higher is necessary, namely, to recognize 
the meaning, the truth, and the connection with truth; in short, to get to know 
what is rational in them Th ey are human beings who have hit upon such religions, 
therefore there must be reason in them, and amidst all that is accidental in them 
a higher necessity. We must do them this justice, for what is human, rational in 
them, is our own too, although it exists in our higher consciousness as a moment 
only. To get a grasp of the history of religions in this sense means to reconcile our-
selves even with what is horrible, dreadful, or absurd in them, and to justify it. 
We are on no account to regard it as right or true, as it presents itself in its purely 
immediate form—there is no question of doing this—but we are at least to rec-
ognize its beginning, the source from which in it has originated as being in hu-
man nature. Such is the reconciliation with this entire sphere, the reconciliation 
which completes itself in the notion. Religions, as they follow upon one another, 
are determined by means of the notion. Th eir nature and succession are not deter-
mined from without; on the contrary, they are determined by the nature of Spirit 
which has entered into the world to bring itself to consciousness of itself. Since we 
look at these defi nite religions in accordance with the notion, this is a purely phil-
osophical study of what actually is or exists. Philosophy indeed treats of nothing 
which is not and does not concern itself with what is so powerless as not even to 
have the energy to force itself into existence.
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Now in development as such, in so far as it has not as yet reached its goal, the 
moments of the notion are still in a state of separation or mutual exclusion, so that 
the reality has not as yet come to be equal to the notion or conception. Th e fi nite 
religions are the appearance in history of these moments. In order to grasp these 
in their truth, it is necessary to consider them under two aspects; on the one hand, 
we have to consider how God is known, how He is characterized; and on the oth-
er, how the subject at, the same time knows itself. For the two aspects the objec-
tive and subjective have but one foundation for their further determination, and 
but one specifi c character pervades them both. Th e idea which a man has of God 
corresponds with that which he has of himself, of his freedom. Knowing himself 
in God, he at the same time knows his imperishable life in God; He knows of 
the truth of his Being, and therefore the idea of the immortality of the soul here 
enters as an essential moment into the history of religion. Th e ideas of God and 
of immortality have a necessary relation to each other; when a man knows truly 
about God, he knows truly about himself too: the two sides correspond with each 
other. At fi rst God is something quite undetermined; but in the course of the de-
velopment of the human mind, the consciousness of that which God is gradually 
forms and matures itself, losing more and more of its initial indefi niteness, and 
with this the development of true self-consciousness advances also. Th e Proofs of 
the Existence of God fall to be included also within the sphere of this progressive 
development, it being their aim to set forth the necessary elevation of the spirit 
to God. For the diversity of the characteristics which in this process of elevation 
are attributed to God, is fi xed by the diversity of the points of departure, and this 
diversity again has its foundation in the nature of the historical stage of actual 
self-consciousness which has been reached. Th e diff erent forms which this eleva-
tion of the spirit takes will always indicate the metaphysical spirit of the period 
in question, for this corresponds with the prevalent idea of God and the sphere of 
worship. If we now attempt to indicate in a more precise way the divisions of this 
stage of defi nite religion, we fi nd that what is of primary importance here is the 
manner of the divine manifestation. God is manifestation, not in a general sense 
merely, but as being Spirit He determines Himself as appearing to Himself; that 
is to say, He is not Object in the general sense, but is Object to Himself. 

As for manifestation generally, or abstract manifestation, it is Nature in Gen-
eral. Manifestation is Being for Other, an externalization of things mutually dis-
tinct, and not yet refl ected and one, in fact, which is immediate into itself. Th is 
logical determination is taken here in its concrete sense as the natural world. 
What is for an ‘Other’, exists for this very reason in a sensuous form. Th e thought, 
which is for another thought, which, as having Being, is to be posited as distinct, 
that is to say, as something which exists as an independent subject in reference to 
the other, is only capable of being communicated by the one to the other through 
the sensuous medium of sign or speech, in fact, by bodily means. 

But since God exists essentially only as appearing to Himself, that abstract 
attitude of man to nature does not belong to religion; on the contrary, in religion 
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nature is only a moment of the Divine, and therefore must, as it exists for the reli-
gious consciousness, have also the characteristic note of the spiritual mode of ex-
istence in it. It thus does not remain in its pure, natural element, but receives the 
characteristic quality of the Divine which dwells in it. It cannot be said of any re-
ligion that in it men have worshipped the sun, the sea, or nature; when they wor-
ship these objects, the latter no longer have for the worshippers the prosaic char-
acter which they have for ourselves. Even while these objects are for them divine, 
they still, it is true, remain natural; but when they become objects of religion, they 
at once assume a spiritual aspect. Th e contemplation of the sun, the stars, etc., as 
individual natural phenomena, is outside the sphere of religion. Th e so-called pro-
saic manner of looking at nature, as the latter exists for consciousness when re-
garding it through the understanding, betokens a separation which comes later; 
its presence is consequent on much deeper and more thorough-going refl ection. 
Not till the spirit or mind has posited itself independently for itself, and as free 
from nature, does the latter appear to it as an Other, as something external. 

Th e fi rst mode of manifestation then, in the form of Nature namely, has 
the subjectivity, the spiritual nature of God as its centre in a general sense only, 
and consequently these two determinations have not as yet come into relation 
through refl ection. When this takes place, it constitutes the second mode of 
manifestation.

In Himself or potentially God is Spirit; this is our notion or conception of 
Him. But for this very reason He must be posited too as Spirit, and this means 
that the manner of His manifestation must be itself a spiritual one, and conse-
quently the negation of the natural. And for this it is necessary that His determi-
nateness, the Idea on the side of reality, be equal to the conception; and the rela-
tion of reality to the divine conception is complete when Spirit exists as Spirit; 
that is to say, when both the conception and reality exist as this Spirit. To begin 
with, however, we see that the form of nature constitutes that determinateness of 
the conception of God, or the aspect of reality belonging to the Idea. Th e emer-
gence of the spiritual element of subjectivity out of nature, accordingly appears at 
fi rst merely as a confl ict between the two sides, which are still entangled with one 
another in that confl ict. Th erefore this stage of defi nite religion too remains in 
the sphere of what is natural, and in fact constitutes, in common with the preced-
ing one, the stage of the Religion of Nature.

It is actually within the defi nite religions as they succeed each other that Spir-
it in its movement attempts to make the determinateness correspond with the no-
tion or conception, but this determinateness appears here as still abstract, or, to 
put it otherwise, the notion appears as still the fi nite notion. Th ese attempts, in 
which the principle of the preceding stages, namely, Essence, or essential Being, 
strives to grasp itself together into infi nite inwardness are: 1. the Jewish religion; 
2. the Greek; 3. the Roman. Th e God of the Jews is Oneness or soleness, which as 
such continues to be abstract unity, and is not as yet concrete in itself. Th is God is 
indeed God in the Spirit, but does not exist as yet as Spirit. He is something not 
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presented to sense, an abstraction of Th ought, which has not as yet that fullness 
in itself which constitutes it Spirit. Th e freedom which the notion seeks to reach 
through self-development in the Greek religion, still lives under the sway of up 
sceptre of necessity of Essence; and the notion as it appears in and seeks to win its 
independence in the Roman religion is still limited, since it is related to an exter-
nal world which stands opposite to it, in which it is only to be objective, and is, 
therefore, external adaptation to an end, or external utility.

Th ese are the principal specifi c forms which here present themselves as the 
modes of the Reality of Spirit. As determinate they are inadequate to the notion 
or conception of Spirit, and are fi nite in character, and this infi nitude, namely, 
that there is one God, this abstract affi  rmation, is fi nite also. Th is determination 
of the manifestation of God in consciousness as pure ideality of the One, as abo-
lition of the manifold character of external manifestation, might perhaps be con-
trasted, as being that which is true, with the religion of nature, but it is really only 
one form of determinateness as against the totality of the notion of Spirit. It cor-
responds with this totality just as little as its opposite does. Th ese defi nite rela-
tions are not in fact as yet the true religion, and in them God is not as yet known 
in His true nature, since there is wanting to them the  absolute content of Spirit. 

Manifestation, development, and determination or specifi cation do not go 
on ad infi nitum, and do not cease accidentally. True progress consists rather in 
this, that this refl ection of the notion into itself stops short, inasmuch as it really 
returns into itself. Th us manifestation is itself infi nite in nature; the content is in 
accordance with the conception of Spirit, and the manifestation is, like Spirit, in 
and for itself. Th e notion or conception of religion has in religion become objec-
tive to itself. Spirit, which is in and for itself, has now no longer individual forms, 
determinations of itself, before it, as it unfolds itself. It knows itself no longer as 
Spirit in any defi nite form or limitation, but has now overcome those limitations, 
this fi niteness, and is actually, what it is potentially. Th is knowledge of Spirit for 
itself or actually, as it is in itself or potentially, is the being in-and-for-itself of Spir-
it as exercising knowledge, the perfect,  absolute religion, in which it is revealed 
what Spirit, what God is; this is the Christian religion.

Th at Spirit, as it does in all else, must in religion also run through its natural 
course, is necessarily bound up with the conception of Spirit. Spirit is only Spirit 
when it exists for itself as the negation of all fi nite forms, as this  absolute ideality.

I form ideas, I have perceptions, and here there is a certain defi nite content, as, 
for instance, this house, and so on. Th ey are my perceptions, they present them-
selves to me I could not, however, present them to myself if I did not grasp this 
particular content in myself, and if I had not posited it in a simple, ideal manner 
in myself. Ideality means that this defi nite external existence, these conditions of 
space, of time, and matter, this separateness of parts, is done away with in some-
thing higher; in that I know this external existence, these forms of it are not ideas 
which are mutually exclusive, but are comprehended, grasped together in me in a 
simple manner.
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Spirit is knowledge; but in order that knowledge should exist, it is necessary 
that the content of that which it knows should have attained to this ideal form, 
and should in this way have been negated. What Spirit is must in that way have 
become its own, it must have described this circle; and these forms, diff erences, 
determinations, fi nite qualities, must have existed in order that it should make 
them its own.

Th is represents both the way and the goal—that Spirit should have attained 
to its own notion or conception, to that which it implicitly is, and in this way only, 
the way which has been indicated in its abstract moments, does it attain it. Re-
vealed religion is manifested religion, because in it God has become wholly mani-
fest. Here all is proportionate to the notion; there is no longer anything secret in 
God. Here, then, is the consciousness of the developed conception of Spirit, of 
reconciliation, not in                                 beauty, in joyousness, but in the Spirit. Revealed religion, 
which was hitherto still veiled, and did not exist in its truth, came at its own time. 
Th is was not a chance time, dependent on some one’s liking, or caprice, but deter-
mined on in the essential, eternal counsel of God; that is, in the eternal reason, 
wisdom of God; it is the notion of the reality or fact itself, the divine notion, the 
notion of God Himself, which determines itself to enter on this development, 
and has set its goal before it.

Th is course thus followed by religion is the true theodicy; it exhibits all prod-
ucts of Spirit, every form of its self-knowledge, as necessary, because Spirit is some-
thing living, working, and its impulse is to press on through the series of its mani-
festations towards the consciousness of itself as embracing all truth. 
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‘Th us the Idea, and it alone is Truth. Now it is essentially in 
the nature of the Idea to develop, and only through develop-
ment to arrive at comprehension of itself, or to become what 
it is. Th at the Idea should have to make itself what it is, seems 
like a contradiction; it may be said that it is what it is’.
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 HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION

Th ere are various aspects under which the  History of Philosophy may possess in-
terest. We shall fi nd the central point of this interest in the essential connection 
existing between what is apparently past and the present stage reached by Philos-
ophy. Th at this connection is not one of the external considerations which may 
be taken into account in the history of Philosophy, but really expresses its in-
ner character: that the events of this history, while they perpetuate themselves in 
their eff ects like all other events, yet produce their results in a special way—this it 
is which is here to be more clearly expounded.

Th e acts of thought appear at fi rst to be a matter of history, and, therefore, 
things of the past and outside our real existence. But in reality we are what we 
are through history: or, more accurately, as in the history of Th ought, what has 
passed away is only one side, so in the present, what we have as a permanent pos-
session is essentially bound up with our place in history. Th e possession of self-
conscious reason, which belongs to us of the present world, did not arise suddenly, 
nor did it grow only from the soil of the present. Th is possession must be regarded 
as previously present, as an inheritance, and as the result of labour—the labour of 
all past generations of men. Just as the arts of outward life, the accumulated skill 
and invention, the customs and arrangements of social and political life, are the 
result of the thought, care, and needs, of the want and the misery, of the ingenu-
ity, the plans and achievements of those who preceded us in history, so, likewise, 
in science, and specially in Philosophy, do we owe what we are to the tradition 
which, as Herder has put it like a holy chain, runs through all that was transient, 
and has therefore passed away. Th us has been preserved and transmitted to us 
what antiquity produced.

Th e ideas and questions which may be present to our mind regarding the 
character and ends of the history of Philosophy, depend on the nature of the re-
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lationship here given. In this lies the explanation of the fact that the study of the 
history of Philosophy is an introduction to Philosophy itself. Th e guiding princi-
ples for the formation of this history are given in this fact, the further discussion 
of which must thus be the main object of this introduction. We must also, howev-
er, keep in mind, as being of fundamental importance, the conception of the aim 
of Philosophy. And since, as already mentioned, the systematic exposition of this 
conception cannot here fi nd a place, such discussion as we can now undertake, 
can only propose to deal with the subject provisionally and not to give a thorough 
and conclusive account of the nature of the Becoming of Philosophy.

Th is Becoming is not merely a passive movement, as we suppose movements 
such as those of the sun and moon to be. It is no mere movement in the unresist-
ing medium of space and time. What we must represent to ourselves is the activ-
ity of free thought; we have to present the history of the world of thought as it has 
arisen and produced itself.

Th ere are, therefore, the following points with which I wish to deal in this 
introduction.

Th e fi rst of these will be to investigate the character of the history of Philoso-
phy, its signifi cance, its nature, and its aim, from which will follow inferences as 
to its treatment. In particular, we shall get an insight into the relation of the his-
tory of Philosophy to the science of Philosophy, and this will be the most interest-
ing point of all. Th at is to say, this history represents, not merely the external, ac-
cidental, events contained within it, but it shows how the content, or that which 
appears to belong to mere history, really belongs to the science of Philosophy. Th e 
history of Philosophy is itself scientifi c, and thus essentially becomes the science 
of Philosophy.

In the second place, the Notion of Philosophy must be more adequately de-
termined, and from it must be deduced what should be excluded from the history 
of Philosophy out of the infi nite material and the manifold aspects of the intellec-
tual culture of the nations. Religion, certainly, and the thoughts contained in and 
regarding it, particularly when these are in the form of mythology, are, on account 
of their matter, and the sciences with their ideas on the state, duties and laws, on 
account of their form, so near Philosophy that the history of the science of Phi-
losophy threatens to become quite indefi nite in extent. It might be supposed that 
the history of Philosophy should take account of all these ideas. Has not every-
thing been called Philosophy and philosophizing? On the other hand, when the 
province of Philosophy has been correctly defi ned, we reach, with the determina-
tion of what Philosophy is and what pertains to it, the starting-point of its histo-
ry, which must be distinguished from the commencements of religious ideas and 
mere thoughtful conjectures.

From the idea of the subject which is contained in these fi rst two points of 
view, it is necessary to pass on to the consideration of the third point, to the gen-
eral review of this history and to the division of its progress into natural periods—
such an arrangement to exhibit it as an organic, progressive whole, as a rational 
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connection through which this history attains the dignity of a science. And I will 
not occupy further space with refl ections on the use of the history of Philosophy, 
and other methods of treating it. Th e use is evident. 

THE NOTION OF THE  HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

It is easy to comprehend the aim of Philosophy, which is in thought and in concep-
tion to grasp the Truth, and not merely to discover that nothing can be known, or 
that at least temporal, fi nite truth, which also is an untruth, can alone be known 
and not the Truth indeed. Further we fi nd that in the history of Philosophy we 
have to deal with Philosophy itself. Th e facts within that history are not adven-
tures and contain no more romance than does the history of the world. Th ey are 
not a mere collection of chance events, of expeditions of wandering knights, each 
going about fi ghting, struggling purposelessly, leaving no results to show for all 
his eff orts. Nor is it so that one thing has been thought out here, another there, 
at will; in the activity of thinking mind there is real connection, and what there 
takes place is rational. It is with this belief in the spirit of the world that we must 
proceed to history, and in particular to the history of Philosophy.

Th e above statement, that the Truth is only one, is still abstract and formal. 
In the deeper sense it is our starting point. But the aim of Philosophy is to know 
this one Truth as the immediate source from which all else proceeds, both all the 
laws of nature and all the manifestations of life and consciousness of which they 
are mere rejections or to lead these laws and manifestations in ways apparently 
contrary, back to that single source, and from that source to comprehend them, 
which is to understand their derivation. Th us what is most essential is to know 
that the single truth is not merely a solitary, empty thought, but one determined 
within itself. To obtain this knowledge we must enter into some abstract Notions 
which, as such, are quite general and dry, and which are the two principles of De-
velopment and of the Concrete. We could, indeed, embrace the whole in the sin-
gle principle of development; if this were clear, all else would result and follow of 
its own accord. Th e product of thinking is the thought; thought is, however, still 
formal; somewhat more defi ned it becomes Notion, and fi nally Idea is Th ought 
in its totality, implicitly and explicitly determined. Th us the Idea, and it alone is 
Truth. Now it is essentially in the nature of the Idea to develop, and only through 
development to arrive at comprehension of itself, or to become what it is. Th at the 
Idea should have to make itself what it is, seems like a contradiction; it may be said 
that it is what it is.

Th e idea of development is well known, but it is the special characteristic of 
Philosophy to investigate such matters as were formerly held as known. Th e fur-
ther discussion of this idea belongs to the science of Logic.

In order to comprehend what development is, what may be called two dif-
ferent states must be distinguished. Th e fi rst is what is known as capacity, power, 
what I call being-in-itself (potentia); the second principle is that of being-for-itself, 
actuality (actus). If we say, for example, that man is by nature rational, we would 
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mean that he has reason only inherently or in embryo: in this sense, reason, un-
derstanding, imagination, will, are possessed from birth or even from the moth-
er’s womb. But while the child only has capacities or the actual possibility of rea-
son, it is just the same as if he had no reason; reason does not yet exist in him since 
he cannot yet do anything rational, and has no rational consciousness. Th us what 
man is at fi rst implicitly becomes explicit, and it is the same with reason. If, then, 
man has actuality on whatever side, he is actually rational; and now we come to 
reason.

What is the real meaning of this word? Th at which is in itself must become an 
object, to mankind, must arrive at consciousness, thus becoming for man. What 
has become an object to him is the same as what he is in himself through the be-
coming objective of this implicit being, man fi rst becomes for himself; he is made 
double, is retained and not changed into another. For example, man is thinking, 
and thus he thinks out thoughts. In this way it is in thought alone that thought 
is object; reason produces what is rational: reason is its own object. Th e fact that 
thought may also descend to what is destitute of reason is a consideration involv-
ing wider issues, which do not concern us here. But even though man, who in 
himself is rational, does not at fi rst seem to have got further on since he became 
rational for himself—what is implicit having merely retained itself—the diff er-
ence is quite enormous: no new content has been produced, and yet this form of 
being for self makes all the diff erence. Th e whole variation in the development of 
the world in history is founded on this diff erence. Th is alone explains how since 
all mankind is naturally rational, and freedom is the hypothesis on which this 
reason rests, slavery yet has been, and in part still is, maintained by many peoples, 
and men have remained contented under it. Th e only distinction between the 
Africans and the Asiatics on the one hand, and the Greeks, Romans, and mod-
erns on the other, is that the latter know and it is explicit for them, that they are 
free, but the others are so without knowing that they are, and thus without exist-
ing as being free. Th is constitutes the enormous diff erence in their condition. All 
knowledge, and learning, science, and even commerce have no other object than 
to draw out what is inward or implicit and thus to become objective.

Because that which is implicit comes into existence, it certainly passes into 
change, yet it remains one and the same, for the whole process is dominated by it. 
Th e plant, for example, does not lose itself in mere indefi nite change. From the 
germ much is produced when at fi rst nothing was to be seen but the whole of what 
is brought forth, if not developed, is yet hidden and ideally contained within it-
self. Th e principle of this projection into existence is that the germ cannot remain 
merely implicit, but is impelled towards development, since it presents the contra-
diction of being only implicit and yet not desiring so to be. But this coming with-
out itself has an end in view; its completion fully reached, and its previously de-
termined end is the fruit or produce of the germ, which causes a return to the fi rst 
condition. Th e germ will produce itself alone and manifest what is contained in it, 
so that it then may return to itself once more thus to renew the unity from which 
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it started. With nature it certainly is true that the subject which commenced and 
the matter which forms the end are two separate units, as in the case of seed and 
fruit. Th e doubling process has apparently the eff ect of separating into two things 
that which in content is the same. Th us in animal life the parent and the young 
are diff erent individuals although their nature is the same.

In Spirit it is otherwise: it is consciousness and therefore it is free, uniting in 
itself the beginning and the end. As with the germ in nature, Spirit indeed re-
solves itself back into unity aft er constituting itself another. But what is in itself 
becomes for Spirit and thus arrives at being for itself. Th e fruit and seed newly 
contained within it on the other hand, do not become for the original germ, but 
for us alone; in the case of Spirit both factors not only are implicitly the same in 
character, but there is a being for the other and at the same time a being for self. 
Th at for which the ‘other’ is, is the same as that ‘other’; and thus alone Spirit is at 
home with itself in its ‘other’. Th e development of Spirit lies in the fact that its go-
ing forth and separation constitutes its coming to itself.

Th is being-at-home-with-self, or coming-to-self of Spirit may be described as 
its complete and highest end: it is this alone that it desires and nothing else. Eve-
rything that from eternity has happened in heaven and earth, the life of God and 
all the deeds of time simply are the struggles for Spirit to know itself, to make it-
self objective to itself, to fi nd itself, be for itself, and fi nally unite itself to itself; it 
is alienated and divided, but only so as to be able thus to fi nd itself and return to 
itself. Only in this manner does Spirit attain its freedom, for that is free which is 
not connected with or dependent on another. True self-possession and satisfac-
tion are only to be found in this, and in nothing else but Th ought does Spirit at-
tain this freedom. In sense-perception, for instance, and in feeling, I fi nd myself 
confi ned and am not free; but I am free when I have a consciousness of this my 
feeling. Man has particular ends and interests even in will; I am free indeed when 
this is mine. Such ends, however, always contain ‘another’, or something which 
constitutes for me ‘another’, such as desire and impulse. It is in Th ought alone that 
all foreign matter disappears from view, and that Spirit is absolutely free. All in-
terest which is contained in the Idea and in Philosophy is expressed in it.

It is shown from what has been said regarding the formal nature of the Idea, 
that only a history of Philosophy thus regarded as a system of development in 
Idea, is entitled to the name of Science: a collection of facts constitutes no science. 
Only thus as a succession of phenomena established through reason, and having 
as content just what is reason and revealing it, does this history show that it is ra-
tional: it shows that the events recorded are in reason. How should the whole of 
what has taken place in reason not itself be rational? Th at faith must surely be the 
more reasonable in which chance is not made ruler over human aff airs, and it is 
the business of Philosophy to recognize that however much its own manifesta-
tions may be history likewise, it is yet determined through the Idea alone.

Th rough these general preliminary conceptions the categories are now deter-
mined, the more immediate application of which to the history of Philosophy we 
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have now to consider. Th is application will bring before us the most signifi cant 
aspects in this history.

Th e fi rst result which follows from what has been said, is that the whole of the 
history of Philosophy is a progression impelled by an inherent necessity, and one 
which is implicitly rational and a priori determined through its Idea; and this the 
history of Philosophy has to exemplify. Contingency must vanish on the appear-
ance of Philosophy. Its history is just as absolutely determined as the development 
of Notions, and the impelling force is the inner dialectic of the forms. Th e fi nite is 
not true, nor is it what it is to be—its determinate nature is bound up with its ex-
istence. But the inward Idea abolishes these fi nite forms: a philosophy which has 
not the  absolute form identical with the content must pass away because its form 
is not that of truth.

What follows secondly from what we have said, is that every philosophy has 
been and still is necessary. Th us none have passed away, but all are affi  rmatively 
contained as elements in a whole. But we must distinguish between the particular 
principle of these philosophies as particular, and the realization of this principle 
throughout the whole compass of the world. Th e principles are retained, the most 
recent philosophy being the result of all preceding, and hence no philosophy has 
ever been refuted. What has been refuted is not the principle of this philosophy, 
but merely the fact that this principle should be considered fi nal and  absolute in 
character. Th e atomic philosophy, for example, has arrived at the affi  rmation that 
the atom is the  absolute existence, that it is the indivisible unit which is also the 
individual or subject; seeing, then, that the bare unit also is the abstract being-for-
self, the Absolute would be grasped as infi nitely many units. Th e atomic theory 
has been refuted, and we are atomists no longer. Spirit is certainly explicitly exist-
ent as a unit or atom, but that is to attribute to it a barren character and qualities 
incapable of expressing anything of its depth. Th e principle is indeed retained, 
although it is not the  absolute in its entirety. Th is same contradiction appears in 
all development. Th e development of the tree is the negation of the germ, and the 
blossom that of the leaves, in so far as that they show that these do not form the 
highest and truest existence of the tree. Last of all, the blossom fi nds its negation 
in the fruit. Yet none of them can come into actual existence excepting as preced-
ed by all the earlier stages. Our attitude to a philosophy must thus contain an af-
fi rmative side and a negative; when we take both of these into consideration, we 
do justice to a philosophy for the fi rst time. We get to know the affi  rmative side 
later on both in life and in science; thus we fi nd it easier to refute than to justify.

In the third place, we shall limit ourselves to the particular consideration of 
the principle itself. Each principle has reigned for a certain time, and when the 
whole system of the world has been explained from this special form, it is called a 
philosophical system. Its whole theory has certainly to be learned, but as long as 
the principle is abstract it is not suffi  cient to embrace the forms belonging to our 
conception of the world. Th e Cartesian principles, for instance, are very suitable 
for application to mechanism, but for nothing further; their representation of 
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other manifestations in the world, such as those of vegetable and animal nature, 
are insuffi  cient, and hence uninteresting. Th erefore we take into consideration the 
principles of these philosophies only, but in dealing with concrete philosophies 
we must also regard the chief forms of their development and their applications. 
Th e subordinate philosophies are inconsistent; they have had bright glimpses of 
the truth, which are, however, independent of their principles. Th is is exemplifi ed 
in the Timæus of Plato, a philosophy of nature, the working out of which is em-
pirically very barren because its principle does not as yet extend far enough, and it 
is not to its principle that we owe the deep gleams of thought there contained.

In the fourth place it follows that we must not regard the history of Philoso-
phy as dealing with the past, even though it is history. Th e scientifi c products of 
reason form the content of this history, and these are not past. What is obtained 
in this fi eld of labour is the True, and, as such, the Eternal; it is not what exists 
now, and not then; it is true not only today or tomorrow, but beyond all time, 
and in as far as it is in time, it is true always and for every time. Th e bodily forms 
of those great minds who are the heroes of this history, the temporal existence 
and outward lives of the philosophers, are, indeed, no more, but their works and 
thoughts have not followed suit, for they neither conceived nor dreamt of the ra-
tional import of their works. Philosophy is not somnambulism, but is developed 
consciousness; and what these heroes have done is to bring that which is implic-
itly rational out of the depths of Spirit, where it is found at fi rst as substance only, 
or as inwardly existent, into the light of day, and to advance it into consciousness 
and knowledge. Th is forms a continuous awakening. Such work is not only depos-
ited in the temple of Memory as forms of times gone by, but is just as present and 
as living now as at the time of its production. Th e eff ects produced and work per-
formed are not again destroyed or interrupted by what succeeds, for they are such 
that we must ourselves be present in them. Th ey have as medium neither canvas, 
paper, marble, nor representation or memorial to preserve them. Th ese mediums 
are themselves transient, or else form a basis for what is such. But they do have 
Th ought, Notion, and the eternal Being of Spirit, which moths cannot corrupt, 
nor thieves break through and steal. Th e conquests made by Th ought when con-
stituted into Th ought form the very Being of Spirit. Such knowledge is thus not 
learning merely, or a knowledge of what is dead, buried and corrupt: the history of 
Philosophy has not to do with what is gone, but with the living present.

THE RELATION OF PHILOSOPHY TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF 
KNOWLEDGE

Th e  History of Philosophy has to represent this science in that form of time and 
individualities from which its outward form has resulted. Such a representation 
has, however, to shut out from itself the external history of the time, and to take 
into account only the general character of the people and time, and likewise their 
circumstances as a whole. But as a matter of fact, the history of Philosophy does 
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present this character and that indeed in the highest possible degree; its connec-
tion with it is of the closest kind, and the particular appearance presented by a 
philosophy belonging to one special period, is only a particular aspect or element 
in the character. Because of this inward correspondence we have partly to con-
sider more closely the particular relation borne by a philosophy to its historical 
surroundings, and partly, but pre-eminently, what is proper to itself, from which 
alone, aft er separating everything related however closely, we can fi x our stand-
point. Th is connection, which is not merely external but essential, has thus two 
sides, which we must consider. Th e fi rst is the distinctly historical side, the sec-
ond is the connection with other matters—the connection of Philosophy with 
Religion, for instance, by which we at once obtain a deeper conception of Phi-
losophy itself.

But men do not at certain epochs, merely philosophize in general, for there is 
a defi nite Philosophy which arises among a people, and the defi nite character of 
the standpoint of thought is the same character which permeates all the other his-
torical sides of the spirit of the people, which is most intimately related to them, 
and which constitutes their foundation. Th e particular form of a Philosophy 
is thus contemporaneous with a particular constitution of the people amongst 
whom it makes its appearance, with their institutions and forms of government, 
their morality, their social life and the capabilities, customs and enjoyments of the 
same; it is so with their attempts and achievements in art and science, with their 
religions, warfares and external relationships, likewise with the decadence of the 
States in which this particular principle and form had maintained its supremacy, 
and with the origination and progress of new States in which a higher principle 
fi nds its manifestation and development. Spirit in each case has elaborated and 
expanded in the whole domain of its manifold nature the principle of the partic-
ular stage of self-consciousness to which it has attained. Th us the Spirit of a peo-
ple in its richness is an organization, and, like a Cathedral, is divided into numer-
ous vaults, passages, pillars and vestibules, all of which have proceeded out of one 
whole and are directed to one end. Philosophy is one form of these many aspects. 
And which is it? It is the fullest blossom, the Notion of Spirit in its entire form, 
the consciousness and spiritual essence of all things, the spirit of the time as spirit 
present in itself. Th e multifarious whole is refl ected in it as in the single focus, in 
the Notion which knows itself.

Th e Philosophy which is essential within Christianity could not be found in 
Rome, for all the various forms of the whole are only the expression of one and 
the same determinate character. Hence political history, forms of government, 
art and religion are not related to Philosophy as its causes, nor, on the other hand, 
is Philosophy the ground of their existence - one and all have the same common 
root, the spirit of the time. It is one determinate existence, one determinate char-
acter which permeates all sides and manifests itself in politics and in all else as in 
diff erent elements; it is a condition which hangs together in all its parts, and the 
various parts of which contain nothing which is really inconsistent, however di-
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verse and accidental they may appear to be, and however much they may seem to 
contradict one another. Th is particular stage is the product of the one preceding. 
But to show how the spirit of a particular time molds its whole actuality and des-
tiny in accordance with its principle, to show this whole edifi ce in its conception, 
is far from us—for that would be the object of the whole philosophic world-his-
tory. Th ose forms alone concern us which express the principle of the Spirit in a 
spiritual element related to Philosophy.

Th is is the position of Philosophy amongst its varying forms, from which it 
follows that it is entirely identical with its time. But if Philosophy does not stand 
above its time in content, it does so in form, because, as the thought and knowl-
edge of that which is the substantial spirit of its time, it makes that spirit its ob-
ject. In as far as Philosophy is in the spirit of its time, the latter is its determined 
content in the world, although as knowledge, Philosophy is above it, since it plac-
es it in the relation of object. But this is in form alone, for Philosophy really has 
no other content. Th is knowledge itself undoubtedly is the actuality of Spirit, the 
self-knowledge of Spirit which previously was not present: thus the formal diff er-
ence is also a real and actual diff erence. Th rough knowledge, Spirit makes mani-
fest a distinction between knowledge and that which is; this knowledge is thus 
what produces a new form of development. Th e new forms at fi rst are only special 
modes of knowledge, and it is thus that a new Philosophy is produced: yet since, it 
already is a wider kind of spirit, it is the inward birth-place of the spirit which will 
later arrive at actual form. We shall deal further with this in the concrete below, 
and we shall then see that what the Greek Philosophy was, entered, in the Chris-
tian world, into actuality.

Th e history of the other Sciences, of culture and above all the history of art 
and of religion are, partly in regard to the elements contained in them, and part-
ly to their particular objects, related to the history of Philosophy. It is through 
this relationship that the treatment of the history of Philosophy has been so con-
fused. If it is to concern itself with the possession of culture generally and then 
with scientifi c culture, and then again with popular myths and the dogmas con-
tained only in them, and yet farther with the religious refl ections which are al-
ready thoughts of a speculative kind, and which make their appearance in them, 
no bounds are left  to Philosophy at all. Th is is so, partly on account of the amount 
of material itself and the labour required in working it up and preparing it, and 
partly because it is in immediate connection with so much else. But the separa-
tion must not be made arbitrarily or as by chance, but must be derived from fun-
damental determinations. If we merely look at the name of Philosophy, all this 
matter will pertain to its history.

I shall speak of this material from three points of view, for three related as-
pects are to be eliminated and separated from Philosophy. Th e fi rst of these is that 
which is generally considered to be the domain of science, and in which are found 
the beginnings of understanding thought. Th e second region is that of mythol-
ogy and religion; the relation of Philosophy to them seems oft en to be inimical 
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both in the time of the Greeks and of the Christians. Th e third is that of philoso-
phizing and the metaphysics of the understanding. While we distinguish what is 
related to Philosophy, we must also take note of the elements in this related mat-
ter which belong to the Notion of Philosophy, but which appear to us to be par-
tially separated from it: and thus we may become acquainted with the Notion of 
Philosophy.

RELATION OF PHILOSOPHY TO RELIGION

As the fi rst department of knowledge was related to Philosophy principally by 
means of formal and independent knowledge, Religion, though in its content 
quite diff erent from this fi rst kind or sphere of knowledge, is through it related to 
Philosophy. Its object is not the earthly and worldly, but the infi nite. In the case of 
art and still more in that of Religion, Philosophy has in common a content com-
posed entirely of universal objects; they constitute the mode in which the high-
est Idea is existent for the unphilosophical feeling, the perceiving and imagining 
consciousness. Inasmuch as in the progress of culture in time the manifestation of 
Religion precedes the appearance of Philosophy, this circumstance must really be 
taken account of, and the conditions requisite for beginning the  History of Phi-
losophy have to depend on this, because it has to be shown in how far what per-
tains to Religion is to be excluded from it, and that a commencement must not be 
made with Religion.

In Religion, races of men have undoubtedly expressed their idea of the na-
ture of the world, the substance of nature and of intellect and the relation of man 
thereto. Absolute Being is here the object of their consciousness; and as such, 
is for them pre-eminently the ‘other’, a ‘beyond’, nearer or further off , more or 
less friendly or frightful and alarming. In the act and forms of worship this op-
position is removed by man, and he raises himself to the consciousness of unity 
with his Being, to the feeling of, or dependence on, the Grace of God, in that 
God has reconciled mankind to Himself. In conception, with the Greeks, for in-
stance, this existence is to man one which is already in and for itself and friendly, 
and thus worship is but the enjoyment of this unity. Th is existence is now reason 
which is existent in and for itself, the universal and concrete substance, the Spirit 
whose fi rst cause is objective to itself in consciousness; it thus is a representation 
of this last in which not only reason in general, but the universal infi nite reason 
is. We must, therefore, comprehend Religion, as Philosophy, before everything 
else, which means to know and apprehend it in reason; for it is the work of self-
revealing reason and is the highest form of reason. Such ideas as that priests have 
framed a people’s Religion in fraud and self-interest are consequently absurd; to 
regard Religion as an arbitrary matter or a deception is as foolish as it is perverted. 
Priests have oft en profaned Religion—the possibility of which is a consequence 
of the external relations and temporal existence of Religion. It can thus, in this 
external connection, be laid hold of here and there, but because it is Religion, it is 
really that which stands fi rm against fi nite ends and their complications and con-
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stitutes a region exalted high above them. Th is region of Spirit is really the Holy 
place of Truth itself, the Holy place in which are dissolved the remaining illusions 
of the sensuous world, of fi nite ideas and ends, and of the sphere of opinion and 
caprice.

Inasmuch as it really is the content of religions, this rational matter might 
now seem to be capable of being abstracted and expressed as a number of histori-
cal theorems. Philosophy stands on the same basis as Religion and has the same 
object: the universal reason existing in and for itself. Spirit desires to make this 
object its own, as is done with Religion in the act and form of worship. But the 
form, as it is present in Religion, is diff erent from what is found to be contained 
in Philosophy, and on this account a history of Philosophy is diff erent from a his-
tory of Religion. Worship is only the operation of refl ection; Philosophy attempts 
to bring about the reconciliation by means of thinking knowledge, because Spirit 
desires to take up its Being into itself. Philosophy is related in the form of think-
ing consciousness to its object; with Religion it is diff erent. But the distinction 
between the two should not be conceived of so abstractly as to make it seem that 
thought is only in Philosophy and not in Religion. Th e latter has likewise ideas 
and universal thoughts. Because both are so nearly related, it is an old tradition 
in the history of Philosophy to deduce Philosophy from Persian, Indian, or simi-
lar philosophy, a custom which is still partly retained in all histories of Philoso-
phy. For this reason, too, it is a legend universally believed that Pythagoras, for 
instance, received his Philosophy from India and Egypt; the fame of the wisdom 
of these people, which wisdom is understood also to contain Philosophy, is an old 
one. Th e Oriental ideas and religious worship which prevailed throughout the 
West up to the time of the Roman Empire, likewise bear the name of Oriental 
Philosophy. Th e Christian Religion and Philosophy are thought of in the Chris-
tian world, as more defi nitely divided; in these Eastern days, on the other hand, 
Religion and Philosophy are still conceived of as one in so far as that the content 
has remained in the form in which it is Philosophy. Considering the prevalence of 
these ideas and in order to have a defi nite limit to the relations between a history 
of Philosophy and religious ideas, it is desirable to note some further considera-
tions as to the form which separates religious ideas from philosophical theorems.

Religion has not only universal thought as inward content implicitly con-
tained in its myths, ideas, imaginations and in its exact and positive histories, 
so that we require fi rst of all to dig this content out of such myths in the form of 
theorems, but it oft en has its content explicit in the form of thought. In the Per-
sian and Indian Religions very deep, sublime and speculative thoughts are even 
expressed. Indeed, in Religion we even meet philosophies directly expressed, as 
in the Philosophy of the Fathers. Th e scholastic Philosophy really was Th eology; 
there is found in it a union or, if you will, a mixture of Th eology and Philosophy 
which may very well puzzle us. Th e question which confronts us on the one side 
is, how Philosophy diff ers from Th eology, as the science of Religion, or from Reli-
gion as consciousness? And then, in how far have we in the history of Philosophy 
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to take account of what pertains to Religion? 
Religion is also the point of view from which this existence is known. But 

as regards the diff erent forms of knowledge existing in Religion and Philosophy, 
Philosophy appears to be opposed to the conception in Religion that the universal 
mind fi rst shows itself as external, in the objective mode of consciousness. Wor-
ship, commencing with the external, then turns against and abrogates it as has 
just been said, and thus Philosophy is justifi ed through the acts and forms of wor-
ship, and only does what they do. Philosophy has to deal with two diff erent ob-
jects; fi rst as in the Religion present in worship, with the substantial content, the 
spiritual soul, and secondly with bringing this before consciousness as object, but 
in the form of thought. Philosophy thinks and conceives of that which Religion 
represents as the object of consciousness, whether it is as the work of the imagina-
tion or as existent facts in history. Th e form of the knowledge of the object is, in 
religious consciousness, such as pertains to the ordinary idea, and is thus more or 
less sensuous in nature. In Philosophy we do not say that God begot a Son, which 
is a relation derived from natural life. Th ought, or the substance of such a relation, 
is therefore still recognized in Philosophy. Since Philosophy thinks its object, it 
has the advantage of uniting the two stages of religious consciousness—which in 
Religion are diff erent moments—into one unity in philosophic thought.

It is these two forms which are diff erent from one another and which, as op-
posed, may therefore seem to be mutually confl icting; and it is natural and it nec-
essarily seems to be the case, that on fi rst defi nitely coming to view they are so to 
speak conscious of their diversity, and hence at fi rst appear as inimical to one an-
other. Th e fi rst stage in the order of manifestation is defi nite existence, or a de-
terminate Being-for-self as opposed to the other. Th e later form is that Th ought 
embraces itself in the concrete, immerses itself in itself, and Spirit, as such, comes 
in it to consciousness. In the earlier stage, Spirit is abstract, and in this constraint 
it knows itself to be diff erent, and in opposition to the other. When it embraces 
itself in the concrete, it is no more simply confi ned in determinate existence, only 
knowing or possessing itself in that diversity, but it is the Universal which, inas-
much as it determines itself, contains its ‘other’ within itself. As concrete intelli-
gence, Spirit thus comprehends the substantial in the form which seemed to diff er 
from it, of which it had only grasped the outward manifestation and had turned 
away from it; it recognizes itself in its inward content, and so it for the fi rst time 
grasps its object, and deals justice to its opposite.

Generally speaking, the course of this antithesis in history is that Th ought 
fi rst of all comes forth within Religion, as not free and in separate manifestations. 
Secondly, it strengthens itself, feels itself to be resting upon itself, holds and con-
ducts itself inimically towards the other form, and does not recognize itself there-
in. In the third place, it concludes by acknowledging itself as in this other. Or else 
Philosophy has to begin with carrying on its work entirely on its own account, 
isolating Th ought from all popular beliefs, and taking for itself quite a diff erent 
fi eld of operation, a fi eld for which the world of ordinary ideas lies quite apart, 
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so that the two exist peacefully side by side, or, to put it better, so that no refl ec-
tion on their opposition is arrived at. Just as little did the thought of reconciling 
them occur, since in the popular beliefs the same content appeared as in any ex-
ternal form other than the notion—the thought that is, of explaining and justify-
ing popular belief, in order thus to be able again to express the conceptions of free 
thought in the form of popular religion.

Th us we see Philosophy fi rst restrained and confi ned within the range of the 
Greek heathen world; then resting upon itself, it goes forth against popular reli-
gion and takes up an unfriendly attitude to it, until it grasps that religion in its in-
nermost and recognizes itself therein. Th us the ancient Greek philosophers gen-
erally respected the popular religion, or at least they did not oppose it, or refl ect 
upon it. Th ose coming later, including even Xenophanes, handled popular ideas 
most severely, and thus many so-called atheists made their appearance. But as the 
spheres of popular conception and abstract thought stood peacefully side by side, 
we also fi nd Greek philosophers of even a later period in development, in whose 
case speculative thought and the act of worship, as also the pious invocation upon 
and sacrifi ce to the gods, coexist in good faith, and not in mere hypocrisy. Soc-
rates was accused of teaching other gods than those belonging to the popular re-
ligion; his daimonion was indeed opposed to the principles of Greek morals and 
religion, but at the same time he followed quite honestly the usages of his religion, 
and we know besides that his last request was to ask his friends to off er a cock to 
Aesculapius—a desire quite inconsistent with his conclusions regarding the ex-
istence of God and above all regarding morality. Plato declaimed against the po-
ets and their gods. It was in a much later time that the Neo-Platonists fi rst recog-
nized in the popular mythology rejected earlier by the philosophers, the universal 
content; they transposed and translated it into what is signifi cant for thought, 
and thus used mythology itself as a symbolical imagery for giving expression to 
their formulas.

Similarly do we see in the Christian Religion, thought which is not independ-
ent fi rst placing itself in conjunction with the form belonging to this Religion and 
acting within it—that is to say, taking the Religion as its groundwork, and pro-
ceeding from the  absolute assumption of the Christian doctrine. We see later on 
the opposition between so-called faith and so-called reason; when the wings of 
thought have become strengthened, the young eaglet fl ies away for himself to the 
sun of Truth; but like a bird of prey he turns upon Religion and combats it. Lat-
est of all Philosophy permits full justice to be done to the content of Religion 
through the speculative Notion, which is through Th ought itself. For this end the 
Notion must have grasped itself in the concrete and penetrated to concrete spir-
ituality. Th is must be the standpoint of the Philosophy of the present time; it has 
begun within Christianity and can have no other content than the world-spirit. 
When that spirit comprehends itself in Philosophy, it also comprehends itself in 
that form which formerly was inimical to Philosophy.

Th us Religion has a content in common with Philosophy, the forms alone be-
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ing diff erent; and the only essential point is that the form of the Notion should 
be so far perfected as to be able to grasp the content of Religion. Th e Truth is just 
that which has been called the mysteries of Religion. Th ese constitute the specula-
tive element in Religion such as were called by the Neo-Platonists being initiated, 
or being occupied with speculative Notions. By mysteries is meant, superfi cially 
speaking, the secret, what remains such and does not arrive at being known. But 
in the Eleusinian mysteries there was nothing unknown; all Athenians were ini-
tiated into them, Socrates alone shut himself out. Openly to make them known 
to strangers was the one thing forbidden, as indeed it was made a crime in the 
case of certain people. Such matters however, as being holy, were not to be spoken 
of. Herodotus oft en expressly says that he would speak of the Egyptian Divini-
ties and mysteries in as far as it was pious so to do: he knew more, but it would be 
impious to speak of them. In the Christian Religion dogmas are called myster-
ies. Th ey are that which man knows about the Nature of God. Neither is there 
anything mysterious in this; it is known by all those who are partakers in that 
Religion, and these are thus distinguished from the followers of other Religions. 
Hence mystery here signifi es nothing unknown, since all Christians are in the 
secret. Mysteries are in their nature speculative, mysterious certainly to the un-
derstanding but not to reason; they are rational, just in the sense of being specu-
lative. Th e understanding does not comprehend the speculative which simply is 
the concrete because it holds to the diff erences in their separation; their contra-
diction is indeed contained in the mystery, which, however, is likewise the resolu-
tion of the same.

Th e form of Religion is necessary to Spirit as it is in and for itself; it is the 
form of truth as it is for all men, and for every mode of consciousness. Th is uni-
versal mode is fi rst of all for men in the form of sensuous consciousness, and then, 
secondly, in the intermingling of the form of the universal with sensuous man-
ifestation or refl ection—the representing consciousness, the mythical, positive 
and historical form, is that pertaining to the understanding. Th e essential truth 
contained in the testimony of Spirit only becomes object to consciousness when it 
appears in the form of the understanding, that is to say, consciousness must fi rst 
be already acquainted with these forms from life and from experience. Now, be-
cause thinking consciousness is not the outward universal form for all mankind, 
the consciousness of the true, the spiritual and the rational, must have the form of 
Religion, and this is the universal justifi cation of this form.

COMMENCEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND OF ITS HISTORY

Now that we have thus defi ned the Notion of Philosophy to be the Th ought 
which, as the universal content, is complete Being, it will be shown in the history 
of Philosophy how the determinations in this content make their appearance lit-
tle by little. At fi rst we only ask where Philosophy and its History begin.

Th e general answer is in accordance with what has been said. Philosophy be-
gins where the universal is comprehended as the all-embracing existence, or where 
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the existent is laid hold of in a universal form, and where thinking about thought 
fi rst commences. Where, then, has this occurred? Where did it begin? Th at is a 
question of history. Th ought must be for itself, must come into existence in its 
freedom, liberate itself from nature and come out of its immersion in mere sense-
perception; it must as free, enter within itself and thus arrive at the consciousness 
of freedom. Philosophy is properly to be commenced where the Absolute is no 
more in the form of ordinary conception, and free thought not merely thinks the 
Absolute but grasps its Idea. Th at is to say where Th ought grasps as Th ought, the 
Being (which may be Th ought itself), which it recognizes as the essence of things, 
the  absolute totality and the immanent essence of everything, and does so as an 
external being. Th e simple existence which is not sensuous and which the Jews 
thought of as God (for all Religion is thinking), is thus not a subject to be treated 
of by Philosophy, but just such a proposition as that ‘Th e existence or principle of 
things is water’, fi re or thought.

Th ought, this universal determination which sets forth itself, is an abstract 
determinateness; it is the beginning of Philosophy, but this beginning is at the 
same time in history, the concrete form taken by a people, the principle of which 
constitutes what we have stated above. If we say that the consciousness of freedom 
is connected with the appearance of Philosophy, this principle must be a funda-
mental one with those with whom Philosophy begins; a people having this con-
sciousness of freedom founds its existence on that principle seeing that the laws 
and the whole circumstances of the people are based only on the Notion that 
Spirit forms of itself, and in the categories which it has. Connected with this on 
the practical side, is the fact that actual freedom develops political freedom, and 
this only begins where the individual knows himself as an independent individu-
al to be universal and real, where his signifi cance is infi nite, or where the subject 
has attained the consciousness of personality and thus desires to be esteemed for 
himself alone. Free, philosophic thought has this direct connection with practi-
cal freedom, that as the former supplies thought about the  absolute, universal and 
real object, the latter, because it thinks itself, gives itself the character of univer-
sality. Th inking means the bringing of something into the form of universality; 
hence Th ought fi rst treats of the universal, or determines what is objective and 
individual in the natural things which are present in sensuous consciousness, as 
the universal, as an objective Th ought. Its second attribute is that in recognizing 
and knowing this objective and infi nite universal, I, at the same time, remain con-
fronting it from the standpoint of objectivity.

On account of this general connection between political freedom and the 
freedom of Th ought, Philosophy only appears in History where and in as far as 
free institutions are formed. Since Spirit requires to separate itself from its natu-
ral will and engrossment in matter if it wishes to enter upon Philosophy, it cannot 
do so in the form with which the world-spirit commences and which takes prec-
edence of that separation. Th is stage of the unity of Spirit with Nature which as 
immediate is not the true and perfect state, is mainly found in the Oriental con-
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ception of existence, therefore Philosophy fi rst begins in the Grecian world.
Some explanations have to be given regarding this fi rst form. Since Spirit in 

it, as consciousness and will, is but desire, self-consciousness still stands upon its 
fi rst stage in which the sphere of its idea and will is fi nite. As intelligence is thus 
fi nite too, its ends are not yet a universal for themselves; but if a people makes for 
what is moral, if laws and justice are possessed, the character of universality un-
derlies its will. Th is presupposes a new power in Spirit with which it commences 
to be free, for the universal will as the relation of thought to thought or as the uni-
versal, contains a thought which is at home with itself. If a people desire to be free, 
they will subordinate their desires to universal laws, while formerly that which 
was desired was only a particular. Now fi nitude of the will characterizes the orien-
tals, because with them the will has not yet grasped itself as universal, for thought 
is not yet free for itself. Hence there can but be the relation of lord and slave, and 
in this despotic sphere fear constitutes the ruling category. Because the will is not 
yet free from what is fi nite, it can therein be comprehended and the fi nite can be 
shown forth as negative. Th is sensation of negation, that something cannot last, 
is just fear as distinguished from freedom which does not consist in being fi nite 
but in being for itself, and this cannot be laid hold of. Religion necessarily has this 
character, since the fear of the Lord is the essential element beyond which we can-
not get. ‘Th e fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom’ is indeed a true saying; 
man must begin with this in order to know the fi nite ends in their negative char-
acter. But man must also have overcome fear through the relinquishment of fi nite 
ends, and the satisfaction which that Religion aff ords is confi ned to what is fi nite, 
seeing that the chief means of reconciliation are natural forms which are imper-
sonated and held in reverence.

Th e oriental consciousness raises itself, indeed, above the natural content to 
what is infi nite; but it only knows itself as accidental in reference to the pow-
er which makes the individual fear. Th is subordination may take two forms and 
must indeed from one extreme pass to the other. Th e fi nite, which is for con-
sciousness, may have the form of fi nitude as fi nite, or it may become the infi nite, 
which is however an abstraction. Th e man who lives in fear, and he who rules over 
men through fear, both stand upon the same platform; the diff erence between 
them is only in the greater power of will which can go forth to sacrifi ce all that is 
fi nite for some particular end. Th e despot brings about what his caprice directs, 
including certainly what is good, not as law, but as arbitrary will: the passive will, 
like that of slavery, is converted into the active energy of will, which will, however, 
is arbitrary still. In Religion we even fi nd self-immersion in the deepest sensuality 
represented as the service of God, and then there follows in the East a fl ight to the 
emptiest abstraction as to what is infi nite, as also the exaltation attained through 
the renunciation of everything, and this is specially so amongst the Indians, who 
torture themselves and enter into the most profound abstraction. Th e Indians 
look straight before them for ten years at a time, are fed by those around, and are 
destitute of other spiritual content than that of knowing what is abstract, which 
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content therefore is entirely fi nite. Th is, then, is not the soil of freedom.
In the East, Spirit indeed begins to dawn, but it is still true of it that the sub-

ject is not presented as a person, but appears in the objectively substantial, which 
is represented as partly supersensuous and partly, and even more, material, as neg-
ative and perishing. Th e highest point attainable by the individual, the everlast-
ing bliss, is made an immersion into substance, a vanishing away of consciousness, 
and thus of all distinction between substance and individuality—hence an anni-
hilation. A spiritually dead relation thus comes into existence, since the highest 
point there to be reached is insensibility. So far, however, man has not attained 
that bliss, but fi nds himself to be a single existent individual, distinguished from 
the universal substance. He is thus outside the unity, has no signifi cance, and as 
being what is accidental and without rights, is fi nite only; he fi nds himself limited 
through Nature—in caste for instance. Th e will is not here the substantial will; 
it is the arbitrary will given up to what is outwardly and inwardly contingent, 
for substance alone is the affi  rmative. With it greatness, nobility, or exaltitude of 
character, are certainly not excluded, but they are only present as the naturally de-
termined or the arbitrary will, and not in the objective forms of morality and law 
to which all owe respect, which hold good for all, and in which for that same rea-
son all are recognized. Th e oriental subject thus has the advantage of independ-
ence, since there is nothing fi xed; however undetermined is the substance of the 
Easterns, as undetermined, free and independent may their character be. What 
for us is justice and morality is also in their state, but in a substantial, natural, pa-
triarchal way, and not in subjective freedom. Conscience does not exist nor does 
morality. Everything is simply in a state of nature, which allows the noblest to ex-
ist as it does the worst.

Th e conclusion to be derived from this is that no philosophic knowledge can 
be found here. To Philosophy belongs the knowledge of Substance, the  absolute 
Universal, that whether I think it and develop it or not, confronts me still as for 
itself objective; and whether this is to me substantial or not, still just in that I 
think it, it is mine, that in which I possess my distinctive character or am affi  rma-
tive: thus my thoughts are not mere subjective determinations or opinions, but, as 
being my thoughts, are also thoughts of what is objective, or they are substantial 
thoughts. Th e Eastern form must therefore be excluded from the  History of Phi-
losophy, but still, upon the whole, I will take some notice of it. I have touched on 
this elsewhere, for some time ago we for the fi rst time reached a position to judge 
of it. Earlier a great parade was made about the Indian wisdom without any real 
knowledge of what it was; now this is for the fi rst time known, and naturally it is 
found to be in conformity with the rest.

Philosophy proper commences in the West. It is in the West that this free-
dom of self-consciousness fi rst comes forth; the natural consciousness, and like-
wise Spirit disappear into themselves. In the brightness of the East the individual 
disappears; the light fi rst becomes in the West the fl ash of thought which strikes 
within itself, and from thence creates its world out of itself. Th e blessedness of the 
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West is thus so determined that in it the subject as such endures and continues in 
the substantial; the individual mind grasps its Being as universal, but universal-
ity is just this relation to itself Th is being at home with self, this personality and 
infi nitude of the ‘I’ constitutes the Being of Spirit; it is thus and can be none else. 
For a people to know themselves as free, and to be only as universal, is for them 
to be; it is the principle of their whole life as regards morality and all else. To 
take an example, we only know our real Being in so far as personal freedom is its 
fi rst condition, and hence we never can be slaves. Were the mere arbitrary will of 
the prince a law, and should he wish slavery to be introduced, we would have the 
knowledge that this could not be. To sleep, to live, to have a certain offi  ce, is not 
our real Being, and certainly to be no slave is such, for that has come to mean the 
being in nature. Th us in the West we are upon the soil of a veritable Philosophy.

Because in desire I am subject to another, and my Being is in a particularity, 
I am, as I exist, unlike myself; for I am ‘I’, the universal complete, but hemmed 
in by passion. Th is last is self-will or formal freedom, which has desire as content. 
Amongst the Greeks we fi rst fi nd the freedom which is the end of true will, the 
equitable and right, in which I am free and universal, and others, too, are free, are 
also ‘I’ and like me; where a relationship between free and free is thus established 
with its actual laws, determinations of the universal will, and justly constituted 
states. Hence it is here that Philosophy began.

In Greece we fi rst see real freedom fl ourish, but still in a restricted form, and 
with a limitation, since slavery was still existent, and the states were by its means 
conditioned. In the following abstractions we may fi rst of all superfi cially de-
scribe the freedom of the East, of Greece, and of the Teutonic world. In the East 
only one individual is free, the despot; in Greece the few are free; in the Teutonic 
world the saying is true that all are free, that is, man is free as man. But since the 
one in Eastern countries cannot be free because that would necessitate the oth-
ers also being free to him, impulse, self-will, and formal freedom, can there alone 
be found. Since in Greece we have to deal with the particular, the Athenians, and 
the Spartans, are free indeed, but not the Messenians or the Helots. Th e principle 
of the ‘few’ has yet to be discovered, and this implies some modifi cations of the 
Greek point of view which we must consider in connection with the  History of 
Philosophy. To take these into consideration means simply to proceed to the di-
viding up of Philosophy.

DIVISION OF THE  HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

Since we set to work systematically this division must present itself as necessary. 
Speaking generally, we have properly only two epochs to distinguish in the his-
tory of Philosophy, as in ancient and modern art—these are the Greek and the 
Teutonic. Th e Teutonic Philosophy is the Philosophy within Christendom in so 
far as it belongs to the Teutonic nations; the Christian–European people, inas-
much as they belong to the world of science possess collectively Teutonic culture; 
for Italy, Spain, France, England, and the rest, have through the Teutonic nations, 
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received a new form. Th e infl uence of Greece also reaches into the Roman world, 
and hence we have to speak of Philosophy in the territory of the Roman world; 
but the Romans produced no proper Philosophy any more than any proper po-
ets. Th ey have only received from and imitated others, although they have oft en 
done this with intelligence; even their religion is derived from the Greek, and the 
special character that it has, makes no approach to Philosophy and                             Art, but is un-
philosophical and inartistic.

A further description of these two outstanding opposites must be given. Th e 
Greek world developed thought as far as to the Idea; the Christian Teutonic world, 
on the contrary, has comprehended Th ought as Spirit; Idea and Spirit are thus the 
distinguishing features. More particularly the facts are as follows. Because God, 
the still undetermined and immediate Universal, Being, or objective Th ought, 
jealously allowing nothing to exist beside Him, is the substantial groundwork of 
all Philosophy, which never alters, but ever sinks more deeply within itself, and 
through the development of determinations manifests itself and brings to con-
sciousness, we may designate the particular character of the development in the 
fi rst period of Philosophy by saying that this development is a simple process of 
determinations, fi gurations, abstract qualities, issuing from the one ground that 
potentially already contains the whole.

Th e second stage in this universal principle is the gathering up of the deter-
minations manifested thus, into ideal, concrete unity, in the mode of subjectivity. 
Th e fi rst determinations as immediate, were still abstractions, but now the Abso-
lute, as the endlessly self-determining Universal, must furthermore be compre-
hended as active Th ought, and not as the Universal in this determinate character. 
Hence it is manifested as the totality of determinations and as concrete individu-
ality. Th us, with the nous of Anaxagoras, and still more with Socrates, there com-
mences a subjective totality in which Th ought grasps itself, and thinking activity 
is the fundamental principle.

Th e third stage, then, is that this totality, which is at fi rst abstract, in that it 
becomes realized through the active, determining, distinguishing thought, sets 
itself forth even in the separated determinations, which, as ideal, belong to it. 
Since these determinations are contained unseparated in the unity, and thus each 
in it is also the other, these opposed moments are raised into totalities. Th e quite 
general forms of opposition are the universal and the particular, or, in another 
form, Th ought as such, external reality, feeling or perception. Th e Notion is the 
identity of universal and particular; because each of these is thus set forth as con-
crete in itself, the universal is in itself at once the unity of universality and par-
ticularity, and the same holds good of particularity. Unity is thus posited in both 
forms, and the abstract moments can be made complete through this unity alone; 
thus it has come to pass that the diff erences themselves are each raised up to a 
system of totality, which respectively confront one another as the Philosophy of 
Stoicism and of Epicureanism. Th e whole concrete universal is now Spirit; and 
the whole concrete individual, Nature. In Stoicism pure Th ought develops into 
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a totality; if we make the other side from Spirit—natural being or feeling—in-
to a totality, Epicureanism is the result. Each determination is formed into a to-
tality of thought, and, in accordance with the simple mode which characterizes 
this sphere, these principles seem to be for themselves and independent, like two 
antagonistic systems of Philosophy. Implicitly both are identical, but they them-
selves take up their position as confl icting, and the Idea is also, as it is apprehend-
ed, in a one-sided determinateness.

Th e higher stage is the union of these diff erences. Th is may occur in anni-
hilation, in skepticism; but the higher point of view is the affi  rmative, the Idea 
in relation to the Notion. If the Notion is, then, the universal—that which de-
termines itself further within itself, but yet remains there in its unity and in the 
ideality and transparency of its determinations which do not become independ-
ent—the further step is, on the other hand, the reality of the Notion in which 
the diff erences are themselves brought to totalities. Th us the fourth stage is the 
union of the Idea, in which all these diff erences, as totalities, are yet at the same 
time blended into one concrete unity of Notion. Th is comprehension fi rst takes 
place without constraint, since the ideal is itself only apprehended in the element 
of universality.

Th e Greek world got as far as this Idea, since they formed an ideal intellectual 
world; and this was done by the Alexandrian Philosophy, in which the Greek Phi-
losophy perfected itself and reached its end. 

Grecian Philosophy in the Neo-Platonists fi nds its end in a perfect kingdom 
of Th ought and of bliss, and in a potentially existent world of the ideal, which is 
yet unreal because the whole only exists in the element of universality. Th is world 
still lacks individuality as such, which is an essential moment in the Notion; actu-
ality demands that in the identity of both sides of the Idea, the independent total-
ity shall be also posited as negative. Th rough this self-existent negation, which is 
 absolute subjectivity, the Idea is fi rst raised into Spirit. Spirit is the subjectivity of 
self-knowledge; but it is only Spirit inasmuch as it knows what is object to itself, 
and that is itself, as a totality, and is for itself a totality. 

Hence the Idea is this totality, and the Idea which knows itself is essentially 
diff erent from the substantial; the former manifests itself independently, but in 
such a manner that as such it is considered to be for itself substantial. Th e subjec-
tive Idea is at fi rst only formal, but it is the real possibility of the substantial and of 
the potentially universal; its end is to realize itself and to identify itself with sub-
stance. Th rough this subjectivity and negative unity, and through this  absolute 
negativity, the ideal becomes no longer our object merely, but object to itself, and 
this principle has taken eff ect in the world of Christianity. Th us in the modern 
point of view the subject is for itself free, man is free as man, and from this comes 
the idea that because he is Spirit he has from his very nature the eternal quality of 
being substantial. God becomes known as Spirit which appears to itself as double, 
yet removes the diff erence that it may in it be for and at home with itself. Th e busi-
ness of the world, taking it as a whole, is to become reconciled with Spirit, recog-
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nizing itself therein, and this business is assigned to the Teutonic world.
Th e fi rst beginning of this undertaking is found in the Religion which is 

the contemplation of and faith in this principle as in an actual existence before 
a knowledge of the principle has been arrived at. In the Christian Religion this 
principle is found more as feeling and idea; in it man as man is destined to ever-
lasting bliss, and is an object of divine grace, pity and interest, which is as much 
as saying that man has an  absolute and infi nite value. We fi nd it further in that 
dogma revealed through Christ to men, of the unity of the divine and human na-
ture, according to which the subjective and the objective Idea—man and God are 
one. Th is, in another form, is found in the old story of the Fall, in which the ser-
pent did not delude man, for God said, ‘Behold, Adam has become as one of us, to 
know good and evil’. We have to deal with this unity of subjective principle and of 
substance; it constitutes the process of Spirit that this individual one or independ-
ent existence of subject should put aside its immediate character and bring itself 
forth as identical with the substantial. Such an aim is pronounced to be the high-
est end attainable by man. We see from this that religious ideas and speculation 
are not so far asunder as was at fi rst believed, and I maintain these ideas in order 
that we may not be ashamed of them, seeing that we still belong to them, and so 
that if we do get beyond them, we may not be ashamed of our progenitors of the 
early Christian times, who held these ideas in such high esteem.

Th e fi rst principle of that Philosophy which has taken its place in Christen-
dom is thus found in the existence of two totalities. Th is is a reduplication of sub-
stance which now, however, is characterized by the fact that the two totalities are 
no longer external to one another, but are clearly both required through their re-
lation to one another. If formerly Stoicism and Epicureanism, whose negativity 
was Skepticism, came forth as independent, and if fi nally the implicitly existent 
universality of both was established, these moments are now known as separate 
totalities, and yet in their opposition they have to be thought of as one. We have 
here the true speculative Idea, the Notion in its determinations, each of which is 
brought into a totality and clearly relates to the other. We thus have really two 
Ideas, the subjective Idea as knowledge, and then the substantial and concrete 
Idea; and the development and perfection of this principle and its coming to the 
consciousness of Th ought, is the subject treated by modern Philosophy. Th us the 
determinations are in it more concrete than with the ancients. Th is opposition in 
which the two sides culminate, grasped in its widest signifi cance, is the opposi-
tion between Th ought and Being, individuality and substance, so that in the sub-
ject himself his freedom stands once more within the bounds of necessity; it is the 
opposition between subject and object, and between Nature and Spirit, in so far 
as this last as fi nite stands in opposition to Nature.

Th e Greek Philosophy is free from restraint because it does not yet have re-
gard to the opposition between Being and Th ought, but proceeds from the un-
conscious presupposition that Th ought is also Being. Certainly certain stages in 
the Greek Philosophy are laid hold of which seem to stand on the same platform 
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as the Christian philosophies. Th us when we see, for instance, in the Philosophy 
of the Sophists, the new Academics, and the Skeptics, that they maintain the doc-
trine that the truth is not capable of being known, they might appear to accord 
with the later subjective philosophies in asserting that all thought-determina-
tions were only subjective in character, and that hence from these no conclusions 
could be arrived at as regards what is objective. But there is really a diff erence. In 
the case of ancient philosophies, which said that we know only the phenomenal, 
everything is confi ned to that; it is as regards practical life that the new Academy 
and the Skeptics also admitted the possibility of conducting oneself rightly, mor-
ally and rationally, when one adopts the phenomenal as one’s rule and guide in 
life. But though it is the phenomenal that lies at the foundation of things, it is not 
asserted that there is likewise a knowledge of the true and existent, as in the case 
of the merely subjective idealists of a more modern day. Th ose last still keep in the 
background a potentiality, a beyond which cannot be known through thought or 
through conception. Th is other knowledge is an immediate knowledge—a faith 
in, a view of, and a yearning aft er, the beyond such as was evinced by Jacobi. Th e 
ancients have no such yearning: on the contrary, they have perfect satisfaction 
and rest in the certitude that only that which appears is for Knowledge. Th us it is 
necessary in this respect to keep strictly to the point of view from which we start, 
else through the similarity of the results, we come to see in that old Philosophy 
all the determinate character of modern subjectivity. Since in the simplicity of an-
cient philosophy the phenomenal was itself the only sphere, doubts as to objective 
thought were not present to it.

Th e opposition defi ned, the two sides of which are in modern times really re-
lated to one another as totalities, also has the form of an opposition between rea-
son and faith, between individual perception and the objective truth which must 
be taken without reason of one’s own, and even with a complete disregard for such 
reason. Th is is faith as understood by the church, or faith in the modern sense, i.e., 
a rejection of reason in favour of an inward revelation, called a direct certainty 
or perception, or an implicit and intuitive feeling. Th e opposition between this 
knowledge, which has fi rst of all to develop itself, and that knowledge which has 
already developed itself inwardly, arouses a peculiar interest. In both cases the 
unity of thought or subjectivity and of Truth or objectivity is manifested, only in 
the fi rst form it is said that the natural man knows the Truth since he intuitively 
believes it, while in the second form the unity of knowledge and Truth is shown, 
but in such a way that the subject raises itself above the immediate form of sensu-
ous consciousness and reaches the Truth fi rst of all through Th ought.

Th e fi nal end is to think the Absolute as Spirit, as the Universal, that which, 
when the infi nite bounty of the Notion in its reality freely emits its determina-
tions from itself, wholly impresses itself upon and imparts itself to them, so that 
they may be indiff erently outside of or in confl ict with one another, but so that 
these totalities are one only, not alone implicitly, (which would simply be our re-
fl ection) but explicitly identical, the determinations of their diff erence being thus 
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explicitly merely ideal. Hence if the starting-point of the history of Philosophy 
can be expressed by saying that God is comprehended as the immediate and not 
yet developed universality, and that its end—the grasping of the Absolute as Spir-
it through the two and a half thousand years’ work of the thus far inert world-
spirit—is the end of our time, it makes it easy for us from one determination to 
go on through the manifestation of its needs, to others. Yet in the course of his-
tory this is diffi  cult.

We thus have altogether two philosophies—the Greek and the Teutonic. As 
regards the latter we must distinguish the time when Philosophy made its for-
mal appearance as Philosophy and the period of formation and of preparation for 
modern times. We may fi rst begin Teutonic philosophy where it appears in proper 
form as Philosophy. Between the fi rst period and those more recent, comes, as an 
intermediate period, that fermentation of a new Philosophy which on the one side 
keeps within the substantial and real existence and does not arrive at form, while 
on the other side, it perfects Th ought, as the bare form of a pre-supposed truth, 
until it again knows itself as the free ground and source of Truth. Hence the his-
tory of Philosophy falls into three periods—that of the Greek Philosophy, the 
Philosophy of the Middle Ages and the modern Philosophy. Of these the fi rst is 
speaking generally, regulated by Th ought, the second falls into the opposition be-
tween existence and formal refl ection, but the third has the Notion as its ground. 
Th is must not be taken to mean that the fi rst contains Th ought alone; it also has 
conceptions and ideas, just as the latter begins from abstract thoughts which yet 
constitute a duality.

First Period—Th is commences at the time of Th ales, about 600 B.C., and 
goes on to the coming to maturity of the Neo-platonic philosophy with Ploti-
nus in the third century; from thence to its further progress and development 
with Proclus in the fi ft h century until the time when all philosophy was extin-
guished. Th e Neo-platonic philosophy then made its entrance into Christianity 
later on, and many philosophies within Christianity have this philosophy as their 
only groundwork. Th is is a space of time extending to about 1000 years, the end 
of which coincides with the migration of the nations and the decline of the Ro-
man Empire.

Second Period—Th e second period is that of the Middle Ages. Th e Scholas-
tics are included in it, and Arabians and Jews are also historically to be noticed, 
but this philosophy mainly falls within the Christian Church. Th is period is of 
something over 1000 years’ duration.

Th ird Period—Th e Philosophy of modern times made its fi rst independent 
appearance aft er the Th irty Years’ War, with Bacon, Jacob Böhm and Descartes; 
it begins with the distinction contained in: cogito ergo sum. Th is period is one of a 
couple of centuries and the philosophy is consequently still somewhat modern.





THE END OF INTRODUCTIONS

�

‘True reality is merely this process of reinstating self-identi-
ty, of refl ecting into its own self in and from its other, and 
is not an original and primal unity as such, not an immedi-
ate unity as such. It is the process of its own becoming, the 
circle which presupposes its end as its purpose, and has its 
end for its beginning; it becomes concrete and actual only 
by being carried out, and by the end it involves’.
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EDITORS’ EPILOGUE

THE END OF INTRODUCTIONS

In the Introduction to the Philosophy of                             Art, Hegel spends a great deal of time 
considering the end or aim of fi ne art—does art have morality as its aim, or in-
deed, immorality, or does it aim to purify the passions? As is evident from Chap-
ter 5, Hegel rejects any end attributed to art that lies outside of the domain of art 
itself. But that is not the point we are trying to make here. Th e issue being raised 
is, rather, the numerous alternatives that lie before us in terms of debating the end 
or aim of an introduction. 

Introductions, though oft en self-suffi  cient, indeed tend to have their end 
outside of themselves; they tend to serve merely as propaedeutic to the body of a 
given text. Nevertheless, there are several famous instances where introductions 
have come to take on a certain life of their own, published and republished inde-
pendent from the main text which they were originally meant to introduce. Th e 
Introduction to  Heidegger’s Being and Time is one such instance, as is Hegel’s 
Introduction to the  Phenomenology of Spirit as well as his Introduction to the 
 Philosophy of History. 

One might argue, on the other hand, that introductions cannot fruitfully be 
considered in isolation from the body of work they introduce, and to attempt to 
do so would be somewhat tantamount to being presented a cadaver along with the 
off er to shake its hand—no, a handshake is an opening to deeper acquaintance. 
From this point of view, it is perverse to present a string of introductions, which, 
though they provide a wide overview of Hegel’s entire system, do not permit the 
reader to go deeper.

And yet, if one wished to push the point, it could be mentioned that 
 Heidegger’s magnum opus, Being and Time, could in its entirety be seen as intro-
ductory in the sense that it was merely the fi rst part of an unfi nished manuscript. 
Or, if you prefer, Hegel’s  Phenomenology of Spirit was explicitly meant by its au-
thor to serve in its entirety as an introduction to his even more capacious  Encyclo-
paedia. According to the logic of those opposed to ending with an introduction, 
then, one may wish to retort that even the entire Phenomenology ought not to be 
read in isolation from the entirety of the  Encyclopaedia, and  Heidegger’s Being 
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and Time simply ought not to be touched, since it ends abruptly with no hope for 
a deeper association. 

So, one might ask, is the now venerable tradition of publishing certain mas-
terful introductions separate from their main works fruitful, or else is the prac-
tice, on the contrary, perverse and unhelpful? In the present volume, we have sev-
ered even more of Hegel’s introductions from their main bodies than is normally 
done because we have sought to off er a panoramic introduction to Hegel’s works. 
But it remains open to question, exactly how deep a foray into the writings and 
thought of G. W. F. Hegel has actually been achieved. Th is is naturally the ques-
tion one should ask at the end of the introductions.

Now, it is our fi rm conviction that this collection of introductions is not only 
a valuable and worthwhile study, but that, to be sure, it is among the best means 
for any reader to become systematically introduced to this quintessentially sys-
tematic thinker. However, we would not go so far as to suggest that the reader 
has mastered Hegel’s thought aft er having mastered his several introductions. In 
order to anchor this, we endeavour in this Epilogue to give a glimpse of what lies 
beyond the horizon of Hegel’s introductions.

And in order to provide further direction, aft er here convincing the reader of 
his or her need for it, a list of Further Readings follows the Editors’ Epilogue. 

THE  PHENOMENOLOGY OF SPIRIT

As mentioned, Hegel’s Preface to Th e  Phenomenology of Spirit is routinely read 
independently from the body of the book insofar as it is in itself a substantial con-
tribution to philosophy. Nevertheless, the Preface, indeed brilliant in itself, is but 
a foretaste of one of the most brilliant and profound texts ever to have been com-
posed. Sacrifi cing a summer in order to study Hegel’s Phenomenology is a widely 
followed ritual among students of philosophy in universities around the world. 
Th is being so, it is diffi  cult for us to maintain that readers are well-enough ac-
quainted with the work by having studied its Preface. Authenticity and the inher-
ent value of Hegel’s magnum opus demand that one fi nds the urge to seek out and 
wrestle with the admittedly capacious and oft en opaque book.

Of special interest in Hegel’s Phenomenology are the famous and infl uential 
sections on ‘Lordship and Bondage’, ‘Th e Unhappy Consciousness’, and ‘Self-es-
tranged Spirit’. Th e fi rst-mentioned is also popularly referred to as the Master-
Slave dialectic, and has been a central theme in continental thought, especially 
French social and political thought, since the 1930s. Th e last-mentioned, more 
commonly known as ‘alienated Spirit’, was the source of inspiration for  Marx’s 
notion of alienated labour, and this seminal idea of Hegel continues to preoccupy 
social and political thinkers around the world, but perhaps above all the Frank-
furt school and the likes of Jürgen  Habermas.

Again, the Phenomenology was intended by Hegel to serve as the introduction 
to his entire system of philosophy, and in that respect if one wanted to dive deeper 
into Hegel aft er having completed the present collection of his various introduc-
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tions, the next step would seem to be to move on to the Phenomenology. At least, 
for philosophers. Political scientists, historians, art historians, or those interested 
in religious studies would rather opt for Hegel’s writing relevant to these fi elds. 

THE  SCIENCE OF LOGIC

If there is one work of Hegel’s that rivals the Phenomenology as the natural next 
step (for philosophers) aft er having completed the present volume, it is the Logic. 
Th e Logic is regarded as the Bible for Hegelians, and there is scarce a Hegel schol-
ar who would deny that it is the defi nitive locus for Hegel’s ontology and the es-
sence, if you will, of his philosophy as such.

Th e Logic consists of three parts, as Hegel mentions towards the end of his 
Introduction: the logic of Being; the logic of Essence; and, the logic of the Notion 
or Concept. Each of these three parts is itself divided into three parts: under the 
logic of Being come the headings: Quality, Quantity and Measure; under Essence 
come: Essence as Refl ection within Itself, Appearance, and Actuality; under the 
Notion come: Subjectivity, Objectivity, and the Idea.

Perhaps not surprising to readers becoming ever-more familiar with Hegel’s 
systematic rigor, each of the three headings under each of the three main parts it-
self consists of three subheadings. For example, under the heading Quality (which 
is the fi rst of the three headings under the main part, the logic of Being) come Be-
ing, Determinate Being, and Being-for-Self. To take another example, in the logic 
of the Notion, under Subjectivity (the fi rst of its three headings) come the Notion 
(Concept), the Judgment, and the Syllogism.

Now, the triadic structure does not end there. Under each of these three sub-
headings (which are under three headings, which in turn are under three parts) 
come three further divisions or specifi c topics. For example, under the subhead-
ing Being (which is under the heading Quality) falls the tripartite division of Be-
ing, Nothing, and Becoming.

So, to put it all together, Hegel’s Logic is developed on a series of triads which 
itself illustrates the nature of dialectic, or logic (or, in traditional thinking, the 
syllogism). We can visualize Hegel’s structure through the diagram on the fol-
lowing page (the subdivisions used as examples above are in bold) . 

Th is schema is basically the Table of Contents of the  Science of Logic; howev-
er, it is also much more than that. Th e fact that the contents are in harmony with 
the form(s) of logic shows that Hegel’s Logic can serve as an exemplar for his own 
demand—mentioned in many of the Introductions in the present volume—that 
the scientifi c presentation of a discipline requires identifi cation and exposition of 
the inherent logic (or dialectic) of that discipline, rather than merely arbitrarily 
structured expositions.

Th e contents also show a certain resemblance to the Table of Categories 
found in  Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, and indeed Hegel has Kant in mind 
throughout his study of logic as with all his other writings—the goal is to in-
corporate  Kant’s achievements while overcoming the limitations of his sys-
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HEGEL’S SCIENCE OF LOGIC

MAIN PART HEADING SUBHEADING TOPIC

Th e Logic of 
Being {

Quality { Being { Being
Nothing
Becoming

Determinate Being

Being-for-self

Quantity {
Quantity

Quantum

Th e Quantitative 
Relation

Measure { Specifi c Quantity

Real Measure

Th e Becoming of 
Essence

Th e Logic of 
Essence {

Essence as 
Refl ection 
Within Itself {

Illusory Being

Determinations of 
Refl ection

Ground

Appearance { Existence

Appearance

Th e Essential Relation

Actuality { Th e Absolute

Actuality

Absolute Relation

Th e Logic of 
Notion {

Subjectivity { Th e Notion { Th e Universal Notion
Th e Particular Notion
Th e Individual

Th e Judgement

Th e Syllogism

Objectivity { Mechanism

Chemism

Teleology

Th e Idea { Life

Th e Idea of Cognition

Th e Absolute Idea
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tem. Th e essential limitation of  Kant’s critical philosophy, as Hegel under-
stands it, is that for Kant the categories block our access to the  absolute even 
as they constitute our access to the phenomenal world. Th is is  Kant’s over-
turning of       Aristotle’s categories, for whom the categories were the means 
of access to being, rather than an insurmountable hindrance to that access.

Hegel returns to the Aristotelian perspective insofar as the categories, that is, 
the logic, are the means of access to the real, rather than a hindrance to it. Hegel 
also returns to the Aristotelian perspective insofar as he understands the catego-
ries, logic, to be essentially and ineluctably tied up with ontology (and, we might 
add,  language). Th is is, of course, not explicitly articulated in contemporary for-
mal logic, which is, consistent with its name, merely formal.

Th us we should mention a couple of things about the relationship between 
Hegel’s Logic and traditional logic. First, as has already been seen in his Introduc-
tion, Hegel rejects that logic should be grounded on the (ultimate) severance of 
truth and validity. From the traditional logician’s point of view, this proclamation 
would sound just as absurd as Hegel’s claim, from the fi rst section of the Logic, 
that Being is non-Being. (To be more accurate, Hegel’s point is that all Being is 
actually becoming, and that Being that is not becoming would be indistinguisha-
ble from non-Being.) Hegel does not intend thereby to undermine the basic prin-
ciples of traditional logic, but rather to harmonize the structure and content of 
logic with that of all the other fi elds of knowledge organically related to it. Only 
if this is possible is the traditional logician’s claim that logic is the foundation of 
all reasoning, and consequently, all the sciences, truly justifi ed.

Second, although Hegel’s logic would strike the traditional logician as radi-
cally alien, Hegel’s intention is not to overthrow traditional logic but to elevate it, 
or, as Hegelians say, to sublate it. Hegel tries to assimilate traditional logic into his 
own, much grander, conception of logic, and to this end the third section, the log-
ic of the Notion or Concept, contains within it a series of refl ections on the topics 
of traditional logic, such as the various forms of the syllogism and judgment.

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT

Th e Introduction to the  Philosophy of Right provides a detailed and diffi  cult anal-
ysis not only of right, but also of the will and freedom. Th ese are, indeed, the main 
themes of the book, but the Introduction is free of the specifi c details, such as 
laws, or constitutional clauses, as well as the historical surveys which fi ll the later 
pages of the work.

Th e book is, as usual, divided into three parts, the fi rst of which is on Ab-
stract Right, the second on Morality, and the third on Ethical Life. Each of these 
parts, again as usual, is divided into three sub-parts; for example, Ethical Life is 
subdivided into :(i) the Family, (ii) Civil Society, and (iii) the State. Th en, yet 
again, these three sub-parts are themselves divided into three divisions. For exam-
ple, the State (which was the third subdivision of Ethical Life) contains the three 
sections: (a) Constitutional Law, (b) International Law, and (c) World History.
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Th e work is one of the most infl uential of Hegel’s writings, and  Marx has 
written a substantial critique that is one of his own most important works. Note-
worthy is the distinction that Hegel makes between morality and ethical life, as 
also Hegel’s portrait of the progression of ethical life, which permits one to jux-
tapose his own ideas with that of       Aristotle (from the Politics) as well as Hobbes, 
 Locke and  Rousseau (on the social compact/contract) vis-à-vis the nature of, or 
indeed the naturalness of, the polis or state.

While discussing the triadic structure of the text, World History was men-
tioned as the third sub-part under the heading ‘the State’, itself the third subdi-
vision under the heading ‘Ethical Life’. What appears as World History in about 
eight pages in the  Philosophy of Right is actually a highly condensed version of He-
gel’s  Philosophy of History, to which we now turn. 

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

Truly one of the classics of the philosophy of history, of historiography, and of 
history itself, Hegel’s  Philosophy of History represents most powerfully and pro-
foundly the optimistic linear-progressive view of history, as opposed to the cycli-
cal view (such as available in Plutarch or Vico), or the pessimistic, non-progressive 
view (such as that of Spengler or Huntington). Th e crux of Hegel’s argument is 
present in the Introduction itself, and the body of the work, which is basically a 
history book, stands more or less as an arrangement of historical details as sup-
port of the position already laid out in the Introduction.

Th e book, as history, is somewhat dated, as there have been innumerable ar-
cheological discoveries since the early-to-mid nineteenth century which have 
forced historians to reconsider the previously-accepted narratives. Nevertheless, 
in the main, it is still a worthwhile read not least because the reader is presented 
with a portrait of history wherein the perspective of the historian (his values, pre-
suppositions, prejudices) is abundantly clear rather than hidden and obfuscatory. 

Hegel’s history consists of three main parts: the fi rst on the Oriental World 
(covering China, India, Persia, Judaea and Egypt); the second on the Greek World 
(covering Greece and Rome); and the third on the Germanic World (covering the 
Arab world, the European middle-ages, the reformation, and  Enlightenment up 
to modern times, which is to say up to Hegel’s own day). Hegel’s insights into the 
interrelation of Christian ideas and their secular political incarnation were the 
building block upon which Max Weber could construct his monumental work 
Th e Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. Th ere is much to take issue with 
in both Hegel and Weber, but none can dismiss them without deep thought, rea-
soned refl ection and intensive study. 

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF FINE                             ART

Today, among art historians and art critics, as well as philosophers of art and in-
deed even artists, one hears that a chasm has developed between those favour-
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ing aesthetics (which prioritizes the sensuous or retinal aspect of art) and those 
who prefer the approach of the philosophy of art (which undermines sensuous-
ness by favouring the contemplative end of artistic experience). It is interesting, 
then, to recall that the very beginning of Hegel’s Introduction to Th e  Philosophy 
of Fine                             Art consists of remarks related to fi nding the adequate term to describe the 
project he has undertaken—is it ‘aesthetics’, or ‘callistics’ (from the Greek word 
kalos, meaning fi ne, noble, beautiful), or must a new word be found or formed? 
As may be brought to mind, Hegel chose to let the standard term aesthetics stand, 
as he felt that the substance or content of his refl ections were far more signifi -
cant than the name one chose to use to describe those refl ections. But more to 
the point, the supposed chasm that divides contemporary theorists/practitioners 
of art might well be bridged by means of Hegel’s own conception; for, Hegel, by 
defi ning art as ‘the Idea in sensuous form’, had early on already found a workable 
alternative to the antagonistic dualism between the sensuous and contemplative 
polarities of art.

Th e truth is, although Hegel’s work contains numerous insights that could 
be advantageously marshalled to solve contemporary conundrums in our under-
standing of the nature of art (how to understand art aft er conceptual art, for ex-
ample), Hegel’s  Philosophy of Fine                             Art is probably his least explored and studied 
work. It is, without a doubt, oft en obscure and diffi  cult to penetrate, but this can 
hardly account for its neglect, as so many of Hegel’s works are equally challeng-
ing. More likely, the cause for the lack of widespread interest in Hegel’s view of 
art originates in his traditionalist prioritization of                                 beauty, or the concept of the 
beautiful. Beauty has been marginalized in art theory since as far back as Impres-
sionism, and seems in no condition now to make any manner of comeback (except 
in vulgar art, where indeed it has yet to be dislodged from its throne). But if this 
is the reason, it is a bad one. 

Hegel’s philosophy of art, far from perseverating on                                 beauty as the ideal of art, 
is more preoccupied with understanding art in relation to other of man’s high-
est spiritual achievements, such as religion and philosophy—and indeed, these 
too in relation to the character of the people who have created them. Th us, far 
more than just a philosophy of art (ordinarily conceived), Hegel’s text contains 
an anthropology, a sociology, a psychology and a phenomenology of art. Th us it 
is clearly to be recommended as the next step aft er the present volume for anyone 
wishing to go further into Hegel who has a compelling interest in art, art history, 
and art theory. 

THE  PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

Hegel’s  Philosophy of Religion is not merely one of the fi rst of such works; it is ar-
guably one of the most important, and certainly the most comprehensive. Hegel’s 
book does not merely articulate the concept, the essence of (and even the need 
for) religion as such, it also provides a sketch of the world’s religions (organized 
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according to Hegel’s own systematic formula, consistent with his other works like 
the  Philosophy of History), and then presents and defends the inherent superiority 
of one of these religions against all the others—protestant Christianity. Now, al-
though Hegel’s methods and end would be regarded as terribly politically incor-
rect, his writing is nevertheless for the selfsame reasons undeniably authentic. 

Every canonical work in the philosophy of religion today seems to attempt to 
equalize all religious traditions (except perhaps primitive nature-religions engag-
ing in human sacrifi ce or other atrocities which are therefore conveniently deni-
grated to the lower status of cult) and show us that they are all expressions of our 
common human nature and that they all seek the same ends. While this is surely 
a pleasant and most satisfying illusion to rest in, those who espouse this position 
must nevertheless make at least some eff ort to justify it (beyond simply labelling 
the alternatives as colonialist or prejudiced or racist or intolerant), and that ulti-
mately means that current philosophers of religion are required to tackle Hegel’s 
approach head on. We would not dare to suggest that this cannot be done, but in-
stead seek to emphasize that it must be done. Th ere is, however, presently very lit-
tle serious work in this direction.

Th erefore, just as we would suggest that anyone with an abiding interest in 
art would benefi t from a venture into Hegel’s  Philosophy of Fine                             Art, it is clear that 
anyone with a serious interest in religious studies, comparative theology and the 
like would do well to turn to Hegel’s  Philosophy of Religion. 

THE  HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY

Hegel’s  History of Philosophy is not only similar to his  Philosophy of History in 
name, but also in scope, method and purposiveness. Aft er the fascinating Intro-
duction, which the reader has already encountered, wherein it is shown exactly 
how and why the history of philosophy is in its essence equivalent to philosophy 
(properly conceived), Hegel moves on to an intense and profound presentation 
and critique of the history of philosophy ranging from Th ales, through to       Aris-
totle, beyond through to Aquinas, continuing on to Descartes, to Kant, right up 
to the end: Hegel himself. It is no exaggeration to say that Hegel understood not 
only the history of philosophy to culminate in his own total, comprehensive, fi nal 
philosophy, but indeed, he seemed to envision that history itself came to its ulti-
mate fruition at Hegel, the world-historical individual.

It is easy to call Hegel a megalomaniac for thinking this, if indeed he did; it 
is more diffi  cult, however, to prove him wrong. Why so? Because from the point 
of view of history and the philosophy of right (including constitutional/interna-
tional law, the defense of parliamentary democracy as the ‘natural’ form of gov-
ernment, separation of powers, and so on), global leaders from all ‘civilized’ na-
tions, and indeed the United Nations itself, espouse and defend nothing beyond 
the principles that Hegel did, and in perfect imitation of Hegel’s thought, sing 
odes to freedom as the destiny of mankind. It is not mere coincidence that the Eu-
ropean Union has chosen Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony as its anthem: the great-
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est triumph-of-the-spirit work of Hegel’s contemporary and acquaintance which 
is oft en referred to as Hegel’s  Phenomenology of Spirit set to music.

From the view of philosophy and its history, one may wish to keep in mind 
Derrida’s dictum that ‘the end of philosophy is the end of philosophy’, which is to 
say that it has always been the end or aim of philosophy to solve the most perplex-
ing puzzles that face us, and if these puzzles were indeed solved, then philosophy 
would have no further function, and would end: the end of philosophy is there-
fore the end of philosophy. It was Hegel’s contention (and if Derrida is correct, 
it has been most philosophers’ contention) that he answered the major, and even 
many of the minor, questions of philosophy: his encyclopedic system of the philo-
sophical sciences was the compendium of all those answers, and thus if one was 
struggling with a plaguing philosophical question like What is Being?, for exam-
ple, then all one had to do was to turn to the section on ‘Being’ in Hegel’s Logic, 
and that was that. 

CONCLUSION

We have moved from the end of introductions to the end of philosophy, and have 
now come to the end of this volume of introductions. Whereas the whole of the 
book has sought to provide a systematic, comprehensive introduction to the work 
of G. W. F. Hegel, we have been preoccupied in the Epilogue with highlighting 
how much more Hegel there is beyond this (series of) introduction(s). 

In truth, the present volume, though introductory, does really bring us right 
in close to the heart of Hegel’s thought. One would ‘know Hegel’ aft er having 
worked his or her way to this point. On the other hand, the aim (or end) of this 
Epilogue has been to maintain the balance, that is, to not allow the reader to be 
misled into believing that he or she has exhausted either the depth or the breadth 
of Hegel’s work. So, while it is surely not necessary to claim that the reader has 
only just scratched the surface, it is required to reiterate that, there being so much 
more under the surface than with most writers, a great body of compelling and 
brilliant work awaits the reader whose interest in the thought of G. W. F. Hegel 
has been whetted, not sated, by this book.
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